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Message 

Prof. T Ananthapadmanabha, Principal, 

NIEIT, Mysuru 

Chair-ICIETS2018 

 

It is pleasing to note that NIE Institute of Technology, 

Mysuru, is organizing its first ever International Conference 

on Innovations in Engineering, Technology and Sciences 

(ICIETS 2018) September 20-21, 2018. It invites research 

articles, review articles with top-level work from all areas of 

Engineering Research and their application including 

Computer Science, Cyber Security, Neural Network, 

Computer Network, Mechanical, Civil, Electrical, Chemical, Electronics etc. Encourage and exploring 

modern ideas of emerging trends in Engineering which containing pure knowledge. It helps researchers 

in their field and also share knowledge and research ideas. 

I wish the conference will meet its objective in delivering knowledge qualitatively and quantitatively. 
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Prof.  H P Khincha, Former VC-VTU, Belagavi. 

It is very heartening to note that NIE Institute of Technology, 

Mysuru, is organizing its first ever International Conference on Innovations 

in Engineering, Technology and Sciences (ICIETS 2018) September 20-21, 

2018.I feel it is one of prominent ways to promote scientific and educational 

activities towards the advancement of common man's life by improving the 

theory and practice of various disciplines and sectors of Engineering and 

Technology. 

I hope this event will be an inspiration for a new generation of academics, industry personnel, 

student community and others who are interested in promoting research in engineering, technology and 

sciences. 

I wish the conference will be a great success. 
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Sri. SrinathBatni, President, NIE MC. 

I am pleased to note that NIE Institute of Technology, Mysuru, is 

organizing its first ever International Conference on Innovations in 

Engineering, Technology and Sciences (ICIETS 2018) September 20-21, 

2018. 

This kind of conferences are a great time to focus upon, follow up, and 

understand where the industry is headed and also it will provide all 

stakeholders  an opportunity to gain a great deal of insight into 

“emerging technologies”  

I wish that event will be a great networking opportunity to connect with both researchers and 

practitioners. 
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Message from the Director, CPGC: Dr. Siva Ganesh Malla 

On behalf of the Organizing Committee of conference, I am delighted 

to welcome all the delegates and their guests to ‘NIE Institute of 

Technology, Mysuru, India’, for the “International Conference on 

Innovations in Engineering, Technology and Sciences (ICIETS)” which 

is held during 20th & 21st Sep 2018. This will give participants a 

platform to exchange their ideas, discover novel opportunities, 

reacquaint with colleagues, meet new friends, and broaden their 

knowledge. The theme of the ICIETS Conference is to provide the 

platform for Students, Engineers, Researchers and Scientists to share 

the knowledge and ideas in the recent trends in the field of Engineering, Science and Technology. The 

conference is approved by IEEE with conference record number: # 45157 along with copyright notice 

is 978-1-5386-7322-5/18/$31.00©2018 Crown (Crown government: UK, Canada, and Australia) and 

for all other papers is 978-1-5386-7322-5/18/$31.00©2018 IEEE. 

 

ICIETS received huge number of quality papers and accepted few best papers among them. We 

received many papers from various countries in the world. Among accepted papers, we noted that 42 

number of accepted papers from outside India. I wish good luck to all presenters and expecting future 

co-operation.  

As a member in conference ICIETS-2018, I know that the success of the conference depends ultimately 

on the many people who have worked with us in planning and organizing both the technical program 

and supporting social arrangements. Recognition should go to the Local Organizing Committee 

members who have all worked extremely hard for the details of important aspects of the conference 

programs and social activities. 

I am thankful to members in all the committees in the conference for their great efforts on this success. 

I am saying special thanks to members in NIEIT, since NIEIT members have provided their extreme 

support to conduct the conference in smooth manner. Special thanks to management of NIEIT for 

providing this wonderful opportunity to involve me in this conference and organizing this as an 

unforgettable event.  

Special thanks to all the sponsors of the conference and members of CPGC for their great support in 

organization of the conference. I am honorable to them for their kind support to me in each and every 

moment of this grand success.  

 

 

Dr. Siva Ganesh Malla,  

Director, CPGC groups 
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Details about Keynote Speakers 

Dr. Albert Guvenis, PhD 

Institute of Biomedical Engineering 

Bogazici University 

 

Biography 

Dr. Albert Guvenis received his PhD. degree from the Department of Electrical and 

Computer Engineering at Drexel University, Philadelphia, USA. He then served as 

faculty member at the Radiology Dept. in the Hospital of the University of 

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, USA where he joined a research team to develop a new 

Positron Emission Tomography scanner. He also served as faculty at the Evening 

College at Drexel University. He then joined the Institute of Biomedical Engineering at 

Bogazici University, Istanbul where he participated in a major multinational project 

cosigned by Prof Necmi TANYOLAC and Dr. Joel NOBEL of ECRI, Philadelphia, 

USA. He was active in the establishment of standardization of medical imaging systems 

and cooperated with Emergency Care Research Institute ECRI, Philadelphia, USA, Joint 

Commission, Chicago, USA and World Health Organization, WHO, Geneva, 

SWITZERLAND. He initiated a number of European Union EU and non EU educational programs at the institute. His main 

current interests are circuits and systems, signal processing, modeling, design optimization and their biomedical applications, in 

particular, molecular imaging. He is leading a research lab on precision in medicine. He is a member of IEEE, Alumni Association 

of Drexel University Engineering School and a QIBA special research group. He is a co-inventor and a patent holder for a new 

biomedical technology on sleep apnea. 

 

PURSUING PRECISION IN BIOMEDICAL SYSTEMS THROUGH 

STATISTICAL DESIGN 

The quality revolution that started mainly in Japan at the end of fourties has led to significant 

improvements in industrial products and servicees. New statistical techniques were developed and 

applied mostly to manufacturing. The defect and recall rates dropped for many products. In Japan this 

was considered a fundemental strategy to improve the economy and reduce losses to society. Although 

these efforts reached the medical community, today the error rates in the medical field still remain one 

of the highest. Diagnostic errors, side effects and ineffectiveness in therapy remain high for many types 

of diseases. In this talk, we touch a number of strategies for quality improvement in medical 

technology and give examples of implementation. Among strategies, standardization, quantification, 

continuous quality improvement, risk analysis and  personalization will be discussed. Also, the need 

for signal processing, modeling and optimization will be emphasized. 

Several  quality improvement and optimization techniques have beenregcently applied to specific 

diagnostic and therapeutic techniques. Those are usually associated with high risk conditions. Most 

times these techniques correspond to new paradigms in biomedical technology design. In the first 

example, the design of a collimator for a breast specific collimator will be described. The Monte Carlo 

simulation and theresponse surface method were used to determine the optimal parameters for a 

collimator in order to improve lesion detectability. In the second example, the tumor delineation 

problem is tackled for radiotherapy planning. The delieation accuracy has a very significant effect on 

the outcome of the therapy. Even though the delineation method is important, the approach taken was 

to first to improve the image through restoration efforts. As a conclusion, these and other examples 

from our current work and literature will be presented as evidence that engineering statistics should be 

part of the educational curriculum in biomedical engineering in order to improve quality in biomedical 

systems. 
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Prof. Ganapati Panda:  
School of Electrical Sciences,  

Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) Bhubaneswar, 

Bhubaneswar, India. 

 

Professor Ganapati Panda is currently working as a visiting professor at Indian 

Institute of Technology Bhubaneswar. During 2009-13 Professor Panda served 

as the Deputy Director of this institute. Prior to this he was working as Dean 

(Academic Affairs) and Head, School of Electrical sciences of this institute. He 

also served as Dean (Administration) at National Institute of Technology, 

Rourkela. He was a member of Board of Governors of IIT Bhubaneswar and 

NIT Rourkela. He was the founder Head of school of Electrical Sciences at IIT 

Bhubaneswar as well as the founder Head of Electronics and Communication 

Engineering department of NIT Rourkela. He also served as Director of National Institute of 

Technology, Jamshedpur. He also acted as Co-ordinator, World Bank Project at National Institute of 

Technology, Rourkela. 

 He has served 41 years in teaching and research in leading technical institutions of Odisha like 

College of Engineering Burla (16 years), National Institute of Technology, Rourkela (22 years) and 

Indian Institute of Technology, Bhubaneswar (4 years).He did his Post-Doctoral research work at the 

University of Edinburgh, UK (1984-86) and Ph. D. from IIT, Kharagpur in 1981 in the area of 

Electronics and Communication Engineering. He has already guided 35Ph.Ds in the field of Signal 

Processing, Communication and Soft- computing. He has published more than 365 research papers in 

various referred International and Indian Journals and Conferences with 5661 citations, h-index of 38 

and i-index of 104.Four more PhD students are continuing their PhD work under his active guidance. 

Most of his research papers are extensively cited. 

 He has successfully completed number of research projects from AICTE, MHRD, ISRO, 

DRDO, DST and British Council, UK. He has also edited two books in the area of DSP. He was 

nominated as the Fellow of the National Academy of Engineering, India (FNAE) and Fellow of 

National Academy of Science, India (FNASc) for his significant research contribution to signal 

processing and telecommunication. For the year 2012, Dr. Panda has been selected for the Biju Patnaik 

award for Scientific Excellence in recognition of his outstanding life time contributions in the field of 

science and technology. He also received Samanta Chandra Sekhar award from the department of 

Science and Technology, Govt. of Orissa for his high quality research work in the field of Engineering. 

He is a Senior Member of IEEE, Fellow of IET, Fellow of IETE, Fellow of IE, Life Member of CSI, 

Life Member of ISTE and Life Member of System Society. 

 He is a regular reviewer of many international journals including IEEE, IET and Elsevier. He 

has chaired and delivered keynote addresses in many international conferences in India and abroad. He 

has travelled extensively in India and abroad. His research interests are Digital Signal Processing, 

Digital Communication, Soft Computing, Intelligent Instrumentation, Evolutionary Computing, 

Computational Finance, Sensor Networks and Distributed Signal Processing. 
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Title of keynote: Recent Trends in Signal Processing, Communication and Optimization 

Techniques 

 

Digital Signal Processing and Optimization Techniques play important roles in almost all fields of 

Engineering and management applications.  These techniques have been extensively applied to 

communication, power system, instrumentation and control. The talk well cover important 

contributions of adaptive, intelligent, robust and distributed signal processing tools.  The talk will also 

deal with the applications of these tools to cognitive radio, compressing sensing, active noise control, 

hearing aids, biomedical engineering, sensor networks, smart grid, cognitive radio, image and speech 

processing and intelligent sensors.  The new set of evolutionary computing based techniques play an 

important role in single and multi objective optimizations. These optimization techniques can be 

conveniently used for minimizing/ maximizing a number of variables. These techniques are suitable for 

multivariable, multi constraints and multi-objective optimization purpose. These are based on bio 

inspired techniques. In this talk few of these techniques will be covered and few interesting application 

areas will be dealt. 

The talk will also include how these tools are applied for many interesting real life problems. In 

essence many interesting areas in the field of Electronics and Communication research will be covered 

and discussed. 
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Abhishek Mahesh Appaji, B M S College of Engineering, Bangalore 

 

 

Abhishek Appaji is a graduate from Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) Global Entrepreneurship 

Bootcamp specialized in New Ventures Leadership and was invited to talk at MIT Beyond Food Bootcamp. He 

is currently working as Assistant Professor, Dept of Medical Electronics, B M S College of Engineering 
(BMSCE), Bangalore, India, He obtained his Bachelor's of Engineering in Medical Electronics with University 

Rank from BMSCE and Masters of Engineering (M.E) in Bioinformatics from University Visvesvaraya College 

of Engineering, Bangalore. He is pursuing his research in Medical Image Processing from Maastricht University, 
the Netherlands. He is currently the Chair of IEEE Young Professionals Bangalore Section and Advisor for 

IEEE EMB BMSCE Chapter. He is co-founder of GlucotekInc, Australia, a startup in Medtech space. He is 

incubated in Centre for Innovation in Medical Electronics for developing affordable Digital X-Ray with funding 

from DST. He has collaborations with Academic Institutes, Hospitals and Industries in India and abroad for 
funded and research projects. Abhishek has also worked as research associate in Centre for Nanoscience and 

Engineering (CeNSE), Indian Institute of Science (IISc), Bangalore.  He has two patents filed in Medtech Space. 

He has more than 30 International/National journal publications and conferences to his credit. He has been a part 
of more than 50+ Invited expert talks in various conferences, Forums, and events. He has renowned laurels 

including International Best paper Award in Malaysia, MGH CamTechJugadathon Awards, Best Nodal 

Coordinator award, Gandhian Young Technological Innovation Award 2016 at RastrapathyBhavan (President of 
India House) New Delhi, Elderly care Hackathon (the Netherlands), Winner of Class 5 Massachusetts Institute 

of Technology (MIT) Global Entrepreneurship Bootcamp, etc. He has conducted/organised more than 50 events 

as an IEEE and IEEE EMBS/ IEEE Young Professional initiative.  
 

Demystifying the Research in Signal and Image Processing 
Signal and Image processing has applications in various domains of Engineering and 

Technology. Biomedical Signal and image processing establishes a dynamic area of 

specialization in academic world as well as in industrial research and applications. The concept 

of image and signal processing are used for extraction of important information which is 

usually not captured by the physicians, medical experts and paramedics for sophisticated 

medical practices and applications. This talk concentrates on the niche area of medicine to 

diagnose various diseases using signal and image processing. This also covers signals and 

modalities including Brain computer interface, Electroencephalogram, Electrocardiogram, 

Magnetic resonance imaging and Functional MRI, Computed Tomography, Ultrasound, 

Retinal Image processing, etc. These signal help in investigating the wellness of neuroscience, 

functional imaging, cardiovascular systems, etc. By using these modalities or signals which are 

very promising for the engineers as they play a vital role in designing the processing algorithms 

for revealing the unseen truths. This talk will also cover some of the examples and research 

problems taken by researchers along with the importance of doctors, engineers and 

academicians working in tandem for betterment of human life.  
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Index 
 

S. No. Title of The Paper  Pg. No. 
1 Multiple Encryption in Cloud Environment 1 

 Saurav Raj, Ajay Vikram Singh and Sunil Kumar Khatri  

2 Comparative Study of Evolutionary Algorithms to Solve Project Scheduling Problem 1 

 Blessina Gonsalves and Eros Lopes  

3 Proposal of an Efficient Architecture for Data Protection in Cloud 1 

 Ms. Jalashree D. Trivedi and Prof. Amita V. Shah  

4 Real-Time Wind Noise Detection and Suppression with Neural-based Signal Reconstruction for Multi-

Channel, Low-Power Devices 

1 

 Anthony D. Rhodes  

5 A Comparative Study of Shadowing Function Models with an Uncorrelated Gaussian Height and Slope 

Distributions in Random Rough Surfaces 

2 

 M. Kaddouri, A. Hassini b and N. Benabadji  

6 Predictive Load Management for Energy-Deficient Countries by Implementing a Simple 

Microcontroller based Module: a Step towards Smart Grid 

2 

 Abir Chowdhury  

7 Design, Analyze and Optimization of Stand-alone Hybrid System for off Grid Rural Electrification of 

Remote Area 

3 

 Udit Mamodiya, Devendra Somwanshi and Dr. Himani Goyal  

8 Using Simulation Generated Synthetic Data for Benchmark Testing of Blood Glucose Prediction 

Algorithms 

3 

 Doğugün Özkaya and Albert Güveniş  

9 A Metrics Oriented Approach for Quality Assessment of Component based Software 3 

 Vinayak Gupta and S. K. Jha  

10 Propagation of A Spherical Shock Wave in an Ideal Gas with Increasing Energy under the Influence of 

Monochromatic Radiation and Gravitational Field 

4 

 P. K. Sahu  

11 Retinopathy Detection using WalterKlein Contrast Enhancement 4 

 Jyoti D. Patil and Dr.Sharmila Chaudhari  

12 Satellite Clock Bias Outliers Detection based on Bayesian Approach 4 

 Chaozhong Ma and Qingming Gui  

13 Guided Propagation of Electromagnetic Waves in Composite Media 5 

 My Chrif El boubakraoui  

14 Analog High Speed Video Buffer ASIC for Large Capacitive Load Applications 5 

 Jayesh Jayarajan, Anuj Srivastava, Sunil Bhati, Sanjeev Mehta and Arup Roy Chowdhury  

15 Performance Upgrade of Image Super Resolution based on L2-L2 Reconstruction and Sparse 

Reconstruction Algorithms 

5 

 Ashish Shetty, Karthik Sullia and Mrs. Ramya. S  

16 Data Mining, Applications Tools in Insurance Strategies 6 

 Hossein Niavand and Farzaneh Haghighat Nia  

17 Operation of Onboard Data Handling System in Different Switching Modes for RVSAT-1 6 

 Mohammad Hanan Bhat, Pranav Bhat, Disha R Gulur and Rishikesh Nanda  

18 FPGA Implementation of FM Demodulators using RTL-SDR 6 

 Vidur Shah, Akshay Parekh, Sahil Sawant and Prof. Narendra Bhagat  

19 Disturbance Observer and Sliding Mode Control based Model Following Active Suspension System 

Design 

6 

 Geeta A. Bokil and S. B. Phadke  

20 Distinguish between Maternal and Fetal ECG Signals 7 

 Mohammad A. Bharmal and Muhammad S. Ullah  

21 A New Paradigm to Remove the Wandering Baseline Artifact from ECG Signals 7 

 Edder Sebastián Mendoza Garibay and Muhammad Sana Ullah  

22 Review on Analysis of the Shadow Effect on the Power Output Characteristics of Solar Cell, Solar 7 
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Panel and Small-scale Solar System 

 J.A.Davari and M.M.Wagh  

23 Classification of RISAT-1 Data using SVM with Hybrid Polarimetric Descriptors 8 

 Varsha Turkar, Shaunak De, Anup Das, Sanjay Shitole and Rinki Deo  

24 Solar Powered Semi Automated Dough Rolling Machine 8 

 Vinay J Shetty, Rupesh Sulkar, Akshata Hiremath, Vinaykumar Maladkar and Mugdha Kulkarni  

25 Data Transmission using Visible Light Communication (Li-Fi) 8 

 Simran Patil, Jay Potnis, Sanket Kothari and Dr. Sharmila Petkar  

26 Design and Implementation of Knowledge Sharing System based on Wechat Small Program 9 

 Xiaoxi Gu, Lingjun Yang and Sanxing Cao  
27 A Novel Approach for Generating Composite Sketches from Mugshot Photographs 9 

 Pallavi S, Mr. Sannidhan M S, Mr. Sudeepa K B and Mr. Abhir Bhandary  

28 Smart Vehicles Anti Pilferage and Anti Adulteration of Fuel Road Tankers 9 

 K.Aravindhan, A.Anton christo and G.Maharaja,K.Aris  

29 Mathematical Formulation of Roller-Bit Drilling Process Optimization Problem 10 

 Shigina A.A., Shigin A.O.2, Stupina A.A., Karaseva M.V. and Kirsanov A.K.  

30 Face Image Stegnography 10 

 Jyoti  

31 Radial AMB (Active Magnetic Bearing) Dimensions Measurement by the Machine Constant C 10 

 A.Yu.Smirnov and А.B. Daryenkov  

32 Autonomous Driving Agents using Genetic Algorithms and Neural Networks 11 

 Shravan Kumar, Kiran R, Sudipto Singha and Shridhar K, Jyothi S. Nayak  

33 On Polyhedral-Spherical Configurations: Modeling and Optimization 11 

 Sergiy Yakovlev, Oksana Pichugina and Olga Yarovaya  

34 CATERCAM : A Sliding Camera Mechanism using Gimbal Assembly 11 

 Kashyap Ravindra Kirtikar, Shubham Suresh Ghodke and Atharva Shirode  

35 Image Classification based on Color Space 11 

 Sharnabasappa, Nagesh Salimath and Jitendra Sheetlani  

36 Design of Low Cost Electronic Flow Control System for Pneumatic Circuits 12 

 Divishad R. Londhe, Tushar P. Shelke and Bhushan A. Rane  

37 Models and Information Technologies of the Synthesis of Spherical Object Configurations 12 

 Sergiy Yakovlev, Oleksii Kartashov, Kyryl Korobchynskyi and Igor Moskovich  

38 Semantic Privacy Preserving Framework for Image Feature Extraction in Encrypted Domain based on 
Mutual Authentication in Cloud Computing 

12 

 Prof. Suvarna L.Kattimani and Miss. Saba Parveen Bougdadi  

39 Comparative Study of AES, RSA and Genetic Algorithm for Image Encryption 12 

 Prashant Dwivedy, Rajeev Kumar Sachan, Abhai Shankar Chaurasia and Manjul Mishra  

40 Comparative Study of PCA, DCT, DTCWT and SWT Image Fusion 13 

 Prashant Dwivedy, Sunil Dubey, Prakanksha Shukla and Shahdab Sheikh  

41 System Identification using Lms and Nlms 13 

 Prashant Dwivedy, Abhishek Dwivedi, Shubhi Omar and Amarpreet Singh  

42 Effect of Injection Timing of Multiple Injection Strategy on Reduction of Nox Emission from CRDI 

Diesel Engine Fueled with Biodiesel Blend 

13 

 Ramesh Babu Nallamothu and IN Niranjan Kumar  

43 The Genetic Algorithms in Optimization Problem on Combinatorial Configurations 14 

 Sergiy Yakovlev, Oksana Pichugina, Oleksii Kartashov and Liudmyla Koliechkina  

44 Design and Development of an Agri-Bot for Automatic Seeding and Watering Applications 14 

 Kruthika Ramesh, Prajwal K T, Roopini C, Monish Gowda M H and V V S N Sitaram Gupta  

45 Swarm Intelligence based Task Scheduling Mechanisms in Cloud Environment 15 

 Usha Kirana S P and Demian Antony D’Mello  

46 Swarm Intelligence based Task Scheduling Mechanisms for Dynamic Workloads in Cloud 

Environment 

15 

 Usha Kirana S P and Demian Antony D’Mello  

47 Ubiquitous Communication Provisioning in Smart Energy Meter System in Smart Cities 15 

 Kiran Ahuja and Arun Khosla  

48 Identification of Disease Causing Protein Cell using Efficient Segmentation Method on 2D Gel 16 
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Electrophoresis Images 

 Sweekar Sudhakara, Syed Raehan Ahmed and P.M. Shivakumara Swamy  

49 A Cooperative Study on Image Processing Approaches for BSDS in Advanced Driver Assistance 

System 

16 

 M S Sunitha Patel and Dr. Srinath S  

50 Comparative Study of DC and Lightning Impulse Breakdown Voltages of Air Gaps with and without 

Spacers 

16 

 K.L.Ratnakar, Dr. B. Rajesh Kamath and Dr. J. Sunderarajan  

51 Sacrificial Support Fixture Design for Fabricating Intricate Parts for CNC Rapid Prototyping- A 

Review 

17 

 Ashwini Ramteke and Kishor Ashtankar  

52 Realization of 3D Electromagnetic and Thermal Analyzes of the Autotransformer by Finite Elements 

Method 

17 

 Yıldırım ÖZÜPAK and Mehmet Salih MAMİŞ  

53 Cloud Computing and its Role in Digital Library Technology 17 
 Khadija Mansour Abuzagia  

54 A Secured Transmission in Wireless Sensor Networks by the Detection and Prevention of IoT from 
Jamming Attacks 

18 

 Prasanna Kumar G, Mahadevaprasad Y N, Chandru A S and Sudeep J  

55 Artificial Intelligence Stimulus Response System (SRS) 18 
 Rajeshwari Dembala and Vagdevi S  

56 Self-Healing Control Algorithms for Distribution Networks 18 
 P.U. OKORIE and U.O.ALIYU  

57 Ensuring Environmental Safety through Detection of Unauthorized Solid Waste Dumps using 
Geospatial Technology 

19 

 Sergij Vambol, Volodymyr Koloskov, Viola Vambol, Vitaliy Sobyna and Iqbal Ansari  

58 Communication Technology in Smart Grid: An Overview 19 
 Latha.N and Dr.Usha Surendra  

59 Control and Coordination Issues in Community Microgrid System 19 
 Seema Magadum and Dr. Archana N V  

60 Augmented Zagreb Index of Polyhex Nanotubes 20 
 Nazeran Idrees, Afshan Sadiq and Muhammad Jawwad Saif  

61 Face Segmentation in Video Frames using Adaptive Morphological Face Template 20 

 Anil B.V. and Ravikumar M.S  

62 An Overview of Placement, Control and Coordinated FACTS Devices 20 

 Divya BV and Dr. Archana N.V  

63 Internet based Resource Sharing Platform Development for Agriculture Machinery and Tools in 

Punjab 

20 

 Manik Rakhraa, Dr Ramandeep singh  

64 The Internet of Things based Water Quality Monitoring and Control 21 

 Neha N. Dalwadi, Dr. Mamta C. Padole  
65 A 3D Morphology Analysis of Cytoskeletal Filaments from Fluorescence Microscopic Data 21 

 Fabian Alexander Herb and Kraisorn Chaisaowong  

66 Lightening Driven Wind Turbines Blade Damages 21 

 Ramya N  

67 Optimal Traffic Light Control using Wireless Sensor Networks 22 
 Mrs. Impana Appaji  

68 Design and Implementation of College Campus Commune Application using Android  
 Mr. Pavan Mahendrakar, Mr. Shriharsha S. Veni, Akash Anand Kulkarni and Kiran B Chitari 22 

69 Research behind the WDM-PON System, Issues and Methodsof Implementation -A Survey 22 

 Rohini and Dr Manojkumar M  
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70 Cloud Computing: The History and Evolution of Software as a Service 23 

 Aishwarya A and Rachana C R  

71 Design and Analysis of an External Equalising Pulldown Fixture in Creo 23 

 Tathagata Palodhi and Sankar Nath Mukhopadhyay  

72 Remote Monitoring and Controlling of VFD fed Three Phase Induction Motor through PLC using 

LabVIEW 

23 

 Pavithra. G and Mr. Vinayak. V. Rao  

73 Study of Electrical Transport Characteristics of Ni/p-GaN Schottky Diodes 24 

 Santosh Kumar, M Vinay Kumar, Krishnaveni S and Nalini B K  

74 Conceptual based Investigation on the Data Mining Techniques for the Prediction of Hydration 

Assessment, Breath Analysis and Heart Disease 

24 

 Dr.K.Sai Manoj, Ms.K. Mrudula, Mrs. G.Maanasa and Prof.K.Phani Srinivas  

75 Voltage Stability Analysis with Integration of DG into the Distribution System for Different Loading 

Conditions 

24 

 Rudresha S J, Dr. Shekhappa G. Ankaliki,  Dr.T. Ananthapadmanabha and Vishwas S  

76 Survey on Segmentation, Classification, and Recognition of Complex Agricultural Image 25 

 Suma S. Huddarand Dr. K. Prabhushetty  

77 Monitoring, Examining Soil and Atmospheric Conditions in Farm Land Using IoT 25 

 Gowtham M and Pratish D T  

78 State Transition Matrix of the DC-DC Converter 25 

 B. Khushalani and A. Anilkumar  

79 Wearable Assistive Device for the Deaf 25 

 Nikhil Bernard. J, Mahantesh S Kenchannavar and Rajath G H  

80 Survey on Speech Assessment and Assistive Techniques for Dysarthric Patients 26 

 Lovee Jain and K Raghuveer  

81 Fuzzy Clustering based Kidney Stones Analyses in Computed Tomography Images 26 

 Aravind Jadhav and Sanjay Pujari  

82 Evaluation of Fault Tolerant & Min-Max Load Balancing Algorithm in Grid Computing 26 

 Mahesh Reddy G and Srinuvasa Reddy k  

83 A Novel Smart Traffic Regulation System 27 

 Sanjith.M.Gowda, Sushanth.G and Dr.Sujatha.S  

84 Experimental Study of Bernoulli’s Equation on Rotational and Irrotational Flow 27 

 Navyashree K R, Roshan Ansari and Somashekar V  
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Multiple Encryption in Cloud Environment 
 

Saurav Raj, Ajay Vikram Singh and Sunil Kumar Khatri  

 

Abstract: Almost everyone is shifting the data to the cloud today, be it an individual or an organization. 

Cloud services are cheaper and offer anytime access. However, just like anywhere else, security is a 

primary concern. Many security algorithms have been proposed to date. Every field has a different type 

of encryption algorithm. Similarly, the cloud has its own type of encryption. To make it easy to be 

processed Homomorphic encryption was adopted. In this paper there is a proposal of a variation of the 

combination of AES and RSA algorithms towards a stronger Homomorphic encryption. 

 

Comparative Study of Evolutionary Algorithms to Solve Project 

Scheduling Problem 
 

Blessina Gonsalves and Eros Lopes 

 

Abstract: Software Project Scheduling (PSP) is one of the most critical issues in developing software. 

The major issue is of completing the software project consistently with planned cost and schedule. 

Simultaneously reduction in cost and time with optimal allocation of resources is important. Also there 

is need to address the evolutionary behavior of software projects while developing the schedule. 

Traditional approaches for Project Scheduling fail to accomplish this requirement which can be 

addressed using Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) based approaches. Improved Evolutionary Algorithm 

design approach solves PSP by normalizing employee dedication along with optimal allocation of 

resources and minimizing cost and completion time of software project. Normalization removes the 

problem of overwork and allows an EA to focus on the solution quality. It facilitates finding the right 

balance between dedication values for different tasks and allows employees to adapt their workload 

whenever other tasks are started or finished. 

 

Proposal of an Efficient Architecture for Data Protection in Cloud 
 

Ms. Jalashree D. Trivedi and Prof. Amita V. Shah 

 

Abstract: Cloud data storage is a service that brings several advantages for its users. However, in public 

cloud systems, the risks involved in the outsourcing of data storage can be a barrier to the adoption of 

this service by those concerned with privacy. Several cloud service providers that claim to protect 

user’s data do not fulfil some requirements considered essential in a secure, reliable and easy to use 

service, raising questions about the effective security obtained. In this research we have proposed 

constructing a model of decentralized data storage based on client side encryption using ECC algorithm 

and blockchain technology with the purpose to improve the security and safety of confidential 

information. 

 

Real-Time Wind Noise Detection and Suppression with Neural-

based Signal Reconstruction for Multi-Channel, Low-Power 

Devices 
 

Anthony D. Rhodes 

 

Abstract: Active wind noise detection and suppression techniques are a new and essential paradigm for 

enhancing ASR-based functionality with smart glasses, in addition to other wearable and smart devices 

in the broader IoT (Internet of things). In this paper, we develop two separate algorithms for wind noise 
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detection and suppression, respectively, operational in a challenging, low-energy regime. Together, 

these algorithms comprise a robust wind noise suppression system. In the first case, we advance a real-

time wind detection algorithm (RTWD) that uses two distinct sets of lowdimensional signal features to 

discriminate the presence of wind noise with high accuracy. For wind noise suppression, we employ an 

additional algorithm – attentive neural wind suppression (ANWS) – that utilizes a neural network to 

reconstruct the wearer speech signal from wind-corrupted audio in the spectral regions that are most 

adversely affected by wind noise. Finally, we test our algorithms through real-time experiments using 

low-power, multimicrophone devices with a wind simulator under challengingdetection criteria and a 

variety of wind intensities. 

 

A Comparative Study of Shadowing Function Models with an 

Uncorrelated Gaussian Height and Slope Distributions in Random 

Rough Surfaces 
 

M. Kaddouri, A. Hassini b and N. Benabadji 
 

Abstract: In this paper, five of the most commonly used models of shadowing functions available in the 

literature are presented. The first four of them are analytical and the last one is based on numerical 

simulation. Only the monostatic (transmitter and receiver are located at same place) shadowing 

functions are considered. The probability densities of heights and slopes are assumed to be uncorrelated 

and normal (Gaussian). A comparison of analytical models is drawn in the light of the evaluation of 

their accuracies and their discrepancies with that derived from a computer simulation. In sum, results 

show that the models are in marked disagreement with the computer simulation for υ = cot θ/√2 σ in the 

interval where θ is the incident angle and σ is the root mean square (RMS) of surface slopes. In 

contract, at υ ≥ 0.6 the discrepancy was reduced progressively. Moreover, it is shown that both 

analytical and numerical models converge and tend towards the same values of computer simulation for 

υ ≥ 1.5. Roughly speaking, the model of Smith is the closest model to the computer simulation for any 

values of υ. However, the model of Beckmann is the best model at particular range of values of υ. 

 

Predictive Load Management for Energy-Deficient Countries by 

Implementing a Simple Microcontroller based Module: a Step 

towards Smart Grid 
 

Abir Chowdhury 

 

Abstract: This paper addresses the Perspective of smart grid in energy-deficient countries like 

Bangladesh with the basic introduction of smart grid technologies. Smart Grid comprises of new and 

innovative strategies backed up by modern instruments and technologies. Predictive Load Management 

is such a strategic footstep towards smartening the power grid, which could be the only viable and 

short-term solution for the countries where demand-supply mismatch is a major problem. The key 

target of this paper is to introduce a simple microcontrollerbased module for both supplier end and 

consumer end; which will allow both parties to know the cost and amount of electric power consumed. 

However, the main function of this module is to execute Predictive Load Management in the form of 

prioritybased Load distribution which cannot be altered if there is shortage in electricity generation. 

Whether it is within home or an area or an industry, this cost-effective device will offer a better 

distribution of energy across different loads of the area covered by managing the priority. Cost and 

wastage reduction of electrical energy are other promising outcomes that will be achieved by installing 

this device. Although, it is notable that, changes in the behavior of electricity consumers have a major 

role in implementing this module. 
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Design, Analyze and Optimization of Stand-alone Hybrid System 

for off Grid Rural Electrification of Remote Area 
 

Udit Mamodiya, Devendra Somwanshi and Dr. Himani Goyal 

 

Abstract: Udit Mamodiya, Devendra Somwanshi and Dr. Himani Goyal In recent years, supplying 

electricity has become necessary for the daily survival and further development of emerging 

communities. This paper deals with the conceptual design of a remote power supply management 

system, using a hybrid photovoltaic-wind-DG power supply system. The hybrid system analysis has 

showed that for a small community consuming 112,887 kWh/yr out of which 111,648 kWh/yr was 

produced by PV array which comprises 99% of the total power generated and the remaining 1% i.e. 

1,239 kWh/yr was produced by generator. The cost of energy calculated was 0.47 USD/kWh. This 

encourages the use of this efficient system and clean energy in development plans at rural communities. 

 

Using Simulation Generated Synthetic Data for Benchmark 

Testing of Blood Glucose Prediction Algorithms 
 

Doğugün Özkaya and Albert Güveniş 

 

Abstract: Blood glucose prediction (BG) has recently attracted an important interest due to the 

worldwide high number of diabetes patients and the increasing availability of mobile computing 

devices. Selecting and optimizing algorithms for BG prediction requires standard data for which the 

ground truth is known. Recently, there have been efforts in generating synthetic data for machine 

learning algorithm testing and benchmarking since legal and practical issues may arise in obtaining real 

data. These may also be prune to errors. Simulation generated data may give the opportunity to fine 

tune algorithms. The goal of this study was to explore the use of synthetic data in BG prediction 

benchmarking studies. First simulation was used to create data. Then two machine learning algorithms 

were assessed and compared, namely the support vector regression (SVR) and the Gaussian process 

regression. Estimates with prediction horizons (PH) of 15, 30 and 60 minutes have been obtained.b The 

support vector regression algorithm gave a root mean square error of 1.75 mg/dl while the Gaussian 

process regression gave an error of 2.12 mg/dl for a 60 minutes prediction horizon at night. 

Computation time for prediction by SVR was 6.7 msec. While Gaussian process regression took 0.25 

sec. As a conclusion, simulation based benchmarking was found promising. Work is in progress to test 

and compare more machine learning algorithms and using more than one set of simulated data in order 

to conduct tests at different BG prediction circumstances. 

 

A Metrics Oriented Approach for Quality Assessment of 

Component based Software 
 

Vinayak Gupta and S. K. Jha 

 

Abstract - Software Metrics are about quantitative evaluation of attributes of the software products and 

processes. It helps in determining and measuring the different characteristics of a software system 

quantitatively. Component-based software are developed from pre-existing software components. 

Component selection, evaluation & integration are special lifecycle phases for CBSD. Exclusive efforts 

are required in the selection of suitable components, verification of components and testing of 

components phase. Reusability is the main theme in CBSD which helps in reducing development time, 

effort, cost and improving productivity and quality. Concept of reusability was not considered up to 

that level in traditional software engineering process. Our main focus in this paper is to elaborate the 

study about the differences traditional software metrics and component-based metrics. Due to black box 
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nature of software component applicability of software metrics is different. In this paper we also 

elaborate about study of how traditional software metrics lack in applicability with comparison to 

componentbased metrics. 

 

Propagation of A Spherical Shock Wave in an Ideal Gas with 

Increasing Energy under the Influence of Monochromatic 

Radiation and Gravitational Field 
 

P. K. Sahu 
 

Abstract: Self-similar solutions are obtained for one-dimensional unsteady adiabatic flow of an ideal 

gas with gravitational effects and monochromatic radiation behind a spherical shock wave. It is 

assumed that the medium is under the influence of a gravitational field which is because of central mass 

at the origin (Roche Model). It is also supposed that as compared to the attraction of the central mass, 

the gravitational effect of the gas can be neglected. The effects of change in values of gravitational 

parameter, shock Mach no. and adiabatic exponent of the gas on shock strength and flow variables are 

worked out in detail. The comparison between the solutions obtained in gravitating and non-gravitating 

medium is done. The total energy of the shock wave is varying and alters in due course. The present 

study can be important for description of shocks in supernova explosions, in the study of a flare 

produced shock in the solar wind, central part of star burst galaxies, nuclear explosion, rupture of a 

pressurized vessel and explosion in the ionosphere etc. 

 

Retinopathy Detection using WalterKlein Contrast Enhancement 
 

Jyoti D. Patil and Dr.Sharmila Chaudhari 

 

Abstract: When sugar level (glucose) in the blood fails to regulate the insulin properly in human body, 

diabetic is occurred. The effect of diabetic on eye causes diabetic retinopathy. Diabetic retinopathy 

(DR) is a serious eye disease that originates from diabetes mellitus and is the most common cause of 

blindness in the developed countries. Therefore, much effort has been made to establish reliable 

computer aided screening systems based on color fund us images. Diabetic Retinopathy is one of a 

complicated diabetes which can cause blindness. It is a metabolic disordered patients perceive no 

symptoms until the disease is at late stage. So early detection and proper treatment has to be ensured. 

To serve this purpose, various automated systems have been designed.We propose an ensemble-based 

framework for retinal lesion detection. Unlike the well-known approach of considering the output of 

multiple classifiers, we propose a combination of of Retinal Lesion detectors, namely preprocessing 

methods and candidate extractors. The presence of micro aneurysms in the eye is one of the early signs 

of diabetic retinopathy. We analzye the input retinal images of the Diabetic patients and we can classify 

that the patient is affected by DR or not. If not affected, they are normal patient. If they are affected, 

further it classifies the different stages of diabetic retinopathy affected patients such as Mild, Moderate 

and Severe. 

 

Satellite Clock Bias Outliers Detection based on Bayesian 

Approach 
 

Chaozhong Ma and Qingming Gui 

 

Abstract: Bayesian method of satellite clock bias outliers detection is presented taking into account the 

physical characteristics of satellite clock bias. Then the satellite clock bias is divided into three 

independent components contained physical meaning. And the outliers is detected and estimated by the 
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Bayesian method of ARIMA model outliers detection. At last, the IGS examples illustrate that the new 

algorithm is effective for handling satellite clock bias outliers. 

 

Guided Propagation of Electromagnetic Waves in Composite 

Media 
 

My Chrif El boubakraoui 

 

Abstract: In this work, our study is based on the extraction of the complex effective permittivity and the 

complex effective permeability of composites with the ferromagnetic wires in the band X. Two types of 

composites made of wire continuous grates and shortened Co66Fe3,5B16Si11Cr3,5 and 

Fe3,85Co67,05Ni1,44Si14,47Mo1,66 are considered to determine different spectra of permittivity and 

permeability in the X-band frequency. For this purpose, the Sij diffusion parameters were simulated 

using rectangular waveguide. Then, the calculated values were adjusted using the method of Nicholson 

Ross Weir (NRW) to estimate the values of complex relative permittivity and the complex relative 

permeability. The measured and simulated values show a good convergence that guarantees the 

application of the used methodologies for the characterization of different composites. 

 

Analog High Speed Video Buffer ASIC for Large Capacitive Load 

Applications 
 

Jayesh Jayarajan, Anuj Srivastava, Sunil Bhati, Sanjeev Mehta and Arup Roy Chowdhury 

 

Abstract: High Speed Multi-Port Detectors like linear/array or TDI (Time Delay and Integration) CCDs 

(Charge Coupled Devices) are in widespread use in modern day high resolution satellites. Camera 

electronics design for these detectors require processing of multiple analog video ports at high speed. 

Furthermore, due to large swath requirements, multiple detectors are required to be placed in close 

proximity, resulting in shortage of resources near the focal plane. Consequently, the video processing 

electronics is constrained to be placed away from the focal plane. However, since most of the CCDs 

have low driving capability(<4pF), they are incapable ofdriving large capacitive loads induced by the 

interface harnesses/flex cables used between the focal plane and the video processing electronics. This 

paper proposes an analog high speed video buffer ASIC with a UGB (Unity Gain Bandwidth) of 

106MHz (at 30pF load) and DC Gain of 72dB and a sufficiently small input capacitance (<1pF) and 

power consumption of <100mW with a load of 30pF. The device is capable of driving cable lengths of 

the order of 400mm, followed by the input capacitance of the digitizer (~10pF). The proposed video 

buffer is targeted to be realized indigenously through 0.18um SCL CMOS process. Keywords- Video 

Buffer, High Speed, Large Capacitive load driving, CMOS, ASIC, CCD 

 

Performance Upgrade of Image Super Resolution based on L2-L2 

Reconstruction and Sparse Reconstruction Algorithms 
 

Ashish Shetty, Karthik Sullia and Mrs. Ramya. S 

 

Abstract: The resolution of an image is defined as the smallest measurable detail in the visual 

presentation of any given image. Super-resolution is the process of up sampling the existing pixel 

values and modifying them to obtain an image with a better clarity and resolution all while trying to 

reduce the aliasing and noise that interferes during this procedure. Two algorithms have been modified 

and compared in this paper. The first algorithm is the L2-L2 algorithm, the second is the Sparse 

Reconstruction algorithm. The L2-L2 algorithm is an interpolation-based approach, whereas the Sparse 

reconstruction algorithm is a dictionary based super-resolution approach. This paper intends to give an 
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overview of image Super-Resolution and its techniques and applications, and draws a comparative 

study between the two algorithms, after certain performance enhancing parameters have been modified. 

 

Data Mining, Applications Tools in Insurance Strategies 
 

Hossein Niavand and Farzaneh Haghighat Nia 

 

Abstract-Insurance companies have been currently actualizing information warehousing innovation, 

which encourages tremendous enterprise-wide databases. Subsequently, the measure of information 

that associations have is developing at an amazing rate. The following test for these associations is the 

manner by which to translate the information and how to change it into valuable data and learning. Data 

mining is one innovation utilized for addressing this difficulty. This article gives a far-reaching 

perspective on the innovation's techniques, bolster devices, and applications. 

 

Operation of Onboard Data Handling System in Different 

Switching Modes for RVSAT-1 
 

Mohammad Hanan Bhat, Pranav Bhat, Disha R Gulur and Rishikesh Nanda 

 

Abstract:  RVSAT-1 is a 2U nanosatellite based on cubesat standards with astrobiological payload. 

RVSAT-1 also aims to deorbit and does not contribute to space debris. RVSAT-1 is designed to 

undergo five different operational modes. The autonomous switching is preferred over manual 

switching, since it does not require telecommand and hence the modes can be switched even when the 

satellite is not in Line Of Sight. This paper discusses the different operational modes and the operations 

of On Board Data Handling (OBDH) system during transition of modes throughout the lifespan of 

RVSAT-1 

 

FPGA Implementation of FM Demodulators using RTL-SDR 
 

Vidur Shah, Akshay Parekh, Sahil Sawant and Prof. Narendra Bhagat 

 

Abstract: With the advancements in modern communication technology, newer hardware is developed 

to replace the current technology. This leads to a significant increase in cost of communication systems. 

Thus, ’software-controlled’ and ’software-defined’ hardware, for implementing communication system 

processes were developed. This research work revolves around the idea of developing a powerful, re-

configurable tool capable of implementing multiple communication systems on-chip via software. The 

overall system developed here is referred to as a ’Reconfigurable Receiver’. The receiver utilizes RTL-

SDR(R820T+RTL2832U) by Oscmocom and Spartan 3AN FPGA for implementing FIR filters and 

demodulating architectures.Such a system offers a greater flexibility over dedicated hardware. The 

work presented here includes the theoretical background and description of the process flow for 

developing such systems. Also, various performance parameters are discussed. The system described 

here is designed to demodulate FM signals from local FM stations. 

 

Disturbance Observer and Sliding Mode Control based Model 

Following Active Suspension System Design 
 

Geeta A. Bokil and S. B. Phadke 

 

Abstract: In this paper a model following active suspension system is designed in which a disturbance 

observer(DO) is used to estimate the uncertainty which consists of road disturbance and variations in 
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suspension system parameters. The ideal model which is being followed by the suspension system is 

skyhook reference model. Variations in skyhook model parameters also contributes the uncertainty 

which is also being measured by DO. In this design no sensors are required to sense road disturbance 

and acceleration of sprung mass as these parameters are estimated by DO. The control methodology 

used is sliding mode control. MATLAB simulations are carried out to validate the efficacy of the 

proposed scheme. 

 

Distinguish between Maternal and Fetal ECG Signals 
 

Mohammad A. Bharmal and Muhammad S. Ullah 
 

Abstract: Scientists and engineers are striving for over a century now to obtain nearly perfect fetal and 

maternal ECG signals out of a feto-maternal ECG (F/MECG) complex at low cost. They have come up 

with a variety of techniques and methodologies to display these signals free of noise, interference and 

artifacts. This paper gives a summarized form of study of different methods to separate maternal ECG 

and fetal ECG from F/MECG mix from mother’s abdomen. The idea is to analyze the popular 

procedures used to achieve the goal of representing individual and noise clean ECG signals. The feto-

maternal ECG complex is a mix of many myographic signals and noise which make the separation a 

hefty task. Along with other techniques, this paper also incorporates another simple technique of using 

a moving average filter to attain two signals independently. Although, the outcomes of initial 

investigation are hard to determine in its purest form but very close to what is being targeted. 

 

A New Paradigm to Remove the Wandering Baseline Artifact from 

ECG Signals 
 

Edder Sebastián Mendoza Garibay and Muhammad Sana Ullah 

 

Abstract: In this research, we analyze a very common issue called wandering baseline artifact (WBA) 

that has with ECG signals. This artifact is due to normal patient's movements and is present on each 

derivation. This wandering baseline has a very low frequency, normally under 0.2 Hz. The wandering 

baseline on the ECG signals produce an alteration on the ‘P’ segment (the information of the atrial 

depolarization) and the ‘ST’ segment (the information of a ventricular contraction). We have developed 

the linear filter that has used to remove this WBA by keeping the nature of the original ECG signals 

and making sure not to vanish clinical important information from the original signals. In this research, 

we used ECG signals provided by the Physionet, which is a database website that provide physiological 

signals for research purposes. The filters (median and moving average) that used in the proposed 

algorithm is to obtain the signal that we do not want from our original signal. Finally, we do a 

subtraction between the original signal and the filtered signal and analyze both signals (input and 

output) in the frequency domain using the Welch Periodogram that indicate the reduction of wandering 

baseline since the power density spectrum decrease among low frequencies. 

 

Review on Analysis of the Shadow Effect on the Power Output 

Characteristics of Solar Cell, Solar Panel and Small-scale Solar 

System 
 

J.A.Davari and M.M.Wagh 

 

Abstract: The photovoltaic power system has been widely applied in industrial, commercial and 

domestic facilities. This technology is used for direct conversion of solar energy into electrical energy. 

The performance of PV system is mostly affected by irradiation, panel temperature and shadowing 
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effect due to trees, passing of clouds, neighboring buildings, electric cables (telephone cable, television 

cable). In this paper the attempt has been made to study and review the recent shadowing effect on 

performance characteristics and also power output, fill factor and efficiency of the solar cell, solar 

panel, and solar system. Consider two types of shadowing effect, uniform shadow and non- uniform 

shadow such condition should be avoided and improve for better performance of output power of the 

solar system. 

 

Classification of RISAT-1 Data using SVM with Hybrid 

Polarimetric Descriptors 
 

Varsha Turkar, Shaunak De, Anup Das, Sanjay Shitole and Rinki Deo 

 

Abstract: RISAT-1 data is acquired over Mumbai in hybrid and linear dual polarizations. The mean and 

standard deviation of backscattering coefficients (σ0) are computed and have been analyzed for various 

land features. Classification accuracy between RISAT-1 hybrid and dual polarimetric data has been 

compared. The effect of different multilook on the classification accuracy is also studied. Wishart 

supervised and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers are used for this study. It has been observed 

that the classification accuracy can be improved by using m-δ or m-χ decomposition along with 

Circular Polarization Ratio (CPR) and SPAN of hybrid polarimetric data. 

 

Solar Powered Semi Automated Dough Rolling Machine 
 

Vinay J Shetty, Rupesh Sulkar, Akshata Hiremath, Vinaykumar Maladkar and Mugdha Kulkarni 

 

Abstract: In this new era everyone wants the product at best quality with low manufacturing cost, so 

from the point of view of hotels, it is very important that customer should get immediate service of 

food. So this is major requirement that we are going to serve. So chapatti making machine would be the 

best option to complete that requirement which would increase the cooking productivity. In commercial 

hotels and Dhabas large quantity of chapatti is traditional food with large demand. They are facing lots 

of difficulties while making mass production of chapattis. This project proposes an attractive model 

which is used to make chapatti and other rolling food items (papad, puri, etc.) using solar as the main 

source. The solar powered semi automated rolling machine is driven by the DC motor and is operated 

by solar energy. The solar panels will charge the battery which further drives the DC motor. The attery 

gets charged using solar panel and also it can be charged using a wall charger. We developed setup for 

making raw chapattis with minimum cost; setup produces multiple raw chapattis in minimum time. 

 

Data Transmission using Visible Light Communication (Li-Fi) 
 

Simran Patil, Jay Potnis, Sanket Kothari and Dr. Sharmila Petkar 

 

Abstract: In this article, we present an implementation of the new digital communication system, a 

technology that uses visible light for communication. This system is known as Li-Fi(Light fidelity) or 

Visible Light Communication(VLC). Wireless Communication has nowadays reached to such a peak 

that most of the data transfer nowadays takes place through wireless means. Data is transmitted 

nowadays using electromagnetic waves(radio waves). However, radio waves can support less 

bandwidth due to less spectrum availiability. The solution to this is transmitting the data using Visible 

Light. In Li-Fi, we transmit data between two terminals using LEDs. In Li-Fi, data can be sent by 

varying the intensity of the light bulb at such an instant that it is impossible for the human eye to notice. 

The light which we are using in our daily life is not only used for providing light but also for 

communication. 
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Design and Implementation of Knowledge Sharing System based 

on Wechat Small Program 
 

Xiaoxi Gu, Lingjun Yang and Sanxing Cao 

 

Abstract: Aiming at the needs and characteristics of the development of knowledge sharing, this paper 

designs and realizes the solution of knowledge sharing with the rise of the sharing economy as the 

background and the small program as the carrier. According to functions, the knowledge sharing 

system can be divided into six modules: video resource module, article resource module, question 

answering module, credits module, auditing module and recommendation module. The system adopts 

the C/S (client/server) architecture as the overall architecture. The backend relies on the tencent cloud 

server and the platform functions was accomplished through Java, JavaScript, MySQL database and the 

special languages of WeChat small program: WXML and WXSS. The classical collaborative filtering 

algorithm is used to recommend different resources to different users. This small program meets the 

user's need to acquire knowledge anytime and anywhere. It effectively solves the present problems in 

knowledge sharing and has great significance to the further development. 

 

A Novel Approach for Generating Composite Sketches from 

Mugshot Photographs 
 

Pallavi S, Mr. Sannidhan M S, Mr. Sudeepa K B and Mr. Abhir Bhandary 

 

Abstract: Generation of sketch is being considered as a prominent research topic in image processing, 

the importance of which is increasing manifold. Converting an image from pixels to a sketch has a 

massive effect on several applications. Sometimes, the generated sketches may appear blurred and of 

degraded quality, then, the enhancement of sketch becomes a promising approach to increase each 

detail of the sketch. Measuring the quality of the generated sketch is important as the performance 

solely depends on image quality. In this paper, we develop a novel approach to generate the sketch for a 

corresponding input facial image by undergoing several stages. Here, Gaussian blur is used to blur the 

given image. Subsequently, enhancement of the sketch is done using Unsharp masking technique. We 

measure the quality of sketch before and after enhancement using quality assessment methods such as 

PSNR, MSE, SSIM. Experimental analysis is conducted using CUHK and XM2VTS datasets. 

 

Smart Vehicles Anti Pilferage and Anti Adulteration of Fuel Road 

Tankers 
 

K.Aravindhan, A.Anton christo and G.Maharaja,K.Aris 

 

Abstract: The quantum of petroleum product utilization in India is increasing due to increase in 

population, urbanization, development activities and changes in life style, which leads to widespread 

pollution in the environment. Thus tailpipe emissions from low level public transport such as auto 

rickshaw is a menace and become a serious problem due to their contribution in pollution and 

bypassing the subsidized kerosene to adulteration market.As fuel prices rise, the public transport driver 

cuts costs by blending the cheaper hydrocarbon into highly taxed hydrocarbon. The blending may be as 

much as 80-90% .Fuel adulteration is essentially an unintended consequence of tax policies and the 

attempt to control fuel prices, in the name of fairness. Air pollution is the ultimate result.This problem 

is not unique to India, but prevalent in many developing countries including those outside of south 

Asia. This problem is largely absent in economies that do not regulate the ability of fuel producers to 

innovate or price based on market demand. In the present paper developed techniques for fuel 

adulteration with kerosene and resulting tailpipe emissions causing environmental impacts has been 
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studied.Detection of adulteration in the petroleum fuels (gasoline and diesel) is challenging because the 

adulterants usually include those compounds which are already present in these fuels. Measurements of 

various physico-chemical properties are employed in addition to chromatography and spectroscopy for 

determining the compositional variations of these fuels. It is required to ensure their compliance with 

the regulatory specifications. The inclusion of statistical design and data treatments certainly provide 

enough sensitivity to discriminate adulterated and unadulterated samples in the case of gasoline. On the 

contrary, discrimination of diesel from its adulterants is difficult which demands rigorous analytical 

strategies and unequivocal data interpretation. Through this review, we have attempted to organize the 

literature information on this subject with an emphasis to identify and optimize methods suitable for 

monitoring adulteration. 

 

Mathematical Formulation of Roller-Bit Drilling Process 

Optimization Problem 
 

Shigina A.A., Shigin A.O.2, Stupina A.A., Karaseva M.V. and Kirsanov A.K. 

 

Abstract: In this article the methodological principles of creation of adequate mathematical models of 

the technological processes, which are focused on the use in the tasks of optimization. Also, the 

generalized definition of the task multicriteria parametric optimization at with several control variables 

in the conditions of uncertainty is considered. Minimizing measurement errors requires introduction to 

technical system of an adaptive element, which allows it to consider some uncertainty during modeling 

and optimization. In the mathematical formulation of the optimization problem mixed criteria are used. 

For optimum control of technological process in the conditions of uncertainty it is offered to use the 

methods based on the a priori model of technological process and searches of an extremum of 

optimization. 

 

Face Image Stegnography 
 

Jyoti 

 

Abstract: This paper proposes a method for stenography of human faces by using the Most Significant 

Bit (MSB) and Least Significant Bit (LSB) method by using Image Processing Techniques. As we have 

seen the encryption, where a secret message is being hidden, Stegnography hides data in other images 

which is looking simple image but it contains the secrete image. The proposed method hides the face 

image into another image to prevent the misusing of face image. From this method users can securely 

send or receive his/her pictures. The performance of this method is good and encouraging. 

 

Radial AMB (Active Magnetic Bearing) Dimensions Measurement 

by the Machine Constant C 
 

A.Yu.Smirnov and А.B. Daryenkov 

 

Abstract: The radial AMB design method by the machine constant C is reviewed, connecting the rotor 

diameter and length with electromagnetic loads: gap induction and linear current load. The calculation 

sample with the applicability results verification on a grid scale is given, illustrating the applicability of 

the given approach. By comparing the machine constant C it is shown that magnetic systems of radial 

AMB with single and double broad poles in a sector have the best configuration related to magnetic and 

conductor materials usage.  
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Autonomous Driving Agents using Genetic Algorithms and Neural 

Networks 
 

Shravan Kumar, Kiran R, Sudipto Singha and Shridhar K, Jyothi S. Nayak 

 

Abstract: Creating agents that can drive autonomously is a problem that is not easily solved. In games 

and other virtual driving simulators, the Artificial Intelligence for agents typically requires domain 

knowledge and the lines they drive follow are typically hard-coded. We have created an agent that can 

drive autonomously around a track using genetic algorithms and neural networks that conforms to 

various performance parameters such as low lap times, obstacle detection etc. 

 

On Polyhedral-Spherical Configurations: Modeling and 

Optimization 
 

Sergiy Yakovlev, Oksana Pichugina and Olga Yarovaya 
 

Abstract: The paper is dedicated to the investigation of properties of polyhedral-spherical 

configurations as a finite point sets inscribed into a hypersphere. Their connection with vertexlocated 

sets and arbitrary finite point configurations is established, and classes of permutational, simplex and 

special polyhedral-spherical configurations are singled out. The behaviour of functions given on 

polyhedral-spherical configurations is studied, and applicability of the convex extension theory to 

optimization on the sets is proved. An equivalent formulation of constraint optimization problem on 

polyhedral-spherical configurations, as a one with convex both objective function and constraints is 

built. 

 

CATERCAM  

A Sliding Camera Mechanism using Gimbal Assembly 
 

Kashyap Ravindra Kirtikar, Shubham Suresh Ghodke and Atharva Shirode 
 

Abstract: In the current era of 21st century technocrats focus on building more efficient, compact, 

power efficient and cheap substitute of technology presently used. A CCTV camera is a widely used 

product for surveillance, but many times just to cover a small area it is required to have more than one 

camera at the same place viz. a parking space which requires 180 degree coverage or a ‘U’ shaped road 

requires at least two cameras to have a complete footage of the sector area. Similarly for recording a 

remote area which is seldom used. Furthermore in some areas cameras are installed to work for just  a 

small amount of time for viz. CCTV in classroom to check how many students were present in the 

class. Adapting this technology will reduce the number of camera units used in a particular area, work 

of maintenance department and more over huge amount of energy is saved which can be utilized for 

villages where people face scarcity of electrical energy 

 

Image Classification based on Color Space 
 

Sharnabasappa, Nagesh Salimath and Jitendra Sheetlani 

 

Abstract: This paper presents an approach to classify the image based on the color information which is 

present in the image. The main aim of this paper is to identify and display the type of image alongwith 

color dominant presents in that image. The proposed method comes under the computer vision, here the 

method provides the vision to identify image and give the information about the image type. 
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Design of Low Cost Electronic Flow Control System for Pneumatic 

Circuits 
 

Divishad R. Londhe, Tushar P. Shelke and Bhushan A. Rane 

 

Abstract: Pneumatic systems find their applications in many fields like CAM, Robotics, Biomedical 

Engineering, thus increasing automation in these industries demand electronically controlled valves and 

regulators. The project tends to manufacture a low cost solution for controlling the flow rate of air in a 

pneumatic circuit, using a DC motor with an encoder at its backshaft. For this, a manually controlled 

flow control valve is used, which uses externally threaded needle to vary the orifice diameter which 

allows the flow of air. The flow of the circuit is measured by the turbine like system developed, which 

in turn gives feedback to the controlling unit using a rotary encoder. 

 

Models and Information Technologies of the Synthesis of 

Spherical Object Configurations 
 

Sergiy Yakovlev, Oleksii Kartashov, Kyryl Korobchynskyi and Igor Moskovich 

 

Abstract: The problem of synthesis of optimal configurations of spherical objects is considered. The 

basis is a general approach to the formalization of the configuration space of geometric objects. The 

analysis of models is carried out, their typology and information technologies for structural synthesis of 

complex spherical objects are offered. Approaches to the development of new information technologies 

for solving problems on the basis of their generalized information-analytical model are proposed. Data 

is transformed into an object-oriented structure for visualization of spherical configurations. 

 

Semantic Privacy Preserving Framework for Image Feature 

Extraction in Encrypted Domain based on Mutual Authentication 

in Cloud Computing 
 

Prof. Suvarna L.Kattimani and Miss. Saba Parveen Bougdadi 

 

Abstact: Nowadays many folks utilize cloud storage to source their great deal of knowledge that has led 

to adoption of the many applications and services in mobile devices by company yet as personal use. 

There is additionally increase in rate of users exploitation web which ends in quick increase of visual 

information (images, footage and graphics) storage. But users cannot trust the cloud server and that 

they area unit terribly careful concerning privacy of image content, so that they protect visual 

information and store within the cloud and currently to recover these encrypted visual information, 

Content primarily based Image search and Retrieval solutions (CBIR) is required. IES-CBIR is secure 

and preserves the privacy for real cloud administrator and is economical and effective in terms of each 

speed and accuracy than existing schemes. 

 

Comparative Study of AES, RSA and Genetic Algorithm for Image 

Encryption 
 

Prashant Dwivedy, Rajeev Kumar Sachan, Abhai Shankar Chaurasia and Manjul Mishra 

 

Abstract: In present time world is being replaced from analogcommunication to the digital 

communication due to the better flexibility as well as for better communication offered by it. it will not 

be wrong to say that the most of the world using digital communication to transmit and receive data e.g. 
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transformation of money in between banks as well as peoples take place by the means of internet which 

ultimately lead to words the digital communication. So those in order to provide safe transmission of 

data we need to encrypt the data by the means of various encryption techniques.Here we are going to 

discussed those techniques which will helpful to convert to plain form of data in to encrypted form and 

here our analysis will also differentiate in between those techniques .By the complete analysis of 

different techniques on the basis of its parameter we will reach to words the best technique which can 

leads to word the future research as well as to provide complete security of data from malicious use . 

 

Comparative Study of PCA, DCT, DTCWT and SWT Image 

Fusion 
 

Prashant Dwivedy, Sunil Dubey, Prakanksha Shukla and Shahdab Sheikh 

 

Abstract: The image fusion is the technical procedure of mergingappropriate information of two or 

more images in a solitary image. The resultant image have more information than the images taken as 

input. The keypurpose of image fusion is to sharp the features of the image taken as input, which gives 

special effects with respect to some relevant properties. We can find some various methods or 

procedures of image fusion such as PCA, HIS, DCT, DTCWT, SWT, Gradient pyramids and many of 

algorithms have been created. In this paper we are going to make a proportional study of four 

techniques which are PCA, DCT, DTCWT and SWT. The comparative study reaches on a decision that 

DTCWT is the best technique for image fusion. 

 

System Identification using Lms and Nlms 
 

Prashant Dwivedy, Abhishek Dwivedi, Shubhi Omar and Amarpreet Singh 

 

Abstract: This research work focuses on system identificationwhich has been done using adaptive 

filters. The purpose of system identification is to detect unknown system which is coming from output 

signal. It can be defined as the interface between real world of application and mathematical world of 

control theory and model abstraction. Two types of adaptive filters are used to identify the unknown 

system Least Mean Square (LMS) and Normalized Least Mean Square (NLMS). LMS has less 

computational complexity than NLMS, while NLMS is the normalized form of LMS adaptive filter. All 

these algorithms works on the basis of Least Mean Square Error (LMSE) and filter’s weights are 

recursively updated as to bring output signal equal to the desired signal. These algorithms are applied to 

the unknown system and the simulation results are compared. 

 

Effect of Injection Timing of Multiple Injection Strategy on 

Reduction of Nox Emission from CRDI Diesel Engine Fueled with 

Biodiesel Blend 
 

Ramesh Babu Nallamothu and IN Niranjan Kumar 

 

Abstract: Diesel engines with their high thermal efficiency and fuel economy are very much successful 

in commercial applications compared to their counterpart gasoline engines. The emissions like HC and 

CO from diesel engines are less compared to gasoline engines because they run mostly with lean 

mixtures. But due to heterogeneous combustion NOx and smoke emissions from Diesel engines is high. 

Due to contradicting requirements for the reduction of NOx and smoke, the tradeoff between NOx and 

smoke emission without compromising fuel economy is a big challenge being faced by automotive 

industries and researchers in the field. Also to have sustainable civilization, there is a need to find eco 
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friendly and renewable alternative fuel to petro diesel to conserve fast depleting petroleum resources 

and to minimize environmental pollution. Biodiesel produced from non-edible feed stock is found to be 

a good alternative to petro diesel. It is observed that the formation of NOx is very much dependent on 

the peak temperature in the combustion chamber. Various types of techniques are being tried by the 

researchers to reduce high NOx emission from usage of biodiesel blended fuel in diesel engines. The 

techniques used are like dilution using EGR, injection of water, retardation of injection timing etc. With 

the development of CRDI systems split and multiple injection strategy attracting the attention of 

researchers as a promising technique in reducing the NOx emissions. In this work an attempt is made to 

study the effect of retardation of injection timing of a selected multiple injection with pilot-main-post 

strategy. The selected strategy is with 10% pilot fuel quantity with a dwell of 10 CAD and closely 

coupled fixed quantity of 0.5 mg post injection with 3 CAD after main injection. The main injection 

timing along with pilot and post was retarded from the recommended 23o bTDC in steps of 3 degrees. 

It is observed that the combination of multiple injection and retardation of injection reduced NOx 

emissions effectively without compromising power output and thermal efficieny. 

 

The Genetic Algorithms in Optimization Problem on 

Combinatorial Configurations 
 

Sergiy Yakovlev, Oksana Pichugina, Oleksii Kartashov and Liudmyla Koliechkina 

 

Abstract: The optimization problem on a set of the Euclidean combinatorial configurations is 

formulated. Peculiarities of applying genetic algorithms to solving this class of problems are explored. 

Principles of formation of the initial population and selection mechanisms are described. A choice of 

crossover and mutation operators is justified. Examples of the construction of crossover operators for 

sets of the Euclidean configurations are given. A genetic algorithm of optimization on permutation 

configurations sets is presented. Based on the genetic algorithm, a random search approach is offered 

for optimization on spherically-located and well-described sets. 

 

Design and Development of an Agri-Bot for Automatic Seeding 

and Watering Applications 
 

Kruthika Ramesh, Prajwal K T, Roopini C, Monish Gowda M H and V V S N Sitaram Gupta 

 

Abstract: Agriculture is the backbone of rural India. Farmers face problems such as lack of timely 

availability of efficient workforce, as many have migrated from country side. Hence, to reduce the 

burden of farmers, automation in the field of farming is necessary. Automated robots are being 

developed over the past two decades to assist the agriculture like ploughing,sowing, weeding, pesticide 

spraying and fruit picking all over the world. In the Indian context, it was found that only a few such 

robots have been or are being developed. This paper deals with building up an indigenous low-cost 

semi-automatic robot prototype that carries out a couple of farming processes. The robot developed in 

this work is semi-automatic and will be able to sow seeds based on seed spacing and depth while also 

regulating watering of plants. The applications of this can range from efficient and intensive 

commercial farming to using it for research and backyard gardening purposes. The mechanical 

structure and seeding mechanism design was also carried out. The developed robot prototype is tested 

for its functionality and performance in a restricted area. The robot is able to automatically seed and 

water according the path set by the user using the GUI that was developed. The amount of watering is 

based on the soil moisture sensor reading that is taken between the two plants The developed robot can 

be extended further by mounting it on a DC motor chassis which can be used to move the robot in the 

entire field. 
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Swarm Intelligence based Task Scheduling Mechanisms in Cloud 

Environment 
 

Usha Kirana S P and Demian Antony D’Mello 

 

Abstract: Cloud computing is another innovation which gives online administrations to the customers. 

It offers a prototype as a utility administration in pay as standard utilize way. Self-benefit provisioning, 

Virtualization, pay per utilize and versatility are the key highlights of Cloud Computing. It gives 

diverse kinds of assets over the Internet to perform client submitted undertakings. In cloud condition, 

gigantic number of undertakings is executed all the while; a successful Task Scheduling is required to 

increase better execution of the cloud framework. Different Cloud-based Task Scheduling calculations 

are accessible that considers the client's assignment to assets for execution. Because of the strengths of 

Cloud Computing, customary planning calculations can't fulfil the cloud's needs; the analysts are 

attempting to alter conventional calculations that can satisfy the cloud necessities like fast flexibility, 

asset pooling and on-request self-benefit. In this paper the present condition of meta-heuristic Task 

Scheduling based on swarm intelligence calculations has been discussed with different planning 

parameters like execution time, throughput, makespan, and asset usage, nature of administration, 

vitality utilization, reaction time and cost. 

 

Swarm Intelligence based Task Scheduling Mechanisms for 

Dynamic Workloads in Cloud Environment 
 

Usha Kirana S P and Demian Antony D’Mello 

 

Abstract: Cloud computing is another innovation which gives online administrations to the customers. 

It offers a prototype as a utility administration in pay as standard utilize way. Self-benefit provisioning, 

Virtualization, pay per utilize and versatility are the key highlights of Cloud Computing. It gives 

diverse kinds of assets over the Internet to perform client submitted undertakings. In cloud condition, 

gigantic number of undertakings is executed all the while; a successful Task Scheduling is required to 

increase better execution of the cloud framework. Different Cloud-based Task Scheduling calculations 

are accessible that considers the client's assignment to assets for execution. Because of the strengths of 

Cloud Computing, customary planning calculations can't fulfil the cloud's needs; the analysts are 

attempting to alter conventional calculations that can satisfy the cloud necessities like fast flexibility, 

asset pooling and on-request self-benefit. In this paper the present condition of meta-heuristic Task 

Scheduling based on swarm intelligence calculations has been discussed with different planning 

parameters like execution time, throughput, makespan, and asset usage, nature of administration, 

vitality utilization, reaction time and cost. 

 

Ubiquitous Communication Provisioning in Smart Energy Meter 

System in Smart Cities 
 

Kiran Ahuja and Arun Khosla 

 

Abstract: Energy meter is the contiguous interface to end consumers as part of smart grid in smart 

cities, where energy is consumed. The primary goal is to transmit energy utilization data reading to 

cloud for ubiquitous computing with reliability for both consumer and utility. Considering the 

immature stage of employing smart energy meters for this purpose, an idea of using retrofitting kit will 

resolve the issue up to some extent. Retrofitting kit can smartly utilize existing conventional energy 

meters. In this paper, we propose retrofitting smart energy meter architecture with the provisioning of 

ubiquitous communication by employing multi-interface (GSM/GPRS and WiFi) communication 
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network. The network selection criterion is proposed for optimal usage of communication networks. 

The implementation of proposed criterion resulted in a reliable and robust smart energy system. The 

comparison of proposed criterion with the existing designs is performed on the basis of cost, reliability, 

robustness and ubiquitous communication provisioning feature. 

 

Identification of Disease Causing Protein Cell using Efficient 

Segmentation Method on 2D Gel Electrophoresis Images 
 

Sweekar Sudhakara, Syed Raehan Ahmed and P.M. Shivakumara Swamy 

 

Abstract: Two dimensional gel electrophoresis (2DGE) is a technique used to study protein expression 

in the vast field called proteomics. Proteomics is a field which studies large scale analysis of proteins. 

Protein samples are taken from human tissues & cultivated on a gel. Protein spots on the gel are 

separated on the basis of their molecular weight and isoelectric point. 2DGE images have non-linear 

background and are noisy. A complete automated system is required for the analysis of 2DGE images. 

Efficient Segmentation of protein spots from 2D gel Electrophoresis images is the major challenge 

involved. We have used Fast Independent Component analysis & Otsu method for efficient pre-

processing & segmentation of protein spots from 2D gel electrophoresis images. Using Fast 

Independent component analysis method for denoising we achieve better results when there are 

different kind of noise present in 2D gel Electrophoresis Images. The proposed method results are 

compared with the performance of other segmentation methods present in the literature. 

 

A Cooperative Study on Image Processing Approaches for BSDS 

in Advanced Driver Assistance System 
 

M S Sunitha Patel and Dr. Srinath S 

 

Abstract: Driving safety has become one of the significant issues in recent years, due to the increase in 

the road accidents. Many accidents can be avoided if drivers are alerted about the driving environments 

and possible collision with other vehicles. Blind spots are the most susceptible places for collision; 

because drivers are unable to envision the existence of other approaching vehicle through front or rear 

vehicle mirrors. The vehicles in adjacent lane that are not directly visible by the driver is detected and 

alert messages are given to the drivers, in Blind Spot Detection System (BSDS) using sensors or the 

computer-vision. 

 

Comparative Study of DC and Lightning Impulse Breakdown 

Voltages of Air Gaps with and without Spacers 
 

K.L.Ratnakar, Dr. B. Rajesh Kamath and Dr. J. Sunderarajan 

 

Abstract: In this paper impulse breakdown voltage of air gaps under uniform electric fields with and 

without spacers has been discussed. Two spacers namely Poly Tetra Fluoro Ethylene (PTFE) Poly 

Methyl Meth Acrylate (PMMA) have been studied. It is observed that insulating materials do not 

breakdown and only across spacer surface takes place. In the present breakdown under both positive 

and negative impulse voltages have been investigated. It is observed that the positive impulse voltage 

required to breakdown the gap is high than negative impulse breakdown voltage. The surface 

breakdown across solid insulating spacer which is high compared to breakdown voltage of air. 
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Sacrificial Support Fixture Design for Fabricating Intricate Parts 

for CNC Rapid Prototyping- A Review 
 

Ashwini Ramteke and Kishor Ashtankar 

 

Abstract: This paper aims to give an overview of applications of sacrificial support fixture (SSF) for 

CNC-RP (rapid prototyping) and shows the contribution of this methodology in moderately intricate 

part machining in subtractive rapid machining (SRM). One case study from the open literature is 

reported in this article where SSF for CNC-RP is successfully used in moderately intricate part 

machining. This study concludes that the use of SSF for CNC-RP increases the accuracy of moderately 

intricate parts while machining. The use of customised SSF for intricate part saves the time during 

machining, increases the accuracy of the part and reduces the cost while machining. In future this SSF 

for CNC-RP can become a part of standard protocol while machining moderately intricate functional 

parts in SRM processes as explained by two case studies.This paper is beneficial to study the 

development and applications of customised SSF for CNC-RP for SRM processes. 

 

Realization of 3D Electromagnetic and Thermal Analyzes of the 

Autotransformer by Finite Elements Method 
 

Yıldırım ÖZÜPAK and Mehmet Salih MAMİŞ 
 

Abstract: This The aim of this work is to verify a three-phase autotransformer by reviewing it 

magnetically and thermally with modern software using the finite element method. For this, Ansys 

software uses two modules combined with Ansys Maxwell-3D and Ansys Mechanical's Ansys 

Workbench in the same environment. As a result of analysis, 3D magnetic nonlinear behavior of this 

three-phase autotransformer and thermal effects of ferromagnetic core can be seen. In addition, the 

magnitude of the magnetic field was calculated, problematic regions were determined, and total core 

losses for different stress levels of the same transformer were obtained. 

 

Cloud Computing and its Role in Digital Library Technology 
 

Khadija Mansour Abuzagia 

 

Abstract: As the available technologies have been developing through the internet, by the appearance of 

Web 2.0 and Web.3.0 and by the constant the internet for users, many institutions have tended their 

applications to use the cloud computing through the internet. This technology has allowed and given its 

users many extra advantages such as deducting the IT and telecommunication costs through 

presupposed operations that work on fixing more the operation systems (either in windows, Mac, links 

or others) in a presupposed environment within the current operation system to be able to test the 

system as if it is a program similar to other programs to face at any time. This paper shades the light on 

Web (The International Network) from the banging till the fourth generation, and the cloud computing 

before reaching the horizons of the next generation. Web and the required preparations to be ready in 

the field of libraries and information. This paper presents the internet terminology, the international 

network and the difference between them in order to fallow up the developing the web generations 

from the first to the fourth generations, to show the advantages of these generations and scoring the 

huge developing. The paper also presents the concept of the cloud computing, its role in the digital 

knowledge and libraries. It shows the main services provided and the future approach of the cloud 

computing through mobiles, operators and ability to supply what it is suitable and applicable of 

knowledge to the beneficiary needs even before he looks for.Then the paper expects the future 

generation of Web. This generation which its signs appear through top intelligence in the modern 
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programs, and to present information and solutions which comply our needs as individuals in different 

fields without need to this research. 

 

A Secured Transmission in Wireless Sensor Networks by the 

Detection and Prevention of IoT from Jamming Attacks 
 

Prasanna Kumar G, Mahadevaprasad Y N, Chandru A S and Sudeep J 

 

Abstract: Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) are now a days most widely used and are undergoing many 

security threats. Providing an efficient security for wireless sensor network mostly in Internet of Things 

(IoT) is a crucial challenge which is made more difficult due to its broadcast nature and restrictions on 

resources such as energy, power memory usage, and computation and communication capabilities. 

Jamming represents the most serious security threat in the field of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), 

as it can easily put out of order even WSNs that utilize strong high layer security mechanisms, simply 

because it is often ignored in the initial WSN design. Jamming can interrupt wireless transmission and 

occur by mistake in form of interference, noise or as collision at the receiver or in the circumstance of 

an attack. In this paper we consider a scenario where a sophisticated jammer jams an area in a single-

channel wireless sensor network and address the problem of jamming attacks and also shortly introduce 

jamming detection and prevention approach which can be executed on standard wireless sensor nodes. 

 

Artificial Intelligence Stimulus Response System (SRS) 
 

Rajeshwari Dembala and Vagdevi S 

 

Abstract: The Stimulus Response System (SRS) is based on the concept of artificial intelligence (AI) 

based mark-up language. (AIML) and is used to train the system for recognizing the user input. By 

making use of the previously built knowledge base this system is trying to analyse the user input and it 

provides the response. The Chatter Bot’s, reported in the literature, and was used mainly the indexing 

technique. The method is strongly dependent on the contents that are stored in a file or a database. Thus 

there is a need to develop a new system that allows you to carry on conversations with the system as 

long as possible. Stimulus Response System creates and adds knowledge to a computer. As a result the 

computer will appear as human. The main objective of the work is to design an interactive software 

package which make the computer simple by building content that induces the client to carry on 

interactive conversations with the system as long as possible. 

 

Self-Healing Control Algorithms for Distribution Networks 
 

P.U. OKORIE and U.O.ALIYU 

 

Abstract: Abuja DISCO has developed a program to demonstrate “self-healing” as a cutting edge 

approach to reduce the frequency, duration, and number of customer outages. The approach will fully 

automate the isolation of faulted circuits between sectionalizing switches and restore power to the 

remaining portions of the circuits. The increase in information and communication technologies in the 

electric power system has led the distribution network to a new evolutionary stage known as a smart 

grid. In this scenario, automatic local switching plans based on an understanding of the network 

topology and load behaviour allow the implementation of selfhealing strategies. Self-healing aims at 

the minimization of the number of switching operations within the shortest time interval to restore the 

maximum load affected by a fault and to preserve distribution network operation limits. In this paper, 

multiagent system concepts are employed to develop a self-healing strategy, where all switching local 

agents have some awareness regarding the current network state and work cooperatively to reach the 

global purpose of distribution network automatic restoration. The four zones- each zone fed by 
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132/33kV substation, comprise Katampe (Zone 1), Kubwa (Zone 2), Central (Zone 3) and Apo (Zone 

4) including their respective dedicated 33kV feeder networks and interconnections amongst them. The 

fairly developed part of Abuja distribution feeder network supplying the central business district of the 

Abuja FCT is adopted to illustrate the integration of FDS-PN with self-healing scheme. 

 

Ensuring Environmental Safety through Detection of 

Unauthorized Solid Waste Dumps using Geospatial Technology 
 

Sergij Vambol, Volodymyr Koloskov, Viola Vambol, Vitaliy Sobyna and Iqbal Ansari 

 

Abstract: Present paper describes improved general model which based on methods of remote scanning 

of Earth surface obtained by Space satellites with combination with GIStechnologies and methods of 

mathematical modelling. This model allows to allocate and analyze characteristics of carbon containing 

and organic components of places of accumulation of solid waste of domestic and industrial genesis of 

illegal waste dumps on Space images and also determine values of its area and dynamic of growth for 

monitoring of environmental safety level of urban systems. 

 

Communication Technology in Smart Grid: An Overview 
 

Latha.N and Dr.Usha Surendra 

 

Abstract- Smart grid is a small scale power supply network designed to provide electricity to small 

community with its own renewable energy sources with smart devices. To overcome the blackouts 

caused due to lack of computerized analysis, mechanical switches causing slow response time, poor 

visibility and situational awareness called to establish smart grid in electrical power systems. Along 

with these factors like equipment failure, storage problem, flexibility problems, one way 

communication, decrease in fossil fuel, global climate changes have also contributed for blackouts. 

Smart Grid not only improves the power supply reliability, but also shrinks up the pressure on energy 

conservation and environmental protection. Traditional grid is inadequate with communication 

capabilities to which superior sensing, communication and computing abilities are included in the smart 

grid. A unified communication network is necessary to establish safe and efficient operation of 

distributed power generation. By using a communications network, device control, information 

collection, remote management and intelligent power management can be achieved. Hence this paper 

presents survey on the communication technologies used in Smart grid. The technologies with present 

real-time data, the coverage range, bandwidth and data transfer rate/speed for various communication 

technologies are also explained. 

 

Control and Coordination Issues in Community Microgrid System 
 

Seema Magadum and Dr. Archana N V 

 

Abstract: Community micro grid can be one of the efficient option for supplying rural loads or local 

area operation. Community micro grid is the most reliable and economical concept for meeting the 

current trends along with individual advantages of each micro grid. Community micro grid or multi 

micro grid, with the group of hybrid DC/AC micro grids cab be connected with suitable techniques for 

maintaining the quality and continuity of power to the assigned area or to the utility grid in case of 

synchronization with the main grid. These systems may operate in isolated mode or in grid connected 

mode. The implementation of community micro grid calls for efficient strategies of power exchange 

with utility grid and at the same time stability and reliability of interconnected system has to be 

maintained. This paper gives some important control and coordinating issues of community microgrid 

system. 
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Augmented Zagreb Index of Polyhex Nanotubes 
 

Nazeran Idrees, Afshan Sadiq and Muhammad Jawwad Saif 

 

Abstract: Augmented Zagreb Index is a newly defined degree based topological invariant which has 

been well established for its better correlation properties and is defined as AZI(G)= 

∑_(uv∈E(G))▒((d_G (u)d_G (v))/(d_G (u)+ d_G (v)-2))^3 , where E(G) is the edge set of graph G and 

d(u),d(v) are the degrees of the end vertices u and v of edge uv, respectively. It has outperformed many 

well known degree based topological indices. In this article we give closed formulae for the augmented 

Zagreb index of arm-chair polyhex and zigzag edge polyhex nanotubes. 

 

Face Segmentation in Video Frames using Adaptive 

Morphological Face Template  

 
Anil B.V. and Ravikumar M.S 

 

Abstract: In the present globally well-connected network oriented society, for security and 

confidentiality, identity of an individual finds greater emphasis. Face recognition is one of the interest 

for researchers with the advent of biometric person identification. In this paper, comparison of two face 

segmentation algorithms applied on a face recognition model is done on a generated video data base 

captured from cooperative individuals. Frames extracted from the video clips are contrast enhanced by 

contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) process. Adaptive morphological filtering of 

the frame leads to referred ARK face template grabber. Applying threshold on the YCbCr converted 

frame based on this template extracts the individual face along with unwanted skin region. Face 

detection by Viola Jones algorithm, allows to crop and remove the unwanted skin region. The face 

frame is further subjected to principal component analysis (PCA) feature extraction and recognition. 

This algorithm out performs the face-recognition system based on the mere skin color thresholding 

technique in terms of efficiency. 

 

An Overview of Placement, Control and Coordinated FACTS 

Devices 
 

Divya BV and Dr. Archana N.V 

 

Abstract: There could be number of FACTS devices installed in a practical power system. This article 

presents an extensive literature review on placement on FACTS devices and its controlling. Due to 

distributed generation, interaction between these FACTS devices becomes very important. An 

individually designed FACTS device has not achieved an ideal effect, with increasing demand. This 

paper reviews various coordinated control methods, in order to enhance the power quality in a 

deregulated power system. 

 

Internet based Resource Sharing Platform Development for 

Agriculture Machinery and Tools in Punjab 
 

Manik Rakhraa, Dr Ramandeep singh 

 

Abstract: The level of mechanization is increasing day by day in all aspects in Punjab. The resource 

sharing could prove to be a very useful method of having short term control of farm machinery 

particularly during the tillage operations, sowing and during their harvesting operations, etc. Efforts are 

made through this study to document the information about the economic status of the custom hiring 
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services of farm machinery. we will carry out the collection of information from nearly 100 farmers 

from various villages of Punjab regarding resource sharing and hiring of agriculture tools and 

machines. After that various formulas and mathematical expressions will be used to gain insight into 

the probable price per hour of machinery and tools and also the profit to the machinery owners. After 

that we have proposed an internet based resource sharing platform which contain information about all 

the machinery and tools available in a region with hiring cost and availability window. 

 

The Internet of Things based Water Quality Monitoring and 

Control 
 

Neha N. Dalwadi, Dr. Mamta C. Padole 

 

Abstract: The accessibility of high-quality water is fundamental right of the citizens. As a Government, 

it is essential to supply clean and pure water to avoid spread of any waterborne diseases or spread of 

epidemics. Hence, there must be a method to dynamically test the quality of water that is supplied for 

the purpose of daily usage by citizens and thus enhance the excellence of life. This paper presents the 

IoT based Water Quality Monitoring System; it is a real time monitoring system which will measure 

important water quality parameters like pH, turbidity and temperature of water and control impure 

water flow. The main purpose of the water quality monitoring is to automate the measurement of 

physical and chemical properties of water during the supply. An objective is to prevent the impure 

water flow in society and enhance good health. Using this system, the water quality can be evaluated 

before supply. Based on the data collected from sensors, it will decide purity of water and take the 

decision to permit or prevent the supply of drinking water immediately, at the point of supply, by 

closing the valves of water supply pipe. 

 

A 3D Morphology Analysis of Cytoskeletal Filaments from 

Fluorescence Microscopic Data 
 

Fabian Alexander Herb and Kraisorn Chaisaowong 

 

Abstract: The cytoskeleton is a complex network of intracellular protein filaments. Defects in genes 

expressing cytoskeleton proteins cause a wide range of different diseases. Mutations in genes encoding 

the keratin family of proteins are responsible for a variety of diseases. With the invention of fluorescent 

protein labeling techniques, fluorescent microscopy becomes a valuable tool in biological research. The 

characteristics of the cytoskeleton are a valuable source of information about a cell. This work 

described an automated tool that analyzes the 3D morphology of the cytoskeletal filaments. After 

extracting 3D line segments from CLSM images of keratin intermediate filaments, branch points of 

those 3D line segments are merged together, so that 3D structure of the filaments becomes 

reconstructed. Lengths and types of the filaments are then analyzed. 

 

Lightening Driven Wind Turbines Blade Damages 
 

Ramya N 

 

Abstract: Lightening damages to wind turbine blades is known to be one of the severe damages and it 

can lead to unplanned shutdown of plant. It is very important to investigate the various causes of blade 

damage and also classify the damages based on the severity and other related factors. A detailed study 

on classification of damage characteristics caused by wind turbine blades, accounting for various 

causes and protective measures can help the users concerned with wind turbine design, construction 

and operation. This paper attempts to study on details of blade damages to wind turbines specifically 
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caused by lightening strikes and also presents various possible counter measures for the protection of 

blades. 

 

Optimal Traffic Light Control using Wireless Sensor Networks 
 

Mrs. Impana Appaji 
 

Abstract: The growth and scale of vehicles today makes management of traffic a constant problem. 

Measures such as toll based systems with electronic smart card recognition, advance notification on 

traffic status and fixed time control signaling are some of the measures considered to alleviate the 

traffic woes of passengers. However a sizeable sum of problems still exists due to incomplete 

utilization of the road systems. In this paper, an approach to make the traffic signal adaptive to the 

dynamic traffic flow using wireless sensor network is proposed. Vehicular travel is gaining importance 

everywhere, particularly in large urban areas. The current technologies that support vehicular travel like 

wired sensors, inductive loops, surveillance camera etc., are expensive and also require high 

maintenance cost. Further the accuracy of these devices also depends on environment conditions. The 

typical traditional approaches attempt to optimize traffic lights control for a particular density and 

configuration of traffic. However, the major disadvantage of using these techniques is that the dynamic 

behavior of traffic densities and configurations change is difficult to model constantly. Traffic seems to 

be an adaptation problem rather than an optimization problem. This paper therefore tries to address the 

above issue, and hence we propose algorithms which perform adaptive traffic light control using a 

wireless sensor network setup. The paper aims at analyzing methods to build an intelligent system that 

can blend and support some of the existing technologies of traffic control and therefore reduce the 

average waiting time of vehicles on a junction. The proposed algorithms are adaptive to traffic flow at 

any intersection point of roads. Simulations of the real-life traffic scenarios are conducted in a 

simulated platform called Green Light District Simulator (GLD) to generate graph average waiting time 

versus cycles. The results generated show that the proposed method is effective for the traffic control in 

a real road intersection. 

 

Design and Implementation of College Campus Commune 

Application using Android 
 

Mr. Pavan Mahendrakar, Mr. Shriharsha S. Veni, Akash Anand Kulkarni and Kiran B Chitari 

 

Abstract: In the faster-growing world, we need to digitalize and disseminate the information easily. The 

theme of the proposed project is to provide an efficient and automated system as a replacement for the 

traditional method of using pen and paper method and use of notice boards by making use of widely 

used Android technology to improve the process of communication between student and teachers in the 

college. Considering the problems currently faced by students and staff we plan to design an 

application based on the Android operating system. As the Android operating system is based on Linux 

it is secure to interchange data between app and server. The use of firebase as database storage provides 

an easy to manage data and also a secured method for data storage along with data backed by Google 

and hence offers reliability, security, and ease of use. 

 

Research behind the WDM-PON System, Issues and Methodsof 

Implementation -A Survey 
 

Rohini and Dr Manojkumar M 

 

Abstract: The aim of this paper is to carry out the issues and implementation methods as well as 

scheduling algorithms of WDM-PON system. In this paper the research of various researchers is been 
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arranged chronically and it is an attempt to sort out the problems and possible results through which we 

can get guidelines to carry out our research on WDM-PON. 

 

Cloud Computing: The History and Evolution of Software as a 

Service 
 

Aishwarya A and Rachana C R  

 

Abstract: Cloud computing is an emerging concept combining many fields of computing. It allows user 

to create, configure and customize applications online. There are certain services and models working 

behind the scene making the cloud computing feasible and accessible to end users. Software-As-A-

Service (SAAS) is one of the services among the three main categories of Cloud 

computingInfrastructure As A Service (IAAS) and Platform As A Service (PAAS). SAAS is generally 

a standard software installation in the business environment where users can access software. The main 

objective of this paper is to through the light on the evolution of SAAS (Software As A Service) which 

helps the business organization to operate in an efficient way by replacing the traditional method of 

accessing software. 

 

Design and Analysis of an External Equalising Pulldown Fixture 

in Creo 
 

Tathagata Palodhi and Sankar Nath Mukhopadhyay 

 

Abstract: Fixtures are an important part of the manufacturing process. Fixtures reduce machining time 

by reducing the time required for job placement and holding. They also help in automation of the 

manufacturing line. Equalising fixtures are used to distribute the clamping force between two or more 

clamping surfaces. The investigation involves the devising of a clamping mechanism, and design of 

each component of an external equalising pulldown fixture which can be used to clamp work pieces 

whose clamping surfaces may or may not be at the same level. The design is verified using finite 

element analysis on strength basis and the design is found to be safe. 

 

Remote Monitoring and Controlling of VFD fed Three Phase 

Induction Motor through PLC using LabVIEW 
 

Pavithra. G and Mr. Vinayak. V. Rao 

 

Abstract: In today’s competitive market, industries are facing the growing demands-for improving 

process efficiencies, comply with the environmental regulations-and to meet corporate financial 

objectives. The dynamic industrial manufacturing market, intelligent and low cost industrial automation 

systems-are required to improve their productivity and efficiency. There is a need for cost effective 

wireless automation system which are secured and flexible. So in this regard the present work aims at 

remote monitoring and controlling of electrical parameters such as speed, current of Variable 

Frequency Drive (VFD) fed-three phase Induction Motor (IM) through Programmable -Logic 

Controller (PLC) and LabVIEW software. The LabVIEW Graphical User Interface (GUI) act like 

server communicates with the remote authorized client and can access motor parameters via 

Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP). A hardware setup and an algorithm has been 

developed in PLC and Arduino module for acquisition of current and speed data of three phase 

Induction Motor (IM). The speed and rotational directional control-of induction motor is achieved 

through PLC programming. Object linking and Embedding for Process Control (OPC) server is used as 

an interface to communicate PLC with LabVIEW software. 
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Study of Electrical Transport Characteristics of Ni/p-GaN Schottky 

Diodes 
 

Santosh Kumar, M Vinay Kumar, Krishnaveni S and Nalini B K 

 

Abstract: Fabrication and electrical transport properties of Ni/p-GaN Schottky diodes are reported in 

this paper. The current transport mechanism has been analyzed through different models like Rhoderic 

method, Cheung method, Norde’s Method and Modified Norde Method. A comparison is made 

between the different electrical parameters such as ideality factor, barrier height, and series resistance 

extracted from the forward bias I-V Characteristics of Ni/p-GaN Schottky. It was observed that there 

was a good agreement between the values of barrier height by applying Cheung’s and Norde Methods. 

The barrier height and the carrier concentration of the substrate are extracted from Capacitance Voltage 

(C-V) data of Ni/p-GaN Schottky diodes. The barrier height achieved using the I–V technique are 

smaller than those determined using the C–V technique, possibly due to the existence of lateral 

inhomogeneities in the SBH at the MS interface. 

 

Conceptual based Investigation on the Data Mining Techniques 

for the Prediction of Hydration Assessment, Breath Analysis and 

Heart Disease 
 

Dr.K.Sai Manoj, Ms.K. Mrudula, Mrs. G.Maanasa and Prof.K.Phani Srinivas 

 

Abstract: Both the data mining and health care industry have emerged some of reliable early detection 

systems and other various health related systems from the clinical and diagnosis data. With the rapid 

growing of Health related information technologies it is very essential for the Health care providers to 

observe and store huge amounts of Patent data. For the effective use of this data for the improvement of 

the Perfect outcomes in the health care and process, health professionals need to identify the 

appropriate measures and apply the right analysis methods for the type of data at hand. This review 

Paper has consolidated on the data mining techniques for the assessment of Hydration status through 

Breathe analysis and also application of data mining techniques for the prediction of Heart disease. 

 

Voltage Stability Analysis with Integration of DG into the 

Distribution System for Different Loading Conditions 
 

Rudresha S J, Dr. Shekhappa G. Ankaliki,  Dr.T. Ananthapadmanabha and Vishwas S 

 

Abstract: One of the modern and important techniques in the electrical distribution systems is to solve 

the networks problems service availability, high loss and to improve system voltage these can be 

resolved by accommodating small scaled de-centralized generating stations in networks, which is 

known as Distributed Generation (DG).Distributed generation (DG) units reduce electric power losses 

and hence improve reliability and voltage profile. Determination of appropriate size and location of DG 

is important to maximize overall system efficiency. In this paper, a method has been presented to 

determine the appropriate size and proper location of DG in a distribution network in order to reduce 

the losses and improve the voltage stability in the distributed system for different loading conditions. 

The IEEE 13-Bus and 33-Bus system is simulated in Power World Simulator (PWS) and the voltage 

magnitude and system losses are analyzed. Simulation result shows that optimal placement and sizing 

of  DG will reduce the system losses and improve the voltage profile within the acceptable limits there 

by improve voltage stability. 
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Survey on Segmentation, Classification, and Recognition of 

Complex Agricultural Image 
 

Suma S. Huddarand Dr. K. Prabhushetty 

 

Abstract: With the advancement of computer vision techniques many other possibilities especially for 

the agro-related domain can be explored to understand the geometric feature aspects, color feature 

aspects and other related feature, which can help to identify, classify and predict the behavioral 

characteristics phenomenon to be an important input to build autonomous processes in agro sector. This 

paper aims to study the work done in the field of image processing for agro-sector in terms of 

segmentation, classification and Recognition considering complex agricultural images. On the basis of 

study outcome summaries the contributions. 

 

 Monitoring, Examining Soil and Atmospheric Conditions in Farm 

Land Using IoT 
 

Gowtham M and Pratish D T 

 

Abstract: Agribusiness is the critical factor that influences Indian economy and the greater part of the 

Indian individuals life relies upon the farming as it were. Old techniques for checking rural land may 

tedious and nearness of a man. To beat this we are utilizing one of the advanced innovations in this 

paper. Distributed computing innovation is extremely useful for the ranch administration in the method 

for giving appropriate examination and administration of farming fields. Agribusiness in huge regions 

required broadly administration and appropriate upkeep foundation. In this paper foundation, arrive 

product and every one of the assets which is required for the cultivating will be assessed and the status 

of every variety for each factor will be exchanged. This correspondence will occur over web and a 

verity of innovation factors which gives the data to be refreshed, those data will assist agriculturists 

with increasing profitability and less endeavors. Cloud idea help to store the data which is identified 

with the cultivating. Cultivating administration which influences the profitability and quality to be 

expanded and those will to be founded on the administration of cultivating, framework observing and 

auspicious dispersion of different fixings. Cloud based design empowers the proprietor to comprehend 

about soil condition and the yield status in different levels of development. 

 

State Transition Matrix of the DC-DC Converter 
 

B. Khushalani and A. Anilkumar 

 

Abstract: The linear converter is described here in terms of the conventional state variables, the current 

through the inductor and the voltage across the capacitor. The analysis in this paper does not require an 

averaging approach to be taken. The main emphasis is to obtain the State Transition Matrix (STM) of 

the system. 

 

Wearable Assistive Device for the Deaf 
 

Nikhil Bernard. J, Mahantesh S Kenchannavar and Rajath G H 

 

Abstract: According to WHO, about 15% of the world's population lives with some form of disability, 

of whom 2-4% experience significant difficulties in functioning. Out of these, a large population 

consists of people who are deaf either completely or partially. Unless the person can afford expensive 

hearing aids, the person will probably face extensive difficulties in everyday life. To circumvent these 
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obstacles, the deaf person can use the wearable assistive device proposed in this paper. The device uses 

SPCE061A IC for speech recognition, direction sensing mechanism and a speech to text feature 

programmed in a mobile application to provide various functionalities which can assist the deaf person 

to function normally in daily life. 

 

Survey on Speech Assessment and Assistive Techniques for 

Dysarthric Patients 
 

Lovee Jain and K Raghuveer 

 

Abstract: Over the past many years, several speech assistive techniques have been developed that target 

users with dysarthric speech. Dysarthria is a neuromotor speech disorder that results from weak 

movement of muscles used in speech production. This results to poor articulation causing the dysarthric 

speech to be difficult to understand. This paper aims to survey on the various speech assessment and 

assistive techniques which can help dysarthric patients to enhance their speech for better 

communication, provide benefit in clinical treatments, and contribute to knowledge of neuromotor 

mechanism in speech production. 

 

Fuzzy Clustering based Kidney Stones Analyses in Computed 

Tomography Images 
 

Aravind Jadhav and Sanjay Pujari 

 

Abstract: This paper proposes an image processing techniques and geometry principles for 

identification of kidney stone from the computed tomography (CT) image of kidney. The detection of 

kidney stones using CT imaging is a highly challenging task as they are of low contrast and contain 

speckle noise. This challenge is overcome by employing proposed fuzzy clustering based image 

processing approach. The proposed method is analyzed for various CT images which are with and 

without kidney stones. The experimental analysis shows that the proposed method is suitable for 

detection the kidney stones in the CT images. 

 

Evaluation of Fault Tolerant & Min-Max Load Balancing 

Algorithm in Grid Computing 
 

Mahesh Reddy G and Srinuvasa Reddy k 

 

Abstract: Grid computing is a growing technology, which have hundreds or thousands of 

computational nodes to execute large applications. The main issues consider in grid computing is Load 

balancing, Fault tolerant and Fault recovery. In order to utilize the resource efficiently and to satisfy all 

the requirements of the user, there is need for effective scheduling algorithm. Scheduler schedule job to 

available resources in the sites and result submit to user. Otherwise if any faults detects by fault 

detector, In the event of failures, how to execute the job from the processor failure. Since grid is more 

difficult, complex to implement and manage, so there could be the differences in their performance 

under diverse experimental conditions. We should modify the algorithm. To achieve high throughput 

and proper resource utilization we purpose Min-Max fair scheduling algorithm for load balancing. This 

paper focus on how to increase performance of Grid Environment. The proposed system builds on 

using Grid Simulation Toolkit (Gridsim). 
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A Novel Smart Traffic Regulation System 
 

Sanjith.M.Gowda, Sushanth.G and Dr.Sujatha.S 
 

Abstract: In this modern era, all commercial as well as industrial tasks are done at a more accurate and 

less time consuming rate. Everything is done at easier level which is the aim of today’s fast developing 

technology. If commercial or an industry expects maximum accuracy. Under these circumstances, the 

routine task of manually switching and monitoring of Traffic seems very monotonous and could be 

delayed in service. It is also time consuming for the police officer and the civilian to verify the 

documents of the vehicle or the driver . Considering this problem, the proposed work can completely 

bring awareness of Smart traffic system and Traffic rules by spontaneously extracting the required data 

and notifying civilian. 

 

Experimental Study of Bernoulli’s Equation on Rotational and 

Irrotational Flow 
 

Navyashree K R, Roshan Ansari and Somashekar V 

 

Abstract: Bernoulli’s principle finds wide range of applications in engineering and real life aspects. 

Bernoulli’s principle states that “an increase in the velocity of the fluid occurs with simultaneous 

decrease in the pressure of fluid”, is mostly misunderstood for its application in different flows, and 

based on the assumptions made in the derivation of Bernoulli’s equation. The main objective of this 

present study is to wipe away one such misconceptions and prove that Bernoulli’s statement is 

applicable for both rotational and irrotational flow. The wind tunnel experiments were conducted on a 

smooth circular cylinder with 12 pressure tapings which are placed at 30 degree apart from each other. 

Each pressure tapping was connected to corresponding multitube manometer tubes. The pressure head 

along the smooth circular cylinder was measured from the level of the fluid in the multitube 

manometer. The variation of the calculated absolute pressure and velocity along the smooth circular 

cylinder was depicted through the graph of pressure and velocity v/s ports. The outcome of the wind 

tunnel experiments proved the above stated Bernoulli’s statement and hence the application of 

Bernoulli’s statement is not only constrained to irrotational flow but also applicable for rotational flow. 

 

Hybrid Intelligent Optimization Techniques for Grid Integration 

with Renewable Systems Review: 
 

A. K. Suresh, S. Nagalakshmi,and G. Giftson Samuel 
 

Abstract: Renewable energy source is a one of the Important source of all other energy sources. That 

meets the demand of current electricity scenario. The current research contribution and accelerated 

experience used for eco friendly alternative energy sources and eco friendly technologies either in 

micro grid or grid integrated form. The researcher used a long established and new generation innovate 

model based on mixed integer linear programming for the optimization of a hybrid renewable energy 

with battery based energy storage system in small scale industry. The proposed optimization algorithm 

with less computation burdens and better accuracy. The model takes the consideration in the intrinsic 

stochastic behavior of the hybrid energy and involving variation of load prediction. The MILP is used 

for optimization of PV-Diesel and battery storage hybrid system. Hence this paper investigates the 

effect of load variation on the component sizing of the systems for a small scale industry. This review 

will be useful for researchers to meet the complicated situation of algorithm for future improvement of 

analyzing and designing of power system. 
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Kinect based Human Following Robot 
 

U.A.D.N. Anuradha, K.W.S.N. Kumari and K.W.S. Chathuranga 

 

Abstract:  Human following robots has been mostly developed and researched by many countries due 

to its prized applications in daily life and in industrial applications. Mainly the human following robot 

requires several techniques to generate an interaction between human and robot. The human following 

robot, can be implemented using various approaches such as the stereo camera, a Laser Range Finder 

(LFR) and RFID system. The Kinect Xbox 360 sensor is used for this research to track the human and 

it is developed for identifying and tracking the targeted human using skeleton view. Compared to other 

existing tracking methods, the human skeleton tracking method has the capability to distinguish a 

person and other objects in an efficient manner. Furthermore, the Kinect Xbox 360 sensor can detect 

person's position and distance as well. Human skeleton law is used here for the purpose of tracking the 

human. This method is more accurate because it detects only human beings in the field of view and 

keeps the reference point of a person longer than the method of the center of mass. For this research, 

the laptop is used to process the data from the Kinect sensor and transfer to the Arduino Mega 2560 

through serial communication. Kinect sensor is the main part of the system which is used for 

identifying the human. All the data in the Kinect sensor processes by the software in the personal 

computer located on the robot. Moreover, Arduino instructs to control the speed and direction of the 

mobile robot via the motor controller. In existing systems, depth image of the human has been taken to 

follow the human. But in this system one reference point of the human Skelton is taken to do that. This 

method saves the processing power and the time in image processing and reduce the errors. Hence the 

accuracy of this system is high. The results for the whole hardware and software the mobile robot able 

to follow human according to the coordinate positions of the person detect by Kinect sensor. The 

interaction of human and robot assist human in various situations such as carry loads that are required 

by people working in airports, hospitals, and other moving activities. Human following robot can bring 

many benefits to mankind. Through this implementation a robust method has been developed to 

address to robots and make them follow the master on move. Significant of results are checked by 

using Chi-Squared test at 0.05 level of significance 

 

A Content based Filtering and Negative Rating Recommender 

System for E-learning Management System 
 

Dr.Mahesh Kandakatla and Krishna Bandi 

 

Abstract: In online e-learning, there is a lot of shared information for learners, but discovering the 

learner’s interest is more difficult because of information overload. Traditional approaches are used to 

generate recommendations for learners by using content features and ratings of Collaborative Filtering 

(CF) and content based approaches. The personalized and accurate learning resource recommendations 

are presented by incorporating the sequential access patterns and learner’s context into the 

Recommender System (RS). In this research, semantic Content-Based filtering and learner’s Negative 

Ratings (CBNR) is presented to recommend the interesting messages to the learners. The experiments 

are evaluated to validate the learners’ performance and recommendation accuracy of the proposed 

system with existing e-learning recommendation system. Furthermore, the obtained outcome proves 

that the learning performance has been increased in terms of accuracy and quality of recommendations 

when compared with the similar recommendation techniques. 
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Assist System for Visually Impaired People to Recognize Massive 

Obstacles 
 

Dilan Chamara, Amjath Mohamed, Sankani Heenkenda and Vijayanathan Senthooran 

 

Abstract: Developing computer aided tools are still developing area for visually impaired people. 

Assist system for visually impaired people refers to system that is able to assist or guide people with 

vision loss, ranging from partially sighted to totally blind people, by hearing of sound commands. The 

traditional ways of identifying obstacles for visually impaired people use white cane for mobility and 

get assist from second person. To overcome the white cane mobility challenge, this proposed system 

called as “Assist system for visually impaired people” is developed for independent mobility in 

efficient manner. Twenty-five percent of the visually impaired people travel through public locations 

without assistance other than white cane. It is difficult to hang white cane while moving. However, our 

proposed system fixed on a glove. They can wear glove on their hand and conveniently can move place 

to place without inconvenience. Our proposed sophisticated system detects massive obstacles within 

one meter based on Ultrasonic sensor. This combination of insights is laid out in audio format to assist 

with identifying massive obstacles. This system uses HC-SR04 Ultrasonic sensor and Arduino Board to 

identify massive obstacles and it aims uplift the life style of visually impaired people by making them 

more independent and aware of their surroundings by hearing sound. The proposed system has some 

limitations in terms of low cost and physically obtrusive sensors. Finally, visually impaired people who 

wear glove on their hands and use android phone with earphones use the system to identify the massive 

obstacles by retrieving the tone. The incensement of retrieved tone will secure visually impaired people 

to change the walking route. 

 

An Integrated Model for Detection and Classification of Brain 

Haemorrhage Type in the CT scan 
 

Aafreen Nawresh .A and S.Sasikala 

 

Abstract: The accessibility of analysing the diagnosed result has been a complicated task, since there 

remains difficulty in identifying the area of haemorrhage occurrence in the brain image where blood 

spreads to other areas in the brain. A computer based support has been developed to overcome the 

problem of identification and classification. The objective of this study is to analyse the area in brain 

image of haemorrhage occurrence and use it for classification of the haemorrhage types, such as 

subdural haemorrhage, epidural haemorrhage and intracerebral haemorrhage. In the present study, CT 

brain image database is processed which includes: a)pre-processing of the image where the image is 

filtered and enhanced, b)feature extraction is done where the haemorrhage region is extracted, c)model 

designed for classification includes usage of i) Histogram of gradients on the image, ii) Linear Support 

Vector Machine and iii) Contour extraction, where the operation of the methods involves in counting 

the occurrences of gradient orientation in localized portions of the image, in finding the presence of 

haemorrhage and classify the types of haemorrhage and also to help in providing the accurate level or 

depth of deformation respectively. The proposed module has provided efficient result of about 95% in 

identifying the haemorrhage and classifying its type on par with the existing methods. 

 

Extraction of Spinal Cord Tumor from Clinical Spine MRI Using 

Integrated Methods 

 
S. Shyni Carmel Mary and S. Sasikala 
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Abstract: Extracting tumor region from the medical MRI of Human body for the diagnosis is a 

challenging task. Spinal cord tumor is a common problem today which was once an uncommon 

phenomenon. Finding and segmenting abnormality in the spinal cord using different radiology imaging 

modalities is a tough task because of the existence of hard bones, hard Tissues and obsoletes. This 

paper is intended for mining calcification from the spinal cord MR t2 weighted sagittal images. The 

proposed integrated method consists of IP-FCM and Range based thresholding with region growing 

active contour method. Initially, Noise in the image is removed, blurred and the image details are 

preserved by using Gaussian filtering for further processing of two phases. First phase describes 

identification of Tumor with spatial information called IP-FCM that combines Fuzzy c mean and the 

Post processing operations. Second phase is the feature selection and extraction. The feature selection 

is done by fixing the range value based on the thresholding. The tumor region is extracted using region 

growing active contour which starts with a seed pixel, based upon the threshold range value, to find the 

connected tumor region in the image. The standard measures show the efficiency of the proposed 

integrated method. 

 

Optimal Method for Throughput Enhancement using Interference 

Cancellation in a Multi-SIM UE 
 

Jitendra Otwani and Dr. Sajal Kumar Das 

 

Abstract: In this paper we propose an optimum method for sharing the HW resources between two 

Sims, which will help to optimize UE power and provide the better throughput performance. This paper 

is divided into two sections. In first section we propose to get the demodulated soft bits or the 

descrambled and de-spreaded data from one Sim and share it with the other Sim module for better 

interference cancellation and power performance. In second section, we propose optimum frequency 

assignment technique for DBDC capable UE i.e. one DBDC chain will be catering to Sim-1 and other 

one for Sim-2, without any sharing conflict. Therefore, one TRX path of DBDC will be associated for 

Sim1 whereas other is dedicatedly associated with Sim2. Hence, no RF arbitration and extra silicon 

area required in this case. This will help to improve the MSIM performance including power, silicon 

area and throughput performance. 

 

RNPR- Robust Number Plate Recognition in Wild Traffic and 

RNPR-DATASET 
 

Suresh Kumar Saini, Arun Vaishnav and Varinder Josan 

 

Abstract:  Number plate detection and text recognition is widely research area due to a much practical 

application. But number plate bounding box detection and text recognition in wild or any environment 

condition like lighting, weather, or plate orientation is still is challenging. This paper solve number 

plate detection in wild image and text recognition problem in wild traffic image. it is more focus of 

wild number plate text recognition. And also we publicly publish RNPR-DATASET. We annotated 

4000 images. We did two type of annotation work, one is number plate bounding box and another 

number plate text labeling. Number Plate bounding box user training for number plate detection and 

text labeling for text recognizer training. We used state of the art deep learning approach for number 

plate bounding detection, localization and number plate text recognition. Here we use reference state of 

the art YOLO object detection as a reference CNN(convolutional neural network). It will detection 

both horizontal and oriented number plate. Cropped number plate sent next CNN layer for dense 

feature extraction. Finally RNN with CTC [16] for final text recognition. This paper proposes an end to 

end trainable architecture for number plate text recognition with 95.81% testing accuracy on Nvidia 

Tesla K80 GPU. 
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Integrated Software Defined Radio Architecture using Xilinx 

System Generator 
 

A. Ramakrishna, N Balaji and P.Srihari 

 

Abstract: The aim of this paper is to design a Software Defined Radio (SDR) using System Generator 

in XILINX ISE tool and MATLAB software for the simulator. An SDR is a viable solution for 

reprogrammable radios, which can operate with different functions at distinct times, compared to the 

Hardware Defined Radios (HDR). The system generator is a system-level modeling tool that promotes 

to the hardware design (FPGA). The main objective of this paper is to design the SDR design using 

XILINX 14.7 system generator via MATLAB Simulink. 

 

Role of Intelligent Data Analysis in Medical and Health Care 

Applications: A Survey 

 
Rashmi S and Rashmi Mothkur 

 

Abstract: Intelligent Data Analysis (IDA) is a integrative multifaceted study focusing on expert data 

analysis, pattern recognition, neural networks, knowledge filtering and mainly in machine learning and 

decision support systems. The futuristic medical applications rely on speedy discovery and treatment 

accuracy for life-threatening diseases. This greatly helps in prevention of avoidable diseases and 

revamps the quality of life. It ranges widely from minimized system-wide costs, superior patient care, 

and hope for the researchers, doctors to gain from unanticipated capabilities of IDA. This work 

presents a brief survey about the role of IDA in Medical and Health Information System. 

 

Intrusive Plug Management Using Chatbots in Office 

Environment 
 

Dhineshkumar Ramasubbu 

 

Abstract: “Only 44 percent of computers, 32 percent of monitors, and 25 percent of printers were 

turned off at night” [1], with energy efficient appliances employed in office environments, occupant’s 

energy-conscious behavior plays a vital role in monitoring the plug load. In an attempt to involve the 

occupants to the building’s energy management suite, a natural language based plug management 

system is proposed. This article aims to develop a rule-based chatbot that helps users manage 

(schedule) their plugged-in appliances through smart plugs in an office environment. Considering the 

nature of the application and the accuracy of the intended operation, a rule-based chatbot to schedule 

the smart plugs is developed. The chatbot is developed using Python to be integrated with instant 

messaging application Slack. 

 

Smart Mood Lighting System 
 

Harishankar S, Antony Chiramel, Rohan D G, Yogendra S K and Pushpa Mala S 

 

Abstract: Everyday lighting experience becomes an extraordinary experience with the wirelessly 

controllable multicolour LED lamp and light bulb. Mix and match colors and select daily lighting 

profiles from about sixteen million combinations. Its portability and ease to set up helps you bring your 

home to life with a different light for every mood and a different light for every occasion. The 

prototype can be wirelessly controlled using a smartphone, a tab or a computer and over a local 
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network such as a WiFi or a mobile hotspot. Pair it with the digital companion Android application for 

similar functionalities over the application. 

 

Segmentation Techniques using Soft Computing Approach 
 

Sudha Tiwari and Mr. S.M. Ghosh 

 

Abstract: This paper propose the method of image segmentation technique and introducing the 

classification of segmentation algorithms. We want to implement the part of execution time for this 

working with symmetric parallel computing using soft computing approach. Computation time is 

another factor of image restoration process. Restoration of image of body parts is risk in medical 

science. We want to reduce the execution time of segmentation techniques run with symmetric parallel 

computing using soft computing approach. Using unsupervised segmentation techniques namely image 

segmentation through k-means, c-means clustering algorithms and segmentation using histogram 

technique. 

 

An Ici Reduction Scheme for OFDM with Phase Noise over 

Fading Channels 
 

Lokesh C., Prof. Dr. Rekha K R, Prof. Dr. Nataraj K R and Supritha M R 

 

Abstract: Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing has become a key element of todays wireless 

communication systems. However, its sensitivity to oscillator phase noise is responsible for Common 

Phase Error (CPE) and Inter-Carrier Interference (ICI) which greatly degrades the overall system 

performance. In this contribution, we address the problem of reducing the effects of phase noise in an 

OFDM system operating over a frequency selective fading channel. We propose a method for jointly 

estimating the channel and CPE in a first step and removing ICI in a second step. The algorithm is 

simulated on both coded and uncoded systems with phase noise over a fading channel. 

 

Embedded Run-Time Reconfiguration Techniques in Wireless 

Sensor Network Applications using Field Programmable Gate 

Arrays(FPGA) 
 

Rekha.K.S, Dr.A.D.Kulkarni and Dr.H.D.Phaneendra 

 

Abstract: The Runtime Reconfigurable Techniques are used for efficient and reliable transmission of 

data across the Wireless Sensor networks. The industrial applications demands the efficiency of 

reconfigurable networks with respect to both power and size. The general reconfiguration scenarios can 

be Reconfiguration at network level, Reconfiguration at node level and Partial runtime reconfiguration. 

In this paper, the Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) is used for reconfiguration of industry 

applications which demands hardware and software reconfigurations during runtime, while retaining 

the I/0 devices active. The FPGAs provides high performance due to its flexibility towards Parallelism 

and reconfigurability. The concept is synthesized in different FPGA families like Viretx4 

(XC4VFX12), Virtex5 (XC5VLX50) and Virtex7 (XC7VX485T). To analyze the various parameters 

like temperature and fire, the reconfiguration of FPGA is done during the runtime. The conditions are 

identified based on the thresh- hold values set as normal or danger. Basically to achieve the Partial 

Reconfiguration, the first part of the module the FPGA is configured through the static programming 

and in the next phase, the FPGA is reconfigured and then the program is run. The simulation results of 

the modules before and after the reconfigurations are demonstrated. 
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Low-Cost Wireless Vibration Analysis IoT System 
 

Luciane Agnoletti S. Pedotti, Ricardo Mazza Zago and Fabiano Fruett 

 

Abstract: The measurement and analysis of vibration patterns present on various equipment are being 

used in the industry for decades. However, measure and analyze the vibration signal is an expensive 

task, mainly if the equipment concerned has a big size. MEMS accelerometers are being used 

successfully with the objective to leave the acquisition process of vibration signal more accessible and 

simpler. At the same time, analyze this signal still has been a task of robust and more expansive 

microcontrollers. The ESP32 device, which has been largely used recently, is a robust and low-cost 

microcontroller that meets various applications satisfactorily. This work presents a solution using a 

low-cost MEMS accelerometer (MMA8452), whose the signal is acquired and processed by an ESP32 

device. Vibration patterns are generated employing a mechanical source, then measured by the MEMS 

accelerometer, and its FFT is calculated using the ESP32 device. The processed signal is then sent to a 

cloud computing system based on the Internet of Things (IoT) concept, keeping available for other 

future analysis, besides of what was already made. The system, which costs US$ 7.27, using the main 

FFT harmonics, was able to classify two signals. Thus, with more data, this low-cost system can be 

used to sample vibration in machines and identify common issues, such as unbalance or problems with 

bearing, bushing or gearboxes. 

 

Power Generation using Piezoelectric Components in Railway 

Stations 
 

Meghana R, Anjushree A C and Tayab Mustaq Ahmed 

 

Abstract: In this paper we are going to discuss some methods of generating power using piezoelectric 

components. These piezoelectric components are having a property of generating electrical impulses 

whenever an external force or pressure are acting on it. We are using the force applied by the train on 

the railway tracks to generate electricity. These piezoelectric components are placed under the concrete 

slabs present below the tracks. Whenever the train passes the concrete slabs will create an external 

pressure on piezoelectric components and hence, this pressure or force is converted into electric current 

although the current produced by these components is alternating current and this alternating current 

can be converted into direct current by the help of rectifier circuit. This current produce can be utilized 

for the operation of electronic components. Although this process contains some limitations, this 

process is suitable for generation of electricity in railway stations. 

 

Wavelet Transform based Speaker Identification 
 

Shailaja S.Yadav and Shilpa S. Jagtap 

 

Abstract: In this paper, wavelet transform based speaker identification system is introduced. The 

proposed system identifies the speakers by their acoustic characteristics in speech signal of speakers. In 

this system, discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is applied to extract features after pre-processing of 

speech signal, and extracted DWT coefficients are further processed as a input to MFCC. Vector 

Quantization is used for finding similarity between the extracted features and set of reference features 

to determine speaker identity. TIMIT Database of different fifty speakers is used. 
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Analysis on Seasonality of Accommodation Demand for Tourist 

Hotels 
 

Yin-Ju Chang, Shieh-Liang Chen, Tzong-Shyuan Chen and Jui-Yuan Chu 

 

Abstract: Seasonality is an important feature of the tourism industry, and one of the greatest disturbing 

factors affecting related business operation in the industry. This study used the structural time series 

model to analyze the seasonality of the accommodation demand for tourist hotels , and this method can 

test the stochasticity of seasonality and observe the seasonal pattern changes, which makes itself a very 

good way to explore the seasonality of tourism. The empirical results show that the accommodation 

demands for tourist hotels in all 7 areas are all obviously seasonal and stochastic. The seasonal pattern 

of tourist hotel accommodation demand of Taipei area, and Taoyuan, Hsinchu, and Miaoli area are 

similar; the pattern of Kaohsiung area and Taichung area are also similar to each other; and Hualien 

area, scenic area and other areas are similar in their seasonal pattern, mainly due to the difference in the 

structure of tourist sources. Faced with the seasonal changes, hoteliers can adopt the strategy of price 

differentiation, cooperate with other industries and hold events, conferences and exhibitions with the 

local government to expand the tourist source and increase the room occupancy rate. 

 

Tactics of Decrease Customer’s No-show at Restaurants 
 

Kuo-Pin Li, Shieh-Liang Chen, Wen-Hong Chiu and Wen-Cheng Lu 

 

Abstract: No-show reduction at restaurants can not only mitigate losses incurred when customers fail to 

honor a booking but also affect consumers’ reservation behaviors. This study analyzed the ability of 

restaurant booking policies to reduce no-shows as well as the negative impacts. We herewith to 

summarize the results of the interview and suggest four reduce No-Show policies for restaurants, they 

are Re-offering seats, Overbooking, Partial reservations, and No-show penalties. These four methods 

are also the most common reduce No-Show policies for restaurants. A survey was conducted to 

understand the booking policies of the Taiwanese restaurant industry. The findings indicated that each 

sector of the restaurant industry possesses unique characteristics. This study shows that restaurant 

differentiation is important in setting booking policies. Reservation no-shows cause problems to wasted 

capacity and result in restaurants’ losses. Our goal is to solve the wasted capacity and mitigation no-

show loss, and to offer recommendations on what restaurants should do. Study was found that the 

restaurant operators generally believed that it was effective to have no-show penalty. Only each 

restaurant still has its own operating factors that affect its execution ability; the study also found that 

restaurants of different sizes may have variant reservation policies. So, The Restaurants can decrease 

No-show by 1.Re-offering seats, 2.No-show penalties, or 3.Overbooking and Partial reservations are 

interactions impact degree of customer’s no-show. 

 

A Design of Linear Slot Antenna for Various Biomedical 

Applications 
 

Ishita Deb 

 

Abstract: In this paper ,an antenna of small size is presented which is a linearly polarized slot antenna 

in Industrial,Scientific and Medical (ISM)(2.4-2.48GHz)band for various biomedical applications such 

as brain and cardiac pacemakers, blood glucose sensors, cochlear and retinal implants,tracking 

dependent people and lost pets etc.The antenna is designed using three muscle tissue phantom liquid, 

imitating the dielectric characteristics of human muscle tissue.The footprint of proposed antenna is 
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20mm×16mm×1.635mm.From the simulations, we can conclude that antenna covers complete ISM 

band. 

 

A Review on Substitution of Automotive Parts from Metal to 

Polymer Composites 
 

Chetan R, Hemanth R and S B Mallur 

 

Abstract: The real push of this paper is an examination of various automotive materials. Based on a 

literature review, the automotive parts are made of composites; some broad subjective patterns in the 

composites were observed. To date, the majority of the parts of automotive is made by polymer 

composites in view of the noteworthy weight reduction potential and recovers the particular mechanical 

properties moreover. 

 

A Review on Rolling Contact Fatigue and Shelling of Locomotive 

Wheels 
 

Pavitra J, T Jayraju and Hemanth R 

 

Abstract: Railroad wheels are the most imperative and basic part of the perpetual way. Wheel string 

surrenders cost universal railroad industry a few hundred a huge number of dollars yearly for the repair 

and substitution, influencing cargo and travel framework alike. In view of their introduction 

instrument, these deformities can be delegated cracking, and shelling. Wrecking because of wheel 

failure would cause a huge social and financial cost in benefit activity. It is important to assess the 

security of railroad wheel by ascertaining quantitatively as far as possible and remainder life of crack 

railroad wheels under administration loads. Most normal reason for wheel failure is the rolling contact 

fatigue that is the fatigue break which is because of blemishes show in the material or because of crack 

arrangement during benefit. In this way fruitful execution of wheels depends on their protection from 

crack commencement and break proliferation. In this article exertion has been made to introduce the 

writing in regards to the different imperfection developments in train wheels alongside the reasons and 

their causes. 

 

Performance Charecteristics and Modelling Techniques of Hpfc 

using Different Modes of Operation 
 

Murugan A and Ramakrishnan V 

 

Abstract: Mainly this HPFC controller is using for controlling Real Power, Voltage control, Power 

Changes from the system parameters. In FACTS device the HPFC controller has been multitalented to 

its capability control of Real and Reactive Power. Also HPFC controller modeling has been done with 

the help of mathematical equations for different modes of operation as per kundur 2 area 4 machine 12 

bus system. In this paper is focusing about PVV, PQQ, shunt Susceptance and Impedance control of 

system model. For better performance of power system only has been used the HPFC Controllers 

comparing other Controllers in FACTS Device. These and all is considering about different modes of 

operation. With the help of MATLAB Software different modes of modeling and all has been 

simulated. 
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Comprehensive Review on Comparative Analysis of FPGA & ASIC 

in Multi-objective Optimization of VLSI Circuit 
 

Jitesh Shinde and Shilpa Shinde 

 

Abstract:  The work in this paper presents a comprehensive review of our previously published paper 

related to multi-objective optimization for VLSI circuit viz VLSI implementation of Bit Serial 

Architecture based Multiplier in Floating Point Arithmetic and Multi-objective Optimization for VLSI 

Implementation of Artificial Neural Network wherein various multi-objective optimization approaches 

for VLSI optimization of multiplier & hence for Artificial Neural Network were suggested. Here, in 

this paper, experimental measurement’s differences of VLSI Circuit implementation on (90nm) CMOS 

FPGA and (90 nm & 45 nm) CMOS ASIC implementation of in terms of resources utilization / area, 

total dynamic power dissipation & delay has been presented in this paper. The work in this paper had 

been focused on to study the differences if VLSI circuit or application is implementated on FPGA or on 

ASIC. The basic intentions to make such comparison is to enable system design engineers to make 

better informed choices between these two media viz. FPGA and ASIC. 

 

Theoretical and Experimental Tensile Behaviour of MWCNT and 

CNP Filled Polypropylene Thermoplastic Composites 
 

Shrinatha R. Katti, M. V. Achutha and B. K. Sridhara 

 

Abstract:  Polypropylene (PP) is one of the most widely used engineering polymers. In this study, 

multiwalled carbon nanotube (MWCNT) and carbon Nanopowder (CNP) were melt blended into PP in 

the ratio of 2.5, 5 and 10 wt.% using twin screw extrusion process. The extruded pellets were then 

injection moulded using a 50 Ton injection moulding machine to produce PP+CNP and PP+MWCNT 

composite flat test specimens according to ASTM standards and were used to carry out the tensile tests. 

While there is a reduction in failure strain and a marginal increase in ultimate tensile strength, there is 

25 % increase in young’s modulus with CNP whereas it nearly 65 % with MWCNT as reinforcement. 

These experimental values were compared with the theoretical values calculated using Halpin-Tsai 

model for randomly oriented fibres. While the theoretical and experimental data in case of PP+CNP 

were in very good agreement, in case of PP+CNT there was significant deviation. The comparison and 

analysis of theoretical and experimental results are carried out in the present work. 

 

Influence of Nano Additives on Performance and Emission 

Characteristics of a Diesel Engine 
 

Baskar P, S. Chakraborty and V. Pillai 

 

Abstract: Use of energy resources in transportation sector has reached its peak limit resulting in 

depletion of fossil fuels. Thus there is a need for an alternative fuel which reduces stress on fossil fuels. 

Vegetable oil has comparable properties with diesel can be used as alternative fuel, but however due to 

high viscosity, poor atomization and incomplete combustion limits the use. In order to reduce these 

effects biodiesel is emulsified with Alumina Oxide Nano Particles and its effect on the performance 

and emission characteristics on a diesel engine is studied. Alumina Nano particles in various 

concentration 80ppm, 120ppm and 160ppm are blended with Karanja B20 fuel. The results show an 

increase in brake thermal efficiency and reduction in HC and CO emission. 
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Supervised Machine Learning for Face Identification and 

Expression Recognition 
 

Suparna H S and Poornima K M 

 

Abstract: Growing technology needs automation and artificial intelligence to have human machine 

interaction. Face acts as an effective communication media for expression hence, this work 

concentrates on developing a physical dataset to recognize expression of human face and also tested the 

efficiency of constructed dataset on JAFFE dataset using supervised machine learning approach 

involving Multiclass SVM and k-NN classifier. In this work facial expression recognition rate is 

improved by using BLOCK LBP feature extraction method. 

 

Heat Loss Analysis in a Spherical Domain due to Convection and 

Radiation 
Convective and radiative Heat Loss Analysis 

 
Adesanya S.O., Baloyi P., Chitumwa C.C., Fourie L., Lebelo R.S, Moloi K.C., Sadiki M.W.R. and Tsatsimpe M.J. 

 

Abstract: Heat analysis in a spherical domain that loses heat by convection and radiation is studied in 

this article. The investigation is conducted in a stockpile of combustible materials that ignites 

spontaneously in the presence of oxygen. The combustion process is so complicated, and the analysis is 

simplified by using a mathematical approach that applies an ordinary differential equation (ODE) to 

govern the problem. The heat loss analysis is carried out by studying the effects of imbedded 

parameters such as the rate of reaction, on the behavior of the temperature of the system. Due to the 

complexity of the reaction mechanism, the ODE is solved numerically, and in this case, the Runge-

Kutta Fehlberg (RKF45) method coupled with the Shooting technique are applied. The results are 

expressed graphically and discussed accordingly. The results show that the rate of reaction parameter 

accelerates the exothermic chemical reaction, whereas the radiation parameter decelerates it. 

 

Nitrogen Enriched Air for NOx Reduction in Diesel Engine 
 

DR. P. Baskar, S. Prithivi Rajan, Dhruv Malik and Maggi Saraf 

 

Abstract: This study analyzes the impact of nitrogen enriched air on emissions, the in cylinder pressure, 

heat released during the working cycle and fuel consumption. The experiment was performed on a 

naturally aspirated single cylinder diesel engine by increasing the nitrogen concentration through 

bottled nitrogen and NOx, CO, THC emissions were measured. It was shown that enriching the inlet air 

with nitrogen decreases the NOx concentration with a penalty on hydrocarbon emissions and thus the 

fuel conversion efficiency. 

 

The Model for Extracting of Features from the Object’s Image 
 

Shavkat Kh. Fazilov, Nomaz Mirzaev, Sobirjon S. Radjabov, and Sayyora N. Mirzaeva 

 

Abstract: One of the actual tasks in the field of pattern recognition is the task of feature extraction of 

objects represented in the form of images. The main objective of the work is to define a set of 

numerical characteristics of objects to be recognized. To achieve this goal, the model of the formation 

of features of objects represented in the form of images, in which provides the calculation of various 

numerical characteristics for each fragment of the original image. A distinctive feature of this approach 
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is the formation of a set of preferred features, simplifying the process of building an extreme algorithm 

for pattern recognition, presented in the form of images. To test the efficiency of the proposed model 

the problem of recognizing the individual faces in the image is solved. 

 

Determination of Subsets of Strongly Dependent Features based 

on Radial Functions 
 

Shavkat Kh. Fazilov, Nomaz Mirzaev, Sobirjon S. Radjabov, and Olimjon N. Mirzaev 

 

Abstract: The article considers the problem of the division of the original set of features to the subset of 

strongly correlated features in a building of extreme recognition algorithms in the condition of the high 

dimensionality of feature space. To solve this problem, a new approach based on the radial functions is 

proposed. The main idea of this approach is as follows. If they greatly increase the total proximity 

estimate of all subsets, the test subsets of features are combined in one subset. Otherwise, they belong 

to different subsets. The main advantage of the proposed algorithm is: to improve the accuracy of the 

extraction of subsets of strongly correlated features in the building of recognition operators in a high 

dimension feature space; in determining the quantitative assessment of the extracted subsets of strongly 

correlated features. In order to assess the performance of the developed algorithms, experimental 

studies are conducted. Application of the developed algorithms can more accurately determine the 

unknown parameters of the recognized operators in the high dimensional of feature space. 

 

Application of Fractal Algorithms to Identify Cardiovascular 

Diseases in ECG Signals 
 

Gustavo Gallegos Dávalos and Pedro Freddy Huamaní Navarrete 

 

Abstract: The aim of this article was the identification of cardiovascular diseases, after applying Katz 

and Higuchi fractal algorithms on 4 databases of ECG signals downloaded from the Physionet website: 

heart failure (HF), hypertension (H), ischemic heart disease (IHD) and normal sinus rhythm (NSR). For 

this purpose, initially the ECG signals passed through a filtering stage using a Butterworth high pass 

filter of order 6 and 0.5Hz of cutoff frequency, in order to cancel variations of the baseline. The fractal 

algorithms were applied independently for each database. For such application, all signals were 

standardized with a total of 100000 data, and for the calculation of each fractal dimension (FD) a frame 

equal to 10000 with an overlap of 1000 was used in a first stage; in a second stage, a frame equal to 

1000 with an overlap of 100 was used. Thus, the results showed that the Higuchi algorithm, in general, 

has a better performance compared with the Katz algorithm. These results refer to the observation of 

the variance of the FD averages, which are shown in Table 5. To mention a case, in the cardiovascular 

disease HA, the Higuchi algorithm presented 0.0093 of variance compared with the algorithm of Katz 

that only reached 0.0352. Complementarily, the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was used to 

show graphically the differences between algorithms, so the components related to the Higuchi 

algorithm were presented in a less dispersed and grouped form, making possible their differentiation, 

mainly when the second analysis stage was carried out. 

 

Dynamic Task Scheduling Mechanisms in Cloud Environment 
 

Usha Kirana S P and Demian Antony D’mello 

 

Abstract: Cloud computing is a developing conveyed, ease figuring worldview with a vast 

accumulation of heterogeneous self-ruling frameworks. It gives, on request, adaptable and versatile 

administrations to clients through a compensation for each utilization premise. The general execution 
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of cloud foundation relies upon undertaking task and planning. Productive undertaking booking lessens 

control utilization of the cloud foundation and increment the benefit of administration suppliers by 

lessening handling time of the client work. In this paper, we consider the writing on the undertaking 

planning calculations in cloud condition. With respect to multifaceted nature of these undertakings and 

plenty of existing propositions, this work reviews the different errand planning systems in the territory. 

It exhibits a distributed computing foundation, a survey of a few recommendations, and a discourse of 

issue details, favorable circumstances and weaknesses of looked into works. 

 

A Comparative Performance Analysis of Indirect Vector 

Controlled Induction Motor Drive using Optimized AI Techniques 
 

Venu Gopal B T and Dr. E.G. Shivakumar 

 

Abstract: This paper exhibits a point by point comparison between Neuro Fuzzy and Genetic 

Algorithm based control systems of Induction Motor drive, underlining favorable circumstances and 

drawbacks. Industries are advancing, creating and upgrading generation line to enhance efficiency and 

quality. Induction machines are considered by difficult, nonlinear, time altering dynamics, 

unreachability of few states and thus can be considered as a challenging issue. In this paper, a novel 

method using modified GA is presented to limit electric losses of Induction Motor and it is compared 

with Neuro Fuzzy Controller (capacity to learn without any other person alongside decision making). 

Genetic Algorithm is a subordinate of AI, whose principle relies upon Darwin's theory – struggle for 

existence and the survival of the fittest. It impersonates the standard of natural selection and natural 

genetics to construct the optimization procedure. The technique for deciding the gain parameters of PI 

controller utilizing GA whose output is utilized to control the torque applied to the Induction Motor in 

this way controlling its speed. The gains of PI controller are improved with the assistance of 

Evolutionary Algorithm to upgrade the execution of IM drive. The results are simulated in MATLAB 

Simulink and are related with the conventional PI controller and Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy controller. 

NFC is less complicated and gives great speed precision yet GA based PI controller produces 

significantly reduced torque & speed ripples compared with other controllers, in this way limiting 

losses in IM drives. 

 

Low-Cost Cyber-Physical Production Systems Based on IEC 61499 

for Analog Process 
 

Sergio Bustos, José E. Naranjo, Carlos A. Garcia and Marcelo V. Garcia 

 

Abstract: Cyber-Physical Production Systems (CPPS) are the result of the combination of complex 

production processes with high communication capabilities. This join work  generates an improvement 

in the general system’s performance and efficiency. CPPSs play an increasingly important role in the 

implementation of “Smart Factories” compatible with data exchange among all the conforming 

devices, under the concept of Internet of Things (IoT). Current industry’s needs demand for the 

generation of modular and flexible production systems, so they can easily adapt to the changing market 

requests. To fulfill this need, the automation standard IEC-61499 is developed based in a distributed 

architecture and the use of control devices with high processing capabilities. Distributed control 

systems generated using this standard have the characteristics of: portability, interoperability, increased 

reuse and distribution. This generates more competitive enterprises and promotes: the creation of new 

production techniques, the optimization of the raw material, and the improving of the final products’ 

quality. The present work presents a low cost embedded architecture designed using the IEC-61499 

standard to control the operation of an analogic control process. 
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Transient Stability Analysis of Distribution System with Multiple 

Identical MTGs 
 

Sandeep Kumar KJ, Dr.A.D Kulkarni and Dr.T.Ananthapadmanabha 

 

Abstract: Nowadays it is very important to analyze the effect of Distributed Generators over Power 

System Parameters like Power Quality, Stability &Reliability. This Paper Presents Modeling and 

simulation of Microturbine Generator (MTG) and IEEE 5 Bus test System to analyze the effect of 

Integration of multiple Microturbines over Transient stability of System considering Rotor Speed as 

Predominant parameter. Modeling of Test system considered and Microturbine is carried out in 

MATLAB/SIMULINK Software Package. Simulation is carried out for different cases and Stability is 

analyzed. 

 

Voltage Stability Improvement by Optimal Allocation of Facts 

Controllers using ABC Algorithm 
 

Mahananda R Hatti, Dr. N. Kumar and Srishail K Bilgundi 

 

Abstract: The topic of voltage stability in power system study has been paid great attention in recent 

years as it is one of the major issues of power system network. Increasing interconnection of power 

network has led to the drastic increase in power demand and as a result of this power network is 

operated closure to their stability limits. Voltage instability occurs in heavily stressed power system. 

Thus, voltage stability should be maintained for reliable operation of power system. In this work, ' 

reactive power sensitivity index ' is referred as an indicator for the analysis of voltage stability and the 

weakest bus of the system is identified. Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm is used for optimal allocation 

of SVC. By optimally allocating FACTS controllers i.e., SVC voltage profile and stability of the 

system has increased. The effectiveness of the present methodology is tested on standard IEEE 14 bus 

test system by developing a program using MATLAB. 

 

Adaptive Receiver for Sensing Multiple-Spectrum Bands 
 

Mr.Sreerama Samartha J G and Dr. Archana A V 

 

Abstract: Nowadays, a digital receiver is an inherent part of modern life. Whether it's communication 

from work or private purposes, the ability to stay in touch with family, friends, and co-workers is often 

an inherent standard. The broader range of possibilities of wireless communication systems, which 

provide a much wider range of options, broadly extends to alternatives to systems. The aim of this 

paper is to design and implement adaptive receiver, which will be able to receive several spectrum 

bands. The receiver consists of software based on Raspberry Pi with a graphical user interface 

application developed using python and hardware-based RTL-SDR that allows wireless control of this 

Receiver. This paper contains three main parts. The first part address technologies for receiving of the 

audio signal in FM spectrum band. Second part receiver's also deals with design and implementation of 

weather variation system using satellite. The goal is to develop an application that will analyses 

different factors of the satellite receiver by monitoring weather stations that have been watched. final 

part describes the Aircraft tracker receiver development of hardware parts of the device from concept 

through a selection of components to realization. It also analyses the implementation of of firmware for 

this device, including a graphical user interface in python. The device was able to fulfilled for finding 

an active airplane in the range. This receiver found accuracy down to a 3:1 SNR and the frame 

synchronizer had very less 0.001% false positive and false negative errors ratio measured at 0.001:1 

SNR. baseband symbol error determined over 83%, and Compared to the commercial receiver, the 
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implemented adaptive receiver recovered over 97% of voice frames without noise errors. These factors 

show that recent advances in low-cost Adaptive receiver allow the device to satisfy the above 

requirements with suitable real-world performance. 

 

Implementation of Transforms for High Peformance and Low 

Power Architecture for H.264 
 

S.Saravanan 

 

Abstract: The encoding and decoding of standard image and video formats in multimedia applications 

are usually a typical target for System-on-Chip (SoC).A new algorithm that synthesizes ROM based 

Accumulator with low hardware requirement is suitable for implementation of Discrete Cosine 

Transform.Although the techniques in use are applicable to implementation on application-specific 

integrated circuit (ASIC) and Structured ASIC technologies, analysis is performed using field 

programmable gate array (FPGA) hardware. This paper presents the design of the Distributed 

Arithmetic based 2-D discrete cosine transform (DCT). The forward and inverse modified 2-D DCT 

architecture are designed and their synthesis results mapped to ALTERA Quartus- II are presented. 

This requires less area than the conventional approaches. The memory reduction technique is employed 

by the ROM. This architecture is able to cope with H.264/AVC encoder and decoder requirements 

target. 

 

A Model on Implementing Data Integrity in Cloud Environment 
 

S.Raja shree, A.Chilambu Chelvan and M.Rajesh 

 

Abstract: Cloud computing has become an integral part of any organization or individual as it provides 

infinite computing resources and storage facilities of large quantity of data over internet. These remote 

storage of data over cloud allows individuals or organization to deal with the data effectively with 

universal data access. While these advantages are more appealing, there exist some drawbacks as well 

which makes more concern to the cloud users. The main threat in cloud storage is the data integrity or 

unauthorized access to user data. The possible solution to overcome or improve data integrity is to use 

a third party auditor (TPA) for checking the data integrity. Even though TPA improves data security to 

a higher extend, still various problems exist like computational complexity, time consumption also 

regarding the third party auditor authorization. Generally, TPA access the user data to check for data 

integrity which itself can become a threat to personal information. This can be overcome by providing 

authentication to TPA to access the data in the server with specific instructions of credentials which 

user can share with the auditor. 

 

Fast and Accurate Algorithm for Line Following Robot 
 

Nevil Pooniwala, Anushka Waingankar and Akash Upadhyay 

 

Abstract: Accuracy, Precision and Speed are the three parameters that are of utmost importance while 

designing and developing a product or a process. These three parameters also form the performance 

measuring indices of the finished product or process. Technology and science constantly evolve to 

enhance these parameters for better efficiency and improved quality of products and processes. Line 

following robot has various applications which demand speed as well as accuracy. This paper provides 

a unique, fast and accurate algorithmic approach for a line following robot with a predetermined path. 
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Multimode Authentication based Electronic Voting Kiosk using 

Raspberry Pi 
 

M G Gurubasavanna and Saleem Ulla Shariff 

 

Abstract: India being the fastest developing country and the largest democracy in the world has 

replaced the trivial paper based ballot system with EVMs in the voting process. The technical 

advancement in the field of voting process by introduction of electronic voting machines or EVMs has 

changed the way how voting is done all over the world along with the raise of security concerns and 

issues like hacking or tampering of EVMs. The Proposed paper discusses about the steps to mitigate 

the security issues and how the turn out in voting can be increased by introducing the voter to have the 

facility to vote from any constituency even if he belongs to some other constituency from the 

designated authorized voting centers. The voting process can be made more secure by involving finger 

print or bio metric based authentication in the design along with face and iris recognition features. The 

paper discusses how raspberry pi can be utilized to build the prototype. 

 

A Review on Various Kinds of Attacks and Security with Different 

Routing Protocols 

 
Lavanya N L and Dr. Puttamadappa C. 

 

Abstract: Mobile Ad-hoc networks (MANETs) is an infrastructure-less network where numerous 

wireless nodes without any centralized controller sends and receives the data packets. For making 

network to be safer for communication there involves various levels of routing protocols with 

protective measures. For securing data packets in the MANETs, dissimilar types of crypto-graphic 

algorithm are analyzed with proper limitations for safeguarding the networks. 

 

Chaotic Image Encryption with ANM Compression 
 

P.Sridevi and Dr.J.Suguna 

 

Abstract: Computer networks and communications use digital images which are most searched, 

uploaded and shared. Compression is a technique used to reduce the storage space of images which is 

transmitted over different networks. Encryption technique is used to provide security for images. This 

paper proposes an image Encryption-then-Compression (ETC) system. A chaotic encryption technique 

is used to encrypt the images and Asymmetric Numeral Method (ANM) is used to compress the 

encrypted images. The performance results are carried out for various image sizes and compared with 

Arithmetic and Huffman compression techniques and it shows that the proposed system is better in 

terms of security, compression ratio and computation time. 

 

Strategies and Challenges in Big Data: A Short Review 
 

Santhosh Kumar D. K. and Demian Antony D‘Mello 

 

Abstract: The Big Data is the new trending technology in the field of research in recent years and is not 

only big in size, but also generated at brisk rate and variety, which endeavors the research upsurge in 

multidisciplinary fields like Government, Healthcare and business performance applications. Due to the 

key features (Volume, Velocity, and Variety) of Big Data it’s difficult to store and analyse with 

conventional tools and techniques. It acquaints unique challenges in scalability, storage, computational 
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complexity, analytical, statistical correlation and security issues. Hence we describe the salient features 

of big data and how these affects the storage technologies and analytical techniques. We then present 

the taxonomy of Big Data sub-domains and discuss the different datasets based on data characteristics, 

privacy concern, and domain and application knowledge. Furthermore, we also explore research issues 

and challenges in big data storage technologies, privacy of data and data analytics. 

 

On the Mild Solution for Nonlocal Impulsive Fractional 

Semilinear Differential Inclusion in Banach Spaces 
 

Nawal A. Alsarori and Kirtiwant P. Ghadle 

 

Abstract: This paper gives existence results for impulsive fractional semilinear differential inclusions 

involving Caputo derivative in Banach spaces. We are concerned with the case when the linear part 

generates a semigroup not necessarily compact, and the multivalued function is upper semicontinuous 

and compact. The methods used throughout the paper range over applications of Hausdorff measure of 

noncompactness, and multivalued fixed point theorems. Finally, we provide an example to clarify our 

results. 

 

Scaling of Student T-Distribution and Properties of Lévy-Student 

Processes 
 

K.W.S.N. Kumari and Abby Tan 

 

Abstract: The Student t-distribution can be applied in financial studies as heavy-tailed substitute to the 

normal distribution. The aim of this study is to explore the properties of Student t-distribution and Lévy 

-Student processes under finance. For a suitable modification of the Lévy measure of Student t-

distribution, an explicit expression of its Fourier transform is calculated. It is shown how the Fourier 

inversion of this function, which yields the density of the Lévy measure. Further, Lévy-student process 

is derived that nests the Brownian motion with subordinated by GIG distribution as parameters special 

case. 

 

Design of a Wide-Gain-Bandwidth Metasurface Antenna for 

Microwave Computational Imaging 
 

Dr Giriraj Kumar Prajapati and S anthosh Kumar Allemki 

 

Abstract: This paper exhibits the outline of a planar low-profile, widegain- bandwidth metasurface 

antenna at terahertz frequency. The proposed antenna comprises of a metasurface and a planar feeding 

structure, both of which are designed on an electrically thin, high-permittivity GaAs substrate. The 

antenna with a solitary encouraging structure demonstrated a most extreme broadside gain of 9.8 dBi, a 

radiation proficiency of 69%, and a 3-dB gain bandwidth of 16% .The antenna gain execution was 

essentially enhanced by energizing the antenna with a variety of opening bolstering and without 

changing the antenna measure. Notwithstanding its high gain and wide gain-bandwidth attributes, the 

proposed antenna configuration displays a position of safety mechanical power, simple incorporation 

into circuit sheets, and magnificent ease large scale manufacturing appropriateness. A 

frequencyreconfigurable antenna planned utilizing metasurface (MS) to work at around 5 GHz is 

examined and proposed. Reproduction comes about demonstrate that the working frequency of the 

antenna can be tuned by physically turning the MS around the middle as for the fix antenna. The MS 

set on the fix antenna carries on like a dielectric substrate and turning the MS changes the identical 
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relative permittivity of the substrate and thus the working frequency of the FRMS antenna. Dynamic 

metasurface antennas are waveguide structures stacked with various sub wavelength metamaterial 

components, each releasing a segment of the guided wave to free-space. The capacity to deliver built 

bar designs from a lightweight, ease, and planar physical stage is especially appealing for microwave 

imaging applications, where numerous systems at present depend on mechanical developments or 

staged clusters to integrate attractive examples. In this paper, we audit the plan, usage, and activity of 

dynamic metasurfaces. We introduce trial comes about showing the dynamic metasurfaces' ability to 

recover a scene's spatial substance continuously. We finish up by talking about the viewpoint of this 

structure and inspecting a few potential applications 

 

Analysis of False Handoff Initiation Probability in Order to 

Provide Seamless Mobility In Partially Overlapped Wireless System 
 

Mr. Santosh. S. Sambare and Dr. M. U. Kharat 

 

Abstract: Next generation wireless networks will have broader bandwidth, higher data rate, and 

smoother and quicker handoff that should focus on ensuring seamless service across a multitude of 

wireless systems and networks depending on changing trends in mobile communication. Seamless 

handover can be achieved in the system i.e. unoverlapped cellular system with reduced probability of 

false handoff initiation using GPS and velocity information but complexity increases as overlapping 

factor among cells increases.This paper describes the analysis of false handoff initiation probability for 

partially overlapped cells in order to provide seamless mobility in wireless networks. 

 

Comparative Analysis of Mechanical Properties of Concrete Made 

with Sawdust and Marble Waste to the Conventional Concrete 
 

Prakhar Duggal, Avneesh Singh Shisodia, Suparna Havelia and Keshav Jolly 

 

Abstract: To analyze various properties of cement concrete produced with sawdust and marble waste 

with that of convention concrete.In this project we have tested the compressive strength of first set of 

cubes by replacing consequently (20,40,60,80&100)% of course aggregate with marble and other set 

by replacing (20,40,60,80 & 100)% of sand with sawdust. Curing period for both were 7 and 28 days 

after which they were tested for ultra sonic pulse velocity test compressive strength, flexural strength 

respectively using IS:456 for calculating the flexural strength. Making use of both the above mentioned 

waste materials would be very beneficial for environment and for retaining the endangered resources. 

Outcomes: The compressive strength of concrete cubes of marbles as a replacement of aggregate will 

increaseupto100% .The compressive strength also reduces when sawdust aggregate is used. The 

workability of the concrete made by marble waste increases in marble content even when the Water-

Cement ratio is kept constant. 

 

To Analyse Energy Efficient Building Construction in India 
 

Prakhar Duggal, Keshav Jolly, Avneesh Singh Shisodiand Suparna Havelia 

 

Abstract: In this research paper, we examine the urbanization trends and estimated demands for real 

estate space in India. We went through a graphical study of the share of construction sector in GDP and 

its growth. We studied many previous research papers to track the employment generation by building 

sectors. This paper has been produced to study the effect of green buildings and its inter-linkages with 

other systems and sub-systems. The observations from the experimental test results for the factors that 

need immediate attention such as sanitation facility and thermal comfort being poor, improper 
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ventilation, indoor air pollution and contaminated drinking water leading to environmental pollution 

and many others. The factors used for examination are estimated demand for real estate space, 

constructions’ share in Gross Domestic Product at factor cost, annual growth in electricity 

consumption, and the various stakeholders who promote building energy efficiency in India. The data 

analysis shows that Green growth of the building sector would be a winning situation on all ends for 

the nation apart from contributing to the global efforts of lessening the climate-changing impacts. It 

will save on fresh water use consumption, recycle and reuse of sector would open a number of door for 

converting the new construction and will also create a scope for the employment generation by building 

sector. It will also ensure thermal comfort which is expected to help achieving Nearly Net Zero Energy 

Buildings (NZEB) by the year 2047 for both new and already existing buildings. 

 

Design and Analysis of an Uberhood for Motorbikes 
 

Swastika Palit and M.B.Shyam Kumar 

 

Abstract: Uberhood is an aerodynamically designed structure offering protection for the rider from sun 

and rain. In this paper, a preliminary attempt is made to design an uberhood for motorbikes followed by 

fluid flow analysis using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). Here the uberhood is considered 

without the motorbike. In this study, two different turbulence models namely the k-ε and k-ω were 

employed to simulate a three dimensional flow past an uberhood. The results in terms of the 

aerodynamic force coefficients namely the lift and drag coefficients, pressure contour, velocity contour, 

streamlines, turbulent kinetic energy and vorticity contour obtained using the above two turbulence 

models have been presented and discussed. The Reynolds number was 1.9 million, based on the 

velocity and the height of the uberhood. It is found that the k-ω model predicts better near wall 

interactions than the k-ε turbulence model. The lift and drag coefficients for the designed uberhood 

were found to be of the same order of magnitude for the two turbulence models. To the best of our 

knowledge there is no work reported in the literature for uberhood till date. 

 

Automation of Postal Registration in Sri Lanka 
 

W. M. L. Iroshana, B. C. Liyanapathirana, R.M.T.C.B. Ekanayake and K.W.S.N. Kumari 

 

Abstract: Automation of Postal Registration is a new concept to Sri Lanka as currently all the 

registration and letter handling processes are done manually. Because of this postal registration facility 

is limited to few hours making it inefficient and difficult to obtain the service. This paper suggests 

registered postal automation as a solution to overcome the issue. To achieve this goal a prototype of a 

user-friendly machine that allows customers to obtain letter registration facility around the clock is 

built using Arduino and a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) based system. The prototype can 

determining the postage fee by weighing the postal items, to accepting the postal items by delivering a 

message that act as a receipt to the customer and to categorizing the postal items according to 

destination. A PLC is used to control the processes of accepting the postal items and categorization of 

them. This system can be placed at all post offices and used to accept postal items to be registered 

around the clock even when the officers are not available to collect items and precede registration 

process. 

 

Ultra Wideband Resonant Antenna design 
 

Varindra Kumar 

 

Abstract: An ultra-wideband square patch antenna with resonance frequency at wide range from 1.8 

GHz to 7 GHz has been designed with the application of metamaterial block. Without the application 
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of loading any metamaterial and its equivalent block, the square patch antenna resonates at 4.22 GHz 

and 5.6 GHz while an introduction of dual circular ring resonator as its metamaterial and its derived 

equivalent block, the resonance frequency range becomes widespread with a similar gain and 

efficiency. The effect of dual ring resonator and its derived block at ground layer provides a 

mechanism for the patch size reduction from 39.32 mm to 17.02 mm (about 81.26 % reduction in its 

area). The equivalent block of the metamaterial has been obtained after deriving the relative 

permittivity and permeability of the circular ring resonator metamaterial and its effect has been also 

analyzed. 

 

Researching the Possibilities of Creating Mathematical Oracle 

Functions for the Grover’s Quantum Search Algorithm 
 

Andrey Ostroukh and Cesar Pronin 

 

Abstract: The article investigates the possibility of developing and applying quantum algorithms in 

perspective software for modeling quantum computation, with the aim of increasing the efficiency of 

calculations related to the processing of large data sets in the transport and road complex. On the basis 

of the data obtained, a new oracle function has been developed that illustrates the possibility of 

applying the Grover algorithm to solve particular problems. For the practical implementation of 

quantum algorithms within 16 qbit, the Quirk quantum device emulator was chosen, which has an 

extended set of sensors that allow us to visually examine the transformations occurring in quantum 

circuits and a large number of complex quantum gateways, which greatly simplifies the construction of 

new quantum circuits on their basis. 

 

Tree based Approaches for Improving Energy Efficiency and Life 

Time of Wireless Sensor Networks: a Survey and Future Scope for 

Research 
 

Pranesh V Kallapur and Santhosh L Deshpande 

 

Abstract: Wireless Sensor Networks(WSN)are characterized by highly application specific nature, 

stringent resource constraints, self-organizing, spatio-temporal traffic, and large dynamic topology with 

several contradicting design goals. Of these design  goals, network life time and energy efficiency are 

considered as of paramount importance. Many research works from the past have dedicated themselves 

in extending the network life time and achieving energy efficiency of WSN through various techniques, 

including that of the application of Tree as a data structure. This  article attempts to present a detailed 

survey of the existing research works with the application of different variants of Trees. Further, the 

paper tries to analyse the performance implications of application of variants of trees, advantages, and 

disadvantages. The paper mentions possible feasibility of the application of Red Black Trees (RBL) in 

WSN and the potentials for future research while giving algorithmic comparison of RBL with other 

tree data structures. 

 

The Estimate of the Time Parameters of a Radio Signal with 

Unknown Initial Phase 
 

Oleg V. Chernoyarov, Alexandra V. Salnikova and Yury E. Korchagin 

 

Abstract: This paper focuses on synthesis and analysis of the algorithms for estimating the time of 

arrival and the duration of a narrow-band radio signal with arbitrary-function envelope and unknown 
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initial phase, such algorithms provide overcoming the prior parametric uncertainty in different ways. 

We tested hardware and/or software implementations and performance of quasi-likelihood, maximum 

likelihood and quasi-optimal estimation algorithms. One of our objectives was to find the closed 

analytical expressions for biases, variances and correlation coefficients of the estimates of time of 

arrival and duration that their accuracy would increase with signal-to-noise ratio. We also determined 

the influence of prior ignorance of the initial signal phase on the quality of the introduced estimates of 

time of arrival and duration of a radio signal. 

 

Modeling of Continuous Dielectrophoretic Field Flow Separation 

of Blood Cells 
 

Ayat Nada, Mohamed Omar and Ahmed M. Sayed 

 

Abstract: The ability to separate the particles and cells in the continuous flow is always desirable, as 

faster and incessant medical diagnosis becomes achievable. In this study, a modified device capable of 

separating platelets from other blood cells in a continuous flow is presented. The modified design 

demonstrate the continuous separation of platelets from red blood cells using Dielectrophoretics (DEP) 

mechanisms. A 2D finite element model was exploited to test different design parameters, including 

the applied separation peak to peak voltage, frequency, and flow inlet speeds. The modified 

microfluidic device mainly separates the red blood cells and the platelets from the mixed blood cells. 

The modeling and simulation results demonstrate that cell separation can be achieved, with very high 

purity levels of platelets (99.8%). The device’s technology makes it especially suitable for point-of-

care testing applications. 

 

Big Data Management Strategy using Fog Computing 
 

Tajul Islam and M.M.A Hashem 

 

Abstract: Acute level of data analysis is a big issue in case of smart cities due to universal positioning 

of different sort of sensors. A new and modern platform is required for location awareness, intelligent 

control and real time services providing. Fog computing plays an important role for providing real time 

services, intelligent control and location awareness. Here, we have focused on computing and finding 

fresh data for real time services from raw data. For computing massive data, we have used hierarchical 

architecture. Here, we have proposed different fog computing layers and third party memory 

management for storage. We have provided security in our architecture by monitoring as a service, 

control as a service and blockchain. 

 

The Problem of Designing Robots with Complex Trajectories of 

Motion 
 

Alexander Lozhkin, Ruslan Khaziyakhmetov, Pavol Božek, Alena Galajdová and Ihab B. A. Samaneh, 

 

Abstract: Robots with complex trajectories of motion are design very rarely. The main obstacle is the 

lack of the necessary mathematical apparatus, in spite of the fact that the theory was proposed by 

Newton. The analysis of symmetries on the Euclidean plane by Dieudonne and the figure by Weyl 

allowed us to formulate a new method for obtaining the parameters of linear transformation alternative 

to classical. It can be used for an ellipse, hyperbola, as well as complex flat curves in four cases. The 

method is analyzed for trajectories having symmetries. A theorem to obtain the parameters of the 

transformed curve in the general case is formulated. Theoretical calculations and the results of 
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experimental studies using the method of geometric modeling are given. The result was found only 

partially.There is the possibility of obtaining it, since the research uses the simplest apparatus of 

analytic geometry. 

 

A Brief Survey on using HTML Tags in Web Document Retrieval 
 

Manjit Singh, Anshu Bhasin and Surender Jangra 

 

Abstract: A new age of digital information exchange has originated with the arrival of the Internet. The 

Web has become a vital resource of information today. At present, the Internet incorporates millions of 

web sites and this amount is increasing day by day exponentially. Many search techniques have been 

developed to assist web users, in finding valuable information from the Web. The various search 

engines are in use that matches each user query through the index database and returns a list of web 

documents that are possibly useful to the user. Information retrieval (IR) is an art of storing documents 

and retrieving information from within these documents. Indeed, information retrieval (IR) systems are 

based on a feature vector model together with a term weighting scheme that weights terms in a 

document according to their importance concerning the context in which they appear. But, current IR 

models only target generic-type text documents and do not consider particular layouts of documents 

such as HTML web documents. In comparison to conventional text documents, a web document 

comprises number of tags which provide clues on the structure of the documents. The terms appearing 

in different structures of a document may have different significance in identifying the document. The 

performance of document retrieval systems could be improved by using the structures of web 

documents. In this paper, we briefly survey the available literature on the use of HTML tags in web 

search. A brief introduction to the work that we have currently undertaken on use of HTML Tags in 

web search is also given. 

 

Design and Implementation of Miniscule Pulse Generator for 

Communication System 
 

Sudeep E, Nishanth B Kulkarni and Bhoopendra Kumar Singh 

 

Abstract: RF modules requires a pulsed power for transmission and reception of signal. Pulsed power is 

defined as the process of delivering instantaneous power over a period of time. Pulsed power 

converters are used to power the transmit and receive integrated assembly (TRIA). A transmit and 

receive integrated assembly is used to process a signal to and fro between a ground based system and 

an earth orbiting satellite. This paper aims at design and implementation of multiple output pulse power 

hybrid. The size of the pulse generator is reduced by hybrid micro circuit. Hybrid micro circuit or 

Hybrid integrated circuit is a miniaturized electronic circuit consisting of semi-conductor devices and 

passive components, bonded to a substrate attached to a kovar package. They have several distinct 

advantages for applications involving high reliability and harsh environments. The pulse power hybrid 

consists of three outputs 8.8VTx, 5.5VTx, and 2.2VRx switching at a Pulse Repetition Frequency 

(PRF) of 4 kHz. 

 

Significance and Challenges of Big Data Research in India 
 

Afreen Bhumgara and Anand Pitale 

 

Abstract: The term "big data" has become an important part of repertoire of information technology led 

human life and analytics. In other words, it refers to huge amount of data that traditional technologies 

cannot process. It is in this context that big data has become significant in the sense that it can process 
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and analyze huge amount of data created every minute. Not only that, the use of big data technology 

and analytics have become important part of governance and policy processes. For instance, it makes it 

possible to collect and process data about rain patterns, land holding, use of chemicals and provide 

useful analysis which can be used for policy decisions on agriculture. It has also been used for 

predictive human behavior and interactions which has huge potential use for marketing purposes and 

behavioral economic analyzes. "Big Data" is from a couple of years ago one of the great trends in the 

world of technology and marketing, one of those "buzzwords" that at a given moment begin to spread 

and appear throughout the internet, large companies they are interested in it, an industry is created 

around it and, suddenly, everything the world knows. Considering the importance that the term Big 

Data has acquired, the present research sought to study and analyze exhaustively the state of the art of 

Big Data; in addition, and as a second objective, it analyzes the characteristics, tools, technologies, 

models, and standards related to Big Data, especially in a developing country such as India, and the last 

one sought to identify the most relevant characteristics in the management of Big Data, so that it can 

know everything concerning the central topic of research. 

 

Securing a Network: How Effective using Firewalls and VPNs 

are? 

 
Sun Jingyao, Sonali Chandel and Yu Yunnan 

 

Abstract: In today’s world, with the tremendous amount of increase in cyber threats on the Internet, the 

security of data traveling over a network has become the priory concern for all the netizens. As a result, 

a large number of Internet users have started using firewalls and VPN (Virtual Private Network) to 

ensure more protection for their data on the go. Though mostly considered as defenders of our network 

security, sometimes firewalls and VPNs can also pose some serious threats to its users. With the hope 

to help people in finding an optimal security system, our research focuses on addressing these security 

flaws by providing a specific illustration of the working principles and performance of the firewalls and 

VPNs, including the technologies behind them and their benefits, significant potential risks it may 

bring due to some considerable loopholes in their architecture, and the possible solutions to those 

security issues. We hope that our research would bring a better understanding of these security issues 

and their solution to help users and organizations to deal with these security threats and risks in a better 

way. 

 

Development of Real-Time Health Status Analysis Smartwatch 
 

Bramhacharimayum Sadananda Sharma and Benita Jose Chalissery 

 

Abstract: The measurement of physiological signals using wearable devices such as smartwatches has 

become a widespread and facile method. However, we have very few techniques and processes for 

emotion recognition in wearable devices. This paper investigates techniques and systems through 

which we can measure emotions by collecting data through wearable devices that can be used for the 

analysis of our body status and that can react in real time. Real time reaction by Smartwatches requires 

a specific set of input parameters. After the input of appropriate values, we can apply Artificial 

Intelligence to analyze our vital activity and the smartwatch will react accordingly. Smartwatch 

systems that can detect and learn our lifestyle, that can interact in real-time with the system without our 

presence and that can adapt according to different occupations, age and gender of the person for 

different purposes are investigated. 
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Identification of Flying Object based on Region of Interest a 

Survey 
 

Rupankar Sharma, Rounoq Raj Phukan, Amlan Deep Nath, Alok Choudhury and Vijay Prasad 

 

Abstract: In the last few years, developments in drones and UAVs have made them affordable and easy 

to control. They can fly to long distances and come back without any human controlling them. While 

there are many different uses of drones, we are focusing on their usage as a tool for surveillance. They 

have literally added a new dimension to the ability to eavesdrop. They can be send to someone’s home 

and see into windows. They can intercept Wi-Fi signals or cell phone signals and gather information. 

They pose a serious threat to a person’s privacy. Military can use it for reconnaissance missions or spy 

over VIPs of other countries and exploit them. Terrorists can used it as a tool to carry bombs for 

assassination. 

 

A Comparative Study of Different Ontology-based Learner Models 

for Personalized E-Learning Systems 
 

Sabitha Sa and Pradeep BS 

 

Abstract: In recent years, a number of learning styles which are incorporated in various learning 

methods around the world. Learning styles are one of the foremost vital attributes of individuals, with 

each individual having variations in their learning styles. Adaptive e-learning plays a significant role in 

curating learning materials for individual users to enable flexible learning. Nowadays the existing web-

based learning environments are adopted by adaptive e-learning environments with completely 

different learning styles which are more innovative. This paper mainly focuses on the content analysis 

of the recent research on personalized e-Learning using the semantic web. Most of the prior research 

focuses on the result of academic accomplishment, learning satisfaction and outputs, whereas other 

research has offered the architecture/framework or proposed a model for personalized e-learning. This 

work analyses the present trends and gaps in the literature and discusses the potential future research. 

 

Performance Evaluation of RPL Routing Protocol for Low Power 

Lossy Networks for IoT Environment 
 

Aashima Bisen and Jimmy Matthew 

 

Abstract: Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) comprise of small electronic devices that are autonomous 

which are capable of sensing natural environmental conditions and communicating with the nodes over 

wireless links. WSNs have applications in different fields of technology and science, which is quite 

diverse and commonly exist in remote regions with severem conditions. This influences testing and 

troubleshooting of these applications a tedious task, exorbitant and once in a while even unthinkable 

for developers. Wireless Network lifetime is the most widely researched area.Numerous components 

are considered for increasing the lifetime of wireless sensor systems, for example, limiting the power 

utilization, minimal cost operation, optimal routing protocols, sending of remaining energy to each hub 

to dodge the contracting of energy in hubs, with the assistance of enhanced adaptation of 

communication models and more improved version of protocol. In this paper we have proposed a 

system that calculates the lifetime of sensor nodes dynamically by using the various metrics i.e. Radio 

Duty Cycle, No of hops (per node) and Power Consumption. To implement the above scenario Routing 

Protocol for Low power Lossy networks (RPL) is used. RPL is a distance vector protocol that 

constructs a Destination-Oriented Directed Acyclic Graph (DODAG) using one or more routing 
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metrics. Direct Acyclic Graph is build using the metrics and transmission of data is done based on the 

lifetime of nodes in order to increase the lifetime of the network. Further mobility is added, and we can 

compare the mobile nodes with fixed nodes in order to show how mobility can influence parameters of 

protocol. The simulation of the proposed work is done using the Cooja simulator in Contiki OS. 

 

A Low Power QRS Algorithm using Discrete Wavelet Transform 

and FPGA Implementation 
 

Alireza Hassanzadeh and Mohammad Hadi Mazidi 

 

Abstract: In this paper a QRS detector using Discrete Wavelet Transform operating in multi-mode with 

low complexity and low power consumption for implantable pacemaker IC is presented. A blend of 

multi-scaled product and soft-threshold algorithms have been used for implementation of the module. 

The QRS detector is evaluated with MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database and achieves more than 99% 

detection ratio. A soft IP core has been prototyped on a Xilinx FPGA. Simulation results show about 

0.3μW of power dissipation. 

 

The Growth of Renewables and Review of Microgrids in Indian 

Perspective 
 

P. Sudheer and Dr. V. Sandeep 

 

Abstract: Due to the high pollution with harm full gas’s (chlorofluorocarbons) released by industries, 

thermal power plants and vehicles leads to global warming. In order to reduce the impact of global 

warming on earth, the world is moving towards green energy. The energy which is generated by the 

solar, wind, small hydro, biomass etc are treated as green energy. But these sources are intermittent and 

unpredictable so the designed systems unable to feed the loads continuously. As a result of decades of 

research on renewable energy resources leads to the design of hybrid microgrid system configuration. 

This paper covers review of microgrids in INDIA, functional benefits, and current RE statics in world 

and India, climatic challenges, and targets of the world and Indian potential on renewables. 

 

Enterprise-wide Hetrogeneous Data Sharing for Short Messaging 

Service Client Network 
 

Indira Bhattacharya, Ruchi Rautela and Ramesh Solanki 

 

Abstract: Nowadays information exchange is one the important aspect for conducting an activity. 

Various firms always like to remain updated with their news to their customer. Earlier a general way to 

share the information was through leaflet, poster etc. However, nowadays SMS alert is a common 

technique used by several firms to send their updates to their client. Client information is an important 

component for SMS alert mechanism. In traditional approach, the information of client may available 

at firms database itself. Although, firm desire to send information to some other clients that have to be 

collected from various diverse organization. To achieve this, it is required to collect the data from 

different various organizations and integrate them. However, collecting and integrating the client 

information of various organizations is a challenging task because received data may be in 

heterogeneous form. In addition, the collected data is in raw form, hence there is a necessity of 

extracting the relevant information for SMS alert task. This paper proposes a methodology for 

integration of diverse data from different organization for sending SMS alert. It starts with data model 

and formalization of the same that facilitates to resolve the problem of heterogeneous data 
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representation. The issue of structural and syntactic heterogeneity is resolved using Enterprise-wide 

data integration framework which uses web services. 

 

Design and Hardware Implementation of Current Mode 

Controlled Flyback Converter 
 

Nishanth B Kulkarni and Bhoopendra Kumar Singh 
 

Abstract: Isolated DC-DC converters have a very important role in present military and space domain. 

These are enabled to give a desired output voltage by controlling the PWM pulses given to the gate of 

the switching device. This paper is focused on design and hardware implementation of current mode 

controlled single output flyback converter. The proposed converter delivers output voltage of 

3.3V/8A.The converter is switching at a frequency of 200 KHz and current mode control technique is 

implemented using UCC28C43 Pulse Width Modulation Integrated Circuit (PWM IC). This will 

decreases the size of the transformer and also aids efficiency. The converter is also provided with 

various protection circuits such as under voltage, Short circuit and over temperature protection. 

Hardware implementation of converter module is done and results are validated. 

 

Energy Efficient Clustering based Routing Protocol in Wireless 

Sensor Networks – a Study 

 
Chethan C. Naduvinmatha, Pooja B Rb and Allan M Gc 

 

Abstract: In recent years, poor energy efficiency has been a drawback for wireless sensor networks 

(WSNs). For the transmission of information in WSNs, various sensor nodes are used for 

communication. The creation of an energy efficient protocol for sensor nodes is ambitious and is 

desperately required to enhance the lifetime of WSNs. In this paper, different clustering based routing 

protocols have been taken into consideration to investigate the enhancement of the energy efficiency of 

the wireless sensor networks. The main intention of this study is to identify the routing protocol which 

can be best suited for increasing the lifetime of wireless sensor network. 

 

Indian Sugar Industries Profile, Problems and Energy Efficiency 

Solutions 
 

Mr. Abhinandan H H and Dr. Dayakar G. Devaru 

 

Abstract: Sugar industry is the second largest agro-based industry in India and it contributes 

significantly to the socio economic development of the nation. Sugarcane is the key raw material for 

producing sugar in India. Indian Sugar industries development is a boost to economic development of 

the nation. Energy consumption in terms of fossil fuels & electricity and its impact on the efficiency 

and environmental issues has a greater importance. In India sugar production has been one of the most 

energy intensive industries during past few decades since its technological infrastructure need to be 

improved with effective utilization of energy sources. Energy intensity and the amount of energy 

consumption of sugar factories have a critical situation which can be minimized by producing their 

own electrical energy and their effective utilization, thus the improved energy efficiency and 

productivity can be achieved. This paper discusses the present situation of Indian sugar industry from 

the technological point of view and related indexes, the possible solutions to the industry which 

includes possible policies in terms of its current technologies and effective energy utilization with 

energy auditing tool. 
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COREP: Cuckoo Optimized Relay and Energy-Aware Protocol for 

Wireless Sensor Networks 
 

Ghazaleh Kia and Alireza Hassanzadeh 

 

Abstract: In this paper a new low power routing protocol based on LEACH, which is the most famous 

hierarchical protocol, is presented. This protocol is designed for use in wireless sensor networks. One 

of the most concerning issues about these networks, is the energy consumption. Higher energy 

consumption results in lower network lifetime. Therefore, the goal of this method is to lower the 

energy consuming of the network by the help of clustering technique and cuckoo optimization 

algorithm. Including the residual energy of the nodes and the distances to the sink in calculations and 

also taking the advantage of the relay node for communication in the proposed method result in 35% 

increase in network lifetime compared to recent LEACH-based protocols. The simulations are 

performed using MATLAB and the results show that the energy consumption is reduced by 40 %. 

 

An Enhanced Quality Analysis Approach for Internet of Things 
 

Rohini Temkar, Anand Bhaskar and Divya Bhatnagar 

 

Abstract: With the development and emergence of technologies Internet of Things (IoT) is reaching to 

maximum connectivity. The enormous and heterogeneous devices are responsible to produce and share 

huge amount of data, which arises a need to focus on quality assurance of IoT applications. Traditional 

quality models are designed to evaluate quality of software applications. Due to mobility and wireless 

connectivity in IoT applications these quality models need to be enhanced. In order to focus on this 

need, we have proposed modified ISO/IEC 25010 model by mapping IoT application characteristics. 

 

Research on Full-Band Arc Simulation based on Logic Judgment 
 

Yifeng Liang, Yang Shen, Yong Zhu, Fan Chen and Chuansheng Wang 

 

Abstract: During the switching operation, the medium between the moving and static contacts may 

breakdown due to the voltage difference, and then the arcing phenomenon occurs. In actual cases, the 

arcing process is basically repeated re-ignition, so very fast transient overvoltage (VFTO) may be 

produced in the circuit due to the repeated re-ignition of the switching arc, which poses a great threat to 

the equipment and components in the circuit, especially to the test transformer winding insulation. In 

this paper, using the isolation switch to cut the small capacitor circuit as an example, the waveform 

change process of arc voltage during single arcing process is analyzed theoretically. Then the 

waveform data of single arc calculated by ATP-EMTP electromagnetic transient simulation software is 

compared with it. Based on the logic judgment model of arcing law, the full-band simulation model of 

arc re-ignition is built. The simulation results are basically consistent with the theoretical calculations 

and single arc simulation results. Finally, the calculated data is compared with the arcing data measured 

in actual field. The correctness of the full-band simulation model is verified. 

 

Electromagnetic Actuation and Attachment of Modular Robots 
 

Sahiti Vallamreddy and Akshath Kachinthaya 

 

Abstract: This paper presents the concept of using electromagnets as a means of actuation as well as 

attachment in modular robots. The past decade has seen an emergence in both the popularity and the 

utilization of robots. Modular robotics refers to a class of robots which work autonomously regardless 
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of the loss or addition of a singular unit, while maintaining the overall structure by different means of 

attachment to each other. The method of movement may include individual module movement or 

movement facilitated by the presence of other such modular units in the lattice. Simulations of the force 

required to move such robots, using electromagnetic attraction and repulsion exclusively, show a need 

for an excessive amount of current to achieve sufficient repulsive force between two electromagnets. 

However, high current poses a threat to the electronic circuitry used to control these electromagnets. 

Hence, a boost converter circuit was designed, with careful isolation of low voltage and high voltage 

components to produce the high current for a very short duration of time during which actuation 

occurs. A hardware prototype of the ModCube, a 60 mm cubic modular unit which implements the 

electromagnetic actuation has yielded promising results with further work going on at the moment. 

 

Hybrid Cluster Model for Evaluating Software Services on Cloud 

Computing Environment 
 

Mrs.Dhanamma Jagli, Dr. (Mrs.) Seema Purohit and Dr. N. Subash Chandra 

 

Abstract: Cloud computing has emerged as a new paradigm in the field of network-based services 

within many industries and application domains. The major benefit that provides in terms of IT 

efficiency and business agility represent a huge competitive advantage for an organization. Cloud 

computing environment is an integration of necessary infrastructure including network resources, 

internet, appropriate hardware and software technologies used for availing different resources as 

services. The major three important service models are IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS. Among them the thrust of 

the present research is on the SaaS, as it is most widely used and reused for providing the best possible 

benefits to cloud service users with practically no cost. As far as the user is concerned, resources in the 

"Cloud" can be extended indefinitely at any time, acquired at any time, used on-demand, and pay-per-

use. When it comes to using software as a service there are different issues such as how to select the 

best Software product, how to evaluate the software product, which tool will be appropriate for 

evaluation , how to deploy the software product etc. To address these issues in the present research the 

primary objective is to provide simple mechanism to select the possible SaaS from the group of 

software service, to select a service from cloud service providers, to investigate and describe main 

quality attributes of software as well as service and to look at the main metrics for each measurable 

attribute of a SaaS service. 

 

Power Quality Analysis of Transistor Clamped Hbridge Multilevel 

Inverter. 
 

Soujanya Kulkarni and Sanjeev Kumar R A 

 

Abstract: Multilevel inverter technology has emerged recently as a most important alternative in the 

area of high-power mediumvoltage energy control. Less Total Harmonic Distortion, low voltage stress 

across the switch, low dv/dt stress are the main causes of widespread application of multilevel inverters 

(MLIs). The semiconductor devices are the most delicate parts which result in low reliability of MLI as 

compared to two level inverters. Hence, fault tolerance is one of the major concerns in many industrial 

applications where continuity is utmost important, to achieve continuity in supply certain modification 

has been accomplished, in order to increase the redundancy and hence the Reliability of Transistor 

Clamped H-Bridge based cascaded MLI. In the classical TCHB inverter, if any switch is subjected to 

fault then the conversion operation is halted until the faulted switch is replaced. This paper presents 

study of modified Transistor Clamped HBridge (TCHB) Multilevel Inverter. The proposed topology 

consists of two legs of H-bridge, one bidirectional switch and it is powered by one DC source. The 

gating pulses can be generated by using Multi-Carrier Pulse Width Modulation (MCPWM). The Total 
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Harmonic Distortion (THD) value is obtained by using FFT analysis in MATLAB/SIMULINK 

software, the THD values for different PWM methods are estimated and compared. The Power factor 

of the five level inverter is also estimated. The modeling and the analysis of the work can be performed 

on MATLAB software based Simulation on SIMULINK platform for single phase five level transistor 

Clamped H-Bridge inverter. 

 

Smart Systems for Military Applications using Wireless Sensor 

Networks – a Survey 
 

Dr. K. S. Shivaprakasha and Pushpalatha S. 

 

Abstract: National security is one of the most important aspects for any Nation. Security personnel 

working in the adverse weather conditions like deserts or glaciers would face life threats more due to 

the weather extremities rather than enemy attacks. The implementation of a Wireless Sensor Network 

(WSN) based systems for surveillance and tracking applications would be one possible solution 

wherein the human intervention can be completely avoided at these places. There are ample number of 

research works being carried out in this area. This paper presents a qualitative analysis of the WSN 

based systems for military applications proposed in the literature. 

 

Power Quality Enhancement by Modular Multilevel Converter for 

Distribution Energy System 
 

Jyothi munagalkar and Sanjeev kumar R A 

 

Abstract: This paper deals with the performance analysis of power quality enhancement by modular 

multilevel converter for distributed energy system .A proposed modular multilevel converter with 

FACTS capability is placed between the wind turbine and the distribution system .Which is same as the 

regular wind energy inverter and is able to control the active and reactive power transmitted to the 

distributed system. This proposed inverter which is designed with distribution static synchronous 

compensators technology, which regulates the power of local feeder lines more over with this the new 

inverter will reduce the total cost of the system. The power angle and modulation index techniques are 

used to control the active and reactive power. The aim of this article is to transmit the active power to 

the distribution grid and to control the power factor of the feeder line. The simulation for proposed 

inverter has build through MATLAB/SIMULINK. 

 

The use of Bayesian Networks in the prediction of bankruptcy 
 

Madiha Zammel 

 

Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to compare the development of Bayesian Network models: naïve 

Bayesian network (NBN) and a maximum weight spanning tree (MWST) in forecasting the failure of 

the Tunisian companies. Using a sample of 130 small and medium Tunisian companies and a battery of 

9 financial ratios calculated for the 2005/2012 period, it can be concluded that, for a classification 

problem, supervised learning with naïve architecture is more appropriate and gives more relevant 

results than an unsupervised learning model with a maximum weight spanning tree. 
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Electronic Structure and Stability of the Phases of Halide 

Perovskite RbSnBr3 : A Density Functional Theory Study 
 

Karima Benyahia, Bekhichi Smain and Bouchikhi Smira 

 

Abstract: The most commonly used and studied halide perovskite is ABX3, where A stands for Rb, B 

for Sn, and X for Br. A perovskite with high stability and ideal electronic band structure would be of 

essence, especially considering the materials used for solar cells. In this work, we have considered the 

two phases (cubic, orthorhombic) of RbSnBr3. the two structures are studied to understand how are the 

crystal structure stability, band gap and the electronic properties including the total density of states 

and the projected densities of state. We found a good agreement with experiments and other 

calculations. The material has a band gap of 0.57 ev resulting from the transition Br 4P5 → Sn 5P2 that 

makes the material as a good perovskite compound candidate of a great interest for potential solarcell 

applications. 

 

Novel Anti-Collision Algorithm in RFID Tag Identification 

Process 
 

Musaddak Maher Abdulzahra 

 

Abstract:  Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) system is a new communication technology 

identifying one or more objects simultaneously in favor of using electromagnetic waves. In RFID 

systems, tags and readers communicate together over a shared wireless channel, and their signals may 

collide during transmission process and collision problem may occur in these systems. When two or 

more tags want to cummunicate with the reader, this collision problem may occur. This collision 

problem will waste the time for identification and it is also energy consuming as well and consequently 

reduces efficiency of the tag identification process. Therefore, it is required to attempt minimizing 

collision occurrence and decrease possibility of collision by using RFID anti-collision algorithms. In 

this project a novel Anti-collision Algorithm was suggested, which is called Enhance Dynamic Tree 

Slotted Aloha (EDTSA) by combining Tree slotted ALOHA and Advance Dynamic Framed Slotted 

Aloha Anti-Collision Algorithms and using Cubic Spline-based tag estimation technique. We have 

designed this algorithm by using C# programming language in visual studio 2008. The final results has 

simulated and compared with other algorithms. Simulated results also have illustrated that proposed 

algorithm can improve the efficiency of RFID systems. 

 

Electromagnetic Computation Analysis of Double Rotor Induction 

Motor for Propulsion System in Torpedoes 
 

Shreya U Gandhi, Basavakiran GS, Aslam Shaikh and Anusha Vadde 

 

Abstract: Torpedoes needs a propulsion system to reach the target in prescribed time. Electric 

propulsion is the advanced technology for propulsion systems in torpedoes. The electric motors are 

used for their propulsion with electrical batteries. Contra-rotating double-rotor disc-type PM motor is 

used for propelling the torpedoes and High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) motors are replaced with 

induction motors. To increase the thrust force and speed of the motors for propulsion of torpedoes the 

double rotor induction motor is introduced. In this paper magnetic flux density distribution analysis on 

Type 1 and Type 2 designs of double rotor induction motor has been analyzed. Magnetic flux density 

for both Type 1 and Type 2 designs have 3T and 0.3T has been observed from the simulations. 
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Modeling and Simulation of 14/10 Switched Reluctance Machine 

in MATLAB/Simulink 
 

Abdelrahman K. Abouzeid, Shahbaz Hussain, M. Meraj, M. Jassim Zaman, Ajad H. Howlader and Atif Iqbal 

 

Abstract: Switched Reluctance Machine (SRM) is a light weight machine widely used in electric 

vehicles because of its simplest structure. Due to the absence of conductors or magnets on the rotor, the 

machine can operate at multiple high speeds. However, the limitations of machine include low torque 

with ripple. The torque can be increased by increasing stator/rotor poles or phases of the machine while 

the ripple can be mitigated by adjusting the width of the current pulse applied to the stator. In literature, 

SRM upto 12/8 are reported to achieve higher torque with minimum pulsation. This paper presents 

modeling, simulation and analysis of a 14 poles stator and 10 poles rotor (14/10) SRM on 

MATLAB/Simulink environment. The seven-phase machine will yield torque of higher average while 

the ripple is dealt by the fine tuning of current pulse width applied to the stator of the machine. The 

work is concluded by discussing the plots of the machine simulation model. 

 

Sustainable Transportation in Qatar 
 

Abdullah Al Mamun, Abdelrahman Khaled Abouzeid, Hussein Mohamed Al-Yafay, Shahbaz Hussain and Ahmad 

Mohammad Ahmad 

 

Abstract: Qatar has initiated a vast megaproject including an integrated transportation service. To meet 

the need of ongoing demand, the government had initiated the bus and taxi service under the Karwa 

banner. The study aims to evince the sustainability of the Karwa service. In terms of acceptance, it is 

evident that these two modes of transportation have different scenarios. Therefore, the study evaluated 

the sustainability of bus which has comparatively lower public acceptance. It is observed that the 

public acceptance could be regulated following different aspects such as time reliability, safety, 

comfort, and privacy etc. On the other hand, the taxi service is evaluated following the technological 

aspect. For Karwa Taxi, three car technologies have been compared, which were Conventional Internal 

Combustion Engine, Electric, and Hybrid Cars. It has been found that Hybrid Taxis have better 

performance in terms of cost, emission reduction, mobility, and traffic noise compared to conventional 

cars. Finally, for the two modes, the application of smart technology is evaluated, and it inferred that 

utilization of the tools in a sufficient manner can make the transportation more sustainable. 

 

 

Mathematical Model Development for Superplastic Forming of 

Sheet Shells by Subliming Agent Gas Pressure 
 

A.S. Anishchenko, V.V. Agarkov, V.V. Kukhar and R.G. Puzyr 

 

Abstract: The authors presented in the article an analytical model of superplastic forming of spherical 

shells by pressure of the gas (gaseous phase) created upon sublimation of sublimate agent. Sublimate 

was placed in a hermetic cavity between the workpiece and the presser cover and heated to the 

temperature of its sublimation. The model uses the Berthelot equation for the state of real gases, the 

Bernoulli relation, and the F. Jovane equations for adjusting the shell forming pressure as a function of 

its relative height, the heat balance equation for the sublimation process, and the Clausius-Clapeyron 

relation for sublimation of substances. The authors showed that the superplastic forming pressure 

control can be effectively applied by the way of change in the forming temperature relative to 

temperature of sublimate agent sublimation. The experimental results of forming of shells from 
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aluminum alloys AlMg3Mn, AlMg5Mn and AlMg6Mn, confirming theoretical calculations of the 

velocity and temperature conditions of superplastic forming by the sublimating agent pressure. 

 

Historical Perspective & New Innovations on Inventory 

Management Control System 
 

Puneet Shukla and Rashmi Mishra 

 

Abstract: In the present paper we are going to take a look on the historical perspective and new 

technologies and tools used for inventory control system. In supply chain management inventory 

control is a challenging problem. To fulfill customer demand , companies require to have sufficient 

inventories in stock meanwhile these inventories have holding costs and this is frozen fund that can be 

lost and burdens the company’s account. Therefore, the task of inventory management is to find the 

quantity of inventories that will fulfill the demand, avoiding overstocks. In the present paper , an 

attempt is made to provide an up-to-date and complete review of existing literature, concentrating on 

descriptions of the characteristics and types of inventory control models that have been developed by 

Indian as well as Foreign authors. 

 

Behavior of Long Column using Coconut Fibres in Concrete 
 

Divyashree.B.S and Dr. Latha.M.S 

 

Abstract: Columns are the structural members to transfer load from beams/slabs to structure 

underneath. Based on slenderness ratio there are three types of columns such as long column, 

intermediate column and short column. If the ratio of effective length to its least lateral dimension is 

greater than 12, it is long column. Long columns have less load carrying capacity compared to short 

columns, they fail by buckling. Fibres are used as an addition material in concrete to enhance the 

tensile strength property. The natural plant fibre, coconut fibre is used in this study to enhance the 

tensile strength of long column. The project focus on the behavior of fibre reinforced concrete long 

columns (FLC). The main objective is to study the behavior of fibre reinforced long column, improve 

the tensile strength, compressive strength and split tensile strength. This study signifies that fibre in the 

concrete are acting as arrestors against crack, directly reducing the tensile stresses. Hence utilization of 

naturally available fibre waste material, coconut fibre directly influences the tensile strength of 

concrete while buckling of long column takes place. 

 

Visual Attention toward Socially Rich Context Information for 

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and Normal Developing 

Children: an Eye Tracking Study 
 

Emad Bataineh, Mohamed Basel Almourad, Farhi Marir and Joana Stocker 

 

Abstract: The paper presents an eye tracking analysis study to help us understand the visual behavior 

and pattern of Normal Developing children and Autistic children while viewing a socially-rich stimulus 

consists of human and social interactions as well as the factors that influence their behavior. Eye 

tracker is a technology allows the assessment of one’s spontaneous visual attention and eye gaze 

preference and pattern. An eye tracking experiment consists of displaying different images with social 

stimuli (containing human faces) to the child and the eye tracker captured and tracked the child’s eye 

gaze movements, then analyzed to identify where specifically in the stimulus is the child looking at. 

Sixty-four participants (normal and Autistic) were divided into two groups. The participants were 
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asked to view a socially rich information stimulus for limited and set time. Based on the data analysis 

concluded in the study. The finding indicates a significant difference was found between the two 

groups (NDC vs. AP) viewing patterns and behavior when were presented with a scene included 

material with human and social interaction content. The study also reveals that large percentage of 

Autistic participants expressed minimum interest and time looking at face area, evident by significant 

time spent fixations on non-face regions, linking to lack of interest in socially relevant information, 

especially the two small Areas of Interests (AOIs) eyes and mouth regions comparing to the normal 

developing children. The results can be used to help improve the life style of other children who have a 

potential to develop Autism as well as discover earlier signs of ASD. 

 

Proposed E-Voting System to Control Manipulation in Nigerian 

Electoral System 
 

Ademola Ademola Alimi, V. V. Madhavi Lalitha and Anjaneyulu Jinugu 

 

Abstract: The electoral process is an important aspect of leadership selection in organizations and 

countries, it paves the way for eligible members of a democratic organization to decide their leaders. 

The importance of elections cannot be overemphasized given the platform it offers citizens of a country 

to participate in the governance and leader selection of leaders. The aim of election as stated above 

will, however, be defeated if the electoral processes are marred by irregularities and malpractices. 

These vices are perpetuated via various acts geared to deliberately increase the vote share of a preferred 

candidate or suppress the vote share of a rival candidate. Manual electoral processes have been known 

to pave the way for electoral fraud. The implementation of a full e-voting system in Nigeria will not 

only block the loopholes of electoral fraud but also promote the credibility of INEC as well as the 

transparency of the result they publish. This paper, therefore, provides a means through which 

electronic voting (e-voting) system can be fully adopted in Nigeria. 

 

The Next Wave of Mobile Phone Technology in South Africa 
 

Pragasen Naidoo, V. V. Madhavi Lalitha, Anjaneyulu Jinugu and Habib Khan 

 

Abstract: Many years of Apartheid and other political struggles in South Africa, has left the country far 

behind the rest of the word in terms of technology, economic well-being, social well-being and 

education. South Africa as a country has been playing catch up across a number of industries since 

1994, after the dispensation of Apartheid and becoming a Democratic country. Although the country 

has advanced significantly in a number of areas, the Mobile Technology arena has been less fortunate. 

Compared to the rest of Europe and USA, the South African mobile phone industry is dominated by 

feature phones. At the same time a huge population of the country remains unconnected and on 

extremely antiquated platforms. According to various studies, carried out during 2014 approximately 

30% of the population took home an average pay of R11, 641 monthly or $900 per month, while 70% 

took home lower salaries. The average wage of households continues to fall under the low income 

levels, therefore the ability to purchase modernised technology such as smartphones is very limited. 

Among the other issues, the literacy rate across the mass informal population in South Africa remains 

as a challenge. A combination of income levels and literacy is an important contributing factor for the 

slow uptake of technology compared to the rest of the world. A fair effort is being placed by mobile 

network operators to convert the population from feature phones technology to smartphones, however 

the drive for the population to make the conversion is somewhat lacking. More effort is required by 

mobile operators to assist the end users in making the conversion from feature phones to smart phones. 
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Design and Fabrication of Wall and Roof Climbing Robot 
 

Prabhakar Naik, Arpit Savarkar,Bhushan Darekar Dr. B. B. Ahuja 

 

Abstract: The march towards next generation energy and transportation services brings us to the 

innovative key idea and the concept of wall climbing robot. Hitherto many walls climbing applications 

like building wall inspections, surveillance, defect detection, etc. are limited by human capabilities and 

safety. To eliminate human factor involved and to coalesce engineering and convenience to apply the 

technology to optimize human resource utilization. With greener technologies improving efficiency, it 

has created a need for better maintenance services and enhanced energy saving solutions. To optimize 

maintenance and space utilization, motion along the vertical surfaces is a viable solution. The system 

will be a product capable of climbing vertical and near vertical surfaces, a capability that can be 

utilized in surface inspection, surveillance, maintenance and other complex maneuvers. This paper 

discusses the concept, design, analysis, manufacturing and embedded system design of the wall 

climbing robot. 

 

Enterprises Readiness for Big Data Technology Acceptance 
 

Vitor Fabian Brock, V. V. Madhavi Lalitha, Anjaneyulu Jinugu and Habib Khan 

 

Abstract: The decision-making process can no longer rely on an intuitive approach, but on accurate, 

relevant, complete and timely information (Schlögl, 2005). From transactional enterprise systems to 

web statistics, there is no doubt companies are now collecting more data than ever before. The 

evolution of digital devices (mobile phones, laptops, IP sensors, etc.) aligned with cheaper storage has 

facilitated data collection and archiving, but data retrieval and data processing have become 

significantly more complex. This current scenario imposes technological challenges to information 

management as data sets to increase exponentially.The emergence of big data technologies has 

provided analytics solutions for large and complex data sets. The importance of big data can be 

measured in a wider perspective as very few technologies have drawn the attention of mainstream 

media (Miners, 2013). This research will focus base on the two technology adopting frameworks to 

explore the process of adopting big data analytics. 

 

Successful Implementation of An Integrated Hr, Finance and 

Budgeting, Patient Services and Operational Improvements it 

System in Healthcare 
 

Diaa Eldin ELSaied, V. V. Madhavi Lalitha and Anjaneyulu Jinugu 

 

Abstract: Past researchers explained that all hospital staff and departments are affected by the quality of 

the available information that enables them to process their necessary work tasks with regard to patient 

care and hospital administration, and that the lack of such information will impact on the quality of 

their decisions dramatically and may even lead to negative effects on the patients’ health in general. 

This is a case study using qualitative research; according to the type of data, the research and data 

collection will be based on interviews and observations, and the analysis will depend on notable results 

when comparing the manual processes to the automated processes. The evaluation of the results will be 

done by surveying the sponsor’s top management to rate their opinions of the list of benefits. 
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Enterprise Cloud Adoption in Business Organizations 
 

Hameed Sulthan Imam Abdul Samad and Habib Ullah Khan 

 

Abstract: The advent of information technology (IT), organizations have become increasingly 

dependent on its numerous benefits in terms of increasing their productivity and competency. Cloud 

computing, however, is a relatively young information technology whose market is growing rapidly. 

The survey data was collected from 250 participants spread across seven different juris-dictions. The 

study focused on staff in financial or corporate services businesses. Respondents were categorized into 

technical, non-technical, managerial and nonmanagerial classes. A cloud adoption roadmap and 

framework of policies and guidelines for the appropriate use of the abovementioned cloud technologies 

were outlined based on previous research and the responses obtained from the survey. Definitions of 

cloud architectures were provided for the users’ understanding, and recommendations and guidelines 

were developed for the appropriate use of cloud architectures. The developed framework and 

guidelines can be used by regional offices or management as a decision-making tool as to whether to 

adopt cloud based services as well as to ease the process of migration from traditional computing to 

cloud based services. The cloud roadmap and framework can also be used either directly or with 

appropriate refinements to suit the requirements of regional offices. 

 

Influence of Contact Efforts on the Surface Quality of Difficult 

Profile under Finishing Hardening Machining 
 

Gennady Sukhochev, Denis Silaev and Vasiliy Sokolnikov 

 

Abstract: This work presents the research and development data in the field of finishing and hardening 

processes for parts with complicated shape surface. The comparable effectiveness of different surface 

finishing and hardening processes were studied, and intensification possibilities of processes of 

vibration finishing - hardening machining of narrow ducts by means of combined methods with metal 

anodic dissolution were shown. The results of experimental researches of influence of extrusion 

conditions of granular media on the surface layer quality are presented. 

 

A study on Evaluating the Economic Life of The Assets at Nuclear 

Power Plant Through Uniform Annual Equivalent (UAE) 
 

Prof. Prayag Gokhale and Ms. Akshada Kasbekar 

 

Abstract:The development of any country depends to a large extent on availability and usage of 

electricity. India is one of the fastest growing countries. Major inputs in its developmental growth is 

electricity. Unlike other commodities, electricity cannot be stored for future use. In other words, its 

generation and consumption have to be simultaneous and instantaneous. More number of machines and 

equipment are used in generation of electricity. Failure or breakdown of it leads to barrier in the 

production process. Uniform annual equivalent is a method used to determine the economic life of the 

asset by taking into consideration its operating and maintenance cost, initial outlay, salvage value and 

capital cost. As the machine age decreases its efficiency and effectiveness also decreases and it will 

lead to negative effect on production and profitability. Replacement of equipment is necessary for 

effective production. Maintenance cost can be reduced by replacing the old machine with new 

machine. Straight line method of depreciation is used to calculate the economic life of the machine. 
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A Real Time Vehicle Parking Booking System using Internet of 

Things 
 

Adnan Wadekar and Vidya Chitre 

 

Abstract: In today’s era there are various issues that we are facing with regards to transport but one of 

the major issues is traffic which is generally caused because of lack of parking space. This matter has 

been a problem from a past decade or so but lately as the population and number of vehicles has 

indubitably increased because of this there is lesser space for parking and due to these there is 

conjunction on the roads this leads to traffic jam .Ultimately there are no isolated place for parking 

people have no option rather than to park their cars on the street itself due to this there is lesser space 

for moving vehicle’s to move freely this leads to traffic jam. In this paper we have focused on both 

hardware as well as software aspect in the hardware if the sensors detect the presence of the car then 

that slot is indicated as full else it is vacant also users with the help of the system can book a slot from 

any location just by registration. With the help of this system which is discussed in the paper various 

day to day life issue will be solved to some extend and would lead to easy means of traffic management 

as well as parking the main aim of this to reduce traffic as well as same precious time of people who 

have to wait for long amount of time to park their vehicles. This will not only result in reducing effort 

of human beings while at the same time help in reducing use of fossil fuels that ultimately lead to 

pollution. 

 

Dynamic Multilayer Authencation for Open Learning 

Environment 
 

R. Anuratha and Dr. M. Ganaga Durga 

 

Abstract : In the 21st Century disruptive technologies like Information and Communication 

Technology, Artificial Intelligence, Internet of Things and Augmented reality will keep the style of 

teaching and learning more interactive. Open learning environment help us to bring up-to-date apart 

from the curriculum. Cloud computing plays a vital role in the open learning environment. But, lack of 

security in the open learning environment provides a serious issue. In the cloud era, authentication is 

the most fundamental for providing identity. From the beginning password has to be used for 

authentication. Most widely acceptable password authentication protocol (PAP) has some 

shortcomings. Insufficient knowledge about password makes it easy to get malicious attack. The author 

has developed mobile application for open learning environment with the following features to 

authenticate user. Users are synchronized with Device ID and SIM number. The user has the chance to 

select their static, dynamic and confidential personal information. Random security questions from 

personal identifiable information prevent guessing attack by allowing two abortive login attempts. The 

more attractive, easily remember able and not traceable graphics password is stored as binary image in 

the backend. Number of graphics arrangements which is used as security index has displayed in its 

permutation combination. The results prove that dynamic multilayer authentication is highly secure and 

cost-effective in the open learning environment. 

 

Analysis and Comparison of Data Compression Algorithms 
 

Shrenik Nambiar and H Srikanth Kamath 

 

Abstract: The amount of data being shared over the internet is increasing exponentially. In this digital 

age, where even devices like refrigerators are connected, data needs to be stored in compressed form. 

The compressed data should be retrieved without loss of information else the data will be deemed 
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corrupt. As we are approaching 5G communication, the data need to be transferred over the internet at 

a higher rate. This cannot be achieved by older compression algorithms which has lesser com-pression 

ratio and even lesser compression and decompression speed. In this paper, an analysis of modern 

compression algo-rithms along with some older compression algorithm have been done. Also the 

implementation and comparison is conducted. The comparison was done with the help of graphs 

plotted using MATLAB software. The compression compared were Deflate, bzip2, Zstandard, Brotli, 

LZ4 and LZO. The files used for compression were taken from Canterbury and Silesia Corpus 

 

Continuous Integration Sandbox using Ansible 
 

Chethan Aravind T S and Dr. M. N. Jayaram 

 

Abstract: The two key technologies in computing, hardware and software, exist side by side. 

Improvements in one drive improvements in the other. Both are full of major advances and 

technological dead ends, and both are replete with colorful characters and dynamic start-up 

companies.But there are key differences between the hardware and the software industries. Hardware 

design and manufacture is a comparatively costly exercise, with a consequently high cost of entry. 

Nowadays only large, or largish, companies can do hardware. But many of the major software 

advances have been the results of individual effort. Anybody can start a software company, and many 

of the largest and most successful of them have come from nowhere, the result of one or a few 

individual’s genius and determination. There are many different types of software. There are 

application softwares, such as financial programs, word processors and spreadsheets, that let us do the 

sort of work we buy computers for. There are system softwares, such as operating systems and utilities 

that sit behind the scenes and make computers work. There are application development tools, such as 

programming languages and query tools that help us develop applications. 

 

A Case for Smalltalk 
 

Evan Jones, Peter Peterson, Qui-Chu Chen and James Taylor 

 

Abstract: Systems and redundancy, while important in theory, have not until recently been considered 

structured. After years of key research into public-private key pairs, we confirm the refinement of 

agents. In order to achieve this goal, we disprove that the foremost ubiquitous algorithm for the 

simulation of red-black trees [18] is impossible. 

 

Key Benefits of Synchronizing Sustainability and Lean 

Construction in Indian Construction Industry 
 

Saurav Dixit, Subhav Singh, Taran Kaur and Kaaraayaarthi Sharma 

 

Abstract: Purpose: The purpose of the research paper is to study the key benefits of synchronizing 

sustainability and lean construction in Indian construction industry and rank them on the basis of the 

responses given to their severity to construction projects in India. Design/methodology/approach: The 

research was conducted by a structured questionnaire that was sent to 180 professional working in 

Indian construction industry. This questionnaire requested the respondents to give a score to the 28 

attributes, those comprise of six for the perception to implement sustainability, nine for perception to 

implement lean construction and thirteen are the benefits of synchronizing sustainability and lean 

construction in Indian construction sector. The respondents were asked to provide rating to the 

questions on a Likert scale of one to five. The received responses were analysed using spss software 

tool (reliability analysis and relative importance index). Findings: The research study identifies the five 
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key benefits of synchronizing sustainability and lean construction are: Reduction in waste, increased 

sustainable competitive advantage, improved corporate image, increased productivity and improved 

process flow having a relative importance index (Rii) of 0.83, 0.82, 0.77, 0.77 and 0.76 respectively. 

Research limitations: The research focus was on the Indian construction industry and the outcomes 

were based on the responses received through structured questionnaire. Concepts of lean construction 

and sustainability were not fully adopted by the industry and a more detailed research is required to 

know the barriers to the implementation of Lean construction and Sustainability in Indian construction 

industry. 

 

Simulation based Performance Analysis of Proactive, Reactive and 

Hybrid Routing Protocols in Wireless Sensor Network 
 

Romana Rahman Ema, Abdullah Anik, Nurun Nahar, Md.Ashiqur Rahman, Khaleda Parven Eti and Tajul Islam 

 

Abstract: Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) frameworks assemble an entryway that gives remote 

availability back to the wired world and conveyed node. Finding appropriate routes in a network is the 

main objectives considered for WSN. Many routing protocols have been developed for selecting 

efficient and reliable paths but it is strenuous to tell which protocol acts better for various network 

frameworks. Simulations are performed in WSN by using different software or simulators for 

analyzing the routing protocols. In this research work, extensive performance analysis have been done 

on three types of routing protocols. Performance evaluation on Proactive routing protocol (AODV and 

AOMDV), Reactive routing protocol (DSDV and OLSR) and Hybrid protocol (ZRP) with changeable 

network environment have been done in this paper. The performance measuring are analyzed on the 

basis of throughput, end-to-end delay, normalized routing load, average jitter and transmit energy 

consumption depend by changing the number of node and pause time. Five different performance 

parameters have made this work unique as well as help to proper understanding of the working 

procedure of three categories routing protocols. The performance has been calculated with the help of 

network simulator NS-2.35. 

 

Analysis of Control Schemes for Stand-Alone Wind Energy 

Conversion System 
 

Prerna R. Guhe 

 

Abstract: Earlier production of electricity generation is mostly fulfilled by non-renewable sources of 

energy like coal, diesel, etc. These sources have limited storage and will completely vanish in someday. 

So we need to look upon renewable sources for electricity generation. Wind energy is one of the 

cleanest source of renewable energy sources. The cost and the maintenance for electricity generation 

using wind energy is very low as compared to the other sources of energy. But we cannot use this 

energy directly to convert it into electrical form because of the irregular flow of wind energy. For this 

we required WECS. WECS can be used for both grid connected and stand-alone systems to fulfill their 

load demands. The concerning issue of WECS is the mechanical safety and the output power of the 

system. Irregular supply of wind can cause wear and tear of blades of the turbine. So to prevent that 

pitch control system is applied to the blades of the turbine. The rotational speed of the rotor is also get 

affected due to improper wind supply, eventually output power gets affected. To extract the maximum 

power output from the rotor MPPT control scheme is applied. In this proposed work dc load system 

representing telecom base station is taken as base system to analyze the control scheme in various wind 

profiles using MATLAB/SIMULINK. 
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Path Stability Prediction for Stable Routing using Markov Chain 

Model in MANETs 
 

Calarany C and Manoharan R 

 

Abstract: The mobility factor and the energy level of a node during data transmission in MANET are 

considered to be the most important challenges amongst several other issues like link stability, security 

and QoS factors in the designing of routing protocols. Forecasting the path stability, leads to an 

effective and reliable communication between the nodes in a highly dynamic scenario. Subsequently, in 

most of the work metrics namely hop count and energy are considered for stable path selection and 

mobility is handled in few works. Therefore, in this paper a prediction model with bi-objective 

optimization using Active Interactive Neighbour Rate (AINR) and Energy (E) have been considered for 

stable path selection. Markov models are widely used for depicting random behaviour in several 

processes related with time series. However, this model has not been utilized for predicting the stable 

path in a highly mobile network, taking into consideration the issues of mobility and energy. Hence, in 

this work a new Path Stability Prediction model, using Markov chain namely PSPM has been proposed, 

using two metrics namely AINR and E. The proposed model is incorporated in a multipath routing 

protocol, which identifies the optimal path in terms of minimum AINR and minimum energy 

consumption, which has been evaluated using NS 2.35. From the simulation, it has been found that the 

new protocol shows enhancement in results than the existing protocols namely AODV and AOMDV, 

in terms of various parameters such as Packet Delivery Ratio, Throughput, End-to-End Delay, Energy 

consumption and Routing Overhead. 

 

Deep Learning of Matrix Product States 
 

Eric Howard 

 

Abstract: Machine learning and especially deep learning architectures provide a fresh perspective on 

the study of many body physics phenomena. In this paper, we employ Restricted Boltzmann machines 

(RBM) to represent quantum many-body states and find connections that can be made useful to 

quantum many-body physics research, ultimately leading to a better understanding of the fundamental 

nature of entanglement entropy in quantum physics. In this work, we establish the conditions for 

translating RBMs into Matrix Product States (MPS), showing that deep learning algorithms can be 

exploited as a powerful tool for an efficient representation of quantum states. We present an algorithm 

for mapping an RBM into an MPS, with a specific proof for Ising model. We discuss the upper entropy 

bound and entanglement properties resulting from such a connection, together with the consequences 

of our results in a broader context. 

 

Integrated Ant Colony and Artificial Bee Colony Optimization 

Mechanism for QoS-based Web Service Composition 
 

S., Udhaya Shree, A.Amuthan and K, Suresh Joseph 

 

Abstract: Web Service composition is essential for facilitating seamless web services to users as they 

are predominant in integrating numerous kind of applications that are independent to their service 

providers. The potential growth of web services in the recent decade motivates the formulation of 

reactive service selection and service composition techniques for improving the success rate and 

optimality measure of web service composition. Majority of the works contributed for reactive web 

service composition depends on transactional characteristics of workflow or QoS constraints of 

workflow. In this paper, an Integrated Ant Colony and Artificial Bee Colony Optimization Algorithm 
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(IACO-ABCOA) based reactive web service composition scheme is propounded based on the merits of 

transactional and QoS constraints. IACO-ABCOA uses the workflow modeled directed acyclic graphs 

for determining optimal feasible path that aids in estimating the best solution with better convergence 

than the rate of convergence enabled by Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and Artificial Bee Colony 

Optimization Algorithms (ABCOA). The experimental results of IACO-ABCOA confirms its 

exceptional performance in optimality measure and success rate which is remarkable to about 17% and 

19% superior to ACOA and ABCOA schemes compared for investigation as they prevent stagnation 

and delay in convergence at a much effective rate. 

 

Magnetophoretic Separation in Microfluidic System 
 

Sawsan Dagher, Aima Ziout, Jaber Abu Qudeiri, Saud Khashan, Anas Alazzam and Ali Hilal-Alnaqbi 

 

Abstract: A high aspect ratio continuous flow microdevice is developed that exploits magnetic 

manipulation for integrated capture and isolation of microparticles in a continuous flow. The main 

objective of this work is the utilizing of a soft-magnetic wire (i.e. high magnetic gradient concentrator) 

in a way that the separation efficiency can be simply scaled up by increasing the length of the wire (i.e. 

traversing the flow direction). The results demonstrated that when the magnetic field is applied the wire 

becomes magnetized and produces a local magnetic force that separates the magnetic particles from the 

flow. The separation of magnetic particles in free flow is strongly depends on the flow rate, since the 

separation efficiency is decreased as the flow rate increased, and showed perfect capture efficiency 

with the optimized flow rates. The magnetic particles separation is studied for two cases; the wire is 

invasive and non- invasive through the fluid flow. Overall, the results verified the capability of the 

device to separate magnetic microparticles from a suspension with high sensitivity, specificity, 

reproducibility and at throughputs scalable with the depth of the microchannel. That will satisfy the 

requirements to bring cell separation into clinical utility. 

 

Model of a Hybrid Biogas-CSP System for the Energy Recovery of 

Household Waste in Morocco 
 

Saghir Mohammed, Naimi Youssef 

 

Abstract: Given growing concerns about sustainable development and energy security, the role of 

renewable energy sources is becoming increasingly important. Concentrated Solar Energy (CSP) is a 

renewable energy technology that converts solar energy into thermal energy. For over a century, 

devices have been designed to convert concentrated solar energy into useful work. The oil crisis 

triggered research and development on solar energy and pilot plants were built in the 1980s. Since 

2007, the industrial implementation of concentrated solar energy (CSP) has increased rapidly. 

Depending on the characteristics of the solar collectors, CSP systems can adopt different designs. 

Parabolic collectors are the most advanced and widely deployed CSP technologies, representing over 

85% of the installed capacity worldwide. These plants use parabolic mirrors with sun tracking systems 

to concentrate direct solar irradiation into a tube receiver that runs along the focal point of the collector. 

Biomass power plants from forest waste have been used for electricity generation since the 19th 

century, with technologies continually improving in terms of efficiency. One of the critical aspects of 

this type of power plant is to maintain a competitive supply of forest waste, due to the high collection 

and transport costs resulting from current fuel prices. Thus, the use of biogas from anaerobic digestion 

of fermentable household waste instead of forest waste biomass is a very important solution to this 

difficulty. Currently, Morocco produces about 6.98 million tons of municipal solid waste per year, 

including 5.51 million tons per year in urban areas and 1.47 million tons per year in rural areas, 

namely: 0. 76 kg/ inhabitant/day in urban areas and 0.3 kg/ inhabitant/day in rural areas. The 
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hybridization of CSP with biogas produced by anaerobic digestion of fermentable waste and a more 

efficient technology in terms of energy efficiency, better than the single use of biomass plants. The 

CSP-Biogas hybridization plant can achieve high temperatures, operating the power block with higher 

efficiencies. The integration of the biogas generated by the controlled landfill of fermentable household 

waste with the parabolic solar system aims to generate water steam that drives a turbine and alternator 

that produce electricity. Hybridization of CSP-Biogas has the environmental benefits of reducing 

waste, stopping greenhouse gas emissions, preventing water contamination and reducing energy 

dependence on oil and other fossil fuels for electricity generation. 

 

Fingerprint Identification and Matching. 

 
Anand D G.Rama Krishna Srinivas and Asalg Gopala Gupta 

 

Abstract: Fingerprints are thought to be the best and quickest strategy for biometric recognizable proof. 

They are secure to utilize, remarkable for each individual and don't change in one's lifetime. Human 

fingerprints are rich in points of interest called details, which can be utilized as ID marks for security 

purposes. This paper is an investigation and execution of a unique finger impression acknowledgment 

utilizing picture preparing instrument in Matlab. The approach predominantly includes extraction of 

particulars focuses from test unique finger impression pictures and after that performing coordinating 

in light of the quantity of details matching among two fingerprints being referred to. For each 

undertaking, some traditional and exceptional techniques in literary works are broke down. In view of 

the examination, a coordinated answer for unique finger impression acknowledgment is created for 

show. It at last creates a rate score which tells whether two fingerprints coordinate or not. 

 

Computing Powers-Up Influences on Game for Health. 

Experiences in Amblyopia Treatment. 
 

Omar Correa Madrigal, Yadira Ramírez Rodríguez and Alejandro Arias Díaz 

 

Abstract: The main aid of this work is exploring the powers-up influences in the game for health. One 

video game was created to implement Signals-Noises-Aiders approach and was used for amblyopic 

children in rehabilitation. Important stats were analyzed and like result, some heuristics were created 

for computing the powers-up influence taking into account the success and fail in task execution. The 

results permitted to identify that powers-up can be designed as aides for improving patient’s 

performances in treatment, with difference influence levels among these, which were computed and 

compared applied the developed heuristics. 

 

Extracting Relationship between Browser History Items for 

Improved Client-Side Analytics and Recommendations 
 

Goutham Reddy Kotapalle, Harish Kandala and Krishna Shravya Gade 

 

Abstract: Web browsers are one of the most used client-side software in today’s world and maintaining 

the details of the user’s search is one of the primary tasks of today’s browsers. However, the browsing 

history management methodologies that are currently used to save and visualize the details of the user’s 

search can be improved by a great extent to make it a lot easier for the user to browse data over the 

internet. The techniques used by the modern browsers in doing so are, to an extent, inefficient due to 

the fact that they only show a serial list of URLs the user queried for and the time at which they were 

queried with no details of how the user actually ended up reaching a particular page. The primary issue 

with such methodologies is that the browsers do not maintain the details of the relationship between 
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various history items. This paper provides a solution to this issue with a practical implementation of a 

client-side browser history management extension that solves the above-mentioned problems and hence 

describes how the user’s browsing experience can be enhanced. 

 

Energy Optimized Routing Protocol using Swarm Intelligence with 

Mobile Sink in Heterogeneous Wireless Sensor Network 
 

Krishna Shravya Gade, Goutham Reddy Kotapalle and Harish Kandala 
 

Abstract: This paper elucidates the energy optimization problem in routing data packets applicable to 

heterogeneous wireless sensor networks using the artificial bee colony algorithm for utilizing the 

collective intelligence of the swarm of sensors and a mobile sink. The applications of Wireless Sensor 

Networks are far and wide with sensing, computing and communicating capabilities embedded but are 

restricted by their battery lifetime. To overcome this we are using the shortest path with nodes 

containing the most energy in the cluster to route the data packets from sensors to elected cluster heads. 

This way the hops taken by packets from other nodes to reach the cluster head would cost the least loss 

in the lifetime for the network. This algorithm proves to be especially effective in heterogeneous 

networks and gives a robust performance. The proposed algorithm is compared to the results from 

existing techniques to show superior performance. 

 

Application Research of Anti-Oxidation Coating on High Carbon 

High Manganese Steel 
 

Liu Shangtan, Wu Xiaochun and Mao Zhengdong 

 

Abstracts: It’s pretty efficient for anti-oxidation coating to retard the burning loss percent on high 

carbon high manganese in a result of the steel production yield. Burning loss performance experiments 

have been successfully implemented of two types of anti-oxidation coatings on high carbon high 

manganese billets in the hot rolling plant of Baosteel Special Metals Co, Ltd. The results shows the 

original burning loss percent of high carbon high manganese billets stays at 1.705%, and the two anti 

oxidation coatings do siganificantly decrease the burning loss, with coating TL0001 lowering the loss 

percent to 1.24% whereas coating TL0002 to 0.20%. Application of coating TL0002 will gain a 

economic benefit of 135.20 RMB per ton by financial calculation. 

 

A Vision IoT Framework for Smart Agriculture to Detect Motion 

and Malicious Activities in Farm 
 

Shanmukhappa Angadi and Raghavendra Katagall 

 

Abstract: Agriculture is most prominent occupation practised across India. Hence the GDP of the 

country is mainly dependent on Agriculture. To enhance the productivity and to ease the work of 

farmers modern technologies are being used in Agriculture. IoT has brought revolutionary changes in 

the practices of Agriculture. From measuring of moisture in the soil to detecting the diseases affected to 

the crops, everything is just a click of button away from farmers. Vision Based IoT has given a 

platform to monitor and control the farm at anytime from anywhere. The paper discusses about the 

framework for smart agriculture to detect motion and malicious activities in the farm. The security 

system detects motion in the farm environment, captures the scene information and notifies the 

user/farmer about the motion with scene image through email and sms notification. The frame work is 

devised using Raspberry Pi boards, Pi Cam and PIR sensors and the experiment is carried in the farm, 
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the accuracy and consistency of the system are measured and tabulated. The results indicate that the 

system is highly accurate and consistent for detecting malicious activity. 

 

Optimized Reusable Component Repository—Need of the Hour- 

As per Professional’s Insights 
 

Krishna Chythanya.N.and Dr.C.R.K.Redyy. 

 

Abstract: The demand of the day is, providing efficient software in possible less time. And to meet with 

this demand the organizations or Developers are compelled to resort to reusable components. For the  

success of the time bound development of software to meet with high demand of market, it is very 

much necessary for organizations to maintain a proper reusable component repository, either open 

source or proprietary. There are a few problems associated with the development environment of 

software using repositories. This paper aims to bring out the opinions of actual users like developers in 

using the Repository. A survey was conducted by the authors of this paper. Basically survey aims at 

identifying the experiences of developers using reusable components and trying to identify what 

developers are expecting from the reusable component repositories and the practices of usage of 

repositories in the companies. The paper aims to strengthen the motive of research of authors on 

“Reusable Component Retrieval From Optimized Repository using Neural Networks” 

 

Smart Antenna Array Adaptive Beamforming for Space-Time 

Signal Processing using Hybrid Ga-Pso Culled Mutation Operator 

with A Novel Adaptive Equalizer Applied to  Rayleighfading 

Channels. 
 

Joyanto Roychoudhary, Arindrajit Chaudhury and Neeraj Kumar 

 

Abstract: In Today’s World, the Wireless Community is in great demand of Increasing capacity and to 

provide high data rate services due to increase in the number of users and traffic due to a paradigm shift 

in the existing technology to support Internet Application domain due to the increased popularity of 

Broadband Wireless Access(BWA). The 2.4 GHz licensed band caters to a variety of applications and 

5850-5925 MHz for Automotive Radar Applications. Smart Antenna Arrays here are finding wide 

popularity in the EM community because they have a potential to provide both high capacity by 

dynamically tuning Interference in real time Environment (automotive motion, aerodynamics) by 

adjusting the weights, separations as well as appropriate phases and have potential applications in 

Spatial Signal processing such as DOA estimation, adaptive beam forming and other DSP applications. 

A Novel Hybrid GA technique Hybrid Lamarckian-Baldwinian Model has been tested and found to be 

successful in solving Real Life problems. A Novel Equalization technique for mitigating the Multipath 

effects for  Rayleigh Fading Scenario has also been studied here which has advantages over the MMSE 

and the Zero Forcing Equalization Techniques. The ability to adapt the radiation pattern (side lobe, 

main beam direction, nulls, beam width) have always been a field of study from the past few decades. 

 

On Acceleration of the K-Ary GCD Algorithm 
 

Amer Ismail and Ishmukhametov Shamil 

 

Abstract: In our paper we analyze a method of acceleration of the k-ary Algorithm of finding the 

greatest common divisor for long natural numbers. The k-ary GCD algorithm was invented in 1990 by 

J. Sorenson. We show that a small modification of Sorenson’s Algorithm gives a sufficient acceleration 
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of its work. This is useful for applications using the GCD operation like calculations in finite fields, 

generation of Cryptography keys etc. 

 

Design and Development of the Multilateral Password to Enable a 

Robust Multi-Category based Multifactor Authentication for Cloud 

Services 
 

Manu A. R, Dinesh H A, Manoj Kumar M, V K Agrawal and K N Bala Subramanya Murthy 

 

Abstract: Security architecture designed using security plug-in for authentication enhancement methods 

and various other modes is required in stored database systems as the micro service oriented or nano-

service architecture in the cloud for stronger authentication. The anticipated multilateral security plug-

in technique for micro service architecture is expected to be more robust as the probability of breaching 

or hacking or attacking the system to break the security key is extremely low. This proposed unified 

security and privacy preserving service based authentication framework uses a multi-category, 

multilateral, multi dimensional, security at multilevel, using multifactor based multi-modal biometric 

approach and SMS using generated OTP –One time password (security pin) or VPIN. This OTP is sent 

to the user’s stakeholders mobile or IOT smart phone and also reader or smart watches used to notify 

the end user to validate the login to access the service using multilateral security for the crowd sourced 

cloud computing system to enforce added safety procedures without breach users login/password 

system. The strength of the proposed method (modus operandi) is theoretically demonstrated using 

statistical probability analysis. This work presents the cloud service using authentication using micro 

service architectural facilitation system used by the multilateral stakeholder’s for authentication shown 

using micro service architecture diagrams. 

 

Efficient Implementation of Omnidirectional Image Processing 
 

Dama Anand, D.R Lavanya and G Rama Krishna Srinivas 

 

Abstract: Because of distortions of catadioptric sensors, omnidirectional pictures cannot be managed as 

conventional pictures. On the off chance that the identicalness between focal catadioptric pictures and 

circular pictures is presently outstanding and utilized, circular examination regularly prompts complex 

techniques especially dubious to utilize. In this paper, we propose to determine omnidirectional picture 

medications by utilizing geodesic metric. We exhibit that this approach permits to adjust productively 

traditional picture preparing to omnidirectional pictures. 

 

Comprehension of the Architectural Entropy in Cloud Computing 

Ecosystem 
 

Manu A. R, Manoj Kumar M, Vinod Kumar Agrawal, K N Bala Subramanya Murthy and Nanda Kumar A N 

 

Abstract: Developing customer satisfied product is one of the major achievements and need of every 

organization. Several parameters influence one to achieve the above mentioned objective. Designing an 

apt and flawless architecture to any product is one such parameter. However, in current stateof- the-art 

advancement in technology, it is possible to develop customer required end services. Nevertheless, 

imperfection does exist in architectural design. Such imperfections if neglected leads towards 

architectural entropy. This paper put forth a comprehension about architecture entropy, its impact on 

the quality of the system. The paper further includes case studies taken from leading software 

industries where architecture entropy is studied in cloud based applications and its impact is analyzed. 
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This knowledge enables one to frame appropriate tactics to resolve or overcome entropy and its 

associated issues in the system. 

 

Management of Mobile Phones and Their Waste in the Developing 

Countries 
 

Ramadile Moletsane and Tranos Zuva 

 

Abstract: Mobile phones are omnipresent. Their short life spans, unprecedented changes in technology 

are some of the reasons that faced the world with threats to environment and well-being. Ever 

increasing volumes and toxicity of waste from these gadgets is of major concern. This study reviews 

the issues identifying with the dangers of mobile phones on human wellbeing and nature in the less 

developed countries. The findings of this study revealed that developing countries are characterised by 

the absence of legislation, inappropriate infrastructure and lack of awareness about waste generated by 

the mobile phones. This study intends to achieve two objectives. First, it uses the literature to define 

and prove the existence of the problem of waste from mobile phone use. Secondly based on the 

findings it suggests an intervention. It concludes by suggesting that governments of the developing 

nations should formulate and enforce regulation governing mobile phones waste. Education for 

consumers about these gadgets’ harmful effects on health and the environment should be advocated. 

 

Neural Networks based Identification of a Required Reusable 

Component- A Novel Approach 
 

Krishna Chythanya Nagaraju and Prof. Dr. C.R.K.Reddy 

 

Abstract: A software Repository is the name given to the Data structure which enables the user to store 

reusable components and search for, when they are required to be used again. Hence, it is vital that a 

software repository should be well organized and provide efficient tool for developers to locate 

reusable components that match with the problem on hand. The purpose of this paper is to provide a 

new way of reuse repository building and applying neural network concept at the time of retrieval and 

repository building. It differs from earlier papers on the way of repository built and applying Neural 

Network. 

 

Electronic Waste Management through Recycling 
 

Ramadile Moletsane 

 

Abstract: Information and communication technology (ICT) has surprisingly affected the way we do or 

lead our everyday schedules. Nobody can escape from the outright need of ICT in our day-by-day life. 

Each one of us is so subject to innovation that we cannot manage without them. We get the opportunity 

to keep a considerable measure of data in a little gadget and utilize it when we like. Therefore, 

innovation is unquestionably a critical of our life. Not just has the utilization of ICT gadgets expanded, 

yet the quantity of accessible gadgets obsolete. Problem with obsolete or unwanted ICT equipment or 

electronic waste (e-waste) is harmful to ecology and health when poorly managed. The aim of this 

narrative review is to investigate methods available in management of e-waste through recycling and 

suggest intervention. Findings show that developing countries mostly follow unsafe and unregulated 

recycling methods. Mushrooming of unregulated sites is encouraged lack of awareness about effects of 

e-waste and high levels of unemployment and poverty. This review paper concluded that both informal 

and formal recycling methods be combined to rip the benefits of both and education on e-waste dangers 

be accessible to everyone. 
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Pipe Cleaning Robot 
 

Ajit Salunke, Swapnil Ramani,Sujay Shirodkar and Osburn Vaz 

 

Abstract: Under The cleaning of pipelines in various industrial environments is a risky and laborious 

work which poses a threat to the human workers involved. This work involves the design and 

fabrication of a fully autonomous industrial pipe cleaning robot. This robot consists of three track 

system, a forward cleaning mechanism and a body. The three tracks were constructed by using Bevel 

gear system that are arranged at an angle of 90 degree with respect to each other to operate inside a 

hexagonal casing enclosed by the high tension rubber track. Spring links are attached to each track for 

shock absorption. The movement of the track system and the cleaning mechanism are controlled via 

ATMEGA32 microcontroller. This robot has the ability to traverse vertical as well as horizontally 

mounted pipes and detect any obstacle in its pathway using IR proximity sensors. This device if 

implemented on a larger scale has potential applications in online cleaning of chemical or multipurpose 

industrial pipelines, water pipelines, drain pipes etc. 

 

Design, Modelling and Simulation of Digital Control Architecture 

for FPGA based Point of Load DC-DC Converter 
 

Saunak K. Bhalsod, Rayees K.E. and Bhoopendra Kumar Singh 

 

Abstract: Digital control provides numerous features such as flexibility, re-configurability and ability to 

implement complex control algorithms. In this paper, design modelling and simulation of digital 

control architecture for POL converter has been discussed. This digital control architecture control has 

mainly three components Analog to Digital Converters (ADC), Digital Compensator/Digital PID 

(DPID) and Digital Pulse Width Modulator (DPWM). Detailed design and modelling of all parameters 

with rigorous simulation results has been discussed with the use of MATLAB/Simulink. In this paper, 

POL converter operating at 250 kHz switching frequency has been designed and modelled. 

Synthesizable VHDL program targeted for ProASIC3E FPGA has been designed for ADC Serial to 

Parallel Interface (SPI) and digital pulse width modulation with dead time and verified using 

simulation and hardware results. 

 

Peak Power Generation in Power Grid Connected PV System 
 

Challa Haribabu, B Pakkiraiah, Pallam Paul Ratnakanth, O Chandra Sekhar, Akula Anudeep and Thota Sudarshan  

 

Abstract: To minimize power losses by limiting maximum power feed into a PV system. By this, we 

can produce a fixed power generation operation.These methods are currently two types of charge 

controllers commonly used in PV power system, PWM (pulse width modulation) & maximum power 

point tracking. Here we used MPPT technique which is installed between PV system and load, 

Because, The pulse width modulation PWM charge controller is a good efficient and expenditure is 

low for minor setup unique, when the temperature of solar cell is unreasonable (between 45°C and 

75°C). The regulation of PV arrays is quit low, so they need maximum power point tracking (MPPT) 

control technique. Here we use the DC-DC converter that most effective use of the solar array and the 

battery bank or utility grid. We used perturb and observation MPPT technique because it modifies the 

working voltage or current of PV panel until we get peak power. Here we use only voltage sensor, to 

recognition of the PV array voltage is implemented using MATLAB-Simulink. 
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Introspection of Cloud Security in Cloud Infrastructure 
 

Dr. Anil Rajput and Ritu Maheshwari 

 

Abstract: Cloud computing and web services run on a network structure which are open to vulnerable 

distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks. Service interruption threat occurs when attacker tries to 

gain access to the credentials of the organization which can lead to DDoS (Distributed Denial of 

Service) attacks. Virtual servers and applications have to be secured physically and logically at server 

side in IaaS clouds. Cloud Security issue is one of the biggest challenges that hampers the growth of 

Cloud for its various service provisioning. An on-demand access to a shared pool of computing 

resources in the cloud is the major service provisioning that involves delivering hosted services over 

the Internet. 

 

A Study on Driving Behavior Intelliegence Detection based on 

Discrete Wavelet Transform and Support Vector Mechine 

Algorithm 
 

Xianglei Zhu, Shuai Zhao, Bolin Zhou, Yingbo Li and Jianye Hao 

 

Abstract: With the rapid development of Artificial Intelligence, big data analysis, smart detection of 

driving behaviors becomes the new focus of Intelligence and Connected Vehicles researches. The state-

of-the-art research in this direction is to recognize driving scenes to support driving decisions, based on 

driver’s driving data. This study used CATARC collected Controller Area Network (CAN) bus and 

CARTAC driving scene standard labeled data, implemented discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and 

support vector machine (SVM) algorithm, constructed a machine learning model with the ability of 

detecting 16 different driving behaviors. With details of feature selection, filter selection, SVC 

parameters selection and many others techniques to optimize the model, achieved cross validation 

accuracy rate around 88%. This method can be applied to vehicles’ security warnings and intelligence 

control, therefore to improve vehicle safety performance. 

 

Automated Tile Polishing Robot 
 

Swapnil Ramani, Ajit Salunke, Isaiah Ferrao and Eldon Noronha 

 

Abstract: Under the present scenario tile polishing is a tedious, expensive and time consuming process 

with a high dependency on efficiency of human workers. This work involves the design and fabrication 

of an autonomous robot for polishing of tiles, granite, marble and other floorings .In this device, 

electricity stored in a battery is used to drive two motors for vehicle movement and one motor for the 

polishing disk. The polishing disk holds the abrasive material use to grind and polish the tiles. The disk 

also has provisions for holding and easily replacing the abrasives depending on the type of flooring. 

The motion of the robot is controlled by an Arduino microcontroller which is aided by using Ultrasonic 

proximity sensors. A universal joint connected to the shaft driving the polishing disk keeps the disk in 

constant contact with the surface. The vibration sensor attached to the device determines the duration 

of polishing. The device if implemented on a larger scale can be a boon to the construction industry and 

also for domestic use for floor polishing in households. 
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Torque Ripple Reduction for Vector Control of Brushless DC 

Motor using PI Controller and Fuzzy Controller 
 

Ch. N. Narasimha Rao and G.Durga Sukumar 

 

Abstract: Brushless DC motors have the large applications because of its easiest control system and the 

highest efficiency. Industrial BLDC motor drives suffers from the ripples in the torque, due to which 

motor has more noise,vibrations and less efficient.To reduce the ripple, the Space Vector PWM 

(SVPWM) and Sinusoidal PWM are implemented in BLDC drive.The Pulse Width Modulation 

(PWM)controls the converter output voltage and frequency. Space Vector PWM (SVPWM)and 

Sinusoidal PWM are the best techniques used in industries because its easy design.Space Vector PWM 

control method is implemented and it overcomes the disadvantages in PWM such as losses in switching 

of the converter,output harmonic content& provides better DC-bus voltages. The torque ripples are also 

reduced in SVPWM method compared to SPWM method. In this paper BLDC motor with a 

fuzzycontroller is presented and the comparison in performance of SVPWM &SPWM methods 

presented.The SVPWM makes the driveless ripple in torque&noiseless operation. The 

Matlab/Simulink models of SVPWM and SPWM method with fuzzy controlled BLDC motor also 

presented. 

 

Structure-Property Co-relation in Grain Refined A356 Aluminium 

Alloy 
 

P. C. Meenaa and R. Guptab 

 

Abstract: In the present investigation, the effect of grain refiner on the morphology of A356 Al alloy 

have been observed. Comparison between grain refiner efficiency of Al-5Ti-0.8C, Al-5Ti-1.2C, and 

Al-5Ti-1B master alloy has also been included. The observations showed that Al-5Ti-0.8C, and Al–

5Ti–l.2C master alloys have better performance when compared with Al-5Ti-1B grain refiner. The 

results illustrated that higher addition level of Al–5Ti–1.2C master alloy in A356 alloy shows 

poisoning effect which is the indication of poor grain refinement than the effect of Al–5Ti–0.8C master 

alloy. 

 

Robotic Charging System for Autonomous Mobile Platform 
 

Pavel Jadnura and Josef Černohorský 

 

Abstract: The charging of autonomous mobile platform is one of the important part of the platform 

duty cycle. The solid and robust electrical connection between charging station and platform must be 

established for expected fast or ultrafast charging times. There are several ways, how to deal with this 

problem, this paper describes several possibilities, especially with the use of an industrial robot and 

computer vision system. 

 

Electronics for Tracking of Bipedal Motion 
 

Klára Kuprová, Jaroslav Kupr, Josef Černohorský and Aleš Richter 

 

Abstract: The bipedal motion is most natural motion for human. The injury, stroke or illness could 

influence the bipedal locomotion a lot in muscular, neural or both areas. The intensive recondition 

process provided by special care centers, and by special machines. The home care or self - recondition 
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process is very important and the progress and amount of the bipedal motion should be monitored. The 

wearable electronics provides the monitoring features for reasonable cost. In this paper, there is 

comparison of several devices and monitoring systems. 

 

Vacuum Tube Model for HF Power Sources Simulation 
 

Jan Kyncl, Zdeněk Müller, Zdeněk Novák, Libor Straka, Lavr Vetoshkin and Jan Votava 

 

Abstract: This paper deals with analytic continuous smooth model of power triode’s behavior. The 

model can be used in Computer Algebra Systems for simulations of electrical circuits equipped with 

vacuum tubes. It also deals with problematic of induction and dielectric heating. 

 

Experimental Investigation of Tensile and Compression Properties 

of Unidirectional Sisal Fiber Reinforced Epoxy Resin Composite 
 

Habtamu Dagne 

 

Abstract: The applications of natural fiber are becoming very significant reinforcement for polymeric 

composites vis-a-vis different applications due to their advantageous properties such as low cost, 

environmental friendly, good mechanical performance and so on. The present work investigate the 

tensile and compression properties of the unidirectional sisal fiber reinforced epoxy resin composite by 

using a Vacuum Bagging Assisted Hand Lay-up Technique (VBAHT). The sisal fiber has been used as 

the reinforcement, which were treated with 8% NaOH solution for removing the moisture contents 

thereby enhancing the bonding strength between fiber and resin. Experimental samples of 

unidirectional sisal fiber reinforced composites were fabricated by using the VBAHT with 40% volume 

fraction of fibre. The mechanical properties of the sample composites were investigated and the results 

predicts that the unidirectional sisal fiber reinforced epoxy resin composite material has significantly 

good tensile and compressive properties. 

 

DR.V.Siva’s Retention Ratio A novel Scintimetric Characterization 

Method 
 

Dr.V.Sivasubramaniyan  and Dr.K.Venkataramaniah 

 

Abstract: Dr.V.SIVA’s retention ration is a quantitative estimation and evaluation of the changes in the 

maximum counts in the region of skeletal hot spot or other regions of interest with reference to the time 

interval between the studies. Various attempts were made to quantify and differentiate benign and 

malignant lesions. In the case of skeletal hot spot differentiation of malignant and benign causes the 

Israel’s 24 / 4 hr lesion vs non-lesional counts was the first one. Because of the decimal nature of the 

results it did not find the clinical acceptance. Taking the clue from this Dr.V.Siva’s retention ration was 

devised by reversing the order into 4 / 24 hr and taking the lesional counts alone and leaving the non-

lesional aspect. This resulted in a full integer value of the ratios there by enabling the categorization of 

different value ranges. This has been found to be useful in the characterization of metastatic skeletal 

hot spots in the Case of carcinoma of Prostate, evaluation of non-union of the skeletal fractures, 

Rheumatoid arthritis and other skeletal disorders as well. The utility of this method in the early 

evaluation and characterization of the left ventricular diastolic dysfunction had also been documented. 
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A Comparative Study on Advancements and Key Protocols in DTN 

Networks 
 

Kiran Babu T S and Dr. Sanjay Chitnis 

 

Abstract: Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) are a class of emerging networks that experience frequent 

and long- duration partitions. Compared with the conventional networks, the distinguished feature is 

that there is no end-to-end connectivity between source and destination. The network topology may 

change dynamically and randomly, and the non-existence of an end-to-end path poses a number of 

challenges in routing in DTNs. In this article, we study about recent techniques to improve the Delay 

Tolerant networking communication performance. The complete study is based on the study about 

QoS, security enhancement and routing techniques in DTN. We analyze recent techniques and find the 

key contributions of these techniques. 

 

Cascaded H-Bridge Five Level Inverter based SHE PWM for 

Harmonic Elimination 
 

Dr.S.Selvaperumal and M.S.Sivagamasundari 

 

Abstract: In this paper, Selective harmonic elimination pulse width modulation technique is used to 

eliminate lower order harmonics such as 3rd by solving non-linear equations, while the fundamental is 

satisfied. The Cascaded h-bridge five level inverter is driven by the PIC Microcontroller 16F877A. The 

performance of single phase Cascaded H-bridge five level inverter with respect to harmonic content 

and number of switches with photovoltaic cell as its input sources is simulated by using MATLAB/ 

Simulink. A hardware prototype is developed to verify the performance of the developed system. 

 

Direct Torque Control of Induction Motors Utilizing RCPWM 

based Three-Level Voltage Source Inverter 
 

Chennam Harinatha Reddy and Teegala Bramhananda Reddy 

 

Abstract: A simplified space vector algorithm for three level inverter fed induction motor controlled 

through direct torque control (DTC) is presented in this paper.The drive employs a three-level inverter 

instead of the conservative two-level inverter. The controller is designed to achieve a torque ripple 

reduction by taking advantage of the increase in the number of inverter states available with a three 

level inverter. The proposed algorithm has a flexibility to be valid to various rail clamping pulse width 

modulation (RCPWM) sequences. The superior performance of the RCPWM-3 is utilized to improve 

the performance of the drive during near rated speeds. From the results it is established that the 

harmonic distortion in the stator currents is reduced and the switching frequency of the inverter is 

maintained constant with the proposed control system. 

 

Product Label Reading for Visually Challenged People using 

Machine Learning 
 

B.L.Velammal 

 

Abstract: This paper presents a camera based assistive text reading of product labels from objects to 

help visually challenged people. Camera serves as main source of input. To detect the objects, the user 
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will move the object in front of camera and this moving object will be detected by Background 

Subtraction (BGS) Method. Text region will be automatically localized as Region of Interest (ROI). 

Text is extracted from ROI by combining both rule based and learning based method. A novel rule 

based text localization algorithm is employed by identifying geometric features like pixel value, color 

intensity, character size etc. And also features like Gradient magnitude, gradient width and stroke width 

are learned using SVM classifier and a model is built to differentiate text and non-text region. This 

system is integrated with OCR (Optical Character Recognition) to extract text and the extracted text is 

given as a voice output to the user. The system is evaluated using ICDAR-2011 dataset which consist 

of 509 natural scene images with ground truth. 

 

Star Sensor Mounting and the Measurement Error Covariance 
 

Piyush Kumar Gaurav and Ramachandran M. P. 

 

Abstract: Precise attitude determination is an important aspect for majority of satellite missions. The 

process of attitude determination considers noisy sensor measurements in order to derive satellite’s 

orientation with respect to a reference frame. Star Sensors (SS) are considered to be the most preferred 

instrument when stringent attitude knowledge is required. Mounting of SS depends on spacecraft 

mission aspects and imaging strategies. These sensors utilize star vector measurements which are 

inherently corrupted by noise. This paper focuses primarily on derivation of uncertainty (Error 

covariance) in attitude derived from such noisy measurements. The paper also aims to bring out 

variations of measurement errors along the body axes (namely Yaw, Roll and Pitch) with respect to the 

mounting. 

 

Performance Analysis of Solar PV Generation System 
 

Ms.Hemashree M and Dr. R.Chidanandappa 

 

Abstract: In developing countries like India, energy from solar is becoming dominant over other energy 

sources and also over all the entire universe because of diverse applications. Technically system 

performance can be improved by correct understanding of the plant. This could even result in better 

regulation, cost-effective investment and maintenance. Analyzing these grid connected photovoltaic 

systems performance could help in designing, operating and maintenance. This paper covered various 

performance parameters. Irradiation, weather conditions, design specifications to get improve 

efficiency of generation are some of the factors which contribute to the performance of solar power 

plants. In this paper efficiency analysis of Danfoss Industries Ltd. Chennai with 1MWpeak Solar PV 

system has been considered where solar panels are distributed over five buildings. Performance 

analysis has been done using the software PV SYST V6.40 and effective solution provided to improve 

the operating performance and efficiency of solar (PV) system based on assessment of the site and one 

year solar data collected from Sterling and Wilson Pvt Ltd. Bangalore. 

 

A Geometrical Framework for Modelling Heterogeneity Structures 

and Physical Processes in Waters Sources 
 

Victor Peñaranda, Edgar Monroy and Iman Rousta  

 

Abstract: Aquifers are examples of physical systems in which several phenomenologies and non-linear 

processes are developed, and they are highly difficult to be described. This kind of systems are 

depicted by attributes like the interactions between physical processes in a wide variety of scales, 

lithology and porous media anisotropies, heterogeneous patterns of fluid dynamics, and so on. Before 
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this complex scenery, engineers and practitioners constantly should make decisions and to build 

mechanisms for understanding and use aquifers. The following manuscript shows some ideas about the 

analysis of complex systems and exhibiting a few fractal tools, highly useful for their applications in 

geophysics and groundwater systems analysis. 

 

Analyzing Factors Affecting Delay of Housing Projects and its 

Impact on Consumer Satisfaction: an Empirical Study in Delhi-

NCR 
 

Ameet Sao, Akshat Kulshreshtha, Saurav Dixit and Subhav Singh 

 

Abstract: the purpose of the study is to identify and analyze the relationship between the delay of 

housing projects and consumer satisfaction. To accomplish the objectives, a two-way approach is used. 

A separate set of the structured questionnaire was used to measure the cause of delay using 26 

attributes and 15 attributes to measure consumer satisfaction dimension. The data collected is from 

various sites in Delhi-NCR. Analysis of data is done using the Relative Importance Index, and factor 

analysis. Eight factors resulted from factor analysis which causes the delay of the housing projects and 

4 factors resulting from consumer satisfaction. It is found that delay, price & quality plays a significant 

impact on consumer satisfaction. Based on the analysis, a proposed model is developed to improve the 

home-buyers satisfaction and the developer’s role. This study was performed in Delhi-NCR. Hence, the 

findings cannot be generalized for India as a whole. 

 

Complete Analysis of Formula Student Car Chassis  
Major tests performed on Chassis in Ansys 

 
Rabi Pathak, Vivek.S and Rishabh Singh 

 

Abstract: The Formula Student competitions are held every year. This paper is the result of the analysis 

done on the sample car design that can be presented in the Formula Student competition. The purpose 

of the paper is to provide a final summary on chassis analysis and structural performance. It also talks 

about all the important analysis that is to be done on a Formula Student car to make it safe and perform 

well on the track. The design has been made such that it focusses on maximum adjustability, reliability, 

performance, safety, weight reduction and ease of manufacturing. The analysis was done to make sure 

the objectives of design are fulfilled. After going through many papers, documents, blogs and videos 

we found that many people get confused about the loading conditions and boundary conditions for 

different types of tests so this paper prioritizes to make people understand about those conditions as 

well as about the major tests required to perform complete analysis of Formula Student cars. The 

weight of the chassis was calculated as 36 kg approximately according to the data obtained from design 

modeler of Ansys workbench as well as Solidworks. The design sustained all the loading conditions 

and passed all the tests. Thus one of the objective of this paper is to help other universities and 

passionate students to successfully design and analyze their cars that can pass all necessary tests 

included in the paper. 

 

A Review: Mental Stress Estimation using ECG Analysis 
 

VikasMalhotra1and Dr. Maninder Singh 

 

Abstract: Mental stress has strong direct correlation with ECG patterns and EEG. Live actions in ECG 

and EEG may be observed while stressing a person in calculated manner. Stress quantification is a 
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complex process; however a qualitative model for stress estimation can be derived using the ECG 

pattern analysis. The presented work highlights a review on research work in the stress estimation 

using ECG. A new model for stress estimation is proposed based on ECG novel features vector to 

quantify and classify the stress. Further, as the ECG pattern changes, there is direct effect on blood 

pressure of the person under test. Therefore, the stress may be correlated with blood pressure level. The 

blood pressure correlation may be used to validate the stress level computed using the ECG features 

suggested in the work. 

 

Forecasting Residence State of Indian Student based on Responses 

towards Information and Communication Technology Awareness: 

A Primarily Outcomes using Machine Learning 
 

Chaman Verma, Ahmad S. Tarawneh, Zolt´an Ill´es and Veronika Stoffova 

 

Abstract:The present study is conducted to forecast a residence state of students based on their response 

provided in ICT survey held during the academic year 2015-2016 at two universities in Punjab and 

Haryana state of India. The dataset is consisted of 560 instances and 59 features. We consider the state 

as the response variable and 35 features as predictors after self-reduction. The dataset is trained and 

tested with k-fold cross validation using three popular supervised machine learning classifiers named 

Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO) and random forest (RF) in 

Weka 3.8.1 workbench. The outcomes of the study reveal that RF classifier outperformed with highest 

accuracy (83.39%) the ANN and SMO at 6-Fold of Cross-Validation (CV). Finally, the authors 

presented state forecast models which accurately forecasting the state of the student based on their 

answers during the survey with stabilizing the value of k=6 of CV. The maximum accurate forecasting 

count for Punjab student is found 239 out of 282 and for Haryana student is found 228 out of 278 with 

k=6. The findings of study prove a significant difference between RF and ANN, SMO in accuracy and 

there is no significant difference between accuracy gained by SMO and ANN for state forecasting 

against student’s response during the survey. 

 

Building Assessment Scale for Diagnostic the Stratifying 

Aneurism of a Thoracal Aorta at the Prehospital Stage using Data 

Mining 
 

L.N. Semenova, N.A. Morova, V.I. Potapov, A.S. Gritsay and D.A. Tyunkov 

 

Abstract : Relevance of a research is defined by late diagnosis of the acute aortic dissection (AAD) and 

the high lethality connected to it, absence of specific clinical manifestations of AAD, the need of 

abbreviation of the period from appearance of the first symptoms of a disease before hospitalization in 

a specialized cardiac hospital. The aim of research was to analyze usage of information technologies of 

clinical symptomatology flow dissecting aneurysm of the ascending aorta, creation a predictive 

diagnostic point scale AAD at the pre-hospital stage. The research included 80 patients with verified 

diagnosis of acute AAD of type I and II by DeBakey (type A according to Stanford classification). The 

performance a retrospective analysis showed the variety of clinical manifestations, the lack of specific 

symptoms AAD. In a cohort of patients the infarct option of a course of a disease (57 people) was most 

often observed. The intensive burning, pressing chest pain was felt by 92,5% of patients, from them in 

81,1% of cases localization of pain behind a breast bone is noted. Most often at the primary contact 

with the doctor establishes the diagnosis of acute myocardial infarction (AMI). Therefore, the 

comparison group was 101 patients with verified diagnosis of AMI. Comparison of a clinical 

symptomatology, complaints, anamnestic data, the given objective inspection, changes of the ECG 
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taped at a pre-hospital stage at primary survey is made. With the help of statistical analysis was created 

diagnostic estimated scale of AAD at the pre-hospital stage among patients with acute chest pain. 

 

Solving Large Nonconvex Separable Quadratic Programs under 

Surrogation 
 

Chanaka Edirisinghe and Jaehwan Jeong 

 

Abstract: Multi-constrained non-convex separable quadratic optimization is an NP-hard problem. In 

previous research, [1], [2], we developed solution algorithms for the case with a single constraint and 

bounds on variables. In this paper, we extend the results to the case of two-constraints. Under the 

constraint surrogation technique, and applying the above algorithms iteratively, surrogate multipliers 

are updated to solve the problem to a high degree of accuracy. The computational analysis indicates the 

superiority of our method relative to using leading commercial software, such as IBM’s CPLEX. 

 

Rainfall Prediction for the State of Gujarat using Deep Learning 
 

Rushikesh Nallay, Urmil Kadakiaz and Ranendu Ghoshx 

 

Abstract: Prediction of rainfall which varies both spatially and temporally is extremely challenging. 

Infrared and visible spectral data from satellites have been extensively used for rainfall prediction. In 

this study, two deep learning methods MLP and LSTM are discussed at length for predicting 

precipitation at a fine spatial (10km10km) and temporal (hourly) resolution for the state of Gujarat. 

These methods are applied by using the multispectral (VIS, SWIR, MIR, WV, TIR1, TIR2) channel 

data such as cloud top temperature and radiance values of the INSAT- 3D satellite (ISRO) as features 

for the model. Textural features of satellite images are incorporated by considering mean and standard 

deviation of each pixel’s neighbourhood. Rainfall also heavily depends on the elevation and vegetation 

of earth’s surface so we have used SRTM DEM and AWIFS (Advanced Wide Field Sensor) NDVI 

respectively. Measurements of actual rainfall are obtained from AWS (point source stations) and 

TRMM (10km10km resolution). First dataset contains only TIR1 band temperature and AWS rainfall 

data for training but the second dataset includes multispectral channel data and TRMM rainfall data 

which brought about great improvement in results. For each data-set, a comparison between MLP and 

LSTM models is discussed here. We were able to classify the rainfall into nil (0mm), low (<2mm), 

medium (>=2mm and <5mm) and high (>=5 mm) with a high accuracy. Metrics like accuracy, 

precision, recall and fscore have been computed to get better insights about the dataset and its 

corresponding outcome. Our results show that LSTM performs significantly better than MLP for any 

given balanced class data-sets. 

 

Perspective of VANET and MANET in Mobile Computing 

Environment 
 

A.Srinivasa Reddy and Dr.M.S.S.Sai 

 

Abstract: Mobile Computing is a technology that allows transmission of data, voice and video through 

a computer or any other wireless enabled device without having to be connected to a fixed physical 

link. Based on this, Many networks have been developed and currently in use. But the most important 

thing is providing security and increasing the mobility environment for devices like mobile, vehicles 

etc. In this paper, we will be discussing the feasibility of this facility in Vehicular Adhoc Networks, 

Mobile Adhoc Networks and Wireless Sensor Networks. We will be introducing Security aspects of 

this facility among these communication networks. 
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Visualization of IllustrisTNG Simulations of Galaxy Evolutionary 

Trajectories and Human Cognition 
 
Dimitrios Kokkinos, Sunil Dehipawala, Eric Cheung, Raul Armendariz, Rex Taibu, George Tremberger, Corey Stalerman 

and Tak Cheung 

 

Abstract: An IEEE paper on the representation of 2D+ time visualization had been published earlier 

this year with a scientific conclusion that the time information would be best conveyed by the use of 

markings or indicators on the displayed motion-path. This paper applied the approach of time element 

indicators on motion paths to an IllustrisTNG simulation of galaxy evolution already in the public 

domain as a proof of concept demonstration. The visualization showed that the meager of two galaxies 

would require compatible time element indicator intervals. Adding time element indicators on a 2-D 

evolutionary trajectory, consisting of fractal dimension and Shannon entropy values computed on 

galaxy images, would expand the cognition content of the IllustrisTNG project simulation results. 

Fractal analysis showed that the studied galaxy would decrease its brightness complexity indicated by 

the fractal dimension values on its evolutionary trajectory at low z-shifts from 0.3 to 0.22. The 

matching of the outliers among the simulations results to telescopic data with effective visualization 

schemes would facilitate the data mining process. The visualization relationship to human cognition is 

discussed. 

 

Image Cryptography: Combined Approach of AES and Blowfish 
 

Mr. Rajan S. Jamgekar Mr. Ramnath Banerjee 

 

Abstract: Now a day’s web is becoming a huge repository of multimedia resources. Most of 

multimedia transmission contains images as big part and current encryption techniques have some 

security and accuracy problems. Currently many algorithms exist to provide security to text and data, 

but those algorithms are not suitable for encryption of multimedia messages. Hence there is a need to 

develop new algorithm or use current algorithms in efficient manner to provide security to transmission 

of multimedia message. In this paper we have combined blowfish algorithm and AES algorithm to 

fulfill the need of security in transmission of multimedia messages. 128 bit blowfish and AES 

algorithm is used to encrypt and decrypt images. The result obtained by combining blowfish and AES 

shows a robust and more secure transmission. 

 

Optimization of Power Flow in Sectionalized Distribution Grid 

with Renewable Sources of Energy 
 

Petro D. Lezhniuk, Hunko Iryna, Oleksandr E. Rubanenko and Olena Rubanenko. 

 

Abstract:  In order to reduce electric power losses in distribution electrical systems by controlling the 

generation of small hydropower plants (sHPP), the article proposes to adjust the power fluxes so that 

the calculated point of power flow separation in the power transmission lines correspond to the 

sectionalization location. Its mean the changing generation capacity of the controlled renewable 

sources of energy (RSE) - sHPP, available in the grid. The special software which determine the 

available switching devices expedient to open contours in the local electrical system developed by the 

authors. It is shown how this software allows to investigate the possibility of power flow separation 

point displacement to the node where the switching device is installed. This propose can reduce the 

power losses by changing the power which generated by the hydroelectric power station. 
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High-Frequency Link Inverter Along with Fuel Cell based on 

Multiple-Carrier PWM 
 

S.R.Ragde and Prof.S.S.Kamble 

 

Abstract: High-frequency ac link conversion offers a suitable way to make reduced-cost inverters for 

low-voltage dc sources eg.such as fuel cells. The control problem can be addressed by using pulse-

width modulation (PWM) techniques. Here, a multi-carrier pulse-width modulation (PWM) approach is 

acquainted as an advantageous way and introduced as a convenient path to implement a high-frequency 

link inverter. The approach is an immediate expansion of ordinary PWMand backings square-wave 

cycloconversion techniques that have showed up in earlier writing. Simulation and experimental results 

are produced for a simple low-voltage ac link inverter. 

 

Models for Preprocessing Loading Data for Electricity Company 
 

Victor Potapov, Aleksandr Gritsay, Igor Chervenchuk and Dmitry Tyunkov 

 

Abstract: At present, for the entity of the electricity market - an energy sales company - one of the main 

business processes is the process of solving the problems of short-term forecasting of power 

consumption. In this case, the expert, as a rule, has to work with a large array of retrospective data on 

power consumption and their samples. Such array of data has a simple homogeneous structure. This 

raises the problem of combining data from various sources and it takes a long time to obtain various 

data samples, and therefore automation of the preliminary processing of data for subsequent statistical 

analysis in conditions of a large amount of initial information on power consumption is relevant. 

 

A Novel Approach to Soft Computing using Fuzzy Logic in 

Content based Image Retrieval using Incremental Filtering 

Feature Selection 
 

Kranthi Kumar K, Kallem Pavan and Voruganti Sai Srikar 

 

Abstract: Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) is a set of techniques for retrieving semantically-

relevant images from an image database based on automatically-derived image features. Generally, in 

CBIR systems, the visual features are represented at low-level. They are just rigid mathematical 

measures that cannot deal with the inherent subjectivity and fuzziness of people understandings and 

perceptions. As a result, there is a gap between low-level features and high-level semantics.We are 

witnessing the era of big data computing where computing the resources is becoming the main 

bottleneck to deal with those large datasets. In the case of highdimensional data where each view of 

data is of high dimensionality, feature selection is necessary for further improving the clustering and 

classification results. In this paper, we propose a new feature selection method is Incremental Filtering 

Feature Selection (IFFS) algorithm that employs the Fuzzy Rough Set for selecting optimal subset of 

features and for effective grouping of large volumes of data, respectively. We introduce a new system 

of visual features extraction and matching using Fuzzy Logic (FL) which is a powerful tool that deals 

with reasoning algorithms used to emulate human thinking and decision making in machines.An 

extensive experimental comparison of the proposed method and other methods are done. The 

performance of the proposed algorithms yields promising results on the feature selection, and retrieval 

accuracy in the field of Content based Image Retrieval. 
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A Novel Approach of Neural Topic Modelling for Document 

Clustering 
 

Sandhya Subramani, Vaishnavi Sridhar and Kaushal Shetty 

 

Abstract: Topic modelling is a text mining technique to discover common topics in a collection of 

documents. The proposed methodology of topic modelling used artificial neural networks to improve 

the clustering mechanism of similar documents by modelling probabilistic relations between the topics, 

documents and vocabulary. Currently, while topic modelling and clustering are considered to be 

manifestations of unsupervised learning, and neural networks on the other hand are used for supervised 

learning problems, Neural Topic Modelling reformulated topic modelling into a supervised learning 

task by defining an objective function whose loss function had to be minimized. Custom input 

embedding layers were designed in order to extract the semantic relationships between the words in the 

corpus, and the output of the model presented a topic probability distribution for each document. The 

documents with similar distributions were then bucketed together based on the criteria of meeting the 

threshold value of a simple distance based similarity metric, such as cosine similarity. The model was 

implemented using Keras with TensorFlow backend and the effectiveness of the clustering was 

validated on the IMDB Movie dataset and the News Aggregator dataset from UCI. On comparison with 

other commonly used clustering mechanisms in combination with traditional topic models, the 

proposed model delivered an improved Silhouette Co-efficient Score and Davies-Bouldin Index, along 

with an increased data handling capacity, thereby making the solution scalable. 

 

Artifacts and Their Reduction Techniques in Cardiac Computed 

Tomography: An Overview of Image Processing Techniques 
 

Hitesh Tekchandani, Shrish Verma and Narendra D. Londhe 

 

Abstract: This paper presents the detailed overview on the artifacts related to Computed Tomography 

(CT) specifically Cardiac CT (CCT), their classification and various reduction techniques. In CCT, the 

motion artifacts occurs mainly due to the pumping of the heart which has to be reduced during and post 

CT reconstruction. The main drawback of CT machine is that it emits high radiation during scanning. 

Therefore, Low Dose CT (LDCT) and Limited Angle CT (LACT) have been proposed by various 

researchers to overcome the problem of emission of high radiation during scanning which provides 

better image quality with minimum radiation. However, the artifacts generated during scanning and in 

image reconstruction pahse also affects the quality of the image which makes it a challenging task to 

medical experts during their interpretation. In view of that, the extensive research have been carried out 

by various researchers to reduce the noises or artifacts using traditional and machine learning 

techniques in recent past. Finally, the paper is concluded by presenting the current state of art deep 

learning approaches to enhance the performance of the existing methods. 

 

CFD Analysis of Subcritical CO2 based Naturally Circulated Solar 

Water Heating System 

 
Madagonda K. Biradar and Ajay Kumar Yadav 

 

Abstract: Solar water heating (SWH) systems are widely used in domestic as well as industrial 

applications. SWH system is eco-friendly with low operating and maintenance cost with minimum 

payback period compared to other solar based systems. Widespread investigations are being done to 

enhance the efficiency of solar water heater using different secondary fluids. This is also important to 
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search a suitable fluid which can be used for sub-zero temperature region, where water based direct 

system cannot be used. In recent years, a growing popularity of carbon dioxide as the secondary fluid 

has been witnessed in both natural circulation loop (NCLs) as well as in forced circulation loop (FCLs) 

due to its favourable thermophysical properties (mainly low viscosity, high volume expansivity) in 

addition to its eco-benignity with no ozone depletion potential (ODP) and negligible global warming 

potential (GWP). Studies show that for low temperature refrigeration and air-conditioning applications, 

CO2 based NCLs are very compact in comparison to other conventional working fluids. This paper 

emphases on the study of heat transfer and fluid flow behaviour of CO2 based naturally circulated solar 

water heater. The detailed model of SWH system is shown in figure 1. In this study, subcritical CO2 is 

considered as loop fluid, and the results are compared with water based direct system. SWH with water 

as working fluid is not effective in winter mainly at temperature below 10°C. In this study, 2-D CO2 

based solar collector is modelled and simulated using ANSYS 14.5. Simulation is carried out for 

different water inlet temperature ranging from 5°C to 30°C at various operating pressures (30, 50 bar). 

Results show that at lower water inlet temperature the fluid flow and heat transfer characteristics yield 

much better results compared to water as loop fluid. As temperature decreases, water gets freezed 

which decreases the heat transfer and finally water stops flowing inside the loop. In cold countries this 

is one of the severe problem, and hence CO2 based solar system will be the suitable solution of such 

problems. 

 

Bidirectional LSTM for Stock Market Forecast 
 

Shengtan Wu, Sumbung Hong, Di Wu and Bingxi Cui 

 

Abstract: Deep Learning has been booming in the past few years and has achieved tremendous 

accomplishments in many areas. In financial market analytics, deep learning applications are currently 

at the early stage. There are some studies in this area using Deep Neural Networks (DNN) and 

Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN). Long-short Term Memory (LSTM) neural network have been 

proved to have huge improvements comparing to traditional time-series models such as Hidden 

Markov Model (HMM) and RNN. Bidirectional LSTM (BLSTM) network, as a branch of LSTM 

network, utilize a bidirectional structure to take the context information into consideration. In this 

study, experiments are conducted with BLSTM in a prediction task based on the S&P 500 daily price 

index. The Bidirectional structure significantly improves the performance of traditional time series 

models in many aspects. 

 

CFD Study on the Steady State Behaviour of 3-D 

Subcritical/Supercritical CO2 based Natural Circulation Loop 
 

Tabish Wahidi and Ajay Kumar Yadav 

 

Abstract: A heat transfer device in which fluid gets circulated from source (at bottom) to sink (at top) 

due to density gradient caused by temperature difference is known as Natural Circulation Loop (NCL). 

NCL is a reliable and promising option in many engineering applications due to absence of any moving 

component like pump/compressor. Carbon dioxide (CO2) as working fluid, operating near its critical 

point offers thermophysical properties that are favorable to natural convection. Therefore, any 

disturbance from critical points will affect the flow pattern which in turn will lead to an absurd 

behavior even in cases where presumably a steady state is expected. So the flow mechanism of 

subcritical and supercritical CO2 in NCL is very significant in the optimal design for high pressure 

convection devices. The main objective of this research work is to carry out numerical studies on 

carbon dioxide based NCL for better understanding of behaviors pattern of loop fluid. The analysis 

were conducted in a 3-D NCL at different operational parameters of heat input with incremental steps 
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(500W, 750W 1000W and 1500W) by keeping the loop fluid at subcritical pressure (50 bar) and 

supercritical pressure (90 bar). Heat sink as isothermal. Effect of loop fluid behavoiur under different 

operating pressures are also investigated. Results shows the effect of pressure and bends on local 

buoyancy, velocity, pressure and temperature vary in all three dimensions. With increase in fluxes flow 

pattern also changes significantly. Steady-state Reynolds number (Re) with Grashof number (Gr) 

obtained through the CFD analysis are validated with available correlations which are expected to be 

useful in the design and analysis of NCLs. 

 

An Effective Approach for Fabric Classification using Texture 

Unit Pattern 
 

Dr. G.S.N.Murthy, A.Rama Devi, Dr. T.P.R.Vittal and P.Pattabhi Rama Mohan 

 

Abstract: Fabric texture classification can be automatically done by using Fabric texture image 

analysis. Fabric texture analysis has lots of applications such as automatic recognition and 

classification of fabrics and to detect the defects on the fabrics and the quality of the fabrics in fabric 

industries. Conversely, for the existing systems it is a tough task to estimate the correct fabric texture 

class group effectively. Manual inspection procedures are inefficient for classification due to lack of 

vigilance and boredom which deteriorates performance. To reduce the cost and time an automated 

classification is required based on computer vision and image processing techniques. In this study, a 

well-organized fabric texture classification system is proposed. Based on the feature set values the 

present paper derives a user defined algorithm to classify the fabric texture image into one of the 

familiar 5 pre-defined classes. To augment the quality or better elucidation or disparity or sharpening 

effect, Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM), Texture Pattern Unit (TPU) and Texton Unit 

approaches are used to measure the textural information of images. The present paper proposes a model 

“Image based facet Decreased Dual” (IFDD) over texture images, by decreasing the 7×7 gray-level 

image into a 2×2 binary image. The innovation of this approach is it integrates the features of both 

GLCM and TU using the Image based facet Decreased Dual (IFDD) approach for an efficient 

classification. Though conserving the important texture features, the proposed IFDD image model 

reduces the overall dimensionality. On the proposed IFDD image, the Texture Unit (TU) is derived and 

TU value of IFDD image contains 16 values which range from 0 to 15. Texture unit characterizes local 

texture aspects and these local texture aspects contain information regarding texture behavior. On the 

TU of IFDD image model the present research evaluated GLCM features for classifying Fabric texture 

images into five familiar groups i.e. silk, cotton, linen, wool and worsted. 

 

Structural Analysis and Optimization of Hyperloop Pod Chassis 
 

Prabhakar Naik, Jayant Unde and Bhushan Darekar 

 

Abstract: This paper aims to design, optimize and analyze the structure of the Hyperloop pod, designed 

for Hyperloop Pod Building Competition organized by SpaceX. To reduce the aerodynamic drag, 

Hyperloop uses a partially evacuated tube, for running the pod. The design of the structure of 

hyperloop pod is very critical due its high speed, vibrations induced due to it and critical dynamic 

conditions. Also, in todays world of mass production, we cannot keep the factor of safety unnecessarily 

greater than needed. Also, while maintaining the safety we also must consider the material costing. 

Sometimes we use exotic materials like titanium for building the structure, as their supply is limited 

their value also increase with time, so it is very necessary to analyze for stresses and according to 

optimize it. So, in this paper, we discuss various forces coming onto the structure of hyperloop pod 

chassis and accordingly optimizing the structure for greater stiffness and lighter weight.We are using 
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SolidWorks for modelling the structure, structural optimization is done using SolidThinking INSPIRE 

and analysis is done using the same. 

 

Graphene-GaN Buried-gate OPFET Ultraviolet Photodetector 
 

Jaya V. Gaitonde, Rajesh B. Lohani and Shruthi Adpaikar 

 

Abstract: OPFET (Optical Field Effect Transistor) or optically-controlled MESFET (Metal-

Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor) has inherent properties such as high responsivity, high 

bandwidth, high unity-gain cut-off frequency (fT), high detectivity, and low switching time. These 

parameters can be combined with the superior properties of graphene as an electrode material and GaN 

as a semiconductor material in harsh environments to form a high quality photodetector for UV 

(Ultraviolet) communication and other related applications. In this paper, we report for the first time, 

the calculated detector parameters of GaN OPFET, more specifically the graphene-gated GaN OPFET, 

in the UV region using a semi-analytical approach. The device is studied at different radiation flux 

densities considering a buried-gate structure. The results are analyzed based on the photoconductive 

and the photovoltaic effects. The device exhibits responsivity in the range (5.03×108-312.1 A/W), a 

detectivity (3.8×1018-2.13×1012 cmHz1/2W-1), and a switching time (59-2.06 ps), as the flux density 

is varied between 1016-1024 /m2-s. The detector also shows a minimum/maximum fT and a 3-dB 

bandwidth of 5.7/27.65 GHz and 2.8 MHz/6.286 GHz respectively. The device can simultaneously 

detect and amplify signals upto modulation frequencies of 1.905 GHz and 5.7 GHz at the flux densities 

of 1016 /m2-s and 1019 /m2-s respectively. The detector shows comparable or better performance than 

many of the photodetectors reported so far. This shows the potential of the device for UV applications. 

 

An Improved TLBO Approach for Short-Term Hydrothermal Self 

Scheduling in a Competitive Energy and Reserve Market 
 

Baburao Pasupulati, Ashok Kumar R and Asokan K 

 

Abstract: The optimal generation scheduling of hydrothermal system is an important planning and 

operation of the deregulated electricity market. In this scheduling, the hydroelectric and thermal power 

generation is optimized to maximize the total profit of generation companies (GENCOs) and to satisfy 

the standard operating constraints. The problem of shortterm hydrothermal self scheduling (SHTSS) is 

more complex due to consideration of equality and inequality constraints and nonlinearities like valve-

point loading effect. In this article an improved teaching learning based optimization (ITLBO) 

algorithm is proposed to solve the problem of SHTSS under deregulated environment. This problem 

considering with/without reserve power generation and non-linearities like valve-point loading effect of 

the thermal units. The ITLBO algorithm is an interesting new optimization algorithm inspired by effect 

of influence of a teacher on the output of learners in a class. This approach provides three vital 

optimizing phases such as Teacher Phase, Learner Phase and Feedback Phase. The feedback phase 

eliminating the local optimum values and to reach the best optimal solution with lesser number of 

iterations. The validity and superiority of the proposed method has been tested on the multi-chain 

cascaded test system having four hydro units and three thermal units with 12 h time horizon. The 

simulation results of the proposed method are compared with other optimization approaches available 

in the literature. 
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Product Mix Optimization Alternatives 

A Case Study for Decision Support using LP Approach 
 

Ayman R. Mohammed and Sally S. Kassem 

 

Abstract: Determining the optimum product mix using the theory of constraints (TOC) has been 

considered by many researchers. In most cases the researches only consider one scenario with one 

important aspect which is maximizing the profit by giving the best solution. In this paper, more than 

one scenario is presented for the same problem considering two more important aspects which are the 

utilization of the resources and productivity. Data visualization is extensively used in this paper to 

facilitate the decision-making process. A software dashboard was developed for the decision maker to 

create, analyze and visualize different business scenarios. 

 

Real Time Twitter Data Analysis using Hadoop Framework 
 

Nikita M. Chaudhari and Sanjay Pawar 

 

Abstract: These days, social media have become the important platform to share any information and 

opinions on a daily basis. Large amount of unstructured data is generated, is in the form of text, 

images, audio, video which is gathered from social media websites. Such data known as big data. User 

opinions are related to a wide range of topics like particular product, its policies, and services. 

Sentiment analysis is one of the most important technique to get view of information posted by user to 

gain insights for decision making process. In this paper, analysis the sentiments of tweets and extract 

what people think. A hadoop is used for data analysis which will process the huge amount of data on a 

hadoop cluster. 

 

A Novel Cross Layer Protocol for Secure Routing To Improve 

Energy Efficiency and Multimedia Transmission in Wireless 

Networks  
 

Kranthi Kumar K, Voruganti Sai Srikar and Kallem Pavan 

 

Abstract: A Wireless Network (WN) is a class of versatile, wireless hubs which agreeably hub a system 

free of any secure foundation/brought together organization. Specific encryption approaches for 

proficient multimedia content insurance is proposed in wireless multimedia networks (WMNs) by 

many creators. Aside from these strategies, the other essential perspective which is talked about in a 

few literary works is the consolidated advancement of multimedia quality, content security and energy 

issues relating to correspondence. Decreasing energy utilization for information transmissions and 

drawing out system lifetime are pivotal in the outline of energy effective routing protocols. The extent 

of effective information transmissions is significant for the decrease of information transmission and 

movement stack energy utilization, despite the fact that the energy staying in hub is vital for drawing 

out system lifetime. In the situation, Progression of network is the capacity of a system retaining 

associated under different attacks and disappointments, which is the basic issue in the arrangement and 

execution of remote extraordinarily selected and sorts out. Remote low-control frameworks are an 

empowering examination heading in Network Durability, recognizing and all inclusive processing. 

This article, investigated resource consumption attacks at layers of routing and packet (pkt) sending, 

which constantly incapacitate organizes by rapidly depleting centers control, is said “Vampire Attack 

(VA)”. These attacks are not particular to any protocol, but instead rely upon the belongings of all 
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groups of routing protocols. The proposed methodology developed a framework which mitigates this 

VAs by sparing transfer power, speed and time. 

 

Bifilar Helical Antenna for Bluetooth 
 

M Nirmala and B Deepa 

 

Abstract: Bifilar helical antenna for Bluetooth application at about 2.4 GHz is designed and discussed. 

Under restricted height and size of the antenna for a practical need, the designed bifilar antenna 

supports the high gain, circular polarization at the designed frequency 2.4 GHz. The antenna is 

designed and simulated in HFSS (High Frequency Simulated Software) that uses finite element method 

(FEM) to compute the electrical behaviour of components. Co-axial feed is used in the antenna. At an 

impedance bandwidth of about 166M Hz, -45DB S11 value is obtained. 

 

An Innovative Approach for Spinning Reserve Constrained Profit 

Based Unit Commitment for GENCOs in Deregulated Power 

System 
 

A. Senthilvadivu, K. Gayathri and K. Asokan 
 

Abstract: In the competitive electricity market environment, the Profit Based Unit Commitment 

(PBUC) problem is one of the most important optimization problem for planning, operation and control 

of Electricity market. Sufficient spinning reserve is one of the major factors for reliable operation and 

profit maximization of power suppliers. In this article presents an effective methodology for Profit 

based Unit Commitment Problem in a day-ahead joint energy and reserve market. An innovative 

approach of Exchange Market Algorithm (EMA) is proposed to solve PBUC problem. EMA is a 

powerful tool and having two dominant absorbing operators to pulling the solutions toward optimality 

and two smart searching operators for extract optimum point in optimization problem. Therefore, the 

proposed approach provides capability to determine global optimal solution for PBUC problem. The 

problem is carefully coined with a view to maximize the profit of GENCOs by considering reserve 

power generation and added in the objective function. Also generated reserve power is sold in the 

reserve market. Numerical example with IEEE 39 bus (10 units with 24 hour) test system is considered 

to evaluate the performance of the proposed EMA. From the simulation results, it is found that the 

EMA based approach is able to afford the better solutions in terms of fuel cost, revenue, profit and 

emission with lesser computational effort. 

 

Voltage Mode Controlled 33w Multiple Output Forward Converter 

with Emphases on Type-3 Compensation 
 

Srijana. R. Savanur, Aneesh T S, B. K Singh and Vinod chippalakatti 

 

Abstract:  Power Amplifiers need switching power to process received RF signals. Depending on rise 

and fall time of the signal processing technique of power supply, high current has to be discharged in 

very short time interval.In this paper, challenging aspects of designing 33Wmultiple outputs forward 

converter with tight load regulation and quick transient response have been discussed. In this converter, 

Magnetic Amplifier (MAGAMP) based voltage mode feed forward control technique has been 

designed and implemented. The proposed converter converts 34Vto 42V to continuous voltage of 9V 

and -9V. The targeted minimum efficiency of this converter is 80%. Operating switching frequency of 
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the converter is 140 KHz with Non-Synchronous and 150 KHz with synchronous. In this paper detailed 

design and practical aspects of the proposed converter are discussed with the hardware results. 

 

Visualizing the Shannon Entropy Trajectory of the Species-

Specific SPACA4 Gene Sequences 
 

Sunil Dehipawala, Regina Sullivan and Eric Cheung 

 

Abstract: The Science 2018 publication of the species-specific SPACA4 gene facilitated a 

bioinformatics study on Shannon entropy values of the DNA and mRNA/CDS sequences, shown as a 

trajectory across the studied species. The IEEE 2018 paper on the representation of 2D+ time 

visualization was extended in this project to include sequence fractal dimension magnitude information 

as the third element indicators in the Shannon entropy trajectory plot. The analysis results showed that 

the SPACA4 Human, Neanderthal, and Chimp sequences are distinguishable, and would provide an 

answer to the question of having three identical protein products without cross fertilization. It would be 

logical to infer that the Human/Chimp divergence would not be related to SPACA4, and would open up 

the questions of other species-specific genes including those genes that support behaviors. Applications 

to the replacement of time element with other variables in trajectory plots for visualization in terms of 

bioinformatics, education, and human cognition are discussed. 

 

Using Data Mining for Improving Education of University 

Students – A Survey 
 

Samantha Kumarapathirana 

 

Abstract: Data mining combines machine learning, statistical and visualization techniques to discover 

and extract knowledge. Student retention is an indicator of academic performance and enrolment 

management of the university. Poor student retention could reflect badly on the university. Universities 

are facing the immense and quick growth of the volume of educational data stored in different types of 

databases and system logs. Moreover, the academic success of students is another major issue for the 

management in all professional institutes. So the early prediction to improve the student performance 

through counseling and extra coaching will help the management to take timely action for decrease the 

percentage of poor performance by the students. Data mining can be used to find relationships and 

patterns that exist but are hidden among the vast amount of educational data. This survey conducts a 

literature survey to identify data mining technologies to monitor student, analyze student academic 

behavior and provide a basis for efficient intervention strategies. The results can be used to develop a 

decision support system and help the authorities to timely actions on weak students. 

 

Interaction of Cognitive Radio with 5G Communication 
 

Dr. E. Malar, S. Swathi, Anujaa. S. R., K. Aparna, Aryasree. R. and R. Yeswantra 

 

Abstract: The current issue of data congestion in wireless networks can be solved by the two evolving 

technologies: 5G and Cognitive radio (CR). 5G communication aims at providing high data rate, low 

latency, high throughput, less energy consumption and improved efficiency. Cognitive Radio is a type 

of wireless communication that detects the communication that are in use and that are not in use, and 

advances into unoccupied channels while avoiding engaged channels. It enhances the utilization of 

accessible Radio Frequency (RF) spectrum and reduces the intrusion with another user. To provide 

perfect communication channel CR is used to enable better utilization of the spectrum as it organizes 

on its own. Mobile broadband in the future will demand extremely-high definition video and will 
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establish a connection between all the users. 5G will provide a network speed of 10Gbps. The need for 

more capacity and high data rate has led to integration of 5G with CR. 

 

Power Line Communication using Digital Modulation Techniques 
 

Dr.Malar E, Anujaa S.R, Aparna K, Aryasree R, Swathi S and Yeswantra R 

 

Abstract: With the advancement in the technology, a strong upgrade to the transmission lines is 

necessarily important. Power line communication (PLC) is a technology that is widespread. It uses 

orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) modulation technique for data transmission. They 

are gaining popularity in the narrowband and broadband areas over low voltage networks. Data rate 

transmission depends on spectral efficiency, reducing cyclic prefix (CP). In order to obtain increased 

spectral efficiency and increased data transmission rate power line communication (PLC) channel/cable 

acts as communication medium. The distortion or noise that is produced can be reduced by upgrading 

the number of subcarriers in OFDM at the channel time variation. Power line communication (PLC) 

can be implemented at a lower cost with the deployment of PLC services 

 

Study of Vertical Milling Machine Layout in Terms of Rigidity 
 

Khusainov R. M., Sabirov A. R. and Davletshina G. K. 

 

Abstract: The paper explores the signs of static elastic deformation when operating milling machines. 

The research is concerned with the issue of simulation of a machine-device-tool-workpiece system for 

preliminary evaluation of elastic deformation on treatment in order to eliminate rejects. Linear and 

angular deformations were defined. Total rigidity of a milling machine depends not only on its inherent 

stiffness and contact rigidity of its components, but also on geometrical characteristics of 

manufacturing system layout. These characteristics could be evaluated through axes of rigidity. Errors 

in surface machining depend on both tool deflection and workpiece distortion. That is why it is 

necessary to analyze workpiece and tool load-deformation curve separately. Especially that their 

rigidity is determined by different layouts of bearing system. Main deformation values are defined and 

vectors of axes of rigidity are created. Using the results of the analysis it is possible to select a cutting 

pattern or change manufacturing system layout so that the resultant of cutting forces comes closer to 

highest rigidity axis, which reduces elastic deformations and improves working accuracy. 

 

PAPR Reduction in Multi Input and Multi Output- Orthogonal 

Frequency Division Multiplexing Using Modified Partial Transmit 

Sequence Scheme 
 

Karana Kumari and Dr.K.Sri Rama Krishna 

 

Abstract: Orthogonal Frequency department Multiplexing (OFDM) is a well known technique for 

excessive facts price Wi-Fi transmission. OFDM can be clubbed with antenna arrays at the transmitter 

and receiver to increase diversity benefit to decorate the gadget capacity on time variation and 

frequency selective channels, ensuing in (Multi enter and Multi output)MIMO. One essential flaw of 

MIMO-OFDM is that the signals transmitted on distinctive antennas may show off a prohibitively large 

height-to-average energy Ratio (PAPR). There are strategies specifically used to mitigate the impact of 

PAPR namely Partial Transmit sequence (PTS) and Selective Mapping (SLM). In this paper a brand 

new optimized Partial Transmit collection (PTS) scheme and SLM for PAPR discount in MIMO-

OFDM were proposed. Each the techniques are related in series to get green throughput. Hybrid of 
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ABC –FF algorithm has been intended for best segment thing. The proposed approach has done better 

effects than present techniques 

 

Organic Waste as Sensitizer for TiO2 based DSSC Prototype 
 

Mehul Bhogaita, Sudeep Kumar, Viswa Sai Akhil Kalaga, Kadiyam Viswa Teja and R. Pratibha Nalini 

 

Abstract: Dye-sensitized solar cell (DSSC) are attractive alternatives to Silicon based technology due to 

the ease of synthesis and cost effectiveness. Sensitizers from various natural sources are largely being 

explored. This work reports the possibility of everyday kitchen waste such as onion skin and rotten 

grapes to be utilized as sensitizers for TiO2 based DSSC. The extraction of dyes is through a simple 

room temperature process. The results indicate a promising value of about 1.5V under illumination for 

a dimension of 1.5X1.5 cm DSSC prototype. 

 

Design & Fabrication of Object Sorting Conveyor System based on 

Shape and Colour 
 

V. Krithika, K.Sridharan, M.Nandhini, A. Hima Koteswara Rao and R.Rahul 

 

Abstract:  Sorting of objects is extensively used in many industries like food processing industries, toy 

industries, etc. To ensure that the quality of the product is upto the mark, this process is simplified by 

the use of automation. Automation is the use of control systems like computers or robots for handling 

different process and machineries to replace a human being and provides mechanical assistance. 

Automated systems generally use more complex algorithms which increase the cost of the design and 

the power consumed. This not only reduces manual efforts, time consumed, gives more time for 

marketing, but also prevents danger which might occur when human beings work in hazardous 

environments. Automation greatly improves the productivity and is highly scalable. Here, Open CV is 

used which is a computer vision library used extensively in the industry. The Python programming 

language is used as it is easy to use and has sufficient speed for our task. A simple USB camera is used 

to capture the real time video. The camera is engaged in sensing the object for shape and colour by 

means of image processing and after this the conveyor moves and the flaps are actuated by means of 

servomotor in order to sort the objects based on their respective shape and colour. 

 

A Study on Radio Controlled Car for Autonomous Parallel 

Parking 
 

M.Nandhini, J.Thiyagarajan, V. Krithika and K.Sridharan 

 

Abstract:-Parallel parking is something that many drivers struggle with, yet there are very few tools 

available to help with parallel parking. Though a few auto manufacturers have developed systems that 

can parallel park cars autonomously, these solutions are very expensive. In the present study a scaled 

model RC car is used as a substitute of a real car. It was designed with the view that future car does not 

require people to actually drive it. With this in mind, this system would be able to assist the car in 

parallel parking. Since this system uses direct sensor which consists of Infra-red and ultrasonic sensor 

and predefined movements to park the car. This kind of approach can be applied to any kind of 

parking. Self-parking cars can also help to solve some of the parking and traffic problems in dense 

urban areas. The system developed will provide a platform for future investigation into implementing 

the system into an automobile 
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A Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR)-based Switching Controller 

for High Power Application by Minimizing Switching Angle 
 

N.Vanajakshi and Dr.M.Umavani 

 

Abstract: The increasing demand of energy and development of distributed generation systems have led 

to great progress in medium voltage high-power inverters. On the other side, due to more intransigent 

regulations in the area of power quality and appearance of new grid codes, which limit the harmonics’ 

amounts in ac grids, special attention has to be made to restrict the harmonics.The recently proposed 

selective harmonic mitigation pulse width modulation method reduces the values of specific harmonics 

to meet the grid codes, instead of making them zero. In this way, there are much more solutions for 

mitigating the same harmonics which in the SHEPWM method, are completely eliminated. The 

SHMPWM was first introduced in, where a waveform having 750 Hz switching frequency was 

employed to mitigate harmonics up to 49th to satisfy the grid codes EN 50160 and CIGRE WG 36-05 

without using any filtering system.In this contribution a solution to the parallel resonance problem that 

can be present in practical applications of shunt Active Power Filter (APF) compensation is proposed. 

The proposed solution involves turning the shunt APF scheme of compensation into a Shunt Hybrid 

Filter (SHF) configuration. A Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR)-based switching controller was 

specifically designed for this hybrid scheme of compensation, maintaining stringent performance 

requirements on the tracking of filtering currents and the draining of the harmonic ripple currents. 

 

Smartphone Application for Silkworm Egg Detection and 

Counting 
 

M. Govinda Raju, J. Roopa and A. R. Santhosh 

 

Abstract: Silkworms are the larva of a moth that spins a cocoon of fine, strong, lustrous fiber which is 

the source of commercial silk. Female Silkworm moth lays its egg on a sheet of paper which 

approximately contains 500-700 eggs. Presently, manually or semi-automatic counting of eggs in a 

sample of laying and extrapolation of the same to the entire lot/crop, is in vogue. Our study thus aims 

into silkworm egg detection and counting applied on Smartphone devices, due to its ease of use and 

portability. An android application proposed in this paper that uses image processing technique 

developed using open source, OpenCV library. The experimental results have shown about 98% 

accuracy and promising for future work. 

 

Automated Identification and Analysis of Leucocytes in 

Microscopic Blood Smears: A Resource-Aware Healthcare Service 

in Smart Cities 
 

Mr. Pranav R. More 

 

Abstract: Healthcare services are important part of cities. Now a day’s healthcare plays important role 

in the transformation of cities into smart cities. This proposal provides an error free and improved 

computer-aided blood analysis service for the detection of leucocytes in blood samples. Leucocytes 

play a vital role in immune system which helps to protect the body against both infectious disease and 

foreign invaders. Identification of leukocytes in blood smear provides important information to 

pathologist as well as doctors to analyze and predicts different types of hematic diseases, such as AIDS 

and blood cancer (Leukaemia). However, this task is prone to errors and can be time consuming. Most 

of the time, the hematologists are interested on white blood cells (WBCs) only. Digital image 
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processing techniques can help them in their analysis and diagnosis. For example, disease like acute 

leukemia is detected based on the amount and condition of the WBC. In the proposed framework, 

leucocyte is first segmented into two dominant elements, nucleus and cytoplasm, followed by 

extraction of features. The identification of leucocytes can be done with the help of adoptive gradient 

vector flow snake algorithm. Finally cytoplasm can be extracted with the help of zack thresholding. 

Experimental results on numerous benchmark databases validate the effectiveness and efficiency of the 

proposed system in comparison to the other state-of-the-art schemes. 

 

Analysis of Performance of Flat Earth Phase Removal Methods 
 

Keya Desai, Prakruti Joshi, Ranendu Ghosh, Sanid Chirakkal and Deepak Putrevu  

 

Abstract: Interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) has been widely used in remote sensing 

field, which can reflect actual topographic trend or possible surface deformation. Before phase 

unwrapping, interferogram must be flattened to derive accurate topographic or deformation information 

[1]. In this paper we make comparison of the two methods of flat earth removal, one using imaging 

geometry and other using precise orbital information. Entropy is used as the evaluation index. 

 

Fuzzy based Traffic Control System Considering High Priority 

Vehicles 
 

Usha Mittal, Gurpreet Kaur and Kamalpreet Kaur 

 

Abstract: In India, high traffic on roads is a major cause for human stress as well as it leads to 

environmental pollution. In developing countries including India, due to fixed time control system 

problems are arising for all people in the form of accidents, health hazards because of pollution. Due to 

emerging vehicles and population it is the need to have an efficient system through which traffic could 

be handled. Lot of research has been done to design the systems for better traffic management. 

Different researchers proposed different mechanisms to tackle the issue of high traffic but some 

important parameters are needed to consider while handling traffic on multiple intersections. In 

conventional system to each lane fixed time is given for green signal regardless how much the traffic is 

available. To remove the anomaly of conventional system, a new fuzzy based approach is proposed to 

handle traffic which gives preference to high priority vehicles (ambulance, fire brigade, police van 

etcetera) and provide green light signal on the specific lane where priority vehicle is present. So, 

waiting time of the priority vehicles have been reduced and overall traffic flow rate is increased. 

Comparison of fixed time system and fuzzy system is done where priority to lane having emergency 

vehicle is defined. 

 

Change Detection of Polarimetric SAR Data for Monitoring of 

Agricultural Areas 
 

Nidhi Davawala, Neelanshi Varia, Sanid Chirakkal, Dipanwita Haldar, Deepak Putrevu and Ranendu Ghosh 

 

Abstract: Change detection is important to understand the patterns of transition in multi-temporal SAR 

acquisitions over same geographical areas. In this work, we implemented a test statistic on covariance 

matrices for change detection. The RADARSAT-2 data spanning the agricultural land of Central Hisar 

Farm in Haryana, India was used. Hypothesis testing on test-statistic was done by a pre-decided 

significance level. A change map was plotted and the areas with ‘change’ and ‘no change’ were 

determined. Analysis of changing trends of different crop lifecycles is done. This study is useful in 

making important agricultural crop predictions. 
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Rational Decision Making Framework for Implementing 

Information System 
 

Mahady Hasan, Ahmed Latif Shahriar, Nuzhat Nahar and M Rokonuzzaman 

 

Abstract:  Adopting Information system is one of the key drivers for increasing efficiency of business 

processes. In some cases sponsors are agreed that automation of work processes can really improve the 

efficiency of business processes with the help of IT but they need some sort of supportive measurement 

for making investment decision. In many cases it has been identified that the sponsors are able to 

arrange funds for the automation but due to lack of visibly on the outcome of the investment, they feel 

risky to take strategic decision of investing a large amount. To ensure some degree of safeguarding the 

investment and increasing decision making flexibility, real option based exercise can be practiced as a 

proactive approach for making investment decision for introducing IT solution. A framework is 

proposed to practice the process improvement using real option approach. 

 

Analysis of Dual Polarized Antennas for MIMO Appliaction 
 

J.S.Upadhyay, I.Balakrishna1 and Dr.P.H.Rao 

 

Abstract: Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) antennas deployed in 5G uses spatial diversity to 

enhance high data rates. Dual polarized antennas provide extra independent channel for increasing the 

data rates in MIMO. The orthogonality of dual polarized antennas combined with high isolation result 

in efficient high data rate communication link. In the proposed work novel design techniques are 

discussed to achieve high isolation and wide bandwidth. Perturbations on the radiating elements, 

shorting the radiating elements and the ground through shorting pins provide high isolation without 

disturbing the radiation characteristics of MIMO antenna. Antennas are designed and optimized for 3.5 

GHz. The proposed configuration exhibits a peak gain of 8 dB with an isolation of 35 dB for 

orthogonal polarization over a bandwidth of 1 GHz. 

 

Analysis of a Seq-2-Seq Approach to an End-To-End 

Conversational Model 
 

Ishita Kumar, Prssanna Desai, Surbhi Gawande, Rishabh Nambiar and Dr.Mahesh Maurya 

 

Abstract: Conversational agents are intelligent agents designed to simulate human communication. In 

today’s world the existence of state of the art hardware, the vast amounts of available data, and the 

significant advances in the artificial intelligence domain, especially deep learning, have led to 

exceptional progress in the development of conversational agents or chatbot’s. In this paper, we discuss 

Seq2Seq architecture to build a generative conversational agent and compare its performance using two 

contrasting data sets, the Cornell movie data set and the Twitter data set. We present our findings in the 

form of a table that takes into account a set of linguistic factors, and evaluate the chatbot based on 

various parameters. 

 

One-Wire Communication based on PWM Technique 
 

Arnob Kumar Bairagi 

 

Abstract: Pulse width modulation technique can be used for communicating between several IC (or say 

microcontroller) through a one wire bus just by doing some modification. This process is developed 
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such way that the master can select any slave connected to the bus and collect a large set of 

information. This is done by giving a chip selection pulse whose time period represents the slave 

address. Each of the data presented in a set will contain its source address. This is done by allocating a 

specific percentage of time for source addressing and remaining for data. This process has two major 

benefits. One, for receiving an n-bit data and n-bit address, a processor has to monitor just two logical 

change (a rising edge & falling edge ) in this process whereas for receiving the same n-bit data without 

any source address using Dallas one wire protocol, the receiver needs to check the status of the bus at 

least n+2 times. Another, this process has no limitation of slave addressing and the number of data in 

each set to be transmitted by a slave. If number of information sources increase then the time allocated 

for source addressing also needs to be increased. Similarly if the number of slaves increase then the 

chip selection pulse also should be extended. So for communicating between a large numbers of 

microcontrollers, this process may be a better solution. 

 

Industrial Smart Centralized Power monitoring System using 

Internet of Things Implemented in Forging Machine for Power 

Consumption 
 

Neelima Kolhare, Pratiksha Kasbekar, Dr Ulhas Shinde and Aditi Someshwar 

 

Abstract: This paper focus on smart energy using IoT implemented Forging machine. For every 

manufacturing industry, the biggest cost head is the electricity consumption. While the electricity 

consumption is a must to do expense, often times, the loss of electricity is the actual cause of higher 

electricity bills. Hence every single company wants to efficiently monitor their energy consumption so 

that they pay for exactly what they use and minimize the losses or wastage of energy in places where 

there is no production or any activity going on. To accomplish this, each industry installs high quality 

energy meters in the unit, but since the manufacturing units are often spread across an area, there are 

more than one energy meter. And as the size of the plant grows, the number of energy meters also 

grows, thereby making it further difficult to monitor. This paper aims in creating such a system where 

all the energy meters in a factory are networked in a centralized system for accurate monitoring which 

is a compulsory requirement for companies. We utilize this by making right use of technology and the 

available low cost tools.  

 

Sensor Node Selection for Distributed Beamforming in Wireless 

Sensor Networks and Algorithm for Sidelobe Control in 

Collaborative Beamforming 
 

Vinita Edlabadkar and Shivraj Singh 

 

Abstract: Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) are in a boom in todays era of Communication with the 

help of Collaborative Beamforming and Distributed Beamforming techniques we are going to brief out 

various methods and strategies. While using this technique we need to keep various factors in mind 

those are 1) Power Energy Consumption 2) Synchronization and localization errors 3)Optimal 

beamforming must be performed 4) Side lobe control. In Collaborative beamforming the antennas of 

the sensor node form the distributed antenna array on one of the selected cluster head node to radiate 

the collaborated energy in desired direction or to the sink node. The sink node can be in a form of 

antenna on earth or can be in a form of satellite in air named as Universal Aerial Cycle (UAV).We are 

going to discuss the advancement done in early research papers and how with the help of new methods 

we can make a system more realistic with least possible error. We are going to discuss method for 

various issues 1) When number of sensor increases. 2) How the efficient selection of node must be 
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done so that long distance transmission can be done with least error. 3) How to select a sensor node 

randomly when number of sensors with different wavelength and different parameters are available. 4) 

Side lobe control mechanism is discussed when number of nodes in a cluster increases. 

 

Surface Morphology & Performance of Cuo Nanoparticles Coated 

Evacuated Tube for Domestic Solar Water Heater 
 

Rupeshkumar V. Ramani, Bharat M. Ramani and Anjana D. Saparia 

 

Abstract: Because of better absorptivity solar evacuated tubes have been accepted as domestic solar 

water heating systems. CuO nanoparticles are of great interest on account of their potential and 

potential uses mainly in the field of solar energy applications. By the sol-gel method, CuO 

nanoparticles are synthesized on solar evacuated borosilicate glass tube initiated from Cupric Acetate 

with the colloidal solution in water. A thin film was prepared at room temperature nearly at 28 to 37 

°C. The synthesized film has been annealed at 300 °C for nearly one hour gives uniform grain structure 

and good surface morphological properties of the film. Equally, it improves the optical properties of the 

film in terms of absorptivity. For the morphological study, the film was characterized by X-Ray 

Diffraction (XRD), Transmission Electron Microscopy(TEM) & Scanning Electron Microscopy 

(SEM). TEM analyzed and depicted the particle size of CuO ~ 5 nm. To understand the optical 

behavior of nanosized CuO particles on borosilicate glass tube UV-visible spectrum has been 

performed. By the calculations of an effective mass model, the size of particles determined as 2.26 nm, 

which supports and justifies the TEM analysis. CuO nanoparticles coated evacuated tube has been 

installed as a domestic solar water heater and produced hot water and working satisfactorily. 

 

Bus Travel Guide using GPS 
 

Sasinas Alias Haritha Z A, Anoop P, Arathi S, Ajay P, Sreelakshmi B and Greeshma Vijayan 

 

Abstract: Majority of the people depend upon public transportation system across the world. The main 

problem regarding with this is not knowing the actual schedule and wasting the time or often there are 

chances of missing the bus. The paper put forward a system that tracks and updates the position of the 

buses regularly using GPS & Google map. Then it sends the information to the user via MyBus 

application. The above process is carried out using a unique identification code provided to each bus 

conductors. When the bus starts the trip, conductor logs in to the MyBusDrive. As the bus moves, the 

location gets updated on the web server. The system also searches for the nearest bus stop and provides 

the bus schedule. It responds to most of the user requests within 3 seconds of the request. The use of 

GPS and Google map provides an accuracy of about 93% to 95%. 

 

Appying Shannon’s Entropy for the Evaluation of Social 

Development in South America 
 

Alexi Delgado, Ayala Huamani and Betsabe Brillitt 

 

Abstract: In the world the level of social development in a country is an important factor since it 

guarantees the improvement in the quality of life in its population. In our study we will measure social 

development using both quantitative and qualitative variables to measure the level of development of 

the countries of South America for the year 2016, taking into account the impact variables in this part 

of the region. The entropy-weight method, which is based on the theory of Shannon’s entropy theory 

was applied to obtain a ranking that shows the level of social development in the countries listed. The 

entropy-weight method was applied to calculate the weight of the criteria, and then the countries 
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studied was classified according to the results of a weighted sum. This paper seeks to present an 

informative map of social development in the mentioned countries, which varies in a scale of colors 

with the ranking data. 

 

Design of a Web System to Improve Logistics Management in a 

Mass Consumption Distributor 
 

Alexi Delgado, Chanamoth Oversluijs Hillary and Manco Arias Aylin  

 

Abstract: This work shows the prototype design and implementation of a web system to improve 

shipping management, optimizing the process of distribution and supply of beverages in a mass 

consumption distributor. The main solution to the problem of the distributor is sought; to solve the 

delay in the deliveries to the clients and to optimize this process. The system would receive the 

purchase orders, generate a detailed report on the order, filling form of the load vehicles and realized to 

complete pursuit of each delivery order. For the achievement of the proposed objectives the RUP 

software development methodology was used. In the system development various technologies was 

used, such as the PHP programming language and the MySql database manager. 

 

Rain Detection and Intensity Measurement using Smartphones 

and Audio Clips 

 
Antony Vigil, Swetha Kumar and K S C Animisha 

 

Abstract- Rain observations is significant for professional researches, decision-making, and our daily 

lives. Presently, the existing rain gauges only covers area which is less than 1% of the earth surface, 

and its amount is further decreasing. With the help of various existing techniques, rain observations 

today are still not accurate and just. Hence the presence crowd sourcing leads the way towards a 

faultless rain observing mechanism with good quality resolution , high and larger area of coverage, 

based on an sources, smart phones, which are both integrated with many advanced sensors and are 

becoming more and more popular . Under this paper, we propose a ideal system that uses this concept 

of crowd sourced audio clips from numerous smart phone users to achieve accurate detection and 

intensity of rain. The result of this system is that it can detect and measure rain with 92.0% and 93.9% 

True Positive Rates respectively. 

 

Sensor-Cloud: the Recent Virtualization Paradigm for IoT-based 

Heterogeneous WSNs 
 

Nasr Musaed S. Almurisi and T. Srinivasulu 

 

Abstract: With the rapid growth of the IoT technology, WSNs have gained a major attention and been 

widely deployed in various sectors. Most of the IoT-based applications require a real-time data 

acquisition, fast processing, and an efficient system management. Sensor-Cloud (SC) is a new 

paradigm in which the environmental data can be collected, processed, and analyzed in real-time, and 

then be provided in form of Sensing as a Service (SaaS). Such a sensing mechanism enables connecting 

several heterogeneous WSNs distributed in different geographical areas, and utilizing them in a 

virtualized manner by many remote users, at the same time. In this paper, we explore SC paradigm and 

discuss its relevant aspects. We start with brief descriptions of its main components (i.e., physical 

WSN, cloud-computing, and virtualization), highlighting the major characteristics, and presenting its 
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general architecture. We then review some efficient works introduced recently in literature, 

summarizing their main contributions and particular focuses 

 

Mineral Mapping and Lithological Discrimination using Remote 

Sensing in Indian Region: a Review 
 

Ranjana Waman Gore, Smita Kasar and Abhilasha Mishra 

 

Abstract: The Remote sensing techniques are helpful in the extraction of useful minerals. NASA’s 

Earth Observing – I (EO-I) satellite was launched in Nov 2000 which plays very important role in 

spectral analysis for various applications such as agriculture, mineral mapping, lithological 

discrimination, vegetation mapping etc. The spectral data can be obtained from USGS site for 

identification of minerals and fractures. The rocks and minerals shows some spectral characteristics 

through which it is possible to analyze the spectra for identifying the chemical compositions of soil and 

rock. The work done by various authors at the national level covered regions of Karnataka, Rajasthan, 

Himalaya, Thar Desert, Jharkhand and Tamilnadu identifying the minerals kaolinite, hematite, alunite, 

goethite, sericite, and chromite, deposits of copper, lead, zinc, marbles, mica, opal, sphalerite, calcite, 

dolomite and Chlorite, etc for abundance . The data for mineral mapping is divided into two categories 

viz. multispectral data and hyperspectral data. The multispectral data consists of multiple (typically 

three to fifteen) bands whereas hyperspectral data consists of hundreds of bands. Hyperspectral data is 

widely used because it provides more spectral information than multispectral data. Hyperspectral 

remote sensing provides spectral bands with unique spatial/spectral data for the analysis of surface 

mineralogy. Various techniques have been developed for both the categories for the classification of 

earth surface features. The techniques PCA, ICA and Crosta are used with multispectral data while the 

techniques for hyperspectral data are MF, Mixture Tuned Mapped Filtering (MTMF), Spectral Angle 

Mapper (SAM), MNF, Spectral Feature Fitting (SFF), etc. The paper focuses on the techniques used 

for hyperspectral data due to its advantages and accuracy of results. Hence an integrated approach of 

different mineral mapping techniques will give a better mapping of the minerals. 

 

Secured Wireless Multi Robot Communication for SWARM 

Robotics using Mobile Application 
 

Karan Gandhi, Rohan Jain, Tushar Manak and Kashyap Joshi 

 

Abstract: Robotic Swarms are able to bring greater mass coordination, intelligence to whichever 

application it is applied as the collaboration between multi-robot systems help them to achieve such 

tasks which even a single highly complex and sophisticated bot cannot perform, resulting in preventing 

wastage of energy. Different types of Wireless transmission systems are used to achieve local 

communication. The proposed project aims at making the existing multiple robot communication 

systems more secure by using Bluetooth module for User – Robot communication. Implementation 

details are explained and Leader-Follower approach of SWARM navigation where leader robot guides 

the slave robots is achieved and its application as a warehouse bot system for co-operative transport 

controlled using a mobile application is demonstrated, thereby allowing the user to seamlessly control 

multiple robots by controlling only the leader robot. Communication between the user and the leader 

robot is achieved using secured networking by using a Bluetooth module (HC05) and the 

communication between robots is achieved using RF wireless transceiver module which is designed for 

very low-power wireless applications, creating applications for this system in disaster evacuation, 

hazardous environments, precision farming, warehouses and military operations. 
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Interference Tracking System in Manets using Multilayer 

Perceptron Neural Networks 
 

Mrs. Swetha M. S, Dr. Thungamani M and Mr. Muneshwara M. S 

 

Abstract: Communication in Mobile Ad hoc (MANETS) networks happens without specific 

infrastructure. This prototype assumes that an arbitrary node will forward traffic flow originating from 

other nodes readily. Contrariwise, in aggressive surroundings where we discover most uses of ad hoc 

systems, an always obliging and obedient behavior on behalf of the other nodes of the network cannot 

be assumed as the final act undertaken by all the nodes. The emphasis in this paper is on sensing the 

occurrence of malevolent nodes that selectively or casually drop packets envisioned for other target 

nodes. We further categorize each packet drop attack, according to its attack nature by detecting and 

examining how each packet drop attack affects the network characteristics. Using a simulated MANET 

setting and MLP-NN modelling we can exemplify an Interference Tracking System that can positively 

notice nasty packet dropping attacks with great correctness. 

 

Compact Low Loss Design and Simulation of LiTaO3 Asymmetric 

Y-Branch Power splitter 
 

D.Neelima Patnaik and C.P. Vardhani 

 

Abstract: Photonics is discipline of science concerning the control of light, or photons, for multiple 

applications and devices, as electronics has to do with electrons. In Integrated optical systems like 

Optical Switching an asymmetrical waveguide is suitable as broadband optical switches which are 

required for wavelength division multiplexed photonic network. LiTaO3 being a promising material for 

optical devices due of its resistance against optical damage, in this work we have designed an 

asymmetric Single-mode Ybranch 1×2 optical power splitter comprising of one S- bend waveguide and 

one straight waveguide structures designed on a LiTaO3 platform. We report about the design and 

simulated results of the Singlemode 1 x 2 optical planar asymmetrical power splitter. The splitter was 

designed with the help of R-Soft software using Beam Propagation method.Controling of power 

splitting is fulfilled by varying width of the splitter. This s-bend beam splitter can be used to split the 

output power asymmetrically with good splitting ratio of high accuracy and low insertion loss 

compared to straight bend splitters. 

 

Temperature and Humidity Monitoring System using IoT in Server 

Rooms 
 

KushalAgarwalla, Shubham Nandan, Varun Anil Nair and Dhikhi .T 

 

Abstract: The server rooms in companies, IT industries, schools, universities, banks etc. are one of the 

essential part of a given enterprise. The data present in these servers is valuable for their stability of 

their enterprises. Data might get damaged or lost if the temperature or humidity of the server room 

increases or decreases. They are meant to be handled at a certain adequate condition and range. The 

efficient range is between 21 °C to 23 °C and 45 to 60% of humidity. One way by which it can be 

monitored and controlled is by designing a system on Internet of Things (IOT) model. This paper offers 

an efficient and secure way of extracting and monitoring temperature and humidity data using Arduino 

Uno, temperature and humidity sensor, ESP 8266 Wi-Fi module and ThingSpeak cloud server. 
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Threshold Voltage Modeling of SiN/AlGaN/GaN-based 

MISHEMTs using Distributed Surface States 
 

Joydeep Ghosh 

 

Abstract: In this paper, a physics-based analytical model is described to predict the threshold voltage 

and its dependence on various design parameters like layer thicknesses and Al mole fraction of a 

SiN/AlGaN/AlN/GaN based MISHEMT. This model includes the donor-like AlGaN surface state 

parameters, which are in turn responsible for a 2D electron gas formed at the AlGaN/GaN 

heterointerface. The model shows good agreement with the reported experimental data, and promises to 

become a mathematical tool in designing such MISHEMTs. 

 

Nowcasting of Rainfall using Deep Learning 
 

Maitreya Patel, Anery Patel and Dr. Ranendu Ghosh 

 

Abstract: The uncertainty of weather conditions put farmers at a great risk these days. It is important 

for them to learn about any upcoming aberrations in the weather to take precautionary measures. 

Nowcasting, a heuristic approach to forecast weather conditions for the next few hours(0-6 hours) has 

given positive results using extrapolation methods and current observations thereby, reducing the 

uncertainty of the day-ahead forecast of the previous day. This technique of forecasting cannot be 

solved using numerical methods for weather predictions. We hereby, develop a novel approach to solve 

the problem of Nowcasting by employing deep learning architectures like LSTM (Long Short Term 

Memory) with bidirectional model and Convolutional Neural Networks. The atmospheric parameter 

studied and predicted using our model is precipitation. Given the location specific time series data for 

previous day weather conditions, the model forecasts the next 2-3 hours precipitation parametric value. 

The accuracy achieved using this technique to predict Gujarat weather pattern is 93.7% and 89.9% for 

North America continent weather pattern. To further our studies, we compared the LSTM model and 

1D CNN model on weather times series data available for North America continent. 

 

Intelligent Traffic Light System based on Density 
 

Raiyyan Malik, Komal Bhagat, Prachi Kaushik and Maansi Gupta 

 

Abstract: Traffic congestion is one of the major issues in major cities of almost every country around 

the world. This is because of the large growth in population of the world. Due to this the number of 

vehicles is increased exponentially. To reduce this congestion and a major problem for the people who 

have to go to offices, we have put up an intelligent traffic light system to solve the problem. Our 

project will able to turn the green light to a variable amount of time depending upon the density. We 

have used IR sensors, arduino and indication devices. 

 

Analysis and Design of Mathematical Modeling of Solar Inverter 
 

K.Sridharan, V. Krithika, M. Mohamed Rabik and M.Nandhini 

 

Abstract: This paper proposes a mathematical modeling of DC-DC boost converter-inverter system and 

simulation work is carried out using MATLAB Simulink. And Hardware implementation also In this 

paper a single-stage DC-AC power conversion system is presented. This system consists of two 

converters, DCDC boost converter and single-phase inverter. The boost converter converts input DC 

low voltage into high DC output voltage. The DC output from boost converter is converted into AC 
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output voltage by an inverter. The mathematical model of solar based DCDC boost converter and 

inverter system is presented. The mathematical model of the proposed system is represented. 

 

Comparative Study of Energy Aware Routing Protocols 
 

Mr.Gaurav Vishnu Londhe and Dr.Dilendra Hiren 

 

Abstract: In connection to the research published on wireless sensor network (WSN),the main concern 

in data transmission is found to be the network failure. The main cause found in the earlier researches 

is the energy loss takes place of the nodes which helps in forming the network. The residual energy in 

battery terminal must be analyzed and need to be used to form a network to give better network 

lifetime to avoid the loss of time and energy to form a new network if current fails to transmit the 

message. There are several energy aware protocols available which needs to be compared and analyzed 

with different parameters. The total network life time can be further improved with the findings of this 

analysis. This analysis study involves of the comparison of the different methodologies with 

parameters on which the performance of the protocol is depends on. Here we compare some important 

parameters like distance, residual battery energy in simulations in NS2 

 

Design of an Interactive Environment for Studying Digraphs 

Theory using UML and Java SE 
 

Anca-Elena Iordan 

 

Abstract: In this paper the author presents the key steps that are required in object-orientated design of 

a new interactive environment that is dedicated to the assimilation of knowledge of digraphs theory 

domain. It simulates algorithms especially for determining of the minimum spanning trees, the optimal 

paths, the Hamiltonian paths and Eulerian paths. The interactive environment permits simulation of 

five algorithms for determining minimum spanning trees, one of random type (linear time randomized 

algorithm) and four of Greedy type (Sollin algorithm, Prim algorithm, Kruskal algorithm and reverse-

delete algorithm). To determine the optimal paths, the environment allows simulation of four 

algorithms: Dijkstra algorithm, RoyFloyd algorithm, Bellmann-Ford algorithm and Johnson algorithm. 

Getting Hamiltonian paths is shown by this environment by simulating of three algorithms: Chen 

algorithm, Kaufmann algorithm and Foulkes algorithm, and getting Eulerian paths by simulating of two 

algorithms: Fleury algorithm and Hierholzer algorithm. Concrete and concise modelling of the software 

was done through UML diagrams and to software implementation was used programming language 

Java SE. 

 

Red Upconversion Emission of Er3+/Yb3+with Silver 

Nanoparticles Doped Tugestent Tellurite Glasses 
 

S.K. Mahajan and Ravi Jain 

 

Abstract: Glass system TeO2-WO3-Li2O (TWLEYA) containing Er-Yb and Ag nanoparticle has been 

prepared by metal quenching technique. The Silver nanoparticle (AgNPs) is obtained by mean of heat 

treated during 12h. Absorption spectra reveal not only the peaks due to Er3+ ions, but also the surface 

plasmon resonance band of silver NPs located around 525nm and 650 nm. Under 980nm laser 

excitation upconversion emission spectra show two major emission at 548nm and 657nm originating 

from 4 S3/2 and 4F9/2 energy levels of the Er3+ ions , respectively was obseved . For heat treated 

TWLEYA sample under 980 nm excitation produced intense green compare to red emission. The red 

emission enhancement factor~ 2fold has been measured for 0.7mol% of AgNPs sample .Red emission 
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ehancement is attributed to local field increase in proximity of the Ag NPs and not energy tranfer from 

NPs to emitters. Possible energy transfer upconversion mechanism has been also discussed. 

 

Reducing of Power Consumption using Efficient Way of Tri-State 

Buffer Connection 
 

Maan Hameed Mohammed, Hussein Shakor Mogheer and  Khamees Khalaf Hasan 

 

Abstract: One of the effective techniques for decreasing dynamic power dissipation in synchronous 

design. The performance of this technique is possible by hiding the time clock that revives to the 

suitable a segment of the pattern. A study of current timeclock gating actions on various synchronous a 

digital blocks is obtainable relatively. Tri-state buffer and gated logic are used in the interior of the 

generation clock circuit by with the features of the innovative design. The new sub module is created 

by connection of two tri-state logic which are used as switched to control the design. The new 

suggested technique saves more power and area. The recommended design is achieved by utilizing 

ASIC design schemes. With a view to implement the encoder and decoder Huffman, the architecture of 

design has been created by means of Verilog HDL language. In addition to that, it is simulated via 

ModelSim-Altera 10.3c (Quartus II 14.1) tools. By using tri-state technique, dynamic power and total 

power are decreased. The proposed system design will lessen the hardware complication per 

approximately. Keywords: Tri-state buffer; VLSI; Xilinx; glitches; hazards. 

 

CMMI-based Requirement Management Model 
 

Armando Orue and David Mauricio 

 

Abstract: The small and medium enterprises of the software industry (SME-IS) in Peru present 

deficiencies in terms of processes and quality of their software products. In the current market, there 

are life cycle models that help SMEs manage their software development processes; however, most of 

them focus on a specific part of their activity and do not have a systematic approach to problems most 

organizations face. For this reason, this work shows the applicability of the CMMI-based requirements 

development process in a software company. This model has allowed SMEs to standardize their 

requirements management process, reducing the number of defects and incidents by up to 40%. The 

case study demonstrates that CMMI implementation is feasible, which brings together a set of good 

software engineering practices to adequately define customer needs, generate deliverables that enable 

traceability of requirements in the software development lifecycle and that facilitate the gradual 

improvement of the different project management, process management, engineering and support 

processes. This model also helps solve typical organizational problems, such as products and services 

that do not meet customer requirements. 

 

Secure Online Purchases and Role of EMV& Biometric 
 

Youness Ridani 

 

Abstract: This paper analyzes the demand for higher security protocols for purchases made online 

using a credit card. Based on overwhelming evidence, credit card fraud continues to plague the e-

commerce platform as well as more traditional points-of-sale transactions. Some of the current issues 

obscuring progress in credit card security is the lack of adoption of EMV chip technology world-wide, 

loop holes still existing in the EMV chip algorithms, sale of credentials over the black market, 

counterfeiting, and abuse by close family members due to stored credit card information on merchants’ 

databases. Moreover, if these databases get compromised by hackers, large amounts of data from 

multiple users can be stolen and loss for the targeted company can be financially catastrophic. The 
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researcher proposes a new protocol whereby users are required to present their EMV chipped credit 

card at a virtual payment gateway or physical point of sale. EMV chip readers are more secure because 

all data is encrypted and never entered manually over a network. Furthermore, in case the purchases 

come under the threat of a man-in-the-middle attack, a biometric scan of the user’s fingerprint will also 

be mandatory to authenticate the credentials. Thus, hacks involving EMV vulnerabilities such as pre-

play attacks and image capturing can also be eliminated. This protocol is revolutionary in that 

biometric security in conjunction with EMV chip readers have never been used simultaneously to 

process credit card purchases. The device enabled with both an EMV chip reader and fingerprint 

scanner has traditionally been used for only e-government transactions, such as voting, and not linked 

to protocols involving a bank, a merchant and a user. This research will offer a proposed solution 

which integrates the three previously mentioned entities using technologies such as the SecuGen 

device, biometric database matching using SDK and e-commerce web design utilizing Java. 

Additionally, end-users’ attitudes towards adopting the proposed solution indicate that for the sake of 

security, authentication using both a card reader and fingerprint scan is preferable over current 

practices. 

 

The Analysis of Important Steps in Snort as an Early Warning 

System from Various Cyber Attacks 
 

Aaruni Goel and Dr. Chandika Aditya Kumawat 

 

Abstract: The intrusion detection and prevention systems (IDPS) in computers networks are now 

prevailing throughout the globe. Since big cooperates can afford cost and maintenance of licensed 

IDPS so they are somewhat relaxed. But small and medium enterprises need a free ware solution. The 

snort is a perfect choice them over any Linux distro. In this paper a small review of snort installation 

over Ubuntu 14.04 is discussed. The large part is devoted tothe problems that small and medium 

enterprises need to understand. 

 

EV Charger to Electric Vehicle Communication using CAN Bus 
 

Ms. Ashwinee Gajanan Jadhao and Prof. Dr. S.P.Ugale 

 

Abstract: It is system which establish communication between electric vehicle (EV) and EV charger by 

using Controlled Area Network (CAN) bus. Voltage, current and temperature are the battery 

parameters read by the vehicle and it also check for availability of AC voltage, current and temperature 

of the charger. As per demand of the customer battery will get charged. Charging and discharging 

status is observed. There are various battery parameters like State of Charge (SOC), State of Health 

(SOH), voltage, current, temperature is monitored by using MATLAB 2014a to design Battery 

Management System (BMS). CAN Communication is established between electric vehicle and charger. 

Various communication problems are studied and Battery management system is designed for the 

communication. Vehicle check for the battery status as per that ask for charger to charge it as per 

demand. Basically it is required to protect overheating and overcharging of the battery by establishing 

proper communication between electric vehicle and charger. 

 

IoT Architecture based on Wireless Sensor Network Systems for 

the Monitoring and Detection of Zeal in Bovine Cows 
 

Juan M. Núñez V, Rafael Ricardo Renteria Ramos, Laura M. Wallis M and Juan M. Ramirez S 

 

Abstract: This research presents the implementation of WSN system for the monitoring detection of 

zeal in bovine cows. Finally we show the different hardware and software architectures to obtain a 
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quantitative and qualitative change in the livestock production and as well as the simulation of a 

georeferencing algorithm for cows. 

 

E-Vote using Blockchain 
 

M.S.Antony Vigil, Nimisha Praveen, Suvetha Suresh and Sanjana.V 
 

Abstract: E-vote is focused on the design of a next generation voting system built on the foundation of 

the blockchain. The person who votes expects to be anonymous and the government should make sure 

the person only votes once, thus making tampering of votes impossible. On the blockchain, transactions 

made as a group and are is hashed together and are then connected along with the previous hash value 

making a block, and thus the entire blockchain would be publicly accessible. Using blockchain in 

voting as many advantages such as we can make sure the votes are not tampered and at the same time 

the whole system can be made decentralized. The voter IDs are a public or private keypair which 

cannot be traced to a voter’s identity .Verification of votes are done using smart contracts. Fingerprints 

of the voters are dissolved into text using steganography. In this system a smart contract will be issued 

only if certain conditions such as fingerprints and other such details are verified to a candidate and if 

these conditions are satisfied then only they will be sent to the voter wallet. By combining elements of 

the cryptographically hashed values, blockchain, smart contract, steganography, databaseit is possible 

to build an open, verifiable, and anonymous voting system for the modern world. 

 

Biometric Systems for Secure Human Recognition 
 

Annu Sharma, Praveena Chaturvedi and Shwetank Arya 

 

Abstract: Human recognition is one of the essential techniques in recent computing. Human 

recognition is required in mundane to very sophisticated activities carried out in various IT 

applications. One of the techniques for identifying the person includes using their biological, chemical 

and behavioral characteristics. Biometric system is a computer based automatic system to establish 

identity of the users by using their biological traits. The most popular traits in modern applications are 

biological aspects of the prospective user for identification. Although using chemical traits of the 

human for identification is more accurate and reliable, but these are very difficult to use in practice. In 

this paper performance of automatic human recognition system are presented based on various 

parameters like users psychology, easiness of use, security, reliability and market share. It has been 

observed that these systems provide authentication and recognition but security of these systems at 

template level is also one of the challenges for designers. 

 

An Enhanced Approach to Understand Short Text with Probase by 

Analyzing Semantic Knowledge 
 

Rahul Gavli and S. G. Shikalpure 

 

Abstract: Understanding meaning of short messages or text is challenging and an important aspect in 

this knowledge-based world, because of tremendous amount of short text is generated as information 

shared by millions of people in social networks and search question and queries on search engines such 

as Bing, Google, Yahoo etc. Mostly search queries contain very few words and tweeter message size is 

also limited to 280 characters only, that’s why, short texts give rise to ambiguity. Search engines, 

understands short text quiet well, this however does not show that search engines have an organic 

understanding of short text. Rather, there is trivial gap filled in by users link selection signals, because 

human can understand short text. Mostly short text is vague that’s why traditional NLP tools are not 

sufficient to process the short text. Because of these tools are more syntax oriented and short text don’t 
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have accurate syntax, so we need to work on semantic relatedness, then only we can better understand 

the short text. In this system we are more concentrated on how short text is semantically related rather 

syntactically. We build the system in which Probase is used having huge coverage of concepts, 

instances and their relationship harvested form millions of web pages. We experimented on real time 

data of tweeter, queries and shown that semantic relatedness is an important aspect of short text 

understanding. 

 

A Framework for Understanding Process Interoperability and 

Healthcare Information Systems 
 

C.Sunil Kumar 

 

Abstract: It is clear that in today’s organizations, new and existing applications require access to data 

stored in several preexisting databases held at several local and remote locations. Therefore, a main 

criterion required by most complex organizations, is the provision of collaboration possibilities and 

information integration mechanisms among distributed, heterogeneous, and autonomous database 

systems. The development of an application provides interoperability and information integration 

among distributed systems, via the deployment of database standards and emerging Internet 

technologies. It is one of the most challenging approaches in the area of integrating heterogeneous 

information from autonomous sites. In this context, the work described in this paper focuses on the 

design and development of a Generic Information Exchange (GIE) System. The system supports a wide 

variety of applications with efficient means for their interconnection and interoperation, while 

preserving their heterogeneity, distribution, and full autonomy. An example of the interoperability 

problem is found in the healthcare domain, where each hospital, or even each department in a hospital, 

maintains its own database. In this environment it is very important to permit users to locate and access 

data from several remote databases, supporting the needs of patient care, daily operations of the 

hospitals and research consultations. It necessitates the sharing and exchange of data related to clinical, 

administrative, managerial and research (statistical) information. Therefore, it is necessary to propose 

an approach i.e. GIE System that permits interoperation among heterogeneous, distributed, and 

autonomous sites. 

 

A Progressive Model for Effort Estimation for Web Development 
 

Kohli PJ 

 

Abstract: With the development of advancements and new heading to fields like Artificial 

comprehensible , we wanted to utilize this in the field of delicate figuring to evaluate the exertion. As 

worked by individuals in industry and the scholarly community read work in papers. In the current 

circumstances it has been warmly acknowledged that coordinated advancement is a better approach 

than customary programming improvement, with the methodologies like intelligent advancement 

,incremental conveyance and so forth. Along these lines we accomplished dexterous advancement to 

accomplish higher increases, The development of web throughout the years become greater and greater 

so to accomplish it speedier in time utilizing nimble for web improvement is a decent decision. in this 

paper . In current circumstances , purchaser fulfilment is essential regardless of whether the necessities 

often change, and subsequently, the customary techniques feel chocked or suffocated in this way these 

are not appropriate. As an option , spry programming improvement surfaced and observed to be 

generally acknowledged here we are chipping away at an informational index from IFPUG subjecting 

in to a refresh exertion estimation , when contrasted with more established techniques like master 

feeling , non algometric model, for web application gauges utilizing the story point approach 
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Reasoning in Expert Systems using Fuzzy Petri Nets and Invariant 

Method 
 

Dr.HusseinA.Lafta 

 

Abstract: In the presence of imprecision of data and uncertainty of knowledge, a Fuzzy Petri Net (FPN) 

is used as a modeling and analysis tools .The structural properties of the FPN make it as a powerful 

analysis tools to detects many errors that may occurs within the fuzzy rules of knowledge bases 

systems , such as conflicting ,inconsistent ,cyclic, deadlock ,redundant . A novel approach based on 

invariant method and fuzzy petri net is used for reasoning in expert systems in the presence of one of 

the above error (cyclic). First cyclic is detected and then eliminated. The proposed technique was 

successfully applied in a simulated expert system for a communication system. 

 

Design & Comparative Analysis of Low Power Subthreshold 

Source Coupled Logic (SCL) based SRAM with Traditional SRAM 

under 32nm. 
 

T. Vasudeva Reddy and K. Madhava Rao 

 

Abstract: A wide deployment of battery operated devices that demands for Low power circuits 

functioning in subthreshold regime has become more popular now a days. As the circuits operating in 

the in this region has sensitive to the supply voltage & process variations. The main problem in here is 

the leakage power, when Vgs < Vth. This leads to less performance & stability of the overall circuit, 

but significantly increment in delay. The major objective of the research paper is to design of novel 

techniques of SRAM models, as memory is the principal component in most of the digital designs and 

consumes maximum power & occupies more area. The major focus in the research paper is to design 

Novel technique of Source coupled logic SRAM and by analyzing its functionality & performance in 

view of read, write, static, dynamic power, rise, fall time parameters, power delay product. A 

comparison is made with subthreshold 8T SRAM, the conclusion is made based on the results obtained. 

 

Compensated and Estimated Sensory Data on the Control of 

Platoon using Kalman Estimation 
 

Mohamed Rabik M, Sridharan K, Muthuramalingam Thangaraj and Balasubadra Kandasamy 

 

Abstract: The adaptive cruise controller is a popular speed and inter gap distance controller in the 

automobile industry. It also assists in the formation of vehicle strings called platoon. Owing to the 

factors such as measurement noise, delay and disturbances in lead vehicle, the string stability and 

settling time of platoon are the two major concerns. In this paper, a newer control strategy called fully 

cooperative adaptive cruise controller (FCACC) is proposed as an extension of ACC and cooperative 

adaptive cruise control (CACC) structures with features such as sensory data delay compensation and 

noise cancellation. Hence, the design and implementation feasibility have been presented under fully 

wireless linked vehicular Adhoc network (VANET) with delay compensating and control circuits. A 

longitudinal dynamic model has also been developed and used as vehicle model in the simulation 

environment with real time specifications. Further, the received signal from a sensor has been 

approximated and estimated by the Kalman filter to remove the noise and unwanted speed oscillations. 

Furthermore, the results show that the improvement of the platoon parameters such as settling time and 

reduction of jerk with help of measurement signal estimation. 
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Radio Telescopes for a Short-Term Forecast of Solar Activity 
 

Alexander Volvach, Inna Yakubovskaya 

 

Abstract: Simultaneous observations of three small radio telescopes RT-3, RT-2 and RTM, covering 

the range from 0.66 cm to 1.05 m, will allow obtaining information for analysis of energy release in the 

solar atmosphere, diagnostics of eruptive solar plasma and short-term forecast of solar activity. The 

implementation of this radio astronomy project allowed Ukraine to enter the international network of 

the Sun Service. Detected acceleration of growth the surface temperature of the earth in "Nikitsky 

Botanical Garden" after 1988. Based on the analysis of ground measurements of temperature: the air at 

a height of 2 m and the Earth's surface for the period from 1930 by 2014, discusses the possible causes 

of the acceleration. The tendency of variation of the secular variations of the geomagnetic declination 

in the Kara-Dag point is determined similar to the tendency of the northern component of the velocity 

of the northern geomagnetic pole to change: reaching a maximum value of about 2000, the trend sign 

changes to the opposite one 

 

Impact of IOT in Current Era 
 

Saru Dhir, Pragnshu Deep and Madhurima Hooda 

 

Abstract: The idea of connecting all the embedded devices around us to the internet packs in a lot of 

potential of changing the way of our life and the world. It enables us to live a smart life in a smart 

world. Internet of Things (IoT) can be used in various ways in different fields to make our lives easier. 

Many top companies and governments have learnt the true potential of IoT and are now investing on it 

to harness its benefits. This paper will specify the initial study about IoT, it’s working and its benefits 

and problems. This paper also studies the various challenges that IoT has faced in its proper 

functioning and implementation and mention certain ways to overcome these challenges and use IoT in 

its fullest potential for the betterment of our lives and the world. 

 

Playing Games using Deep Learning 
 

A study based on Google’s Research on Deep Q Learning 
 

P.Pavitrakumar and Dr. Arockia Xavier Annie R 

 

Abstract: this work presents a study on Deep Q Learning used in playing video games [1]. The Deep Q 

model is analyzed to successfully learn game control policies from high-dimensional sensory input 

using reinforcement learning. The model used in is a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), its input is 

raw pixels generated from the video sequence images and whose output is value function that 

calculates future rewards. This model is tested on variety of Atari and custom made games and its 

performance is compared with human players 

 

Soil Classification and Moisture Prediction using Image 

Processing and Gravity Analog Soil Moisture Sensor 
 

Abrham Debasu Mengistu and Dagnachew Melesew Alemayehu 

 

Abstract: This paper presents soil moisture prediction and classification using computer vision & 

sensors approach. Gravity Analog Soil Moisture Sensor with arduino-uno and image processing is 

considered for classification and moisture characterization of soils. For the data sets, Amhara regions 

and Addis Ababa city of Ethiopia are considered for this study. In this research paper the total of 6 

http://www.amity.edu/
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group of soil and each having 90 images are used. That is, form these 540 images were captured. Once 

the dataset is collected, pre-processing and noise filtering steps are performed to achieve the goal of the 

study. Classification and characterization is performed through BPNN (Back-propagation neural 

network), the neural network consists of 7 inputs feature vectors and 6 neurons in its output layer to 

classify soil and predict moisture. 89.7% accuracy is achieved when back-propagation neural network 

(BPNN) is used. 

 

Comparative Analysis of Integrated Statistical Methods for 

Intrusion Detection in Wireless Network 
 

Narendrasinh B Gohil and Dr.VedVyas Dwivedi 

 

Abstract: Implementation of different combination of classification methods (supervised learning 

techniques) and clustering methods (unsupervised learning techniques) has been discussed in this paper 

to find out optimum solution for intrusion detection in wireless network. Parameters like accuracy, 

FAR, recall, precision and fmeasure of all integrated techniques are compared in result section. 

Experiments has made on KDD CUP ’99 dataset. 

 

A Survey on Resource Allocation and Application for 5G 
 

E. Elamaran and B.Sudhakar 

 

Abstract: The fifth generation (5G) is consistency in new radio (NR) processing. The generation 

partnership project (3GPP) community which extends to release the initial 5G specifications. At 

present the 5G systems has no formal expansion, other that they will include heterogeneity of radio 

technologies. The 5G also covers the flexibility in system design, reconfiguration of the network and 

resilience were the main support for 5G. In this job, the idea looks into different disciplines for 

scheduling in communication systems for users safety in the public. They may also demand during the 

special events or any other post run areas. The environments used in the process are extremely 

challenging one, which investigate the various scheduling algorithms and its necessary applications. 

The paper talk about the new approaches related to the 5G network include with the applications. The 

allocation of resource throughout the network also added in the network. 

 

Use of Radio Networks for the Purpose of Transmission of 

Information in Alarm Transmission Systems 
 

Ing. Martin Boroš and Doc. Ing. Andrej Veľas 

 

Abstract: The article is aimed at describing the conditions and the possibility of correctly transmitting 

information from the object to the monitoring and alarm receiving center. As part of the transmission, 

we will talk about how to encrypt information so that it is not accessible to unauthorized people. 

Wireless networks that are widely used daily and are often unaware. The exception is not even the 

alarm transmission systems, which serve primarily to protect property. Their significance consists in 

sending information about the violation of the monitored object to the monitoring and reception center 

where the information is evaluated. The evaluation may be performed by a private security service or a 

camera security system installed in a protected object. In addition to radio networks, information on the 

alarm receiving center can also be transmitted over GSM as an Ethernet communication. However, 

radio communication is commercially most frequently used. 
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Machine Learning based Automatic Speaker Recognition System 

using Image Classification Technique on Speech Spectrograms 
 

Chintankumar K. Umraliya and Dr. Kiran R. Trivedi 

 

Abstract: Automatic speaker recognition has a wide range of applications in the field such as security, 

entertainment and internet of things. Traditionally, digital signal processing techniques have been used 

to accomplish the task of speaker recognition by extracting unique speaker specific speech features and 

then processing them. The paper introduces a new method of speaker recognition by generating speech 

spectrograms which contain time varying spectral characteristics of the speech signal. Application of 

the image classification technique on these spectrograms can uniquely identify a speaker. Image 

classification task is achieved by modifying state of the art machine learning model and optimizing it 

for speaker recognition task. The proposed method outperforms many of the existing methods by 

substantial margin and provides reasonably high accuracy in speaker recognition task. 

 

A Novel Biometric Technique for Authentication: Tongue Print 
 

Vivek Dhruv Ugale and Gayatri M. Phade 

 

Abstract: Being enclosed in a mouth cavity, the tongue is a wellprotected sensory organ of a human 

body which can’t be forged easily. Also, various lingual features of a human tongue-like shape, surface 

texture, colour, which can be extracted for analysis purpose. Research done by various researchers 

suggest that ventral & dorsal part of a human tongue is unique for each individual. So, this uniqueness 

of the tongue can be used for an authentication process. Also, it is very easy to take tongue print of a 

human by sticking it out of the mouth. This paper discusses the previous work done on the tongue print 

technique for authentication. It also contains a survey of feature extraction of tongue print & creation of 

the database of tongue image. 

Low-Cost, Efficient and user Friendly Infant Monitoring System 
 

S.Aarthi, Swetha Kumar and K S C Animisha 

 

Abstract: The baby monitoring system gives a reliable and efficient baby monitor that can play a vital 

role in providing better care and protection for any infant. This paper presents the design of an 

Advanced and Efficient Baby Monitoring System using Raspberry Pi. This system monitors parameters 

such as temperature and humidity surrounding the infant, movements made by the infant and also 

would automatically log the activity and sleep cycles of the latter and act as a means by which parents 

could monitor their child remotely. For this it uses a camera in order for parents to view their child and 

it also sends a real time video to the webpage by which it provides reminders to the caretaker or rather 

parent. This system architecture consists of sensors for monitoring vital parameters such as temperature 

and humidity sensor, PIR sensor and sound sensor which would incorporate a microphone. 

Measurements of these parameters can be done and conveyed to the parents with an alarm triggering 

the system to initiate proper actions. 

 

Motion Control for the 3 Wheels Mobile Robotic Platform 
 

Roman Voliansky and Oleksandr Sadovoi 

 

Abstract: The paper deals with the development of control system for mobile robot. Synthesis of this 

control system is performed with usage of interval methods. Such approach makes it possible to change 

amplitude of voltage for DC drives, which work in sliding mode, during robot motion. One can used 

this approach to design robust control systems for control of different kind robots which parameters are 
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exactly not known or can be changed in known ranges. We suggest multiloop structure for control 

system and to split problem of control mobile robot on several small problems, such as control of 

electric drive, form the desired trajectory and defining control signal. Each abovementioned loop solves 

its own problem. 

 

A Comprehensive Framework for Network Connectivity: A Study 

on IOT Networks 
 

M Saravanan Muthaiyah and Thein Oak Kyaw Zaw 

 

Abstract: Almost every device that we encounter are connected to either one or several network 

connectivity. With the advancement of Internet of Things (IoT) in many areas, researchers are looking 

into network connectivity that will be best incorporated with IoT. This study focusses on identifying a 

comprehensive network connectivity criteria set for IoT. First round of information gathering was done 

by examining research and technical papers as well as white papers and technical forums. Subsequent 

to that, two levels of interactive systematic Delphi rounds were applied to develop a holistic criteria set. 

Round one of Delphi was used to get as many indicators as possible for the criteria set from the 

experts. Round two of Delphi, was to ensure that the experts were in agreement with the combined 

criteria set from Delphi round one. Results obtained showed that experts were in agreement of a criteria 

set for IoT which can be referred to as a comprehensive network connectivity criteria set. Developers 

and manufacturers alike can use this as a guide in deciding the appropriate type of connectivity that is 

needed for their IoT hardware. 

 

Intelligent Answering System using Knowledge based Appraoch 
 

Ajitkumar Meshram Pundge, Maheshkumar B. Landge and C. Namrata Mahender 

 

Abstract: Intelligent Answering system is a Question answering system which gives smart answers for 

a given question. The question asked by user in human natural language using either a pre-structured 

database or a collection of document. Question Answering System has many applications like 

retrieving information from the web, online examination, education, health care, sports, geography, etc. 

As in the Education sector user too required succinct Answer for Subjective questions so we have 

develop the Intelligent Answering System using Knowledge based approach in three Module we have 

develop all three modules using the same Algorithm which is TF-IDF Algorithms, and we find 

precision, recall and accuracy for all three system. 

 

Automatic Reviewer’s Assignment to a Research Paper based on 

Allied References and Publications Weight 
 

Tamim Al Mahmud 

 

Abstract: there is an infinite stream of research papers submitted to conferences, journals, newsletters, 

anthologies, annuals, trade journals, newspapers, and other periodicals. Many such publications use 

impartial, exterior experts to assess. This approach is often called peer review, and the reviewers are 

called referees. It is not always possible to select the best referee for reviewing. Moreover, the new 

fields of research are emerging in every sector and the number of research is increasing dramatically. 

But, to review all of these papers, every journal assign a short team of referees and maybe they are not 

expert in all areas. For example, a research paper in the communication technology area should be 

reviewed by the expert from the same field. So, it is a big challenge to efficiently select the best 

reviewer or referee for a research paper. In this research work, we proposed and implemented a 

program or software where, we used a new strategy to select the best reviewers of a research work 
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automatically. As we already know that every research paper contains references in the end of the 

paper and the references are generally from same area as the paper is. In this work, first of all, we 

collect the references and count the authors who have at least one paper that belong to the reference 

section. Once, we collect the author’s name, automatically browse the web to extract the research topic 

keywords. Then again search for finding top researchers in the specific topic field and count their h-

index, i10-index and citations for first n author. After then, ranked top n author’s based on ranking 

score and automatically browse their homepage to retrieve emails address. We also check their co-

authors and colleagues from the web and discard them accordingly from the list. The remaining tops n 

author’s (researcher) generally professor and maybe the best referees for reviewing a research paper. 

 

Knowledge Discovery & Data Mining Process 
 

Ruchi Sehrawat, Akanksha Trivedi 

 

Abstract: Data mining refers to knowledge extraction from large database. It is a technique which 

involves many methods to employ on data for finding hidden patterns. In this paper KDD (Knowledge 

Discovery for Databases) process is explained step by step. Data mining techniques and methods will 

be described and lastly some of the popular applications of data mining will be introduced. 

 

Securing Documents using Digital Certificate-A Review 
 

B.Akshaya and M.Rajendiran 

 

Abstract: Digital certificates are a core component in the provision of secure data communications. The 

concept of digital certificate  can be used to provide client verification and key agreement. The digital 

signature for the digital certificate is generated to each user and issued to them. This signature is 

present convincing evidence and this computerized signature is stored in a private database and 

updated in an organization database. In this system, a trusted certification authority enables the 

authentication of signers using digital certificate published from the certificate authority. Certificate 

validation plays a vital phase of establishing secure connections on any network and uses X.509. It 

avails public key infrastructure (PKI) and verifies whether a public key belongs to the signer, computer 

or service identity contained within the certificate and verified during inspection to avert duplicates. In 

this paper, a brief analysis of the digital certificate are discussed using various parameters. 

 

M-Voting with Government Authentication System 
 

P.Yaagesh Prasad and S.Malathi 

 

Abstract: In the development of advanced mobile technologies, the historic balloting method can be 

replaced to a modernistic and potent scheme titled as mobile voting. The mobile voting system affords 

an uncomplicated, beneficial, powerful way to vote wipe out the drawback of traditional approach. We 

urge a mobile voting system which is in essence an online voting system over which users can cast their 

vote through their smartphones or by applying an evoting network page. To bring out the security, OTP 

accession is used which is most generally on the network to confess the variation between a human 

using a network services automated bot thus effecting the network page more guarded against spam-bot 

attacks. If the consequence of the matching algorithm is three-point match then audits whether this 

person possess voter ID after that it will authorizes with AADHAAR ID, if he has the right to vote then 

a balloting form is granted to him and the third level of attestation is carried out by using One Time 

Password(OTP) and then the biometric recognition of fingerprint sensor is used for an authentication. 

Nowadays technology is being utilized progressively as a key to contribution voters to cast their ballots. 

In order to utilize the rights, approximately all voting system around the world embodies the steps: 
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balloter identification and authentication, voting and documenting of votes expulsion, vote toll, 

notification of election results 

 

Simulation and Analysis of Solar Power System 
 

Amreen Hadri and Himmat Singh 

 

Abstract: solar photovoltaic (PV) system has been witnessed worldwide. It is mostly determined by the 

request of "clean" power generation. Grid associated PV system will turn into an even dynamic player 

later on mixed power system, which are connected by an immense of power electronics converters. So 

as to accomplish a solid and effective power age from PV system, stringent requests have been forced 

on the whole PV framework. It consequently progresses the advancement of intensity converter 

innovation in PV system. This paper therefore takes an outline of the progression of power electronics 

converters in three stage PV system, being usually utilized in private applications. Requests to three 

stage grid associated PV system and in addition the general framework control techniques are 

additionally tended to in this paper.  

 

Rainfall Events Prediction for Puducherry using a Fuzzy Rule-

based Approach 
 

R.Sivajothi, K.Karthikeyan, and Biswajit Sarkar 

 

Abstract: Major Information about the changing climate that may be predictable with respect to natural 

hazard processes is critical to developing the climate change adaptation strategies. To assess the 

impacts of climate change on the magnitude and frequency of natural hazard processes, a lot of 

methodologies was developed, which is based on existing spatial and temporal data, literature analyses 

and fuzzy logic to assess the sensitivity of natural hazard processes to changes in the climate. 

Precipitation events prediction by applying rule – based reasoning and fuzzy logic approach, the three 

parameters are like average temperature, cloud cover and vapor pressure are the input climatic variables 

for our model, each has three membership functions. In this work we discussed, a fuzzy logic model for 

long-term forecasting is investigated. Among the overall 223 possibilities we have based our models on 

one hundred fuzzies IF–THEN rules and fuzzy logic reasoning. The output variable which has four 

membership functions takes values from zero to one hundred corresponding to the percentage of 

rainfall events given for monthly data. The results are in high agreements with the recorded data for the 

stations with increasing in output values towards the real time rain events. All performance is done with 

MATLAB 9.4 (for academic use only). The result reveals that the proposed model is capable of 

predicting future scenario. 

 

A Survey for Various IOT based Innovation Schemes in Smart 

Irrigation Systems 
 

J. Freeda, J. Josepha Menandas 

 

Abstract: The Internet of Things (IoT) is an upcoming technology that connects various devices 

through the internet. In the field of agriculture, the IoT technology provides numerous benefits to the 

farms by addressing various issues faced by them. Such techniques help to improve the quality, 

quantity and sustainability of agricultural products. World’s economy is very much dependent on the 

agriculture sector. The fundamental component on which agriculture depends upon is irrigation. 

Nowadays, there are various research works going on in the field of irrigation. In this paper, we have 

presented a complete survey of various automatic systems for irrigation across the globe that drastically 
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reduces the human intervention. We have surveyed and projected a comprehensive analysis on various 

techniques, sensors, algorithms being used along with the drawbacks of these systems. This paper 

mainly focusses on the works that are based on Internet of Things (IoT), which is rapidly emerging in 

the last decade. Smart irrigation is an excellent application of IoT. Smart irrigation is an effective way 

of increasing the crop production. The advantages and the challenges faced by these systems are also 

addressed in this paper. This paper will serve as a platform for future researchers to carry out their 

research in this field. 

 

OBL-ABC: Optimal Cloud Resource Allocation and Utilization 

with Multiple QoS Parameters 
 

Shameer A.P, and Dr. A.C Subhajini 

 

Abstract: Cloud computing is the top most challenging topic and is more being used in IT industry. The 

IT trade is strongly varying and very difficult to handle big scattered data. Current trend is to transfer 

the desk top data to huge data centers for computing. In the modern trend all data deploying in to cloud 

for processing. In the cloud atmosphere there are two important words is cloud provider and cloud 

users. Providers store and provide resources that lease to out to users on a pay as use basis and users 

who have rent the resources from the providers. Service provided to the end user based on pay-as-you-

use model to public and provides dynamic resource allocation for guaranteed services to the user. The 

most important concern of cloud computing is resource management in Infrastructure service. Resource 

management related problems contain resource allocation, resource adaptation, resource mapping, 

resource modeling, resource scheduling etc. The proper allocation of resources is one of the major 

issues in cloud computing. The objective of the successful resource allocation is to minimizing the 

costs benefits for providers and achieving client happiness. Cloud resources contain virtual resources 

and are described through various parameters like time consumption, cost, energy etc. In this paper, we 

focus resource allocation techniques for IaaS in cloud and various strategies and challenges. Here 

propose an algorithm namely Hybrid OBL-ABC is done for resource allocation, this approach is able to 

get an optimal solution which reduce the total execution time and cost while allocation the load. 

 

The Nuts and Bolts of the India-Abusive Fake Government of 

Telangana: Cyberpolicing against Online Sedition 
 

K.Pavana Johar, B. Malathi, P. Punitha, N. Santhoshi, N. Srihari Rao, K. Madan Mohan and K. Chandra 

Sekharaiah  

 

Abstract: Nowdays, cybercrimes are galore everywhere. The impact of the cybercrimes is appalling on 

the human ecosystems, digital societies and life. Our work considers the cybercrimes in 

JNTUHyderabad academic environment, a premier university in India, for study from a 

multidimensional perspective. Particularly, here, we present the case as a big data crime. The enormity 

of the crime is evaluated as degree of cybercrime. We find that policing reforms are a necessity in view 

of the dissatisfactory performance of the cyberabad police in handling the cybercrime. Cybercrimes 

researchers should track the cybercrime lifespan/cycle by field studies in police stations, courts and the 

documents of the running cases so as to ensure a better role play in the diffusion of cybercrimes and the 

resultant deleterious effects to the individuals, society and, in particular, the nation. IT professionals 

and researchers should work in tandem with the cyber police and the cyber law practitioners for 

collaboratively synergistic efforts to defuse the cybercriminal organizations effectively for a 

progressive society and Swachch digital Bharat. Our work serves this purpose. 
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Retinal Optic Nerve Head Segmentation 
 

Murugan R 
 

Abstract: An automatic segmentation of the optic disc in retinal image is the first tasks in diabetic 

retinopathy screening and other eye diseases. This paper proposes to automatically segment optic disc 

and Cup boundary in retinal fundus images. The optic disc and cup are segmented by directional 

matched filtering and operator splitting approach respectively. The proposed approach is tested on real 

time by collecting retinal images from eye hospital. The proposed approach has implemented in 

MATLAB and achieves an average segmentation accuracy of 96%. A quantitative evaluation measures 

such as F-sore and boundary distance are performed to assess the overall performance of the proposed 

segmentations. Both optic disc and Cup segmentations achieved better results when compared to other 

start- of-art methods. Thus the automated method helps to screening process of eye diseases. 

 

A Review based on Comparative Study of Various Recognition and 

Neural Network 
 

M.R.Thamizhkkanal and D.Elangovan 

 

Abstract: This paper broadly discusses about various neural network techniques to train data . The 

handwritten features are used to extract and methodologies used in various technology .It also reveals 

various analysis made on recognition . It provides a overall applications where handwritten recognition 

is carried out various techniques. This paper summarizes a brief knowledge about the review made on 

handwritten recognition and neural network associated with the training of data 

 

mHealth Intervention to Support HIV/AIDS Medication 

Adherence and Retention in Maternal and Neonatal Healthcare in 

Botswana 
 

Derrick Khupe and Dr. Srinath Doss 

 

Abstract: Poor retention and non-adherence to HIV/AIDS treatment guidelines in maternal and neonatal 

healthcare is a major health problem in Botswana. This leads to the vertical transmission of HIV/AIDS 

from mother to child during pregnancy, labor or breastfeeding [4]. This paper presents an SMS-based 

notification system for managing outpatient medication adherence and retention. The system consists of 

a backend web-based application which disseminates information about appointment and prescription 

reminders, and educational advice to open-end users (patients) on low-end mobile phones. Following 

the design and creation research methodology, behavior change theories were applied to guide the 

design and development of the system. Implementation of this text-based system could greatly help 

PMTCT facilities in Botswana to deliver value-based care focused on continually keeping HIV positive 

women engaged, and hence promoting adherence, retention and preventing poor health outcomes in 

maternal and child health. 

 

A Survey on Fire Safety Measures for Industry Safety using IOT 
 

N.Savitha and Dr.S.Malathi 

 

Abstract: Nowadays safety is mandatory in every sector. In that fire safety precautions should be 

implemented in all areas. Many of the fire accidents that occurs in the industrial areas and it cause 
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major damage to human as well as properties. In this survey some major cause for the fire accidents are 

analyzed and based on what technology they are providing safety measures are also analyzed. Through 

IOT many of the safety measurements are implemented nowadays. From the survey taken most of the 

fire detection method detects fire after it is triggered. In the proposed system the fire safety practices is 

going to implement for the fire crackers industry. In that the root cause for the fire is to be analyzed and 

prevent from the fire before it is triggered. Through this hazardous fire accidents can be avoided and 

many lives can be saved. 

 

A Survey on Smart Electric Meter using IOT 
 

M.Dhivya and Dr.K.Valarmathi 

 

Abstract: In Traditional strategy a man from Electricity Board visit to each house in the specific zone 

and takes EB perusing from each house. His obligation is to note down the reading in units, influencing 

passage in EB to card and EB office. The fundamental disadvantage of this framework is that 

individual needs to go territory by zone and he needs to read the meter of each house and handover the 

EB office. The power charge count is produced once in two months, and additionally client cant ready 

to get a thought regarding his bill status until the last bill installment. Blunders like additional bill sum 

or invalid notice from power office are normal issue. To conquer this disadvantage, an audit about the 

systems, sensors are talked about to make a review on effective count of intensity utilization charges on 

day by day a premise. 

 

ABC Optimal Approach for Designing Antennas Broadband 

Matching Networks 
 

Slami SAADI 
 

Abstract: in this paper a novel evolutionary optimization algorithm is introduced for the design of 

broadband matching networks between a resistive source generator and a complex inductive load. 

Impedance matching networks are the key for complete transfer of power to the load. They should 

provide matching over the complete frequency band of interest. Artificial Bees Colony (ABC) inspired 

from the foraging intelligence of honey bees. Simulation results for broadband impedance matching 

network are presented and analyzed and the optimized matching network improves well the 

performances of the circuit. 

 

COA Optimal Approach for Designing Low Noise Amplifier 

Matching Networks 
 

Slami SAADI 

 

Abstract: in this paper a novel evolutionary optimization algorithm is introduced for the design of 

broadband matching networks. Impedance matching networks are the key for complete transfer of 

power to the load. They should provide matching over the complete frequency band of interest. A low 

noise amplifier (LNA) is also optimized to achieve the target gain and noise figure specifications over a 

specified bandwidth, using lumped LC elements. Cuckoo optimization Algorithm (COA) is inspired by 

the life of a bird family, called Cuckoo, gives good results with simple tuning parameters compared to 

previous conventional and meta-heuristic optimization algorithms. It is very powerful in solving 

engineering optimization problem. Simulation results for broadband impedance matching network are 

presented and analyzed and the optimized matching network improves well the performances of the 

circuit. 
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A Survey of Non Local Means Image Denoising Technique and its 

Variants 
 

Rane Swati and Dr. Ragha L.K. 

 

Abstract: Image denoising is the field which deals with methods used for estimating original image 

from its degraded version. The goal of this paper is to introduce a well known and well studied image 

denoising technique, non-local means(NLM) and to provide a review of various improvements done in 

NLM till now. This will help the new research scholar in the field of image denoising to study the 

technique in detail. In this paper we present a review of special approaches in NLM technique that have 

been developed from different perspectives. We attend to a variety of significant issues of these 

approaches. 

 

Enhancing Traffic Simulations Analysis Efficacy using 

Multiperspective Heterogeneous Toolset 
 

S. T. Rakkesh, A. R Weerasinghe and R. A. C Ranasinghe 

 

Abstract: Along with the growth of human settlements across the world, metropolitan areas and traffic 

congestion have developed concomitantly. The same causes that draw people to congregate in large 

urban cities also lead to sometimes unendurable levels of traffic congestion on urban streets and 

surrounding areas. New endeavors of research solutions and effective traffic plans should be explored 

and implemented to ease congestion and improve traffic flow over the regions. If these solutions are to 

be tested directly on real traffic environments, these require repetitive trials involving significant 

additional support staff and complex infrastructure alterations. Frequent experiments with day to day 

travel requirements of commuters of urban cities are usually not feasible. Thus simulators play a crucial 

role in traffic analysis supporting in evaluating the proposed solutions. Anyway relying on single 

simulator simulations may lead to erroneous conclusions due to the lack of features they pose in 

representing each minute aspect of real traffic environments. In this paper, we propose a solution 

approach of using a heterogeneous toolset containing three distinctive simulators which analyze traffic 

in varying degrees of microscopic, mesoscopic and macroscopic perspectives enhancing efficacy by 

taking sample study regions from Colombo in Sri Lanka and Chennai in India. 

 

A Nationalism Perspective ICT Solution against Cybercriminal 

Government of Telanagana (CGoT) 2011-2014: Towards Swachch 

Digital Bharath 
 

K.Madan Mohan, P.Premchand and K.Chandrasekharaiah 

 

Abstract: Cybercriminal website is created against union of India[1] i.e.www.jntuhjac.com in JNTUH 

University,Hyd,TS in the period of 2011-2014.It is implicated four crimes: a) Prevention of Indian 

Emblem(misused) IT Act 2005[22] b) Sedition violation c)Cheating the mother land[21] d)Created 

Fake Government of Telangana(CGoT) and Seditious Government of Telangana(SGoT),  Which is a 

Online Cybercrime and Online sedition. In my Research Work we captured some snapshots of the 

culprit website through help of web crawler tool i.e way back machine. Day by day Internet 

Technology and usage is fast going. In this rapid Technology the Identity theft is one of the highest 

rising problem. It is necessary that every person responsive of a variety of Identity theft. Especially we 

should care about public related details. We generated National Perception and National Character 

between the student and faculty community to develop digitalized Swachch Bharath. Our confidence is 
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such constructive national feelings are very important to national development and to make a National 

Perspective towards society. We need to give the corrections in the higher education academics. 

Basically the website maintained online Cybercrime. In the University nearly 2000+ members 

registered in the culprit website. The PhD Scholars, faculties are also incorporated with culprit 

organization. The www.jntuh.ac.in (University) is facilitated a lot to culprit website www.jntuhjac.com 

(Cybercriminal organization in University).We are comparing this prohibition with the godman  Sri 

Paripoorna nanda Swami externed by Telangana police from Hyderabad for 6 months.As per police, he 

was expelled from Hyderabad for his offensive statements in Narayankhed,TS state,India in November 

2017.Hyderabad Police externed film critic Kathi Mahesh for 6 months for the disparaging comments 

he made against lord Rama in a local news channel.He had condemned actor Kathi Mahesh’s 

derogatory statements on lord Rama and said that it was inappropriate to talk about Sri Rama who is 

worshipped and revered by crores of people across the country. In this paper The Telangana Police is 

showing much interest on previous disposal cases of swamiji to arrest. Similarly Ex.MLA Jagga Reddy, 

who was detained and questioned regarding human trafficking charges.A case of human, trafficking, 

was registered against him.Mr. Reddy obtained a passport for himself and three of his family members 

in 2004.But Why The Telangana Government and Police not showing interest for prohibition of 

JNTUHJAC.com from www.jntuh.ac.in.This current paper representing to develop the Positive 

Attitude, Positive Psychology, National Integration, National Development, National Solidarity, 

National Amity, National Perception and National Character among the student and faculty community. 

 

Recovery of Data from Damaged Disks 
 

Sneha Pandhare and Dr. Shobha Bawiskar 

 

Abstract: Data recovery is the process of salvaging data from damaged, failed, corrupted or inaccessible 

secondary storage media that cannot be accessed normally .digital evidences lost intentionally or 

unintentionally so the number of crime rate is increased. To increase the conviction rate investigation of 

damaged disk, data recovery from it becomes important. this research work includes the damaged disk 

recoveries by various methods which includes clean disk method ,polishing method ,wax method , hot 

oven method and its analysis done by using recovery tools 

 

JPCAP: A Novel Caching Approach for Sniffing Packet in Wired 

and Wireless Medium 
 

Fahmina Taranum and Khaleel Ur Rahman Khan 

 

Abstract: In the modern society, computers are no longer treated standalone machines. Instead, they are 

communicating devices to share resources through network. Networking is a vast domain which deals 

with finite number of devices interconnected for communication through wired or wireless medium. 

The problems encountered in networking includes capturing, ARP spoofing, line tapping, congestion 

control, delay or latency, jitters etc. To troubleshoot these problems the packets that get transferred in 

the network are captured and the raw data is extracted, which helps to solve the problem occurring in 

the network. For this purpose, the developed tool keep tracks of the packets, extracts raw data from it, 

and plots a graph from the available data for the user with respect to the packets transferred in different 

ISO layers as an analysis. Different network adapters are selected viz. Realtek PCI, VMware Ethernet 

adapter, etc based on the connectivity and operating system. It detects the traffic in the network, thereby 

helps the user to diagnose the problems in the network with respect to obstruction or intrusion. An 

option to send a dummy packet with user requirement and its analysis is also implemented. Many log 

file are created and cached on each execution with an extension of .txt or .pdf available in C drive for 

different protocols like ARP, Ethernet, Http, ICMP, IPv4, IPv6, TCP and UDP. Using these log file the 

status of the packets at each layer is extracted. 
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Renewable Energy based Hybrid Technology for Power 

Generation System: Pollution Free from GHG 
 

Santosh Kumar Suman and Aishvarya Narain 

 

Abstract: This paper is presented to study the conversion of renewable energy resources into electrical 

energy in a standalone hybrid power generation system. Recent power generation scenarios all over the 

world are not eco-friendly as the generation systems are mostly dependent on fossil fuels that produce 

greenhouse gas (GHG) which contributes to global warming. In this, the combination of two energy 

resources is taking place i.e. wind and solar energy. This process reviles the sustainable energy 

resources without damaging the nature. We can give uninterrupted power by using hybrid energy 

system. Mainly this system involves the combination of two energy system that will give continuous 

power. Solar panels are used for converting solar energy and wind turbines are used for converting 

wind energy into electricity. This electrical power generation can operate for various purposes. 

Generation of electricity will take place at a reasonable cost. This paper presents the Renewable Energy 

Based Hybrid Technology for Power generation that extracts the renewable energies in Sun and Wind 

to generate electricity. System control relies mainly on the microcontroller. It ensures the optimum 

utilization of resources and hence improves the efficiency as related to their individual mode of the 

generation system. Also, it increases the reliability and reduces the dependence on one single source. 

This hybrid solar-wind power generating system is suitable for industries and also for domestic areas 

with reasonable cost without damaging the natural balance like Pollution Free from GHG. 

 

A literature Review on Industrially Accepted MPPT Techniques 

for Solar PV System 
 

Indresh Yadav and Sanjay Kumar Maurya 
 

Abstract: Solar energy is a clean renewable energy and it is available around 89,000 TW on the earth 

surface. To get maximum power from a solar PV system with minimum power transfer loss is one of 

the main design objectives of an energy transferring network. Power electronic devices perform a very 

important character for an efficient PV power tracking system control and either incorporates to 

transfer the generated power to the ac/dc grid or battery storage system. In this case the duty of the 

power electronics devices used in PV system is to track maximum power point under different 

operating conditions of environment, so that power tracking efficiency of solar PV system can be 

improved. This paper encapsulates the behavior of MPP under different operating conditions and 

selects the optimum duty cycle for industrially accepted types of MPPT techniques with their 

algorithm. 

 

Real Audio Signal under Different Fading Channels for OFDM 

Systems 
 

Pratima Manhas, M.K Soni and Shaveta Thakral 
 

Abstract: Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is a bandwidth efficient technique .It is 

used in various wireless and wired application. OFDM can be model using real data audio signal under 

different fading channels. The proposed work modeled the OFDM system under different fading 

channels such as AWGN, Rayleigh and Rician .The performance of OFDM system is calculated in 

terms of Bit error ratio (BER).Simulink tool has been used to model OFDM system. 
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Design and Feasibility Analysis of an Artificial Intelligence based 

Mobile App for Emergency Ambulance 
 

Tasfiqul Ghani, Nusrat Jahan, Lubna Tasneem and Mohammad Monirujjaman Khan 

 

Abstract: In this paper, we introduce a mobile application named EMS BD.EMS BD can be used to 

find an ambulance at the time of emergency. In emergency situation user just need to press the help 

button and the app will find the nearest driver using artificial intelligence. This is done with the help of 

numerous features that are available in this application. With the change of differently customized 

control advancement, an online emergency vehicle framework has ended up being progressively 

indispensable these days. Also, ambulance drivers who are free they can earn some extra money using 

the app. This framework is an application based rescue vehicle framework using a one of a kind mobile 

application, GPS. The framework is significantly less costly than the standard ambulance, which gives 

security from various perspectives. The objective of this examination is to manufacture a direct and 

sensible, yet quicker rescue vehicle benefit. In this paper, model design, performance analysis and 

control of EMS BD is elaborately discussed. 

 

Challenges and Mitigation Strategies in Reusing Requirements in 

Large-Scale Distributed Agile Software Development: A Survey 

Result 
 

Syeda Sumbul Hossain 
 

Abstract: Requirements re-usability in a distributed software development project is applied to increase 

system productivity, reliability, quality, decreasing system development sprint and maintaining 

consistency between two identical systems, which later help to reduce both project time and cost. 

Nowadays, most of the projects are driven by market so that the intention of this research is to identify 

the challenges faced by practitioners in requirements re-usability in distributed large-scale agile 

projects and to find out how practitioners apply the concept of re-usability to mitigating those 

challenges in distributed large-scale agile software development from requirement engineering or re-

usability perspective. In this study, a survey is used to identify requirement re-usability challenges and 

mitigation approach from practitioners. From a series of semi-structured interview, we have identified 

14 challenges and 10 mitigation approaches into three categories such as communication, coordination, 

and control from the global software engineering perspective. The findings from this research will help 

industry people to make a decision in their industry oriented activities. 

 

Design and Feasibility Analysis of Course Buddy a Machine 

Learning based php Application for Education 
 

Tasfiqul Ghani, Nusrat Jahan, MD.Saif Khan, Maisha Mamtaz and zunayeed zahir 
 

Abstract: This paper represents Machine Learning based php application CourseBuddy developed from 

core programmable attributes including database and UI design. CourseBuddy is an android application 

which comes handy for the learners. It can keep the track of our current and previous courses .And very 

user friendly UI will help us to communicate with both faculties and department. Initially, it is a grade 

calculator which further computes CGPA in accordance to school criteria. This ultimately combines 

and turns into a form able grade sheet. This feature also enables to view user a weeks, months or even 

the whole semesters. And finally the app has a unique feature using machine learning it will allow a 

user to view or choose a track which consists preferable timing and recommends best possible courses 
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to register for the time being. The following paper discusses the illustrated features and attributes of 

this application CourseBuddy. 

 

Design and Feasibility Analysis of an Artificial Intelligence based 

Mobile App for Maintaining Kinship in an Affinity Group 
 

Tasfiqul Ghani, Abu Talha Khan, Nusrat Jahan, Sadman Hossain Ridoy, Md. Saif Khan and Hasan U. Zaman 

 

Abstract: In this paper, we introduce a mobile application named ”No Space”. No Space can be used to 

let people know where their loved ones are and be aware of their activities. This is done with the help 

of numerous features that are available in this application. Both concerned individuals and targeted 

family members need to have this application installed on their mobile devices. The basic features 

provided by this application are the messaging service and the video sharing feature by which they can 

share live events. The messaging service can be extensively used to send attachments like pictures or 

videos. Users, by allowing location services from the phone’s settings, can share their real time 

whereabouts from the map with their loved ones. In case of an emergency, this application is designed 

to use its Artificial Intelligent (AI) feature, called the ”shout for help”, which will help the user reach 

the victim following the shortest path to the destination on the map. Users can also easily notify their 

loved ones to consume food and water or take medications on their designated times through simple 

click features. In doing so, this sets an alarm in the concerned and connected users’ phones. Even 

though the adults spend most of their days at work, this mobile application allows developing a healthy 

relationship among them and the old and young family members. In this paper, model design, 

performance analysis and control of No Space is elaborately discussed. 

 

Design and Feasibility Analysis of NSUGT a Machine Learning 

based Mobile Application for Education 
 

Nusrat Jahan, Tasfiqul Ghani, Mortuza Shaory, Md. Mozammel Hossain, Sadman Hossain Ridoy, Mohammad 

Monirujjaman Khan  
 

Abstract: This paper represents Machine Learning based mobile application NSUGT developed from 

core programmable attributes. NSUGT is an android application which comes handy for the learners. It 

is a tool to cut through the stiffs in climbing the way to achieve a degree. Initially, it is a grade 

calculator which further computes CGPA in accordance to school criteria. This ultimately combines 

and turns into a form able grade sheet. Further it notifies with pop up alerts alarming for upcoming 

classes, exams or assignments which are due. This feature also enables to view user a weeks, months or 

even the whole semesters. And finally the app has a unique feature using machine learning it will allow 

a user to view or choose a track which consists preferable timing and recommends best possible courses 

to register for the time being. The following paper discusses the illustrated features and attributes of 

this application NSUGT. 

 

Modified Face Recognition using Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference 

System 
 

Chandrasekhar Tadi and Sumanth Kumar Ch 
 

Abstract: Image Processing has taken a leap in the field of image processing with numbers increasing in 

the biometric technology. Face Recognition is one of the pioneering system in the field of imaging and 

biometry. Though the algorithms have worked towards building up a fool proof system of recognition, 

http://www.gitam.edu/
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there are outcomes which are not in line with the functional requirements due to sensitivity of the work 

not reaching required standards. This proposes use of ANFIS with PCA component using ORL and 

YALE B datasets. Dual Tree Complex Wavelet Transform approach has been used to obtain 

enhancement of facial image. The results show accuracy and sensitivity of 97.368 and 95 percent 

respectively. With other performance metrics like specificity , precision, recall Fscore and time were 

also verified to give result which is bringing face recognition close to reality for utilizing this for 

security based biometric technology. 

 

Wireless Control of an Induction Motor using Pc and Plc 

Communication under Simulated Industrial Condition 
 

Vaibhav Jain and Gourab Majumder 

 

Abstract: The proposed work discusses the control of an induction motor with the help of wireless 

communication between PC and PLC under noisy condition. The proposed system is consisting of two 

communicating terminals; one is PC and second PLC with AC drive. Both terminals are connected 

through wireless communication. The control of induction motor has been done by Sensorless vector 

control drive, which is commanded by PC via wireless. The PLC connected to AC drive is used to 

monitor and control the whole process. Since production sites in industry used to be influenced with a 

lot of noises, so the proposed system has been analyzed in noisy environment produced by RL circuit. 

The proposed strategy for control of induction motor has been done in wired and wireless 

communication separately and then compared. 

 

Mitigation of DDoS Attack Induced by Exploiting Flow Table Size 

Limitation of Switches on Controller & Primary Server in Software 

Defined Network 
 

Sanjeetha.R, Akshar Prasanna and Dr. Anita Kanavalli 
 

Abstract: Software Defined Networks (SDN) separates data plane from control plane. The data plane is 

implemented by switches which refer to its flow tables for forwarding the traffic received, and the 

control plane is implemented by the controller which installs the flow rules into the flow tables of these 

switches. However there is a limit on the size of the flow table and the number of flow entries in it. The 

flow tables get full during high traffic scenario which leads to the degradation of network performance. 

In such situation controllers like OpenDayLight install the flow table rules only on to the destination 

switch instead of installing it on the source, destination and all intermediate switches. This results in 

better performance of the network. However an intruder can exploit this technique to perform a DDoS 

attack on the controller as well as the primary server by generating traffic such that the switch 

connected to a primary server will be chosen as the destination switch always, there by hindering the 

services provided by it to its clients. In this paper we demonstrate the proposed DDoS attack and show 

its effect on the network performance. 

 

Removal of Impulse Noise in Digital Images using VLSI 

Architecture 
 

Dr.M.Jagadeeswari and Mrs.D.Devasena 

 

Abstract: Image Processing is widely used in many fields such as medical imaging, scanning 

techniques, printing skills, license plate recognition, and face recognition and so on. Images are often 
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corrupted by impulse noise during image acquisition and transmission. The noise may seriously affect 

the performance of image processing techniques. Impulse noise can be classified into two categories: 

Fixed valued impulse (Salt-and-Pepper) noise and Random-valued impulse noise. In fixed valued 

impulse noise the values are either 0 or 255 for gray scale images. In random – valued impulse noise 

the values are between 0 and 255 for gray scale images. In this paper various denoising algorithms are 

used for the removal of impulse noise, thereby the underlying goal is to estimate the original image by 

suppressing noise. We employ an Adaptive Modified decision tree based Denoising method 

(AMDTBDM), which enhances the image quality when compared to Decision Tree based Denoising 

method (DTBDM). The comparison of various denoising algorithms such as Median filter, Adaptive 

Median filter, Decision based Switching Median filter and modified Decision based unsymmetric 

Trimmed median filter are made. The Proposed method is tested gray scale images and it gives better 

Peak Signal to Noise ratio (PSNR) by using Model Sim 6.3f. Our extensive experimental results 

demonstrate that the proposed technique gives better performance in terms of Area, Memory usage and 

Power than DTBDM when implemented using Xilinx ISE 14.5 software of Xilinx platform. 

 

Merging Supply Chain and Blockchain Technologies 
 

Eljazzar and Kassem 

 

Abstract: Technology has been playing a major role in our lives. One definition for technology is “all 

the knowledge, products, processes, tools, methods and systems employed in the creation of goods or in 

providing services”. This makes technological innovations raise the competitiveness between 

organizations that depend on supply chain and logistics in the global market. With increasing 

competitiveness, new challenges arise due to lack of information and assets tractability. This paper 

introduces three scenarios for solving these challenges using the Blockchain technology. In this work, 

Blockchain technology targets two main issues within the supply chain, namely, data transparency and 

resource sharing. These issues are reflected into the organizations strategies and plans. 

 

A Cross Layer QoS Framework for Heterogeneous IoT 

Environment 
 

Ravi C Bhaddurgatte and Vijaya Kumar B P 

 

Abstract: Internet of Things (IoT) is one of the fast growing technological paradigm in terms of 

architecture, standards, protocols, infrastructure deployment, Quality of Service (QoS), Service Level 

Agreements (SLAs), service provisioning, cross domain and cross platform implementations. IoT 

involves the techniques and technologies for sensing, actuation, communication, computation, 

networking and storage. In such a demanding environment the need for cross layer QoS functionalities 

are essential to address the issues like resources, mobility, security and energy management. The 

detailed review of literatures on IoT architectures and QoS implementations is made and it is observed 

that there is a need for cross layer QoS model in IoT environments and is one of the critical research 

challenges. A novel approach to address the above challenge(s) in an IoT environment requires an 

appropriate lathering of functional modules to different layers to meet different QoS requirements. 

Hence we propose a novel cross layer QoS framework supporting adaptable and distributed decision 

making in the IoT environment as a cross layer implementation addressing energy optimization and 

bandwidth efficiency. The results are verified by implementing the proposed framework in realistic IoT 

systems for verifying QoS parameters energy and bandwidth. 
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Characterization of Forged Objects in Images using 3D Surface 

Analysis 
 

Deva Prasad, Savita Walia and Krishan Kumar 

 

Abstract: Light direction is an important parameter for the image acquisition in the camera. It can be 

important criteria for image forgery detection. When a photograph is being captured under some 

incident light direction, that light illuminates the object and hence making some image pattern in the 

camera. This pattern can be used to analyze the light direction further forgery. However, extracting 

light direction from image pattern is not realistic in theory. But for known shapes, light direction can be 

extracted and further analysed for forgery. Hence, in this paper, a promising technique is proposed that 

uses the shape information to detect the surface properties and the lighting direction which is further 

used for characterizing the forgery via inconsistency in the light direction. 

 

Meta Heuristic Technique for Biomedical Image Watermarking 
 

Dr.Saju Subramanian and Dr.G.Thirugnanam 
 

Abstract: In current era, the improvement in the communications of hypermedia information in 

alphanumeric structure encourages to preserve the alphanumeric hypermedia information from 

illegitimate usage, Such as content reproduction, and redistribution. Methods: In this work, hybrid non 

subsampled contourlet transform based medical image watermarking algorithm with optimized 

selection of coefficient is proposed. Initially, it decomposes the host image into sub bands then the 

singular values of each sub band of the host image are modified by different scaling factors to embed 

the watermark. Modifications are optimized using Particle Swam Optimization, extract the watermark, 

Independent Component Analysis by maximum likelihood method is used. Findings: The simulated 

output validates that the proposed algorithm can guaranteed better imperceptibility for watermarked 

image and the watermark’s which is implanted using the proposed scheme have good robustness for 

known attacks such as Salt and Pepper noise, Median filtering, Rotation, Gaussian noise, Translation 

and Cropping. The proposed algorithm provides a better PSNR value than the conventional type. 

Applications: Digital watermarking technology is being accepted to confirm and simplified for 

ownership of data , safety and patent protection of hypermedia 

 

Network Security: A Major Challenge in India 
 

Shivansh Sharma and Mukul Khadke 

 

Abstract: With the expansion of the Internet in India over the last few decades, the challenge of 

providing security to the network is a major issue of concern. Network security consists of policies 

adopted by the user and the practice of securing and monitoring the network infrastructure from any 

unauthorized source of networks. Network security is used in both private and public networks of India 

for communications and transactions. In the last few years, both the public and private networks of 

India have faced major network attacks from unauthorized networks. In this paper we will study the 

network infrastructure and policies of India and the types of attacks that India faces in the security of 

the network, also we will suggest the latest technologies that India must adopt for making its network 

security infrastructure stronger. 
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The Concept of Offshore Floating Nuclear Power Plant 
 

Ronak Jain 
 

Abstract: This paper calls for engaging the whole world to bring about a shift to clean energy for their 

sustainable growth. The world has to take steps to control the temperature increase of this planet. And 

to fulfil this objective, nuclear energy can play a vital role. This paper discuss about the offshore 

installation of floating nuclear power plants. A new offshore floating nuclear plant (OFNP) concept 

with the high potential for affordable cost and unprecedented level of safety is being presented. OFNP 

is a plant that can be entirely built within a floating platform in a shipyard, can be easily transferred to 

the required site, where it is anchored in relatively deep water (>100m) and connected to the grid via 

submarine transmission cables for the transfer of energy to the ports, for dredging purposes and also for 

the domestic uses. The high standards of safety adopted eliminates the danger of earthquakes, tsunamis. 

This concept is purely economical and socially acceptable.OFNP is a combination of two successful 

technologies, i.e. light water reactors and the floating platforms used in offshore oil/gas platforms. It 

can be economical by achieving the plant simplification, modularity and efficient decommissioning. A 

spent fuel pool aboard the platform can store the fuel for up to the lifetime of the plant with a dedicated 

and indefinite heat sink, i.e. ocean water. 

 

A High Speed, Optimized Chip Area and low Power LMS Adaptive 

Filter using Distributed Arithmetic 
 

Suraiya Tarannum and Shaista Farheen 
 

Abstract: This paper presents a novel architecture built of Least Mean Square (LMS) Adaptive Filter 

(AF) using Distributed Arithmetic (DA), which offers advantages of low-Power, high Speed and low-

Area implementation of Adaptive Filter based on Distributed Arithmetic. The Speed of the proposed 

design is significantly increased by parallel Look-Up Table (LUT) update and concurrent 

implementation of filtering and weight-update operations. The conventional adder based shift 

accumulation for DA-based inner-product computation is replaced by conditional signed Carry Save 

Accumulation (CSA) in order to reduce the area complexity and reduce power consumption and Area-

DelayProduct (ADP). It involves the same number of multiplexers, smaller LUT, and nearly half the 

number of adders compared to the existing DA-based design. The simulation results validate the 

performance of this system by evaluating the various performance measures. 

 

Synchronization of Grid Connected Three Phase Inverter 
 

Miss. Supriya Sunil Kadam and Dr. Yuvraj Krishnrao Kanse 

 

Abstract: Usually, synchronization between grid and inverter plays an important role in power sharing. 

By reconnecting the inverter with electrical grid, it can be possible to provide the power in grid-off 

mode. Inverter-interfaced distributed generators (DGs) works on the control methods used to drives the 

power devices in inverter. Three phase inverter provide the output in terms of Voltage, Frequency and 

Phase which can be match with electrical output with the help of control methods. These control 

methods decide the Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) pulses for driving the inverter. Simulations of 

proposed systems with grid connected inverter are expressed (MATLAB SIMULINK Model). Various 

algorithms generates different PWM Pulses for inverter. Differences between various algorithms are 

summarized in results. Finally the simulation results across the load, THD, Error in Grid voltage and 

Inverter Voltage is analyzed. 
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Predicting Burned Areas of a Forest Fire using Soft Computing 

Techniques: Comparative Study 
 

Ibrahim Al Shourbaji, Samaher Al-Janabi and Faheem Reegu 

 

Abstract: Forest fires can be considered as one of the most important environmental disasters that have 

many negative consequences in different aspect of life. Therefore, fast detection, rapid action and early 

forecasting of fires are needed for controlling such a phenomenon and saving lives. In this work, a 

dataset consisting of 517 different entries were selected at different times for Montesinho Natural Park 

(MNP) in Portugal. The Principle Component Analysis (PCA) was applied to choose important features 

and to reduce dimensionality of the data. To determine the burned areas of a forest fire, four prediction 

techniques were analyzed; namely Classification and Regression Tree (CART), Multivariate Adaptive 

Regression Splines (MARS), Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM). 

These algorithms are implemented to identify the best technique that would potentially give accurate 

and optimum results. The performance of these algorithms was assessed based on three statistical 

measures, the Mean Absolute Error (MAE), the Mean Squared Error (MSE) and the Root Mean 

Squared Error (RMSE). From the Statistical measures, it is inferred that the MARS algorithm provides 

the best results in term of performance compared with other methods. The obtained results confirm that 

MARS improves the forecasting accuracy and has the capability to forecast forest fires effectively. 

 

Smart Solar Control using Secured IoT System 
 

Padmapriya.E, Roshni.S, Sai Sanghavi.A and Gunasekhar.P 
 

Abstract: In today’s world the pollution is increasing in an alarming rate. With a vision to counter this 

challenge, the demands for renewable resources which have lower impact on environment by 

significantly reducing the amount of carbon emissions. Solar is the fastest growing renewable energy 

source in the world due to its plentiful availability. Many energy companies are expanding to offer 

solar, which is among the most energy-efficient and lucrative sources of the renewable electricity 

market. Any renewable energy source experience fluctuating energy generation in response to changes 

in the weather and other factors. While a solar farm is metered in real-time to determine its overall 

revenue, individual panels within a farm are typically not monitored. With the development of the 

Internet of Things, it is possible to attach sensors to individual solar panels in a solar farm. Our project 

aims on harnessing the power of IOT to solve common challenges and make the if far easier to manage 

the panels and energy output. This system’s benefits include real-time status monitoring, remote and 

automatic control of the panel. A predictive analysis is made with the help of Google’s Bigquery and 

also secure the IOT sensors from malicious attacks by securely connecting to Google Cloud IoT Core 

with a token signed by a private key and Cloud IoT Core can validate the device using the 

corresponding public key. 

 

Data Traffic Aware Adaptive Beacon Interval  
 

E. Suresh and Dr. B. Rama Devi 

 

Abstract: Mobile ad hoc network (MANET) connectivity and network lifetime can be enhanced by 

saving the energy consumption of each node in the network. Power saving mechanism (PSM) is one of 

the prominent energy saving approaches usually adopted by the nodes in the network. The nodes can be 

operated in PSM using either synchronous or asynchronous methods. In this paper, a novel energy 

efficient synchronous PSM with data traffic aware adaptive beacon interval for mobile ad hoc network 

is proposed. The nodes in the network use synchronous PSM, all the nodes are wake up during 
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announcement traffic indication message (ATIM) window and the beacon interval (BI) varies based on 

the data traffic on the transmitting node. The duration of the beacon interval is announced at the 

beginning during ATIM window, so that the nodes are ready and wake up for next ATIM window. 

Further, cooperative modified bellman ford algorithm (CMBFA) is used to enhance the performance of 

the network. 

 

Concentric Ring defect on ground plane for enhancement of 

parameters and physical size reduction for 2.4 GHz antenna 
 

Vidyadhar S Melkeri, Gauri Kalnoor and P V Hunagund 

 

Abstract: Microstrip antenna with defect on ground plane is gaining advancements in improvement of 

antenna parameters such as bandwidth, gain and enhanced radiation pattern. Using defected ground 

structures on ground plane. in this paper, a concept of concentric defect with different variation in the 

shapes is studied, and are designed to provide some better performance characteristics, lower resonating 

frequency and wide bandwidth. The set of prototypes are simulated and examined experimentally, 

measured data is compared with simulated as well as with conventional MSA. Detailed study to find 

the effect of the defect on the parameter is done. The antenna designed are fabricated and tested both 

using HFSSS and VNA is done, antenna is found have good agreement with both experimented and 

simulated results. These antennas find their applications in ISM bands since it’s resonating in ISM band 

of Frequencies. 

 

Analysis of Normal Rcc Frame and Zipper Braced Frame by Push 

over Method in Sap2000 
 

Mona Dilipkumar Kudwe, Dr. Abhijeet P. Wadekar and Rahul D. Pandit 

 

Abstract: Bracing system is one of the efficient and economical method for seismic rehabilitation of the 

structure .This article investigate through sap2000 software and the comparative analyzed results of 

R.C.C zipper braced frame with standard RCC regular frame for residential building of G+15 storey is 

carried out. Pushover analysis were performed for estimating the hinges in both frames, displacement, 

base shear and modal time period. The analysis indicates that there is almost insignificant hinges in 

zipper braced frame when compared with the normal frame of R.C.C. As well Zipper braced frames 

shows less time period about oscillation as compared to normal frame. The ATC capacity spectrum 

method evaluated the capacity curve which shows if more displacement than more will be the base 

force, in which maximum displacement and base force is in normal frame and zipper proves to be in 

safer zone. The FEMA365 method evaluated the capacity curve which shows if more displacement than 

more will be the base force, in which maximum displacement and base force is in normal frame and 

zipper proves to be in safer zone 

 

Maturity Model for Security of Web Applications based on 

Intrusion tests 
 

Wendy Y. Bernal Yong, Norhelia E. Echevarría Angeles and David Mauricio 

 

Abstract: the cyber-attacks are a constant threat for the SMEs because in the majority of the cases these 

do not have an appropriate protection against those attacks, as they consider that these are not the centre 

of attention for the hackers. The studies show that in 2015, just 48% of SMEs of the developing 

countries have a web security and 32% of them use intrusion tests as a mechanism to detect 
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vulnerabilities. The unique standard that considers intrusion tests for web applications is proposed by 

OWASP, however, this does not consider classify security levels for intrusion tests, in a manner that 

allows to the organization to know the level of maturity of the security of their web applications. In this 

work, is proposed a maturity model based on the standard of OWASP, which has 4 levels of security: 

initial, basic, standard and advance, in which are classified the intrusion tests through indicators. The 

proposed model was implemented in a developer SME of software before that web applications were in 

the production environment identifying that all of them are in a basic level. In addition, it showed that 

the model is easy to use and is economical because the tests can be made with open source tools. 

 

Computation based Comparison of LVDC with AC for Off-Grid 

Energy Efficient Residential Building 
 

Soni T Raju, Sidharth Mohan Nair and Rani Chacko 

 

Abstract: The renewable energy sources (RES) such as photovoltaic (PV) and fuel cells are DC power 

sources. In the current scenario, DC-AC converters are required for the integration of renewable energy 

sources to power distribution infrastructure. Moreover, with the use of CFL, LED, refrigerator, TV, fan, 

air conditioner, laptop, and other electronics in workplaces and homes, the DC loads in residential 

buildings is ever increasing. This forced the introduction of ACDC converter in the existing power 

system to tie the DC load to AC distribution system. This results in adding losses and complexity to the 

system. The AC-DC converter stage can be limited up to a certain level by introducing a DC 

distribution system. This report investigates the potential for using DC distribution system in residences 

with on-site solar PV power generation by calculating the net power drawn by a direct-DC house 

compared to that of a typical house with AC distribution, considering identical DC-internal loads. The 

number of PV panels required for supplying the load and the storage batteries is also calculated for both 

AC and DC system. 

 

Study and Simulation of Liao’s Simplified Single-Phase Five Level 

Inverter Topology 
 

Mr.Mohd Esa, Mr.Mohd Abdul Muqeem Nawaz and Ms.Naheed 

 

Abstract: The objective of this paper is to study a simplified single phase five level inverter topology 

with reduced number of switches proposed by Liao. Single phase multilevel inverters are the emerging 

power conversion technology used for micro-grid applications. The main problem faced by multilevel 

inverters is number of switches required which leads to higher switching losses. In order to reduce 

conversion losses, the crucial thing is to save costs and size by reducing the power semiconductor 

devices. This paper witnesses the harmonic analysis of the Liao’s simplified MLI topology using 

MATLAB Simulation software. 

 

Cyclic Exploration-based Whale Optimization to Linear 

Collaborative Discriminant Regression Classification for Face 

Recognition 
 

T.Syed Akheel, Dr.V.Usha Shree and Dr.S.Aruna Mastani 

 

Abstract: Generally, face recognition determines the judgment of whether or not a specific face is 

‘known.’ Moreover, the face identification denotes the retrieval of data or information about the 
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‘owner’ of face. Under this concept, a number of researches are there in progression. Still, the research 

works are not yet up to the mark as human brain recognition. The intelligence in face recognition 

should be enhanced with high accuracy rate, and this paper intends to propose a new face recognition 

model with the concept of feature extraction and classification. The features are extracted using Active 

Appearance Model (AAM). Then the classification is done via Linear collaborative Discriminant 

regression classification (LCDRC) model. In the LCDRC classifier, the most important evaluation is 

projection matrix that might get multiplied to the features while classification. The projection matrix 

must be optimal, so that the recognition accuracy can be greatly attained. In order to select the optimal 

projection matrix, this paper proposes a Cyclic Exploration based Whale Optimization model (CEWO), 

which is the modified form of Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA). The proposed face recognition 

model compares its performance over other conventional methods in terms of measures like Accuracy, 

Specificity, Sensitivity, Precision, Negative Predictive Value (NPV), F1Score and Matthews 

Correlation Coefficient (MCC), False positive rate (FPR), False negative rate (FNR) and False 

Discovery Rate (FDR), and the efficiency of the proposed model is proven 

 

Efficient Optimization to Linear Discriminant Regression for Face 

Recognition 
 

T.Syed Akheel, Dr.V.Usha Shree and Dr.S.Aruna Mastani 

 

Abstract: To improve the robustness of the linear regression model number of improvements have been 

made working on the different databases, the main aim of this paper is to show how an optimization 

algorithms improves the efficiency and performance is evaluated, The features are extracted using 

Active Appearance Model (AAM). Then the classification is done via Linear collaborative 

Discriminant regression classification (LCDRC) model. In the LCDRC classifier, the most important 

evaluation is projection matrix that might get multiplied to the features while classification. In order to 

select the optimal projection matrix, this paper proposes a improved whale optimization technique, 

which is the modified form of Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA). The proposed face recognition 

model compares its performance over other conventional methods by varying the regularization 

constant value from 0.5 to 2.5 and performanc is taken in terms of measures like Accuracy, Specificity, 

Sensitivity, Precision, Negative Predictive Value (NPV), F1Score and Matthews Correlation 

Coefficient (MCC), False positive rate (FPR), False negative rate (FNR) and False Discovery Rate 

(FDR),and the efficiency by varing the the regularization constant and the effectivness of this model is 

proven. 

 

Line to Ground Faults Protection and Control method in Active 

Distribution Network using IEC 61850 
 

A. David Arulanandan and K. Kathiravan 

 

Abstract: Protection and control automation messages transfer between devices and the control center 

(CC) over IEC 61850 standard protocols in active distribution network (ADN) using Ethernet. Wireless 

communication network provides real-time monitoring and control of ADN. The proposed novel 

approach framework presents the protection and control method of line to ground (LG) faults utilizing 

IEC 61850 standards at bay level between intelligent protection devices for fast and reliable protection. 

Moreover, this bay level peer to peer communication utilizes IEEE 802.11 wireless local area network 

(WLAN) to reduce the fault protection time and other messages transferring time instead of Ethernet 

communication by GOOSE multicast communication services. End to end time delay and throughput of 

the coordination nodes are illustrated using NS2 simulation. 
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In search of the future technologies: Fusion of Machine Learning, 

Fog and Edge computing in the Internet of Things 
 

Soumyalatha, Manjunath R Kounte and Sasi Kumar 

 

Abstract: Rapid growth in the connected devices to the internet in the era of Internet of Things(IoT), 

huge amount of data is generated by the devices. This tremendous increase in the data leads to the 

developments in different computing paradigm such as Cloud computing, Fog computing, Edge 

Computing using artificial intelligence model such as machine learning and deep learning to get some 

valuable information to the user from the raw data. This paper details about computing paradigm, 

applications and its advantages and limitations. Also we discussed about different kinds of important 

neural networks and its suitable for which kinds of inputs such as images, audio, video etc. An attempt 

is made in this paper with the intend for students researcher for understanding the IoT, computing 

paradigms and artificial neural networks, to work further in these emerging domains. 

 

RFID Based Library Management System using Arduino 
 

Mithun Madhukumar and Mariya Sebastian 

 

Abstract: Nowadays RFID systems are becoming very prominent as their role in reducing human 

efforts and theft is decisive. Various departments like shopping centres, industries, libraries had started 

using RFID tags and readers on their products to make their work more simple and also to reduce theft. 

This developing technology is being implemented in many supermarkets and also in public libraries. 

Implementation of RFID in various departments will help in reducing the workload and confusions of 

the administrator as well as the user in arranging and searching the books. The proposed system is 

based on RFID readers, user interactive system, inter supported with antennas at gate and transaction 

sections for security. The hardware is designed with Arduino and the PC based software is developed in 

Visual Basic C#. It reduces labour efforts and increases efficiency by minimizing confusion and errors. 

 

Performance of POD and FOD based FACTS Device with Wind 

Integrated System 
 

Mithun Madhukumar and Mariya Sebastian 

 

Abstract: Wind energy conversion systems (WECS) nowadays are getting more complex due to the 

unpredictable weather and highly complex wind patterns in nature due to which more number of power 

electronic converters and mechanical parts are to be integrated with the system to achieve higher 

efficiency. Though Wind energy systems are interconnecting to power grid in an increasing rate various 

parameters like security and reliability are the prime concerns. The constrains Power and frequency 

oscillation damping phenomenon can be considered to improve the reliability. So when an unreliable 

system like Wind energy conversion system when inter connected to a power grid, damping controller 

integrated with a FACTS devices when incorporated to the systems can improve power or frequency 

oscillation device to a greater extend. This paper provide a comparative study of three phase fault 

condition at load side and performance of FACTS device in a PMSG based wind integrated system 

during power oscillation and frequency oscillation damping (FOD). Paper presents a comparison of 

PMSG based wind integrated system with SSSC having frequency oscillation damping controller as 

well as the power oscillation damping controller aimed at achieving a high level of fault tolerance to 

load side faults. 
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Road Surface Path Monitoring using Iot Sensors 
 

G. Meera Gandhi, Jesudoss A and Lakshmanan L. 

 

Abstract: Many solutions exist for Transport Infrastructure such as Traffic analysis, Path Navigation, 

Route Direction and Street View Images. The most important and current need of transport 

infrastructure is governing the Road Surface Condition Monitoring. In the existing system, most of the 

solution has been solved with Sensor Technology. Research studies have shown that techniques using 

Sensors are lagging for monitoring road surface conditions. When Street view images are not available, 

road Information is updated through spot survey as well as suggestions from the highway engineers. 

Data updated through Crowd sensing and Vehicle-Based Sensing method frequently provides the 

reliable transport services to the client. Sensors such as Seat belt warning sensor, Jerk Sensor, Speed 

Sensor, Drunk and Drive Sensor are employed in our work. Fog Node is proposed to update the truthful 

data about the road surface conditions to the Cloud Server by using Light Weight Signcryption method. 

Best path (GSM) for the Sensor Based Cars which are nearer to Road Side Unit will be notified and the 

information provided for the requested customer on demand. The Vehicles acts as the Onboard Unit 

(OBU) to sense the road surface condition .The sensors automatically fetch the data and store it into the 

database. They provide services for user who give request for best road path through mobile 

application. The Performance can be proven with our proposed idea to achieve best path updates, light 

weight storage and power, avoid accidents and best route discovery with on time data for the road 

based clients through mobile application with Privacy Preserved Scheme. 

 

Comparison of Machine Learning Techniques for Software 

Quality Prediction 
 

Somya Goyal and Pradeep K. Bhatia 

 

Abstract: Software quality prediction is one the most challenging task in the development and 

maintenance of the Software. Machine learning (ML) is widely being incorporated to predict the quality 

of final product in early stages of the development cycle. ML Prediction model is set using software 

metrics and faulty data of previous projects to detect the highrisk modules for future projects, so that 

the testing efforts can be targeted to those specific ‘risky’ modules. Hence, ML based predictors 

contribute to the detection of development anomalies early and inexpensively and ensure the timely 

delivery of a successful, failure-free and supreme quality software product within budget. This paper 

brings a comparison of 30 software quality prediction models built on five ML techniques (Artificial 

Neural Network (ANN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM), Decision Tree (DT), k-nearest neighbor 

(kNN) and Naïve Bayes) using six datasets (CM1, KC1, KC2, PC1, JM1 and combined one). These 

models exploit the predictive power of static code metrics- McCabe complexity metrics- for the quality 

prediction. All thirty predictors are compared using ROC, AUC and Accuracy as performance 

evaluation criteria. The results show that the models built on ANN are promising for accurate quality 

prediction irrespective of the dataset used. 

 

Emoticon and Text Sarcasm Detection in Sentiment Analysis 
 

Shaina Gupta, Ravinder Singh and Varun Singla 

 

Abstract:  A lot of work has been attempted in the area of sentiment analysis (SA)/opinion mining of 

natural language texts (NLT) and social media. One of the major objective of such tasks is to allocate 

polarity either positive (+ve) or negative (-ve) to a part of text. But, at the similar time, the problem of 

assigning the degree of positivity and negativity of particular text occurs. The problem become more 
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difficult in case of text gathered from social sites. As these sites contains more number of emoticons 

and sarcasm words that have hidden meaning along with the expressions. In this paper, we have 

presented an emoticons and text sarcasm detection system. The value of uploaded text document is 

generated by removing the stop words and data filtration process. Here, two types of polarities are 

identified named as positive and negative for both sarcasm and emoticons with 100 % accuracy. For 

classifying the polarities, artificial neural network (ANN) is used as a classifier. At last, the comparison 

between proposed and existing work [18] is discussed. 

 

A Survey on Machine Learning and Data Mining Methods and 

Applications 
 

Rajan Singh and Bramah Hazela 

 

Abstract: In This paper we have a tendency to describe a centered literature Survey of machine learning 

(ML) and data processing (DM) ways and applications .Under this analysis paper explanations of every 

machine learning and data processing technique square measure providing. It’s established on the 

amount of the importance of a rising technique, Papers representing every technique were recognized, 

and it's additionally used for scan, and summarized .Because we know that the data are very important 

in ML & DM methods. As we know that ML&DM is very important and growing research area .it is 

used by the natural scientist to as well.in this paper we want explain and survey of combining both 

machine learning and data mining methods. 

 

Authenticated Customer to Customer Lift Service using FireBase 
 

Siddharth verma , Prafulla Bafna and Anagha Vaidya 

 

Abstract: In today’s generation, ride sharing has become usual way of travelling, however the cab 

services are expensive since the drivers are full time drivers, hence to avail passengers a ride sharing 

service at reasonable fare, carpooling has been introduced. The passenger can take lift from any person 

who is driving via. the same route as him/her using the application and by providing his pickup and 

drop location. Thus, the vehicle owner will be able to save cost on fuel. There will be a reduction in 

traffic, air pollution and noise pollution. The passenger can either make cash or online payment 

according to his convenience. Ride Sharing applications are using their own server with Google map 

API, whereas, Google Map API is highly compatible with Firebase Storage since it’s provided by 

Google. Firebase also provides built-in Mobile number, Google, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn login 

options for authentication of the user. Efficiency in tracking of the vehicle and passenger is viable 

because the longitude and latitude positions of the users are stored which are efficient performance-

wise. In the existing ride sharing application, passengers can login using mobile number which are 

available online for temporary use, hence the passenger can take multiple discounts using fake mobile 

number, this can be overcome by use of Adhaar API for verification of passenger using his/her 

biometric fingerprints. 

 

Technical Analysis of Selected Stocks of IT Sector 
 

Dr. Mrs. Manisha Vikas Jagtap 

 

Abstract: India is a developing country. Nowadays many people are interested to invest in financial 

markets especially on equities to get high returns, and to save tax in honest way. Equities are playing a 

major role in contribution of capital to the business from the beginning. Since the introduction of shares 

concept, large numbers of investors are showing interest to invest in stock market. The price of a 
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security represents a consensus. It is the price at which one person agrees to buy and another agrees to 

sell. The price at which an investor is willing to buy or sell depends primarily on his expectations. If he 

expects the security's price to rise, he will buy it; if the investor expects the price to fall, he will sell it. 

These simple statements are the cause of a major challenge in forecasting security prices, because they 

refer to human expectations. As we all know firsthand, humans expectations are neither easily 

quantifiable nor predictable. If prices are based on investor expectations, then knowing what a security 

should sell for becomes less important than knowing what other investors expect it to sell for. That's not 

to say that knowing what a security should sell for isn't important it is. But there is usually a fairly 

strong consensus of a stock's future earnings that the average investor cannot disprove. Fundamental 

analysis and technical analysis can co-exist in peace and complement each other. Since all the investors 

in the stock market want to make the maximum profits possible, they just cannot afford to ignore either 

fundamental or technical analysis. 

 

Validation of Low Cost Sensors for Measuring Air Quality in the 

Laboratory 
 

Prof. S.M. Shiva Nagendra, Prof. Nilesh Jayantilal Vasa and Prof.V.Kamakoti 

 

Abstract: In India Air quality being monitored using sophisticated Instruments at several locations 

across the county. However the cost of each monitoring station varied between 90 to 100 lakhs with 

significant cost involvement for their operation and maintenance. In recent years low cost sensor 

gaining attention in ambient air quality monitor. In this paper the performance of selected low cost 

sensor in measuring Carbon Monoxide, Carbon Dioxide, Particulate Matter 2.5, Particulate Matter 10, 

under different temperature conditions have been evaluated in the laboratory. Results showed that 

sensors are reliable in measuring said ambient air quality parameters. 

 

Review on: Progressive Web App for Organization System 

 
Aishwarya Bhilare, Yogita Gaikwad, Kokare Varsha and Kumbhar Satish 

 

Abstract: The Nowadays, the number of smartphone users increased tremendously. As smartphones get 

used in large amount, the number of apps are also increased. But the problem with these native web 

apps is it cannot work properly when network is poor or unreliable. Also these apps require large 

memory space and they cannot work on offline mode. So for overcoming all these problems, the 

concept of Progressive Web Apps comes in frame which can work on any platform. The technologies 

we are using for it are Application Shell and Service Workers. 

 

Target Tracking Nano Drone 
 

Dr Sachin Yadav and Ranjeeta Yadav 

 

Abstract: In civilian applications, the utilization of quadcopters increasing quickly. Still, this 

deployment experiences some difficulties like flying vibration and instability which lead to inaccurate 

data of onboard sensors. Determining the size of such inaccuracy assists in improving the future design 

and provides more precise understanding of data measured in copter applications. This work introduces 

an implementation of a quadcopter using recently developed hardware and software components. An 

aerial imagery system was applied as a case study to evaluate the performance of the implemented 

quadcopter. The quadcopter was assembled mainly from F450 Flame Wheel frame kit, Aurdo-Pilot 

Mega APM 2.6 controller and a Mission Planner as ground station software. The picked up images 

were stitched and then compared with the available Google Earth images. Also, the dimensions of 
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targeted buildings and GPS coordinates of certain points were measured on the aerial images. The 

accuracy of aforementioned dimensions and GPS coordinates in comparing with the actual 

measurements has been investigated. The clarity and measurement errors found on the taken aerial 

images were such acceptable that make the quadcopter usage for photogrammetry is quite possible to 

monitor the changes taking place on the ground such as affected areas and under construction sites. 

 

Investigation of Flexural Behavior of Cold Formed Steel with and 

Without Lips by Theoretical, Analytical and Experimental Setup of 

“Hat” and “Z” Sections 
 

Akula Venkata Phani Manoj, G.T.N.Veerendra, A.Satish kunar and M.Durga Rao 

 

Abstract:  Cold-formed steel members are most popular construction material used in bridges, tanks, 

car body parts and many more, the material is light gauge steel section endeavoured to wide range in 

engineering applications inclining towards its physical properties. In addition to its physical properties, 

the cold formed steel are economical in cost and can show ease in usage. In the present paper a 

comparative study of flexural behaviour of cold formed steel ‘HAT’ and ‘Z’ sections with and without 

lips were analyzed theoretically, experimentally and analytically. The flexural behaviour is evaluated 

both experimentally, theoretically and analytically using ANSYS and the results were compared. In 

both experimental and analytical work, four sections were loaded vertically while the lateral deflection 

were unrestrained to allow flexural buckling. As the results were compared it is evident that ‘Z’ and 

‘HAT’ sections with lips will take more load than ‘Z’ and ‘HAT’ sections without lips and also the 

deflection at any particular load is less for sections with lips than sections without lips. 

 

Comparative Study on Behaviour of G+17 STORY R.C.C Structure 

with and without Zipper frame Using Time History Analysis 
 

Shubhangi Prakash Shejul and Rahul D. Pandit 

 

Abstract: : In this study the behaviour of RC zipper braced frame was investigated and compared with 

normal frame (frame without zipper). Here RC zipper column were added at the beam mid-span point 

from the second storey to the top storey of the frame. For comparative analysis two G+17 storey 

building model was designed, one was normal frame and other was zipper braced frame. This 

numerical model this numerical modelling was done by using time history analysis in ETABS 2016 

software. Time history analysis was performed for estimating base shear, displacement, storey drift and 

modal time period. As a result it is found that displacement and storey drift was reduced in zipper 

braced frame than normal frame against high base shear. As well as zipper braced frame shows less 

time period of oscillation. 

 

Dyslexic Reader – The Real-Time Assistance for Dyslexic People 
 

Shahna E, Gill Varghese Sajan and Neethu Subash 

 

Abstract: DYSLEXIC READER is a real-time reading assistant app for dyslexic people. Dyslexia, also 

known as reading disorder and it is characterized by trouble with reading ability. Different people are 

affected to varying degrees. Problems may include difficulties in spelling words, reading at high speed, 

writing some words, sounding out words in the head, pronouncing words when reading aloud and 

understanding what one reads. Some cases run in families. OpenDyslexic is a free typeface/font 

designed to avoid some of the common reading errors caused by dyslexia. The font that includes 
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regular, bold, italic, bold-italic, and monospaced font styles. This application is developed in English 

language using multisensory approach and it is an appropriate and suitable learning ecosystem for 

dyslexic children. Previous studies shows that many application that are developed in Malay and 

Spanish language .And this applications that only recognize some of the alphabetic. But in our 

application we work with all the alphabetic using OCR. The main objective of the proposed system that 

uses Google’s mobile vision API & OCR and it provide real-time facility. The detected text is then 

displayed to the user in OpenDyslexic font. Mobile vision API is regarded as the best real time OCR 

API for mobile devices. It provides good detection accuracy and real time detection capability. Thou it 

does not feature real time detection, it has higher accuracy than mobile vision API. The mobile vision 

API is used for real time OCR and extracting text from small text areas such as sign boards etc. We 

extend image-to-text retrieval in to video-to-text retrieval. It can be performed by extracting the frames 

of videos, retrieving the text from the video and displayed it in the OpenDyslexic font. The 

performance can be improved by using threads in multitasking. The performance degradation is 

avoided by using multiple threads. 

 

Encrypted Chaos in Quantum Dot Light Emitting Diode 
 

Sora F. Abdalah, Hussein B. Al Husseini, Kais A. M. Al Naimee, R. Meucci and F.Tito Arecchi 

 

Abstract:  A communication scheme based on the synchronization of two chaotic quantum dot light 

emitting diodes (QD-LEDs) is theoretically examined. The Chaos in the QD-LED is generated by 

means of an optical feedback. Synchronization of the chaos is obtained by varying coupling strength 

between the transmitter and the receiver as unidirectional coupling. We then test a proposed three 

communication schemes by successfully transmitting messages. 

 

Semantic Aware Event Detection in Videos 
 

Amrutha N, Osheen TJ, Linda Sara Mathew and Abhi Abhai 

 

Abstract: Because of the rapid growth of large scale video recording and sharing, there is a growing 

need for robust and scalable solutions for analyzing video content. The ability to detect and recognize 

video events that capture real-world activities is one of the key and complex problems. This aims at the 

development of robust and efficient solutions for large scale video event detection systems. Existing 

event detection works use various low-level features with statistical learning models, and achieve 

promising performance. However, such approaches lack the capability of interpreting the abundant 

semantic content associated with complex video events. Therefore, mid-level semantic concept 

representation of complex events has emerged as a promising method for understanding video events. 

In this area, existing works can be categorized into two groups: those that manually define a specialized 

concept set for a specific event, and those that apply a general concept lexicon directly borrowed from 

existing object, scene and action concept libraries. The first approach seems to require tremendous 

manual efforts, where as the second approach is often in sufficient in capturing the rich semantics 

contained in video events. In this work, we propose an automatic event-driven concept discovery 

method, and build a large-scale event and concept library with wellorganized ontology, called 

EventNet. This method is different from past work that applies a generic concept library independent of 

the target while not requiring tedious manual annotations. Extensive experiments over the zero-shot 

event retrieval task when no training samples are available show that the proposed EventNet library 

consistently and significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art methods. Although concept-based event 

representation can interpret the semantic content of video events, in order to achieve high accuracy in 

event detection, we also need to consider and combine various features of different modalities and/or 

across different levels. One one hand, we observe that joint cross-modality patterns (e.g., audio-visual 

pattern) often exist in videos and provide strong multi-modal cues for detecting video events. 
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Improved Stability Analysis for Markovian Jump Static Neural 

Networks with Mode-Dependent Time-Varying Delays 
 

N. Shyamsundarraj, R. Sriraman and R. Samidurai 

 

Abstract: This paper investigates the problem of delaydependent stability analysis for Markovian jump 

static neural networks (MJSNNs) with mode-dependent time-varying delays. The fundamental 

objective of this paper is to create novel stability criterion for the considered MJSNNs with less 

conservatism. A suitable Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional (LKF) is constructed with more system 

information. By employing integral inequality, a novel delay-dependent sufficient condition is obtained 

to ensure the asymptotically stability of the equilibrium point. The obtained stability condition is 

derived and entrenched in terms of linear matrix inequality (LMI) which can be clearly checked by 

MATLAB LMI control toolbox. At long last, two benchmark illustrative case are given to show the 

effectiveness of the theoretical result. 

 

Robust Finite-Time Stability Analysis for Delayed Neural 

Networks 
 

G. Mahendrakumar, N. Shyamsundarraj and G. Samidurai 

 

Abstract: In this paper is concerned with the problem of finitetime stability analysis for neural networks 

with time-varying delays. We construct a new Lyapunov-Krasovskii function with suitable activation 

function condition and then utilizing Jensen’s inequality technique. A novel set of sufficient conditions 

are derived in terms of linear matrix inequalities (LMIs). Finally, a numerical example is given to 

demonstrate the usefulness and effectiveness of the proposed results. 

 

Fog based Mobile Computational Code Offloading 
 

Dhritiman Mukherjee, Rik Das, Souvik Majumdar, Saurav Ghosh and Sudeep Thepade 

 

Abstract:  Recent times have unfolded smart-phones as devices with high computational resources. It 

has great processing capability with increasing number of core and CPU cycles. But still it suffers from 

inherent problem of battery usage and storage. Introducing mobile cloud computing can leverage a 

better computing environment. But it has limitation in case of real time applications. In this paper, the 

authors have proposed a system which is positioned near to the ground and it is capable of fast 

execution for real time application. 

 

Advanced Water Curing for Concrete 
 

Zeeshan Moinoddin Masulda and Dr.AbhijeetP.Wadeka 

 

Abstract:  This experimental research paper proposes to focus on different types of curing technique, 

these are as Dessert bags water curing in different pattern and normal water spread curing for concrete. 

Various shaped bags are manufactured in shop by stitching manually. For making these bags different 

types materials are selected as based on their respective properties. Special designed bags for curing are 

used for Residential and commercial reinforced concrete structural members e.g. Beam, column, Slab 

& walls for different grades of concrete. Concrete are cured for 28 days and at last measured 

compressive strength for all members and all curing types by using non destructive testing methods 
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(NDT). All curing types’ results are compared for compressive strength. At last the concrete cured by 

using Dessert bags models gave more strength as compared to normal water spread curing. 

 

A Study of Sustainable Technologies for Emissions Reduction in 

Developing Countries with Special Reference to CDM Projects 
 

Dr Renuka Deshmukh 

 

Abstract: Against the backdrop of the enhanced importance of technology transfer in the context of the 

ongoing climate change negotiations, the potential of the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) as a 

vehicle for technology transfer has been underscored. This study undertakes an empirical exploration of 

the extent to which the CDM is contributing to technology transfer and what is the nature of that 

technology transfer. The study presents an operational definition of technology transfer in the context  

of the CDM and applies this definition to a dataset of the first 1000 registered CDM projects. The core 

finding that emerges from the study is that the contribution of the CDM to technology transfer can at 

best be regarded as minimal. 

 

Conceptual based Investigation on the Data Mining Techniques 

for the Prediction of Hydration Assessment, Breath Analysis and 

Heart Disease 
 

Dr.K.Sai Manoj, Ms.K. Mrudula, Mrs. G.Maanasa and Prof.K.Phani Srinivas 

 

Abstract: Both the data mining and health care industry have emerged some of reliable early detection 

systems and other various health related systems from the clinical and diagnosis data. With the rapid 

growing of Health related information technologies it is very essential for the Health care providers to 

observe and store huge amounts of Patent data. For the effective use of this data for the improvement of 

the Perfect outcomes in the health care and process, health professionals need to identify the 

appropriate measures and apply the right analysis methods for the type of data at hand. This review 

Paper has consolidated on the data mining techniques for the assessment of Hydration status through 

Breathe analysis and also application of data mining techniques for the prediction of Heart disease. 

 

A Complete Survey: Load Balancing Algorithms in Cloud 

Computing 
 

Chandra Prakash Tyagi and Abhineet Anand 

 

Abstract: Every kid coming out of Harvard, Now thinks he can be the next Mark Zuckerberg, and with 

the new technologies like cloud computing, he actually has a shot. Because with the cloud computing 

their demand for services and resources are provided at any time, which leads to the tremendous 

increase in the users, and their demand for di erent services on the cloud computing platform, So 

fruitful and e cient use of resources in the cloud environment became a critical concern. For this cloud 

computing requires Load balancing techniques to control and handle overloaded demand and 

requirements. Load balancing is playing a vital role in maintaining the rhythm of cloud computing. So 

load balancing in cloud computing becoming a more interested area of research. Many di erent 

techniques have been proposed to solve the problems of load balancing. This paper investigates the di 

erent algorithms proposed to resolve the issue of load balancing in Cloud Computing. 
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Data Security Issues and their Solutions in Cloud Computing 
 

Anubhav Raj, Surendra Kumar and Abhineet Anand 

 

Abstract: Cloud Computing is one of the fastest gravitated computing service in IT sector, it has solved 

the issue of managing and spending time and money on hardware and services. More and more 

business are storing some or all of their data on the cloud but as the cloud servers are in the remote 

areas or even in another end of the world, it is possible to modify, hack and erase data. Security 

breaches are the major issues Cloud Computing is facing which need to be resolved. Data security can 

be implemented in many ways one of which is data encryption techniques which can be boon for Cloud 

Computing data security issues. This paper has discussed the various techniques and methods which 

can be adapted to make this gravitated computing service safer and impenetrable 

 

Framework for Security in Cloud 
 

Brijesh Pandey, Anupam Lakhanpal and Abhineet Anand 

 

Abstract: Cloud Computing is considered as an attractive service model. While there is increasing use 

of this technology so there are security threats and when it comes to networking aspects, there is a very 

little support. Cloud Security is a set of technologies or controls which are deployed to secure the data, 

application and the infrastructure of cloud computing. It is the sub domain of network or information 

security. Namely the categories of security issues are: Network Security, Interfaces, data security, 

virtualization, governance, compliance issues and legal issues. Currently the most important problems 

which are seen in these references are legal issues, compliance and loss of control over data. There is 

need of advanced technology to secure the cloud in this paper an idea is proposed for data security. 

Merging, Cryptography, Steganography and Hashing are used. This paper deals with data security 

when the data is stored at the cloud. 

 

A Sentiment Analysis-based Approach to Predict Cryptocurrency 

Ethereum Price using Machine Learning 
 

Atul Jha and Abhineet Anand 

 

Abstract: In the last century, Web 2.0 services such as blogs, forums, twitter, email etc. have been 

widely used as communication media, with very effective outcomes. Sharing knowledge is a key part 

of learning and enhancing skills. Furthermore, emotions may affect decision-making and individual 

reaction. Ethereum, a decentralized electronic currency system, represents a radical change in financial 

systems, attracting a large number of users and a lot of media attention. In this research, we 

investigated if the spread of the Ethereum’s price is related to the volumes of tweets or Web Search 

media results. We compared trends of price with Google Trends data, the number of tweets and 

particularly with those that express a positive sentiment. We found significant cross-correlation values, 

especially between Ethereum price and tweets related to the cryptocurrency. 

 

Construction of SAC Boolean Functions using Genetic Algorithm 
 

Surendra Kumar, AnupamLakhanpal and Pranav Dass 

 

Abstract: Our main focus is to construct the Boolean functions which satisfy the cryptographic property 

i.e. strict avalanche criterion (SAC) using Genetic algorithms. Cryptographic Properties i.e. 

Nonlinearity, Balancedness and SAC of Boolean functions have played an important role in designing 
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the cryptographic primitives like S-box in block ciphers and this can be used in key stream generation 

for stream ciphers. We want to tradeoff the Boolean functions with high nonlinearity, Balancedness and 

SAC. It can be made a strong cryptosystem and prevent our plaintext from attack by adversary. One 

reason to choose genetic algorithms is that they work on the set of large input functions and gives an 

optimal or near optimal solution to given problem. 

 

Experimental Investigation of Flow past a Circular Cylinder at the 

Sub-Critical Region 
 

Somashekar V, Ritwic and Nizamuddin A Kazi 

 

Abstract: The experimental study for the incompressible flow around a smooth circular cylinder at the 

sub-critical section is furnished in detail. A smooth circular cylinder is positioned in a wind tunnel and 

the local pressure distribution on the cylinder surface is calculated merely. The Reynolds Number 

ranges from Red = 0.83 × 105 to 2.62 ×105, while Red is the Reynolds number based on the cylinder 

diameter (d) and free-stream velocity. The experimental statistics shows that there exists a nadir point 

of surface pressure in the front the cross section of the cylinder and the pressure at nadir position varies 

with the Reynolds number. It is observed that at this point it tends to move in the front region of the 

cylinder as Reynolds number increases. Based out of current research findings, a simple algebraic 

expression describing the relationship between the locations of the pressure’s nadir and Reynolds 

number is projected. 
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